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introduction

Watersheds in metropolitan areas across Canada are suffering degradation
as a result of urbanization. Loss of natural vegetative cover, an increase
in the area of paved and other impervious surfaces, and storm sewer
systems in older urban areas that route stormwater to streams and
rivers, greatly increase the stormwater loading in watersheds and
disrupt the natural water balance.

The Greater Toronto Area (GTA) is a case in point. Despite the use of
“state-of-the-art stormwater management practices, GTA watersheds
are suffering on-going degradation”.1 Education and awareness campaigns
to encourage the adoption of “lot level” and “at source” practices for
stormwater management have yet to achieve widespread success. Uptake
of sustainable practices by residents and business owners/managers is
seen as a key part of implementing GTA-wide watershed management
plans2 and creating sustainable watershed communities. 

PURPOSE

The goal of the study was to determine the marketing opportunities
and barriers to improving uptake of lot level stormwater management

and other sustainable practices amongst residents of single-family
dwellings and business owners/managers of commercial/light
industrial facilities in the GTA, and to develop strategies and
mechanisms to drive uptake of such practices. 

METHODOLOGY

The two sectors comprising the focus of the research, single-family
residential and commercial/light industrial (business), are disparate 
and were therefore addressed separately in the study. 

Residential sector

Owner-occupants of single-family residential dwellings were the focus
of the market research. This segment of the residential sector was
selected primarily because single-family dwellings have the greatest

impact on the watershed on a “per unit basis”.

The geographic area for the residential research comprised the upper
portions of the three major GTA watersheds: the Don, Rouge and
Humber rivers. The following five study areas were identified:

1. Don Mills (City of Toronto)

2. Markham-Unionville

3. Thornhill-Richmond Hill (Vaughan East)

4. Woodbridge (Vaughan West)

5. Brampton

Figure 1 Map of Greater Toronto Area

Toronto
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The five study areas were selected because they are located in an east-
west band spanning the GTA where:

■ pressure on the form and functioning of the three principal
watersheds is significant;

■ there is a large percentage of single family dwellings and there are
considerable urban growth demands (excluding Don Mills); and, 

■ there is a good mix of newer and older single-family residences.

Statistics Canada 2001 Census of Population data was used to develop
demographic profiles of the five study areas.  Based on the profiles of
the study areas, a recruitment screener—a series of demographic
questions used to screen potential resident recruits for the market
research—was developed and used to ensure the research samples were
consistent with the demographic profile for the corresponding study
area. Table 1 provides a summary description of the overall sample
and each of the five study area research samples.

Table 1 Residential Sector Research Sample

Demographic Variable Overall Female Male Brampton Markham North York Thornhill Vaughan

Sample Size  n= 121 70 51 26 25 26 22 22

% of sample (n) 100% 58% 42% 21% 21% 21% 18% 18%

Women 58% 100% 65% 56% 62% 50% 55%

Men 42% 100% 35% 44% 38% 50% 45%

Age of home: <5 years 13% 11% 16% 23% 4% 18% 23%

5 to 15 years 21% 20% 22% 19% 24% 8% 14% 41%

16 to 30 years 41% 40% 43% 35% 60% 12% 68% 36%

31 or more years 25% 29% 20% 23% 12% 81%

Age: 25 to 44  years 38% 43% 31% 54% 20% 42% 18% 55%

45 to 64 59% 57% 61% 46% 72% 58% 73% 45%

65 to 74 3% 8% 8% 5% 9%

Education: High School 26% 31% 18% 35% 12% 31% 14% 36%

College or Trade 35% 33% 37% 35% 36% 42% 32% 27%

University Degree 39% 34% 45% 27% 52% 27% 55% 36%

Marital Status: Married 84% 74% 98% 85% 80% 85% 95% 77%

Divorced/Sep/Widowed 13% 23% 8% 20% 12% 5% 23%

Children at Home: 1-2 65% 65% 67% 65% 68% 58% 77% 59%

3 to 4 14% 14% 14% 19% 12% 8% 9% 23%

None 20% 20% 20% 15% 16% 35% 14% 18%

Income: $100, 000+ 37% 31% 45% 19% 44% 38% 50% 36%

$60,000 to $99,000 46% 50% 41% 65% 36% 50% 36% 41%

$40,000 to $59,999 17% 19% 14% 15% 20% 12% 14% 23%

Work Hours: 0 7% 9% 2% 4% 12% 4% 5% 5%

1 to 15 3% 3% 4% 4% 9% 5%

16 to 35 25% 34% 12% 19% 32% 31% 18% 23%

36 to 50 62% 49% 80% 69% 44% 62% 68% 68%

Spouse's Work Hours: 0 30% 33% 25% 35% 36% 27% 18% 32%

1 to 15 1% 2% 5%

16 to 35 14% 7% 24% 4% 20% 12% 18% 18%

36 to 50 52% 54% 49% 58% 40% 54% 64% 45%

Canadian Born 53% 53% 53% 46% 40% 54% 59% 68%

Ethnic Origin:
Canadian

15% 16% 14% 27% 8% 8% 18% 14%

Italian 22% 20% 24% 4% 16% 23% 73%

U.K. 19% 20% 18% 16% 28% 27% 19% 5%

Black/African 6% 7% 4% 19% 8%

Jamaican 5% 7% 2% 12% 8% 5%

Asian 5% 1% 6% 4% 12% 1%

Chinese 3% 1% 6% 4% 12%

East Indian 3% 4% 2% 8% 8%

Various Other Origins 22% 24% 24% 14% 24% 33% 40% 2%



Residents were randomly recruited via telephone. Research sessions
with resident recruits were held at locations in each of the five study
areas. A total of 121 residents were surveyed (an average of 24 residents
per research session).

At the research session, resident participants completed a questionnaire
with both closed- and open-ended questions using a facilitated method
of inquiry.  Participants provided written responses to 124 verbally
asked research questions within a limited timeframe. This research
process was used to capture top-of-mind (non-rationalized), unbiased
responses that reflected participants’ intrinsically held beliefs.

Following the completion of the five research sessions, the participants’
verbatim responses were compiled and categorically grouped. Responses
were quantified (percentage frequency distribution) and qualified
(idea, subject, theme, meaning, etc.) allowing for an objective
evaluation of the results. Lastly, the data collected from the research
sessions in each of the five study areas were compared to determine if
there was consistency in responses between the study groups.

Business Sector

Both primary and secondary research was utilized for this initial study
of the business sector.  For the primary research, interviews with 19
key informants were conducted.  Informants represented a variety of
disciplines associated with the design, construction and operation of
commercial and light industrial facilities, including on-site stormwater
management and green building.  Facility owners/managers, architects,
engineers, builder/developers and municipal representatives involved in new
development and/or retrofitting of existing developments were interviewed.

FINDINGS

Residential Sector

The most significant findings from the research with residents can be
summarized as follows:

1. A considerable barrier to homeowners’ uptake of sustainable
landscaping practices is a deeply held aesthetic motivation that is
based on a definition of a beautiful landscape as one with:

■ a manicured, green, weed-free lawn;

■ lots of colour, primarily provided by flowers (principally 
ornamental annuals);

■ a neat, tidy appearance; and,

■ good design and an organized, structured layout.

This underlying aesthetic motivation leads homeowners to
unsustainable practices, such as cutting their lawn too short and
excessive irrigation.

2. The terms “naturalized” landscape and “native plant” have a
generally negative connotation to most residents. The majority of
residents perceive a naturalized landscape as uncontrolled and
lacking design and structure.

3. With competing lifestyle priorities, most residents allocate little
time or have limited interest in such considerations as sustainable
practices.  Compounding the little attention given by homeowners
to sustainable practices are the many, varied and frequently mixed
messages they receive about the environment, which in turn creates
confusion leading to disinterest and apathy.

4. The majority of resident respondents reversed their negative
opinions about naturalized landscapes upon viewing photos
depicting neat and well designed partially naturalized residential
landscapes.  In other words, residents’ negative views of naturalized
landscapes were readily addressed using images that challenged
their misperceptions.

5. There was a statistically significant consistency in those landscape
elements and features that participants cited as important to their
homes’ landscape, principally 

■ a neat and tidy appearance;

■ well designed with a traditional, structured layout;

■ flower gardens for colour; and,

■ trees for shade and aesthetic value.

6. Most respondents were generally supportive of reusing rainwater

for irrigation, but would not consider lot-level stormwater
management practices that involve a significant monetary investment
with little perceived personal and/or aesthetic value, and/or
required changes to the structure/infrastructure of their home.

Business Sector

Significant findings from interviews with key informants in the
business sector were as follows:

1. Capital cost, function and municipal approvals are the principal
drivers for the design of buildings and on-site stormwater
management systems in the business sector.

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation 3
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2. Municipalities’ efforts in planning and approvals are focused
primarily on compliance with building code requirements and not
enhanced (beyond regulation) on-site stormwater management and
green building.  Although several municipalities in the GTA,
particularly the City of Toronto, are making headway in green
construction, much needs to be done to facilitate greater uptake by
building owners/managers/developers.

3. Many building owners/managers are willing to invest more capital
to construct “greener” buildings provided they could secure in
return expedited approvals from the municipality.

4. Green building and enhanced stormwater management in private
sector buildings is primarily driven by two factors:

■ a decision on the part of the builder/developer to build a “green 
building” because of a personal commitment to the environment 
and/or as a value added marketing feature; and,

■ a municipal incentive (e.g., change in zoning to increase density 
in exchange for green features in construction) or requirement 
(usually due to an existing limitation such as a sensitive watershed

prone to flooding) for enhanced stormwater management.

5. Most builders/developers do not give significant consideration to
operational costs when designing a building and surrounding site.
Carrying and construction costs are the principal drivers; and with
enhanced stormwater management systems or other green technologies
having longer-term paybacks, they are often not considered.

6. In buildings where there is approximately a one-to-one ratio of
floor to ceiling space, such as box stores and light industrial
facilities, green roofs do not make economic sense (the calculated
payback period is over 10 years).3

7. Municipal stormwater management fees are sufficiently low as to
not serve as a motivator for the use of enhanced stormwater
technologies for retrofits or new construction.  There is too long a
payback period for most business owners/managers to consider
enhanced stormwater management systems.

8. Lack of guiding policies and regulations, misperceptions (societal
and within public institutions) and builder/owners/developer
concerns over liability limit the use of surface water features for
rain water collection and infiltration, such as constructed,
decorative streams or ornamental infiltration ponds (common
design features in many European cities).

RECOMMENDATIONS

Residential Sector

Based on the findings from the research with residents, it was
recommended that any marketing program focus on landscaping-
related sustainable practices—specifically naturalization and the use of
infiltration landscape elements, such as porous materials for hardscape
areas and planting trees to create canopy cover.  With some very
limited exceptions, the residential marketplace is not at a stage where
the time, effort (for special permit approvals and sourcing experienced
contractors), and money required to retrofit homes for rainwater
harvesting through a cistern or equivalent technology or installation of
a green roof is a viable consideration.

Three principal, overarching recommendations came out of the
residential research:

1. Develop a multi-pronged, integrated marketing program to be
implemented GTA-wide.

2. Phase the implementation of the marketing program—starting
small and building as resources permit—to allow for trouble-
shooting of the program on a smaller scale before rolling out the
full program; provide the time required to build strategic partnerships
with key stakeholders; and monitor and evaluate the program to
ensure it meets targets and is modified or adjusted as required.

3. Focus marketing initiatives on generating incremental change in
residents’ approach to their home’s landscape.  The landscape
aesthetic is deeply ingrained and few residents would be willing to
naturalize all of their home’s landscape.  Moving residents toward
integrating native plants and utilizing some design features or
elements that enhance infiltration of rain water and snow melt are
the first steps in changing residents’ misperceptions about
naturalized landscapes.

The individual components of the recommended marketing program
targeting the single-family residential sector in the GTA are
summarized in Table 2.

3 Orlando Corporation and the Municipal Infrastructure Group; “Green Roofs Initiative”, Toronto. March 2006
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Business Sector

The principal recommendation stemming from the business sector
research is the establishment of a GTA Centre for Sustainable
Technologies.  This would be a virtual centre operated in co-operation
or as a joint venture with stakeholders—individuals and their
organizations with expertise in enhanced stormwater management
technologies, site design, construction/retrofitting, green
construction/renovation, sustainable landscaping and municipal
planning and approvals.  The centre would serve as an information
hub, a one-stop electronic shop for information, resources and
referrals on sustainable practices and green building.

The remaining marketing-communications and outreach
recommendations for fostering sustainable practices—enhanced on-
site stormwater management, rain water reuse, and green building—
can be summarized as follows:

1. Educational outreach to municipal planning and approvals staff
through the provision of a guidebook with a step-by-step checklist
of sustainable practices supported by a one-day workshop to help
facilitate the use of the guidebook and explore the topic of green
buildings in more detail.  

Table 2 Components of the Residential Sector Marketing Program

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

Messages and positioning ■ Visual “messages” will be as important as language-based messages in dispelling residents’ misconceptions about
landscapes that are naturalized and/or encourage greater infiltration. Promotional materials and advertising should
depict partially naturalized landscapes that are beautiful, colourful (with an abundance of flowers), tidy and well designed.

■ Respondents identified common words and themes to describe the emotions evoked by their home landscapes. Using
these words and themes in simple messages; for example, “beautiful. . .naturally”,“coloured by nature”,“natural curb appeal”,
etc., in conjunction with visuals of beautiful landscapes; will help to dispel misconceptions and evoke positive feelings
toward partially naturalized landscapes.

■ Any campaign images and messages should be focus tested with residents prior to their use.

Strategic partnerships ■ Capitalize on the experience and expertise of key stakeholders and cost effectively reach more of the residential
marketplace by securing strategic partnerships.

■ Establish partnerships and joint marketing initiatives with key stakeholders—area municipalities, box retailers 
(cited by respondents as the preferred destinations for lawn care products), garden centres/nurseries (most frequently
identified by respondents as the preferred destination for garden care products and services) and community and
environmental organizations.

Products and resources ■ Develop a consistent “look and feel” for all marketing products and resources.

■ Begin with an outdoor campaign utilizing full colour posters depicting beautiful, partially naturalized residential landscapes.

■ As program builds, informational resources, POP displays and coupons, table top displays for key municipal locations
(libraries, recreation centres, utility billing offices, etc.) will be required.

■ All advertising products and informational resources should be focus tested with residents prior to finalisation.

Vehicles ■ Implement a Landscape Advisory service to work directly with homeowners to help them begin to naturalize their
landscape and employ other sustainable landscaping practices.

■ Make use of a variety of marketing vehicles including outdoor signage; POP displays and joint promotional initiatives
with retail stakeholders; strategic partnerships with municipalities, garden clubs and other community and
environmental groups; demonstration projects at key municipal and retail locations and at single-family residences in
target areas; a website with hands-on landscaping and gardening design tools and information; and advertisements in
local papers and Canadian gardening magazines.

Demonstration sites ■ Naturalized or partially naturalized demonstration projects should be secured at key municipal locations—
headquarters, libraries, recreational facilities and municipal parks—and participating retailers.

■ Offer an incentive to homeowners in target residential areas to serve as demonstration sites.

■ Profile demonstration sites through media, garden clubs and tours, municipal newsletters, utility bill inserts, etc.
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2. Demonstration projects and case studies should be promoted where
they exist and new demonstration projects secured.  There are
several excellent examples of enhanced stormwater management
systems and green construction in GTA developments that should
be promoted to the business sector and key decision-makers in
municipalities—mayors and councillors, relevant commissioners,
senior policy makers and planning and approvals staff.

3. Establish a Leaders in Sustainable Practices initiative.  This would
include an awards program recognizing sustainable practices in new
building construction and retrofitting of existing developments, a
corporate leaders program wherein key corporate leaders serve as
peer-to-peer advocates for “greening” new and existing
developments, and a business outreach program targeting decision-
makers in the business community.

4. As the research with the business sector indicated, the majority of
the barriers to enhanced stormwater management, green
construction, and other sustainable practices are not marketing
related.  Therefore, it is recommended that further research into the
non-marketing related barriers to sustainable development in the
commercial and light industrial sectors be undertaken.

Although this information product reflects housing experts’ current knowledge, it is provided for general information purposes only. Any reliance
or action taken based on the information, materials and techniques described are the responsibility of the user. Readers are advised to consult
appropriate professional resources to determine what is safe and suitable in their particular case. Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation
assumes no responsibility for any consequence arising from use of the information, materials and techniques described.65
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introduction
L’urbanisation a entraîné une détérioration des bassins hydrographiques
situés dans les régions métropolitaines au Canada. La perte de couvert
végétal naturel, l’augmentation des surfaces dures et autres surfaces
imperméables, et les réseaux d’égouts pluviaux dans les vieilles régions
urbaines qui acheminent les eaux pluviales dans les ruisseaux et les rivières
augmentent de façon importante la surcharge en eaux pluviales dans les
bassins hydrographiques, et altèrent le cycle naturel de l’eau. 

La région du Grand Toronto (RGT) est un cas d’espèce. Malgré le recours
à des « pratiques de gestion des eaux pluviales novatrices, on observe une
détérioration constante des bassins hydrographiques dans la RGT1 ». Des
campagnes d’éducation et de sensibilisation visant à encourager l’adoption
de pratiques « sur le terrain » et « à la source » pour la gestion des eaux
pluviales n’ont pas encore produit les résultats escomptés. L’adoption de
pratiques durables par les résidents et les propriétaires et gestionnaires de
commerces constitue à coup sûr l’un des éléments clés de la mise en
œuvre des plans de gestion des eaux pluviales2 dans l’ensemble de la RGT,
et de la création de bassins hydrographiques durables dans les collectivités.

OBJECTIF
L’étude dont il question ici avait pour objectif de définir les occasions
de promouvoir l’adoption, par les propriétaires-occupants
d’habitations individuelles et les propriétaires ou gestionnaires de
commerces ou d’installations industrielles légères dans la RGT, de
pratiques de premier niveau en matière de gestion des eaux pluviales
et d’autres pratiques durables, et d’élaborer des stratégies et des
mécanismes pour augmenter l’intérêt à l’égard de telles pratiques. 

MÉTHODE
Les deux secteurs sur lesquels portait l’étude, soient les habitations individuelles
et les commerces ou installations industrielles légères (secteur commercial),
sont très différents et, par conséquent, ont été traités séparément.

Secteur résidentiel

L’étude de marché a porté sur les propriétaires-occupants d’habitations
individuelles. Ce segment du secteur résidentiel a été choisi surtout
parce que les habitations individuelles ont les répercussions les plus
importantes, par logement, sur le bassin hydrographique. 

La zone couverte par l’étude résidentielle comprenait la partie en
amont des trois principaux bassins hydrographiques de la RGT : les
rivières Don, Rouge et Humber. Les cinq régions suivantes ont été
choisies aux fins de l’étude : 

1. Don Mills (ville de Toronto)

2. Markham-Unionville

3. Thornhill-Richmond Hill (Vaughan East)

4. Woodbridge (Vaughan West)

5. Brampton
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1 Toronto Region Conservation Authority: Terms of Reference for
Implementation Strategies for Sustainable Practices. Toronto, mars 2006.

2 ibid

Figure 1 La région du Grand Toronto
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Ces cinq régions ont été choisies, parce qu’elles sont situées dans la
bande est-ouest couvrant la RGT, et où : 

■ la pression exercée sur la forme et le fonctionnement des trois
principaux bassins hydrographiques est importante; 

■ le pourcentage d’habitations individuelles est élevé et la croissance
urbaine est intense (à l’exclusion de Don Mills) et où

■ il y a une grande diversité de maisons individuelles neuves et anciennes.

Les données tirées du Recensement de 2001 de Statistique Canada
ont été utilisées pour élaborer les profils démographiques des cinq
régions à l’étude. Selon les profils des régions à l’étude, un questionnaire
de sélection (série de questions de nature démographique destinées à
cibler des résidents pouvant participer à l’étude de marché) a été
élaboré et utilisé afin de veiller à ce que les échantillons de recherche
correspondent au profil démographique de la région correspondante. Le
tableau 1 présente une description sommaire de l’échantillon global et
de chacun des échantillons de recherche pour les cinq régions à l’étude. 

Tableau 1 Échantillon pour le secteur résidentiel

Variable démographique Global Femmes Hommes Brampton Markham North York Thornhill Vaughan
Taille de l’échantillon n= 121 70 51 26 25 26 22 22

% de l’échantillon (n) 100 % 58 % 42 % 21 % 21 % 21 % 18 % 18 %

Femmes 58 % 100 % 65 % 56 % 62 % 50 % 55 %

Hommes 42 % 100 % 35 % 44 % 38 % 50 % 45 %

Âge du logement <5 ans 13 % 11 % 16 % 23 % 4 % 18 % 23 %

5 à 15 ans 21 % 20 % 22 % 19 % 24 % 8 % 14 % 41 %

16 à 30 ans 41 % 40 % 43 % 35 % 60 % 12 % 68 % 36 %

31 ans et plus 25 % 29 % 20 % 23 % 12 % 81 %

Âge : 25 à 44 ans 38 % 43 % 31 % 54 % 20 % 42 % 18 % 55 %

45 à 64 59 % 57 % 61 % 46 % 72 % 58 % 73 % 45 %

65 à 74 3 % 8 % 8 % 5 % 9 %

Études : Secondaire 26 % 31 % 18 % 35 % 12 % 31 % 14 % 36 %

Collégial ou professionnel 35 % 33 % 37 % 35 % 36 % 42 % 32 % 27 %

Diplôme universitaire 39 % 34 % 45 % 27 % 52 % 27 % 55 % 36 %

État matrimonial : marié 84 % 74 % 98 % 85 % 80 % 85 % 95 % 77 %

Divorcé/séparé/veuf 13 % 23 % 8 % 20 % 12 % 5 % 23 %

Enfants à domicile : 1 - 2 65 % 65 % 67 % 65 % 68 % 58 % 77 % 59 %

3 - 4 14 % 14 % 14 % 19 % 12 % 8 % 9 % 23 %

Aucun 20 % 20 % 20 % 15 % 16 % 35 % 14 % 18 %

Revenu : 100 000 $+ 37 % 31 % 45 % 19 % 44 % 38 % 50 % 36 %

60 000 $ à 99 000 $ 46 % 50 % 41 % 65 % 36 % 50 % 36 % 41 %

40 000 $ à 59 999 $ 17 % 19 % 14 % 15 % 20 % 12 % 14 % 23 %

Heures de travail : 0 7 % 9 % 2 % 4 % 12 % 4 % 5 % 5 %

1 à 15 3 % 3 % 4 % 4 % 9 % 5 %

16 à 35 25 % 34 % 12 % 19 % 32 % 31 % 18 % 23 %

36 à 50 62 % 49 % 80 % 69 % 44 % 62 % 68 % 68 %

Heures de travail du
conjoint : 0 30 % 33 % 25 % 35 % 36 % 27 % 18 % 32 %

1 à 15 1 % 2 % 5 %

16 à 35 14 % 7 % 24 % 4 % 20 % 12 % 18 % 18 %

36 à 50 52 % 54 % 49 % 58 % 40 % 54 % 64 % 45 %

Nés au Canada 53 % 53 % 53 % 46 % 40 % 54 % 59 % 68 %

Origine ethnique :
Canadienne 15 % 16 % 14 % 27 % 8 % 8 % 18 % 14 %

Italienne 22 % 20 % 24 % 4 % 16 % 23 % 73 %

Britannique 19 % 20 % 18 % 16 % 28 % 27 % 19 % 5 %

Noire/africaine 6 % 7 % 4 % 19 % 8 %

Jamaïcaine 5 % 7 % 2 % 12 % 8 % 5 %

Asiatique 5 % 1 % 6 % 4 % 12 % 1 %

Chinoise 3 % 1 % 6 % 4 % 12 %

Inde 3 % 4 % 2 % 8 % 8 %

Autres origines 22 % 24 % 24 % 14 % 24 % 33 % 40 % 2 %



Les résidents ont été sélectionnés au hasard par téléphone. Des séances
de recherche avec les résidents participants ont été tenues dans
chacune des cinq régions à l’étude. Au total, 121 résidents ont été
interrogés (en moyenne, 24 résidents par séance). 

Pendant la séance de recherche, les résidents participants ont rempli
un questionnaire comportant des questions ouvertes et fermées qui
ont été posées dans le cadre d’une séance dirigée. Les participants ont
fourni, dans un délai limité, des réponses écrites à 124 questions
posées verbalement. Ce processus de recherche a été utilisé dans le but
d’obtenir des réponses immédiates (sans temps de réflexion) et
objectives qui reflètent les croyances fondamentales du participant.

Au terme des cinq séances de recherche, les réponses mot pour mot
des participants ont été compilées et regroupées par catégorie. Elles
ont été quantifiées (répartition de fréquence en pourcentage) et
qualifiées (idée, sujet, thème, signification, etc.), ce qui a permis
d’évaluer les résultats de manière objective. Enfin, les données
recueillies dans le cadre des séances de recherche tenues dans chacune
des cinq régions à l’étude ont été comparées afin de déterminer s’il y
avait une uniformité dans les réponses des groupes à l’étude.

Secteur commercial

Des recherches primaires et secondaires ont été utilisées pour cette étude
initiale du secteur commercial. Pour la recherche primaire, des entrevues
ont été menées auprès de 19 informateurs clés. Les informateurs
représentaient diverses disciplines liées à la conception, à la construction
et à l’utilisation d’installations commerciales et industrielles légères,
notamment en ce qui a trait à la gestion autonome des eaux pluviales
et aux bâtiments écologiques. Des entrevues ont été menées auprès de
propriétaires ou de gestionnaires d’installations, d’architectes,
d’ingénieurs, d’entrepreneurs ou promoteurs, et de représentants
municipaux qui participent à de nouveaux aménagements ou à la
rénovation d’aménagements existants. 

CONCLUSIONS

Secteur résidentiel

Les principales conclusions de l’étude menée auprès des résidents sont
résumées ci-dessous : 

1. Un des obstacles majeurs à l’adoption de pratiques durables en
matière d’aménagement paysager par les propriétaires-occupants est
la volonté de posséder à tout prix un terrain qui répond aux critères
de la définition d’un aménagement paysager parfait, soit : 

■ une pelouse impeccable, verte et dépourvue de mauvaises herbes; 

■ beaucoup de couleurs, provenant principalement de fleurs 
(surtout des fleurs annuelles décoratives); 

■ une apparence propre et ordonnée;

■ un aménagement tout indiqué, bien organisé et de conception 
agréable.

Cette motivation esthétique sous-jacente incite les propriétaires-
occupants à adopter des pratiques non durables, comme la tonte et
l’arrosage excessifs de la pelouse.

2. En règle générale, pour la plupart des résidents, les expressions 
« aménagement naturel » et « plante indigène » ont une
connotation négative. La plupart des résidents perçoivent les
aménagements naturels comme étant incontrôlés et dépourvus
d’esthétique et de structure.

3. Compte tenu de leurs nombreuses priorités divergentes, la plupart
des résidents n’ont que peu de temps et d’intérêt pour les questions
liées aux pratiques durables. En plus du manque d’intérêt des
propriétaires, les nombreux messages souvent contradictoires qu’ils
reçoivent à propos de l’environnement créent de la confusion, ce
qui engendre le désintérêt et l’apathie.

4. La majorité des résidents interrogés ont changé d’opinion à l’égard
des aménagements naturels lorsqu’on leur a montré des photos de
beaux aménagements paysagers résidentiels ordonnés, bien conçus
et en partie naturels. Autrement dit, l’opinion négative des
résidents à l’égard des aménagements naturels, qui était fondée sur
une perception erronée, a facilement été modifiée grâce à
l’utilisation de ces photos.

5. Sur le plan statistique, les chercheurs ont noté un degré d’uniformité
considérable dans les éléments et les caractéristiques que les
participants ont déclaré avoir de l’importance quant à l’aménagement
extérieur de leur maison, notamment : 

■ une apparence propre et ordonnée;

■ un aménagement bien conçu avec une disposition traditionnelle 
et structurée; 

■ des jardins de fleurs hauts en couleur;

■ des arbres pour l’ombre et l’aspect esthétique.

6. La plupart des personnes interrogées étaient généralement en
faveur de la réutilisation des eaux pluviales pour l’arrosage, mais
n’étaient pas disposées à adopter une solution de gestion autonome
des eaux pluviales qui nécessiterait un investissement important
tout en n’offrant que peu de valeur personnelle ou esthétique, et
exigerait des modifications à la structure ou à l’infrastructure de
leur maison. 
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Secteur commercial

Les principales conclusions issues des entrevues menées auprès
d’informateurs clés du secteur commercial sont résumées ci-dessous : 

1. Les principaux facteurs qui interviennent lors de la conception des
immeubles et des systèmes de gestion autonome des eaux pluviales
dans le secteur commercial sont les coûts en immobilisations, la
fonction du bâtiment et les approbations municipales. 

2. Les exigences municipales en matière d’aménagement et
d’approbations reposent davantage sur le respect des exigences du
code du bâtiment que sur la gestion autonome améliorée des eaux
pluviales (au-delà des exigences réglementaires) et sur le bâtiment
durable. Bien que plusieurs municipalités de la RGT, comme la
Ville de Toronto, réalisent des progrès sur le plan du bâtiment
durable, beaucoup reste à faire pour augmenter la participation des
propriétaires, des gestionnaires et des promoteurs immobiliers. 

3. De nombreux propriétaires ou gestionnaires immobiliers sont
disposés à investir davantage de capitaux pour construire des
immeubles plus « écologiques », à condition qu’ils réussissent à
obtenir rapidement les approbations requises de la municipalité. 

4. L’adoption de l’architecture durable et de la gestion autonome des
eaux pluviales dans les immeubles du secteur privé est tributaire
principalement de deux facteurs :

■ la décision par un entrepreneur ou un promoteur de construire 
un « immeuble écologique », motivée par son engagement 
personnel envers l’environnement ou par la valeur ajoutée; 

■ une initiative municipale (p. ex. un changement de zonage pour 
augmenter la densité en contrepartie de l’ajout de caractéristiques
écologiques dans la construction) ou l’exigence d’une meilleure 
gestion des eaux pluviales (habituellement en raison d’une 
restriction préexistante, comme la présence d’un bassin 
hydrographique sujet aux inondations). 

5. La majorité des entrepreneurs ou des promoteurs n’accordent pas
beaucoup d’importance aux coûts d’occupation lorsqu’ils conçoivent
un immeuble et son emplacement. Les frais accessoires et les coûts
de construction constituent leurs principales préoccupations. Compte
tenu du fait que la période d’amortissement des installations
améliorées de gestion des eaux pluviales et des autres technologies
durables est plus longue, ces solutions sont souvent écartées.

6. Pour les immeubles où le rapport entre l’aire de plancher totale et l’aire du
toit est de un pour un, comme les magasins-entrepôts et les installations
industrielles légères, les toits verts ne sont pas une option économiquement
viable (la période d’amortissement calculée excède 10 ans)3.

7. Les frais municipaux de gestion des eaux pluviales sont suffisamment
faibles pour ne pas encourager l’utilisation de technologies améliorées
de gestion des eaux pluviales dans les immeubles rénovés ou les nouveaux
bâtiments. Pour la plupart des propriétaires ou gestionnaires de commerces,
la période de récupération est trop longue pour qu’ils envisagent la
mise en œuvre d’installations améliorées de gestion des eaux pluviales.

8. Le manque de politiques directrices et de règlements, les perceptions
erronées (dans la société et au sein des institutions publiques) et les
inquiétudes des entrepreneurs, propriétaires et promoteurs à l’égard
de leur responsabilité freinent l’utilisation d’aménagements servant
à la collecte et à l’infiltration de l’eau de pluie dans le sol, comme
les ruisseaux artificiels ou les étangs d’infiltration décoratifs (que
l’on retrouve fréquemment dans plusieurs villes européennes). 

RECOMMaNDATIONS

Secteur résidentiel

Compte tenu des conclusions découlant de la recherche effectuée
auprès des résidents, il est recommandé que tout programme de
marketing soit axé sur les pratiques durables en matière
d’aménagement paysager, particulièrement sur la nécessité d’intégrer
des éléments naturels et d’utiliser des éléments paysagers d’infiltration,
comme des matériaux poreux sur les surfaces recouvertes de matériaux
inertes, et des arbres pour créer de l’ombre. Sauf quelques rares
exceptions, le marché résidentiel n’est pas encore prêt à mettre le
temps, l’effort (pour obtenir des permis spéciaux et engager des
entrepreneurs expérimentés) et l’argent qu’il faut pour rénover les
habitations afin de recueillir les eaux de pluie au moyen d’une citerne
ou d’une technologie semblable, ou de prévoir un toit vert.

Au terme du volet résidentiel de la recherche, voici les trois principales
recommandations :

1. Élaborer un programme de marketing intégré et concerté à être mis
en œuvre dans l’ensemble de la RGT. 

2. Procéder à la mise en œuvre par étapes du programme de marketing,
en y allant de façon progressive étape par étape, dans le but de
déceler les faiblesses du programme tôt dans le processus avant son
déploiement complet, d’établir progressivement des partenariats
stratégiques avec les principaux intervenants et de surveiller et
d’évaluer le programme afin de veiller à ce que les objectifs soient
atteints, et pour le modifier ou ajuster le tir, le cas échéant.

3. Mettre l’accent sur des initiatives de marketing qui visent à
modifier progressivement la perception des résidents à l’égard de
l’aménagement de l’emplacement. L’esthétisme de l’aménagement

3 Orlando Corporation et Municipal Infrastructure Group; « Green Roofs
Initiative », Toronto. Mars 2006
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paysager est un facteur très important, et peu de résidents seraient
disposés à rendre leur aménagement paysager complètement
naturel. Pour modifier la perception erronée des résidents à l’égard
des aménagements naturels, la première mesure consiste à les
convaincre d’intégrer des plantes indigènes et d’utiliser certaines
techniques de conception ou certains éléments permettant
d’améliorer l’infiltration de l’eau de pluie et de fonte dans le sol.

Les diverses composantes du programme de marketing proposé pour
les habitations individuelles du secteur résidentiel de la RGT sont
résumées dans le tableau 2. 

Secteur commercial

La mise sur pied d’un centre des technologies durables pour la RGT
constitue la principale recommandation résultant de la recherche
effectuée dans le secteur commercial. Ce centre virtuel serait géré en
collaboration ou en coentreprise avec les intervenants : des particuliers
et leurs entreprises qui possèdent une expertise dans les technologies
améliorées de gestion des eaux pluviales, la conception d’installations,
la construction et les travaux de rattrapage, la construction et la rénovation
durables, l’aménagement paysager écologique et la planification et les
approbations municipales. Le centre servirait de plateforme d’information
et de guichet unique électronique d’information, de ressource et de
référence en matière de pratiques et d’architecture durables.

Tableau 2 Composantes du programme de marketing pour le secteur résidentiel

COMPOSANTE DESCRIPTION

Messages et
positionnement

■ Les messages « visuels » seront tout aussi importants que les messages verbaux pour dissiper les idées reçues qu’ont les résidents à
l’égard des aménagements naturels ou pour obtenir une plus grande infiltration dans le sol. Le matériel promotionnel et la publicité
devraient représenter de beaux aménagements en partie naturels, hauts en couleur (avec des fleurs en abondance), propres et bien conçus.

■ Les personnes interrogées ont cerné les expressions et thèmes fréquemment utilisés pour décrire ce qu’ils pensent de leur aménagement
paysager. L’utilisation de ces expressions et thèmes dans des messages simples, par exemple, « beau … naturellement », « coloré par la
nature », « charme d’un paysage naturel », etc., accompagnés d’images de beaux paysages aidera à dissiper les idées reçues et évoquera
un sentiment favorable à l’égard des aménagements en partie naturels.

■ Les images et messages intégrés dans toute campagne publicitaire devraient être mis à l’essai auprès des résidents avant d’être utilisés.

Partenariats
stratégiques

■ Tirer parti de l’expérience et de l’expertise des principaux intervenants et cibler le marché résidentiel de façon plus économique grâce
à des partenariats stratégiques.

■ Établir des partenariats et des initiatives de marketing conjointes avec les principaux intervenants—municipalités avoisinantes, magasins
à grande surface (désignés par les personnes interrogées comme étant leur endroit de choix pour obtenir des produits d’entretien de
la pelouse), centres de jardinage (désignés le plus fréquemment par les personnes interrogées comme étant leur endroit de choix pour
obtenir des produits et services de jardinage), organismes communautaires et organismes de protection de l’environnement.

Produits et
ressources

■ Créer une image cohérente et uniforme pour tous les produits et ressources en marketing.

■ Commencer par une campagne de publicité extérieure à l’aide d’affiches en couleur représentant de beaux aménagements paysagers
résidentiels partiellement naturels.

■ À mesure que le programme progresse, il faudra ajouter des ressources en information, des affiches et des coupons aux points de vente,
des présentations sur table dans les principaux bâtiments municipaux (bibliothèques, centres récréatifs, bureaux de services publics, etc.).

■ Tous les produits publicitaires et les ressources d’information devraient être mis à l’essai auprès des résidents avant d’être rendus définitifs.

Véhicules ■ Mettre sur pied un service-conseil en aménagement paysager afin de travailler directement avec les propriétaires-occupants pour les aider à
intégrer des éléments naturels dans leur aménagement et à adopter d’autres pratiques durables en matière d’aménagement paysager.

■ Utiliser plusieurs outils commerciaux, notamment : des affiches extérieures, des affiches aux points de vente et des initiatives
publicitaires conjointes avec des intervenants du marché du détail; des partenariats stratégiques avec les municipalités, les clubs de
jardinage et les autres groupes communautaires et environnementaux; des projets témoins dans des emplacements stratégiques situés
dans des municipalités et des commerces de détail, ainsi que dans des habitations individuelles situées dans les zones ciblées; un site
Web renfermant des informations et des outils pratiques de conception en matière d’aménagement paysager et de jardins; des
messages publicitaires dans des journaux locaux et dans des magazines canadiens sur le jardinage.

Sites de
démonstration

■ Des projets témoins naturels ou en partie naturels devraient être aménagés dans les principaux emplacements municipaux, comme
l’Hôtel de ville, les bibliothèques, les centres récréatifs et les parcs municipaux, et chez les détaillants participants.

■ Offrir une récompense aux propriétaires-occupants situés dans les zones résidentielles ciblées pour les inciter à servir d’emplacement
de démonstration.

■ Faire la promotion des emplacements de démonstration par l’intermédiaire des médias, de clubs et organismes de jardinage, des
journaux locaux, d’encarts insérés avec les factures de services publics, etc.
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Les autres recommandations en matière de marketing, de
communications et de diffusion de l’information en vue d’encourager
l’adoption de pratiques durables, soit les installations améliorées de
gestion autonome des eaux pluviales, la réutilisation de l’eau de pluie
et l’architecture durable, peuvent être résumées comme suit : 

1. Remettre aux fonctionnaires municipaux chargés de l’aménagement
et des autorisations, un document de sensibilisation contenant une
liste de contrôle par étapes des pratiques durables, en plus de tenir
un atelier d’un jour pour aider les participants à utiliser le document,
et pour en apprendre davantage sur le bâtiment durable. 

2. Promouvoir les projets de démonstration et des études de cas
existants et mettre sur pied de nouveaux projets témoins. On trouve
d’excellents exemples d’installations améliorées de gestion des eaux
pluviales et de bâtiments durables dans certains aménagements de
la RGT, qui devraient être présentés au secteur commercial et aux
principaux décideurs dans les municipalités, soit les maires et
conseillers, les commissaires concernés, les principaux décideurs et
le personnel chargé de l’aménagement et des autorisations. 

3. Mettre sur pied l’initiative Chefs de file en matière de pratiques
durables. Cette initiative comprendrait un programme de
récompenses visant à mettre en lumière les pratiques durables dans
la construction et dans la rénovation d’immeubles, un programme
de chefs d’entreprise dans le cadre duquel les principaux chefs
d’entreprise agiraient envers leurs homologues comme promoteurs
de mesures visant à rendre plus écologiques les immeubles existants
et nouveaux, et un programme de sensibilisation des gens d’affaires à
l’intention des décideurs du monde des affaires.

4. Comme nous l’avons constaté dans le cadre de la recherche
effectuée dans le secteur commercial, la plupart des obstacles à
l’adoption d’installations améliorées de gestion des eaux pluviales,
de bâtiments durables et d’autres pratiques durables ne sont pas liés
au marketing. Par conséquent, nous recommandons que soient
effectuées de plus amples recherches sur la découverte d’obstacles
autres que le marketing qui freinent le développement durable dans
les secteurs du commerce et de l’industrie légère. 

Bien que ce produit d’information se fonde sur les connaissances actuelles des experts en habitation, il n’a pour but que d’offrir des
renseignements d’ordre général. Les lecteurs assument la responsabilité des mesures ou décisions prises sur la foi des renseignements contenus
dans le présent ouvrage. Il revient aux lecteurs de consulter les ressources documentaires pertinentes et les spécialistes du domaine concerné afin
de déterminer si, dans leur cas, les renseignements, les matériaux et les techniques sont sécuritaires et conviennent à leurs besoins. La Société
canadienne d’hypothèques et de logement se dégage de toute responsabilité relativement aux conséquences résultant de l’utilisation des
renseignements, des matériaux et des techniques contenus dans le présent ouvrage.65
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
With the goal of protecting the health and long-term viability of the Humber, Don and Rouge 
watersheds, the Toronto Region Conservation Authority (TRCA) undertook a marketing study to identify 
opportunities and barriers relating to lot-level stormwater management and naturalisation in the 
residential and business sectors.   
 
The TRCA established an Advisory Committee with representatives from area municipalities, the 
federal government, Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, Rouge Park, watershed councils, and 
TRCA staff to help guide the project.  The principal objective of the research was to develop an action 
plan to drive uptake of sustainable practices amongst owners of single-family homes and building 
owners and managers in the commercial and light industrial (heretofore referred to as “business”) 
sectors. 
 
1.1 Project Description and Methodology 
 
Prior to commencing the market research, a workshop was held with area municipal and environmental 
organizations.  Information collected at the workshop was used to scope the extent and content of the 
research to be undertaken in both the residential and business sectors. At the workshop, municipal and 
ENGO representatives were taken through an interactive questionnaire and discussion to identify, from 
their perspective, the opportunities and barriers to on-site stormwater management in the residential 
and business sectors and potential strategies to foster sustainable practices in these sectors.  
 
1.1.1 Research – Residential sector 
 
Research with owner-occupants of single-family dwellings in the Humber, Don and Rouge watersheds 
was undertaken in target geographical areas.  The areas for the research were identified by the 
Advisory Committee.  Five areas – Brampton, Vaughan-Woodbridge, Thornhill-Richmond Hill, 
Markham-Unionville and North Toronto (Don Mills area) were selected.   
 
Using 2001 Statistics Canada population census data, demographic profiles were developed for the 
study areas.  The profiles were used to develop recruitment screeners – a series of questions asked of 
the resident over the phone by the recruiter to ensure that the total sample of residents recruited match 
as closely as possible the demographic profile for the study area. (see Appendix II for a copy of the 
generic screener which was customized for each study area).   Low density housing areas were 
identified in the study zones and street borders were drawn around the study areas.  Residents were 
randomly recruited from within the borders and recruitment was done via telephone.  
 
A questionnaire with both closed- and open-ended questions was used to guide participants through an 
interactive inquiry process.  At each of the five research sessions, 20 to 25 participants were asked 124 
written response questions (see Appendix III for the Facilitator’s copy of the questionnaire).  The 
questionnaire process allowed for an exploration of residents’ motivations and intrinsically held beliefs 
regarding their home and surrounding landscape.  This assessment is necessary in order to identify the 
opportunities for, and barriers to, sustainable practices amongst residents and to develop strategies 
and initiatives to capitalise on the opportunities and overcome the barriers. 
 
1.1.2 Research – Business sector 
 
Subsequent to the residential sector research, interviews were conducted with key informants in the 
business sector – building owners/managers, architects, landscape architects, civil and mechanical 
engineers and stormwater management specialists.   
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The initial focus of the research was box stores and light industrial facilities with large roof and parking 
areas.  Given the similarities in the opportunities and barriers identified by key informants in the box 
store/light industrial sector, in consultation with the Advisory Committee, it was decided to expand the 
research to include other commercial facilities.  Office towers, condominiums and large facility projects 
were included in the research.   
 
1.2 Research Findings  
 
Data collected from both the residential and business sector research were compiled and analysed.  As 
different processes for capturing market information were used for the residential and business sector 
research, different methods of analysis were employed. 
 
1.2.1 Research Findings – Residential sector 
 
Common themes emerged from the research session with residents.  There was a high degree of 
consistency in the responses provided by residents across the five study areas. For a more detailed 
description of the results from the residential sector research, refer to Section 5.0. The most significant 
findings from the research with residents can be summarised as follows: 
 
1 A significant barrier to homeowners’ uptake of sustainable practices is a deeply held aesthetic 

motivation that is based on a definition of a beautiful landscape as one with: 
 

 a manicured, green, weed-free lawn; 
 lots of colour, primarily provided by flowers (principally annuals); 
 a neat, tidy appearance; and, 
 good design and an organized, structured layout. 

 
This underlying aesthetic motivation leads homeowners to unsustainable practices, such as 
cutting their turf grass too short and excessively watering their lawns and gardens. 

 
2. The terms “naturalised” landscape and “native” plant have a generally negative connotation to 

most residents.  In general, the majority of residents perceive a naturalised landscape as 
uncontrolled and lacking design and structure.   

 
3. With competing lifestyle priorities, most residents allocate little time or have limited interest in such 

considerations as sustainable practices.  Compounding the little attention given by homeowners 
to sustainable practices are the many varied and sometimes mixed messages they receive about 
the environment, which in turn creates confusion leading to disinterest and apathy. 

 
4. A finding of significance to the design of marketing materials is the reversal of participants’ 

opinions about naturalised landscapes upon seeing photos depicting neat and well designed 
partially naturalised residential landscapes.  In other words, residents’ negative views of 
naturalised landscapes were readily addressed using images that challenged their 
misperceptions. 

 
5. There was a statistically significant consistency in those landscape elements and features that 

participants cited as important to their homes’ landscape, principally: 
 

 Neat and tidy appearance 
 Well designed (traditional, structured layout) 
 Flower gardens for colour 
 Trees for shade and aesthetic value 

 
6. Residents respondents were generally supportive of reusing rainwater for irrigation. 
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1.2.2 Research Findings – Business sector 
 
Interviews were conducted to identify on-site stormwater management marketing barriers and 
opportunities in the business sector.  Key informants identified many barriers to on-site stormwater 
management, most of which had little to do with marketing.  Generally speaking, most informants 
identified barriers pertaining to finance and budgetary approaches, policies and regulations, and limited 
organisational capacity and expertise.  For a more detailed summary of the findings from the key 
informant interviews in the business sector, refer to Section 6.2. 
 
Key informants who were interviewed represent a variety of disciplines associated with the design, 
construction and operation of commercial and light industrial facilities, including on-site stormwater 
management and green building.  The findings and recommendations set out in this Action Plan are a 
compilation of the expert opinions and insights of these individuals.  
 
Significant findings from the interviews with key informants in the business sector are summarised 
below: 
 
1. Municipalities’ efforts in planning and approvals are focused primarily on compliance with building 

code requirements and not on enhanced (beyond regulation) on-site stormwater management 
and green building.  Although several municipalities in the GTA, specifically Toronto, are making 
headway in green construction, much needs to be done to facilitate greater uptake by building 
owners/managers/developers. 

 
2. Capital cost, function and municipal approvals are the principal drivers for the design of buildings 

and on-site stormwater management systems in the business sector. 
 
3. Many building owners/managers are willing to invest more capital to construct “greener” buildings 

provided they would secure expedited approvals from the municipality in return. 
 
4. Green building and enhanced stormwater management in private sector buildings is primarily 

driven by two factors: 
 

 A decision on the part of the builder/developer to build a “green building” because of a 
personal commitment to the environment and/or as a marketing feature. 

 
 A municipal incentive (e.g., change zoning to increase density in exchange for green 

features in construction) and/or requirement (usually due to an existing limitation such as 
sensitive watershed prone to flooding) for enhanced stormwater management. 

 
5. Most builders/developers do not give significant consideration to operational costs when 

designing a building and surrounding site.  Carrying and construction costs are the principal 
drivers, with enhanced stormwater management technologies or other green technologies which 
have longer-term paybacks often not considered. 

 
6. In buildings where there is approximately a one-to-one ratio of floor to ceiling space, such as box 

stores and light industrial facilities, green roofs do not make economic sense. 
 
7. Municipal stormwater management fees are sufficiently low as to not serve as a motivator for 

enhanced stormwater retrofits or new construction – there is too long a payback for most business 
owners/managers to consider enhanced stormwater management systems (for operational cost 
savings alone). 

 
8. Lack of guiding policies and regulations, misperceptions (societal and within public institutions), 

and builder/owner/developer concerns over liability limit the use of surface water features for 
rainwater collection and infiltration, such as constructed, decorative streams, or ornamental 
infiltration ponds (common site design features in many European cities). 
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1.3 Recommendations 
 
Numerous marketing strategies to reach the single-family residential market were developed based on 
the research with resident respondents.  A broader marketing outreach strategy was developed to help 
facilitate uptake of enhanced stormwater management and sustainable practices in the business 
sector, but more study into the non-marketing related barriers to green building in the GTA should be 
undertaken. 
 
1.3.1 Recommendations – Residential sector 
 
The key recommendations coming out of the market research with residents of single-family dwellings 
in the five study areas are summarized below.  As the findings indicate, at present the vast majority of 
residents are not yet ready to embrace lot-level stormwater management technologies such as green 
roofs and cisterns.  However, the findings from the residential research clearly indicate that a marketing 
program focused on incremental landscape naturalisation and landscape enhancements to reduce 
runoff, such as dry beds for swales, increased canopy cover through more tree planting and the use of 
porous surfaces (flagstone, gravel, slated wood decking, etc) and mulch, would be effective.  For a 
more detailed discussion of the recommendations, refer to Section 7.1. 
 
The primary recommendation for marketing naturalisation and other sustainable practices to residents 
of single-family dwellings is to ultimately deliver a universal, GTA-wide marketing program.  This 
approach: 
 

 Allows for pooling of marketing resources and thereby, the delivery of marketing programs that 
achieve greater market penetration. 

 Ensures consistency in sustainable practices messages (and avoids confusing and/or conflicting 
messages from different programs/approaches). 

 Enables the development of specialised marketing initiatives targeting a watershed or multiple 
watersheds. 

 
Phasing the implementation of the marketing program is also recommended.  Phasing the marketing 
program will enable the TRCA and area municipalities to: 
 

 start small and build as resources permit; 
 trouble shoot the program on a smaller scale before rolling out a full GTA-wide program; 
 develop strategic partnerships with key stakeholders as the program evolves; 
 capitalise on economies of scale as the program grows to further reduce program costs on a per 

capita basis; and 
 monitor and evaluate the marketing program and ensure it continues to meet targets and is 

modified or adjusted as required. 
 
The key components of the recommended marketing program targeting the single-family residential 
sector are: 
 
1. Messages and positioning: 
 
In order to effectively engage residents, it is recommended that a multi-media marketing campaign be 
implemented.  The campaign would include outdoor signage at key locations; print, television, radio and 
newspaper advertising; and a direct mail initiative. 
 
Initial campaign messages would focus on dispelling residents negative perceptions of naturalised 
landscapes by utilising simple messages in combination with full colour images of beautiful, well-
designed residential naturalised landscapes.   
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2. Strategic partnerships: 
 
Partnerships and joint marketing initiatives with key stakeholders – municipalities, community and 
environmental organisations, box retailers (specifically Home Depot and Canadian Tire – the most 
frequently cited retailers visited by homeowners for lawn care products) and garden centres/nurseries 
(the most frequently cited retailers visited by homeowners for garden and related products and 
services). 
 
By working co-operatively with key stakeholders, the TRCA will achieve greater market penetration and 
will be able to capitalise on the experience and expertise of major retailers. 
 
3. Marketing products/resources: 
 
A consistent “look and feel” will need to be developed for all marketing resources to support the 
outreach campaign and the residential landscape advisory service (as discussed below).  Full colour 
posters, advertising in appropriate newspapers and magazines with ads that echo the posters, and 
direct mail piece that reinforces the poster and advertising initiative will help dispel the negative image 
many residents have of naturalised landscapes. 
 
Informational resources will need to be developed to augment the landscape advisory service and 
promotional coupons with participating retailers will help drive residents’ purchases of more sustainable 
landscape related products. 
 
4. Marketing vehicles: 
 
A landscape advisory service that works directly with homeowners to show  them how to naturalise 
some or all of their landscape and/or adopt other sustainable elements such as rain or rock gardens, 
canopy cover through strategic planting of trees, and laying of pervious hardscapes will help residents 
begin the process of moving toward a more naturalised landscape and/or one that reduces run-off by 
facilitating greater infiltration. 
 
Displays at key municipal locations and at participating retailers, naturalised and sustainable 
landscaping/gardening workshops for residents, demonstration projects at municipal locations and 
equally important, at single-family residents in target areas, native plant garden competitions through 
Communities in Bloom or local garden clubs, a web site with hands-on landscaping and gardening 
design tools and information and articles and advertising in local area papers are some of the 
recommended vehicles for marketing the sustainable practices program. 
 
5. Demonstration sites 
 
Participating municipalities and other stakeholder partners should be encouraged to demonstrate 
naturalised landscapes and/or infiltration landscaping features (such as rain gardens, porous 
landscaping surfaces, etc.) at a highly visible location on their property. 
 
TRCA in partnership with municipalities and retailers should offer an incentive or a partial/full subsidy 
program to secure residential demonstration projects in key areas throughout the GTA. 
 
Of importance to the success of the demonstration initiatives as a market driver is sufficient promotion 
and profiling of the demonstration sites through media, garden clubs and tours, churches and other 
community-based organisation, municipal newsletters, utility bill inserts, etc. 
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1.3.2 Recommendations – Business sector 
 
Prior to discussing the marketing-communications and outreach recommendations for engaging the 
business community and related stakeholders, it is important to reiterate the need for additional 
research into the non-marketing barriers to sustainable development in the commercial sector.1  To this 
end, and in order to develop an implementation plan that is appropriately focused on the non-marketing 
issues that can be effectively addressed in a reasonable timeframe (i.e., it is unlikely that pursuing 
changes to the provincial building code would be an effective strategy over the short-term), it is 
recommended that the TRCA host one or more joint sustainable practices strategy session(s). The 
strategy session(s) would bring together experts in on-site stormwater management and green building; 
including architects, engineers, landscape architects, stormwater management specialists and 
builders/developers; senior municipal representatives (from policy, planning and approvals and works); 
and other key stakeholder representatives.  The goal of the strategy session(s) would be to identify 
priority issues which can be effectively addressed over in the near term, and to help formulate a 
strategic approach. 
 
In terms of marketing strategies to address informational barriers in the business sector, the principal 
recommendation to encourage uptake of enhanced stormwater management systems and practices is 
the establishment of a GTA Centre for Sustainable Technologies.  This would be a virtual centre 
operated in co-operation with stakeholder experts – individuals and their organisations with expertise in 
enhanced stormwater management technologies, site design, construction/retrofitting, green 
construction/renovation, sustainable landscaping and municipal planning and approvals.  The centre 
would serve as an information hub, a one-stop electronic shop for information, resources and referrals 
on sustainable practices and green building. 
 
The TRCA is strongly encouraged to work with stakeholders to deliver the marketing and outreach 
program to the business sector and municipalities.  Co-operative ventures and partnerships with key 
stakeholders will enhance the credibility of any outreach initiative, maximise the market penetration, 
reduce delivery costs and develop a co-operative approach to sustainable commercial development in 
the GTA. 
 
The remaining marketing-communications and outreach recommendations for fostering sustainable 
practices – enhanced on-site stormwater management, rain water reuse, and green building in general 
– are summarised as follows: 
 
1. Educational outreach to municipal planning and approvals staff through the provision of a 

guidebook with a step-by-step checklist of sustainable practices supported by a one day 
workshop to help facilitate use of the guidebook and explore the topic in more detail.  
Consideration should be given to the establishment, through a partnership with community 
colleges and the Ontario Professional Planners Institute; of a stormwater management 
accreditation or certification program for municipal planning and approvals staff (further research 
into the viability of this option needs to be undertaken). 

 
2. Demonstration projects and case studies should be promoted where they exist and new 

demonstration projects secured.  There are several excellent examples of enhanced stormwater 
management systems at GTA buildings, these need to be given a higher profile in the business 
sector and amongst key decision-makers in municipalities – mayors and councillors, relevant 
municipal commissioners, senior policy makers and planning and approvals staff. 

 

                                                 
1 Significant research on mechanisms and processes to encourage sustainable practices and green building in the business 
sector has already been undertaken.  A review of the following reports is recommended as part of the additional research into 
non-marketing related barriers: Green Value: Green buildings, growing assets – Case Studies; Green Roofs Initiative; and 
City of Toronto Green Development Standard – Phase 1, as referenced in Appendix VIII 
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3. Establish a “leaders in sustainable practices” award in co-operation with one or more high profile 
stakeholders.  To ensure the success and viability of the awards program proper design and 
promotion is required.  The support and endorsement of GTA mayors and councillors should be 
secured and program partners and sponsors identified and secured.  A media strategy, 
identification of a high profile spokesperson, determination of an associated conference or special 
event for the ceremony, etc. are all facets of the award program that will need to be addressed. 

 
4. In conjunction with the awards program, establish a sustainable practices business leaders 

program.  Securing the participation of key business leaders for the program and utilising these 
leaders as program spokespeople will effectively and credibly get the message out to the 
business sector. 

 
5. Establish a sustainable practices business outreach program.  This program would be delivered in 

conjunction with the corporate leaders and sustainable practices awards programs and would 
target decision-makers in the business community. 

 
2.0 PROJECT BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE 
 
The watershed advisory councils, the Toronto and Region Conservation Authority (TRCA), and its 
partners are preparing updated watershed plans for the Rouge, Humber, and Don river watersheds. 
Findings from the Rouge River watershed planning study confirm that the watershed has suffered 
degradation as a result of urbanization, despite employment of state-of-the-art management practices 
over the past decade. These findings are typical of conditions found in neighbouring watersheds. Key 
issues in these watersheds include the need to improve water balance management and to enhance 
natural cover. The watershed plans will further TRCA’s vision – The Living City – and recommend 
implementation strategies for creating sustainable communities in these watersheds. The shift to 
sustainable decision-making at the personal, community, and watershed levels will require changes in 
attitudes and behaviours, many of which will need to begin with individual property owners. 
 
Despite numerous education and awareness campaigns, and other incentives, the adoption of "lot 
level" and "at source" practices, for stormwater management, water conservation, or backyard 
naturalisation, for example, has been limited. Uptake of sustainable practices by individuals is a key 
part of implementing watershed management plans, and therefore improved strategies for promoting 
broad-based adoption of sustainable community management practices are needed. 
 
Uptake and application of sustainable practices in the target markets (single-family residential and light 
industrial/commercial) that is both sustained and leads to other enhanced behaviour changes requires 
a clear understanding of the motivating factors in those markets.    Market research involving residents 
of single-family dwellings and business owners/managers in the target sectors in GTA municipalities 
informed the development of this Action Plan for Sustainable Practices. 
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2.1 Project purpose and objectives  
 
The goal of the market research was the development of this Action Plan, which sets out strategies for 
enhancing the uptake of sustainable stormwater management, water conservation, backyard 
naturalisation and related practices by single family homeowners and owners/managers of light 
industrial/commercial facilities.   
 
The objectives of the market research and the resultant Action Plan are: 
 

 identification of target demographics for the study area; 
 evaluation of residents’ perceptions and determination of intrinsic values as they relate to 

landscape design, care, maintenance and related water use and water management systems; 
 evaluation of perceptions and determination of intrinsic values of business owners and 

managers about stormwater management detention and infiltration systems such as green 
roofs, rain gardens, porous paving, shade plantings (treed islands in parking lots), and 
infiltration trenches, etc.; 

 identification of images and messages pertaining to water use and water management that 
resonate with respondents (residents and business); 

 identification of marketing and social marketing opportunities for the target markets and cost-
efficient means for effectively capitalising on the identified opportunities (cross-marketing, 
community leaders, etc.); 

 identification of individuals and stakeholders that resident and business respondents trust to 
provide advice on landscape and property design, care and management; 

 identification of key stakeholders that directly influence the attitudes and practices of the target 
markets and determination of opportunities to utilise and work co-operatively with key 
stakeholders to change behaviours within those target markets; 

 identification of barriers and potential barriers to the uptake by residents and target businesses 
of sustainable practices and determination of marketing and social marketing strategies and 
mechanisms for overcoming the barriers;  

 identification of residents of single family dwellings and business owners or managers who 
would be willing to participate in demonstration projects on their property; 

 determination, to the degree possible given the scope of the market research, the attitudes of 
the target markets toward a broader set of sustainable practices including energy conservation 
and reduced use of private vehicles; 

 development of an Action Plan setting out specific marketing strategies and recommendations 
(for preferred sustainable practices) for capitalising on opportunities and overcoming identified 
barriers within the target markets. 

 
3.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND METHODOLOGY 
 
Market research was undertaken involving owner-occupants of single-family residential dwellings and 
business owners/managers of commercial facilities. The data collected through the research was 
processed and analysed.  The research informed the development of this Action Plan and the 
marketing and social marketing recommendations set out in Section 7.0 of this plan.   
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Prior to commencing the market research, a half-day workshop was held at Black Creek Pioneer 
Village on May 26, 2006 with selected representatives from area municipalities and environmental non-
governmental organisations (ENGOs) experienced with delivering sustainable practices programming.  
Twelve individuals attended the session and completed a questionnaire and participated in a discussion 
about the opportunities for, and barriers to, on-site stormwater management and other sustainable 
practices in the residential and business sectors.  Participants were also asked to provide their opinion 
about strategies and mechanisms to help foster uptake of on-site stormwater management, 
naturalisation and other sustainable practices by the residents and business 
owners/managers/developers.  Information collected at the workshop was used to scope the extent and 
content of the research to be undertaken in both the residential and business sectors. 
 
Beyond defining the scope and content of the research, the most significant outcome from the 
workshop was the general agreement amongst participants that a co-operative approach involving area 
municipalities, the TRCA and the ENGO/NGO community to stormwater management and watershed 
protection was required to be effective. 
 
3.1 Project Description and Methodology – Residential sector 
 
Market research to identify the opportunities and barriers to on-site stormwater management and 
naturalisation was conducted with residents of single-family dwellings in five municipal areas in the GTA. 
 
Single-family residences were selected by the TRCA and the Advisory Committee as the focus market 
for the residential research.  The rationale for excluding residents who rent the residence they occupy 
and town-home owners is as follows: 
 

 in the residential sector, single-family dwellings have the largest impact on the watershed on 
a per unit basis; 

 many rental units and town-home complexes have private contractors to design and 
maintain their landscapes; 

 residents who rent the home or town-home they occupy may or may not pay the water utility 
bill which includes the portion for stormwater management; and, 

 residents who rent are not the ones with the authority to modify the landscape or renovate 
the home. 

 
Five market research sessions were held with randomly selected owner-occupants of single family 
residential dwellings in the study area.  The study area was defined by the Advisory Committee and 
was comprised of the upper portions of three major GTA watersheds: the Don, Rouge and Humber 
river watersheds.  The areas from which resident participants were recruited for the market research 
sessions were the City of Toronto (Don Mills area), Markham-Unionville, Thornhill-Richmond Hill, 
Vaughan-Woodbridge and Brampton.  
 
Population density maps provided by the TRCA were used to identify the low density housing sections 
in the study areas, from which the geographic parameters for the resident recruitment were determined 
(copies of the maps for the three watershed areas are included in Appendix I).  The recruitment zones 
for the five study areas are described in the table below. 
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Table 1 – Recruitment zones for study areas  
STUDY AREA STREET PARAMETERS 

City of Toronto (Don Mills Sheppard Ave. on the North, Lawrence Ave. on the South, Victoria 
Park on the East and Leslie St. on the West 

Markham-Unionville 16th Ave. on the North, Hwy 401 on the South, Woodbine Ave. on the 
West and Ninth Line on the East. 

Thornhill-Richmond Hill 
(Vaughan East) 

Elgin Mills Rd. on the North, Steeles Ave. on the South, Dufferin St. 
Steeles Ave. on the South, Williams Pkwy. on the North, Hwy 410 on 
the West and Airport Rd. on the East on the West, and Hwy 404 on 
the East 

Woodbridge (Vaughan West) Steeles Ave. on the South, Langstaff Ave. on the North, Hwy 27 on 
the West and Pine Valley Dr. on the East 

Brampton Steeles Ave. on the South, Williams Pkwy. on the North, Hwy 410 on 
the West and Airport Rd. on the East 

 
The five study areas identified in Table 1 above were selected by the Advisory Committee because 
they are located in a band where pressure on the three principal watersheds is significant, they have a 
large percentage of single-family dwellings, they are located within the GTA regions experiencing 
significant growth pressures and they have a varying mix of newer and older homes. 
 
Statistics Canada 2001 census of population data was utilised to develop a demographic profile for 
each of the five study areas.  Recruiting quotas for each of the study areas were developed and, with 
the exception of the Markham-Unionville study area, recruitment of owner-occupants of single-family 
dwellings reflected – to the degree possible – the demographic profile for the individual study area 
(refer to Section 4.0, pg. 12 for a description of the research sample).   
 
In the case of Markham-Unionville, thirty-five percent of the population is of Chinese decent with the 
majority of the population having Cantonese as their first language, followed by Mandarin.  
Consequently, it was decided that recruitment quotas for the Markham-Unionville study area would be 
flexible. In addition, a Cantonese speaking researcher was hired and tasked with identifying key 
stakeholders in the Chinese community.  Organisations and businesses utilised and/or patronised by 
Chinese residents of the Markham-Unionville area were identified.  Cultural organisations, retailers and 
media servicing the Chinese demographic in Markham and north Scarborough were contacted and 
information about these stakeholders was compiled.  As addressed in Section 7.1.3f of this Action Plan, 
it is recommended that the TRCA work in partnership with key stakeholders servicing Chinese 
residents in Markham-Unionville to deliver the marketing program. 
 
Recruitment of owner-occupants of single family dwellings in the study area was done via telephone.  
Recruiting criteria based on demographic profiles of the study areas were developed and a recruitment 
screener formulated (refer to Appendix II for a copy of the recruitment screener).  Resident recruits 
were screened to ensure a representative research sample by age, gender, ethnicity, education level, 
household income and marital status.   
 
At each of the research sessions, participants completed a questionnaire with both closed- and open-
ended questions (refer to Appendix III for the facilitator’s copy of the questionnaire) using a facilitated 
inquiry method.  Participants provided written answers to verbally asked questions within a limited 
timeframe.  This research approach ensures top-of-mind (non-rationalised), unbiased responses 
reflecting participants’ intrinsically held beliefs.  
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Research session participants were asked 124 written response questions.  Demographic questions 
were asked at the beginning of the survey to verify that the recruitment screener had been effectively 
applied.  The questionnaire explored respondents’ motivations and intrinsically held beliefs vis-à-vis 
their home and surrounding landscape, and related care and maintenance. Respondents were also 
asked to identify the resources and sources they trust and utilise for landscaping related matters.  
Respondents were queried about their general understanding of basic on-site stormwater management 
practices and concepts, including some broader concepts such as, “what is a watershed?”  
Respondents’ perceptions of a picture of a streetscape with stormwater management features were 
also captured.  As well, participants were queried about their interest in participating in a naturalised 
landscape demonstration project.  
 
Respondents were also asked to make two drawings – one of their “ideal” landscape for their home and 
one of a “naturalised” landscape for their home.  These drawings revealed the differences in 
participants’ perceptions of an ideal home landscape and a naturalised landscape.  This understanding 
of perceptions is important in determining participants’ motivations and potential barriers to desired 
behaviour changes. 
 
Upon completion of all research sessions with residents, the verbatim responses to the questionnaire 
were compiled and categorically grouped (refer to Appendix V for the Verbatim Report).  Responses 
were quantified (percentage frequency distribution) and qualified (idea, subject, theme, meaning, etc.) 
allowing for an objective evaluation of the results.  It is important to note that because many of the 
questions asked during the research session were open-ended, multiple answers, resulting in total 
percentage frequencies greater than 100% for any given question are common.  
 
The data collected from each of the five research session were compared to determine if there was 
consistency in responses by all residents (refer to the Synopsis Report in Appendix IV).  The results of 
the research show that for the purposes of marketing sustainable practices, a common approach can 
be taken across the study areas.  
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3.1.1 Research Sample – Residential Sector   
The total research sample size was one-hundred and twenty-one (n=121) owner-occupant residents of 
single-family dwellings.  Table 2 below provides a summary description of the overall sample and the 
demographic variables of homeowners in each of the study areas that were surveyed.  
Table 2 – Research Sample 
Demographic Variable Overall Female Male Brampton Markham North 

York Thornhill Vaughan 

Sample Size  n= 121 70 51 26 25 26 22 22 
% of sample (n) 100% 58% 42% 21% 21% 21% 18% 18% 

Women 58% 100%   65% 56% 62% 50% 55% 
Men 42%   100% 35% 44% 38% 50% 45% 

Age of home:  <5 years 13% 11% 16% 23% 4%   18% 23% 
5 to 15 years 21% 20% 22% 19% 24% 8% 14% 41% 

16 to 30 years 41% 40% 43% 35% 60% 12% 68% 36% 
31 or more years 25% 29% 20% 23% 12% 81%     

Age:   25 to 44  years 38% 43% 31% 54% 20% 42% 18% 55% 
45 to 64 59% 57% 61% 46% 72% 58% 73% 45% 
65 to 74 3%   8%   8% 5% 9%   

Education:  High 
School 26% 31% 18% 35% 12% 31% 14% 36% 

College or Trade 35% 33% 37% 35% 36% 42% 32% 27% 
University Degree 39% 34% 45% 27% 52% 27% 55% 36% 

Marital Status:  Married 84% 74% 98% 85% 80% 85% 95% 77% 
Divorced/Sep/Widowed 13% 23%   8% 20% 12% 5% 23% 
Children at Home:    1-

2 65% 65% 67% 65% 68% 58% 77% 59% 

3 to 4 14% 14% 14% 19% 12% 8% 9% 23% 
None 20% 20% 20% 15% 16% 35% 14% 18% 

Income:  $100, 000+ 37% 31% 45% 19% 44% 38% 50% 36% 
$60,000 to $99,000 46% 50% 41% 65% 36% 50% 36% 41% 
$40,000 to $59,999 17% 19% 14% 15% 20% 12% 14% 23% 

Work Hours:  0 7% 9% 2% 4% 12% 4% 5% 5% 
1 to 15 3% 3% 4%   4%   9% 5% 

16 to 35 25% 34% 12% 19% 32% 31% 18% 23% 
36 to 50 62% 49% 80% 69% 44% 62% 68% 68% 

Spouse's Work Hours:  
0 30% 33% 25% 35% 36% 27% 18% 32% 

1 to 15 1%   2%         5% 
16 to 35 14% 7% 24% 4% 20% 12% 18% 18% 
36 to 50 52% 54% 49% 58% 40% 54% 64% 45% 

Canadian Born 53% 53% 53% 46% 40% 54% 59% 68% 
Ethnic Origin:  

Canadian 15% 16% 14% 27% 8% 8% 18% 14% 

Italian 22% 20% 24% 4% 16%   23% 73% 
UK 19% 20% 18% 16% 28% 27% 19% 5% 

Black/African 6% 7% 4% 19% 8%       
Jamaican 5% 7% 2% 12%   8%   5% 

Asian 5% 1% 6%   4% 12%   1% 
Chinese 3% 1% 6%   4% 12%     

East Indian 3% 4% 2% 8% 8%       
Various Other Origins 22% 24% 24% 14% 24% 33% 40% 2% 
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The recruiting target for gender for the research sample was 50% men and 50% women.  The sample 
has more women than men; however, because each sample by gender is larger than thirty (i.e., 70 
women and 51 men), and provides a good representation of age, income, education and ethnic origin, 
there is a high confidence level with the sample and therefore, in the comparisons between the 
perceptions of women and men. 
 
While the sample sizes for the municipalities are very comparable (in the range of 22 to 26), because 
the individual sample groups are below 30 (n=30) some caution needs to be exercised in the 
interpretation of differences in the perceptions between homeowners in the study areas.  A difference of 
20% or greater can be interpreted as significant.  For example, only one (1/26 = 3.8%) respondent in 
North York wrote “my home is my castle”, while seven (7/22 = 32%) homeowners in Thornhill-
Richmond Hill made the same statement.  Both groups rated the importance of their home high and 
used similar adjectives to describe how they feel about their home, therefore marketing strategies for 
one group can be confidently applied to the other.  However, in direct social marketing interactions, 
such as household visits, statistically significant differences in terminologies used by respondents 
should be taken into consideration and used to develop messages nuanced towards homeowners in 
specific study areas. 
 
The age of homes in each of the study municipalities provides a good representation of areas with new 
construction versus older established housing, and is consistent with Statistics Canada data.  North 
York (with 81% of homes in the sample being equal or greater than 31 years of age) is the most 
established of the study areas, while the Vaughan sample occupy more recently built homes. 
 
The age groups for homeowners were chosen to represent both the stage of life in which people 
generally own homes (the majority are couples raising children), and the demographic influence of the 
“baby boom” generation (born between 1946 and 1961, or 45 to 60 years old) on Ontario’s population.  
This is confirmed in the sample, with 84% of respondents being married (or common law), and 80% of 
respondents with children at home. 
 
The education and income levels in the sample are somewhat higher than the general population in 
each of the municipalities, but are consistent with what was expected for owner-occupants of single-
family detached homes (generally households with higher levels of income and education). 
 
To accurately reflect each municipality’s cultural diversity, great care was taken to recruit people from 
various ethnic groups and countries of birth. The sample met the Statistics Canada target of 53% of 
respondents born in Canada, with an additional twenty-seven ethnic groups represented in the sample.   
Consistent with the ethnic origin targets, the sample had: 
 

• 22% various ethnic origins 
• 19% English, Scottish, Irish and Welsh 
• 15% Canadian 
• 6% Black, African, African/American 

• 5% Jamaican/West Indies 
• 5% Asian 
• 3% East Indian 

 
The sample included a higher percentage of ethnic Italians (22%), because of the high proportion 
(73%) in the Vaughan sample.  At three percent (3%), there was a lower than targeted sample size 
from the ethnic Chinese population, particularly significant for the Markham-Unionville study area.   In 
expectation of the language barrier for recruitment (and surveying) from the ethnic Chinese population, 
a Cantonese and Mandarin speaking Chinese researcher was hired to identify key stakeholders 
(media, community and cultural organisations and relevant retailers) serving the Chinese community in 
the Markham-Unionville area. Identifying key stakeholders that influence Chinese owner-occupants of 
single-family dwelling enables the development of marketing strategies which utilise stakeholders to 
help engage the target audience.
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The entire research sample (n=121) provides a satisfactory demographic comparison with the overall 
single-family owner-occupant population in each of the study areas surveyed.  The sample size and 
demographic representation provides an excellent basis upon which to draw conclusions regarding 
homeowners’ motivations and develop marketing strategies for reaching the target audience. 
 
3.2 Project Description and Methodology – Business sector  
 
As set out in the Terms of Reference for the development of an Action Plan for Sustainable Practices, 
the intent of the research with the business sector was to identify marketing opportunities for, and 
barriers to, the adoption of enhanced (beyond regulatory compliance) on-site stormwater management 
practices.  Recommendations for marketing new stormwater management technologies and practices 
to the commercial and light industrial (C&LI) sectors were a principal objective set out in the Terms of 
Reference. 
 
For the primary research, interviews with 19 key informants were conducted (see Section 3.0).  A list of 
key informants is included in Appendix VI.  Guiding questions were developed and formed the basis for 
the interview.  To facilitate a more fulsome discussion of the opportunities and barriers to enhanced 
stormwater management, an informal approach to questioning was used to allow the interviewer to 
follow a line of dialogue as dictated by informants’ responses.   
 
TRCA staff familiar with the business sector and municipal Advisory Committee members 
recommended numerous individuals/businesses for the primary research.  As the interview process 
progressed, key informants recommended other individuals/businesses who/that should be contacted 
for the research.  Background information on the project was provided to key respondents and 
subsequently, interviews were scheduled and conducted via telephone.   
 
Due to the consistency in the feedback provided by key informants in the C&LI sectors concerning on-
site stormwater management, the scope of the research was broadened to incorporate the commercial 
building sector (office buildings, condominiums and public facilities) and the architects, engineers and 
builders/developers involved in their design, construction and/or retrofitting.  As the interview process 
progressed, the research was scoped to gather insights and opinions from key informants in the areas 
of building design, construction/retrofit, and operations; and from building owner/managers/developers.   
 
It is important to note that the goal of the business sector research was to identify marketing 
opportunities/barriers for/to on-site stormwater management.  Preliminary results from both primary and 
secondary research into on-site stormwater management in the business sector, clearly indicate the 
primary issues are not marketing based, but rather a combination of financial, policy, legislative, and 
training and education issues.  Limited marketing-communications and educational outreach to the 
business sector about enhanced stormwater management are contributory elements toward the low 
uptake of sustainable practices (green roofs, bioswales, rainwater and greywater systems, etc), but are 
by no means the primary factors.  
 
Given the size and scope of the business sector and the many issues contributing to the low 
employment of beyond regulation stormwater management practices, the research conducted and 
discussed in this report cannot be considered exhaustive.  Considering the range of issues affecting 
business decisions around enhanced stormwater management, specifically, and green building 
initiatives in general, it is recommended further sector-specific research be conducted before any 
strategy targeting the business sector is developed. In conjunction, an assessment of provincial policies 
and regulations pertaining to new and existing construction should be undertaken, as should an 
assessment of municipal capacity to impel businesses to utilize sustainable practices and 
subsequently, municipal capacity to deal with the potential additional demand on fiscal and staffing 
resources. 
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Following a recap of the purpose of the project and the research, respondents were asked a series of 
guiding questions during the thirty to sixty minute interviews.  The guiding questions are set out in the 
text box below.  
 

 

Guiding Questions – Business Sector Interviews 
 

A. Background: 
 
1) Please provide a brief description of the stormwater management system utilised by your 

company/facility/facilities. 
 
B. Opportunities/barriers: 
 
1) Why are you using this system for on-site stormwater management? 
 
2) What are the primary considerations before determining what type of on-site stormwater 

management will be used?  Why? 
 
3) Have you/your company undertaken any renovations/retrofits to improve on-site stormwater 

management at existing buildings?   
 

i) If yes, briefly describe what was undertaken and why? 
 

ii) If no, why not? 
 
4) For those with enhanced stormwater management systems – What enhancements did you/your 

company recommend/make to the stormwater management system? 
 
5) Why did you/your company/the company for which you designed/built/retrofitted decide to 

employ enhanced stormwater management practices? 
 
6) In the process of establishing the enhanced stormwater management system, what worked and 

why? 
 

i) What did not work, why not? 
 
7) Based on your experience, what do you think are the key barriers to the employment of 

enhanced stormwater management and other green building practices/technologies? 
 
C. Recommendations: 
 
1) What in your experience would help encourage greater uptake of such practices/technologies?  
 

i) Why? 
 
2) Is there anything else you would like to add to the discussion? 
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.4.0 RESEARCH FINDINGS 
 
The verbatim responses provided by residents were directly entered into a computer where they were 
categorically grouped via a specialised program. Two levels of analysis allowed for residents’ 
responses to be quantified (frequency distribution) and qualified (idea, subject, etc.) enabling an 
objective evaluation of the results.   For the interviews with key informants in the business sector, 
responses to guiding questions (see Section 3.2) were documented and subsequently analysed. 
 
Discussed below are the findings from both the residential market research and the business 
interviews. 
 
4.1 Research Findings – Residential sector 
 
Before addressing the research findings, it is important to reiterate that the total percentage distribution 
of responses to any one question may add up to more than 100%; because the questions were open-
ended, respondents may have provided more than one answer to any given question. 
 
4.1.1 Home and landscape 
 
Resident participants were asked a series of questions about their feelings, ideas, beliefs and values 
regarding their home and their home’s landscape in order to determine what motivates their actions in 
these areas.   
 
Research participants hold very strong feelings about their homes.  Chart 1.0 below shows the 
meanings that “home” has for the respondents.   
 
Chart 1 
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Women and men hold very similar meanings for home – a safe, secure sanctuary where they have a 
sense of peace is the most frequent response (47%).  Safety is more important for women (36%) than 
men (24%).  Comfort and relaxation is second with thirty-seven percent (37%) of responses, with no 
significant difference between women and men.  Family has a frequency response of twenty-one 
percent (21%), again with no significant gender difference.  A “castle” with privacy is the fourth 
response (15%), with men having a slightly higher frequency (18%) than women (13%).  Finally, 
women feel that their home is “everything” (19%), while fewer men (8%) feel that way. 
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It is interesting to note that twenty-seven percent (27%) of respondents from Vaughan said that their 
home means a form of investment, while the overall score was only 8%.  Men, at fourteen percent 
(14%) also have a higher response rate than women (4%) in this category. 
 
When respondents were asked to describe what community means to them, the majority indicated, 
“friends and neighbours”, a feeling of being “safe” and a feeling of “belonging” at 36%, 24% and 15%, 
respectively. 
 
Respondents clearly view their home’s landscape as a natural extension of their home and themselves.  
As Chart 2.0 below illustrates, respondents’ home landscape has significant aesthetic meaning and 
reflects who they are and how they want to be perceived. 
 
Chart 2.0 
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Women and men agree that “beauty” is the most important quality for their home’s landscape (31%).  
Respondents also feel that their home’s landscape is a “reflection” of themselves, with men having a 
frequency response of 20%, compared to women at 14%.  Both men and women are proud (13%) of 
the home’s landscape.  Having a landscape that allows for relaxation (11%) and is both neat and tidy 
(11%) also holds significant meaning for respondents. 
 
Table 3 below provides a summary of the ratings (on a scale from 1 to 10, where 1 is low and 10 is 
high) provided by respondents regarding the importance of their home’s landscape.   
 
Table 3 
18.  Rate the importance of your home's landscape.   
  Overall Female Male Brampton Markham North York Thornhill Vaughan 

n= 121 70 51 26 25 26 22 22 
% of  n 100% 58% 42% 21% 21% 21% 18% 18% 

Mean 8.2 8.3 8.0 8.3 8.4 8.7 7.4 8.0 
Mode 8 10 9 9 10 10 8 8 

Range 3 to 10 5 to 10 3 to 10 5 to 10 3 to 10 6 to 10 5 to 10 5 to 10 
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The average overall rating given by respondents for the importance of their home’s landscape was a 
high 8.2.  Although women on average gave a higher rating (8.3) than men (8.2), both female and male 
respondents rate their home’s landscape as highly important.  The reasons given for these ratings 
were: 
 
   32% Beauty, appearance 

16% Enjoy gardens and gardening, the peacefulness of nature 
12% It’s important, but not the most important thing about my home 

 
When asked to list the most important aspects of their home’s landscape, respondents identified the 
following: 
 

1. Flowers (38%) and colour (19%) 
2. A well-groomed green lawn (36%)  
3. Healthy trees (26%) and shrubs (12%) 
4. Beauty (24%), design (24%), and neat & tidy (24%) 

 
Flowers are more important to women (44% vs. 29% for men), while design and organisation, trees, 
and a patio are more important for men, respectively at 29% (vs. 20% for women), 31% (vs. 23% for 
women) and 10% (vs. 1% for women).    
 
The subjective and cultural feelings and beliefs about what is attractive – a well-groomed lawn; 
colourful flowers in bloom; a balance between lawn, gardens, trees and patios – are common amongst 
the majority of respondents. 
 
4.1.2 Trees 
 
The importance of trees to their home’s landscape rate equally high, with both male and female 
respondents having an average rating of 8 our of a possible 10 (see Table 4).  The reasons given for 
the importance of trees to the respondent’s home landscape were: 
 

1. Shade (36.4%) 
2. Beauty (35.5%) 
3. Good for environment, clean air, attract birds & animals (24%) 
4. Backbone of Landscape Design (16.5%) 

 
Table 4 
21.  Rate the importance of trees to your landscape.   
  Overall Female Male Brampton Markham North York Thornhill Vaughan 

n= 121 70 51 26 25 26 22 22 
% of  n 100% 58% 42% 21% 21% 21% 18% 18% 

Mean 8.0 8.0 8.0 7.2 9.2 7.8 7.8 8.0 
Mode 10 10 10 7 10 10 9 10 

Range 2 to 10 2 to 10 2 to 10 2 to 10 6 to 10 2 to 10 2 to 10 4 to 10 
 
Respondents from the Markham-Unionville area rated the importance of trees very high at 9.2 out of a 
possible 10, while those respondents from the Brampton area provided a lower than average rating of 
7.2 out of 10 for the importance of trees to their home’s landscape. Two factors could contribute to this 
spread in the ratings.  Firstly, Brampton has a high percentage of new homes and many new home 
buyers are focused on decorating the interior of their home before they focus on the landscape, as well, 
there are far fewer mature trees in new developments, therefore their aesthetic value is not necessarily 
top-of-mind for respondents.  Secondly, the ethnic Chinese population is not included in the Markham-
Unionville sample and the rating this demographic may provide could alter the overall rating. 
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4.1.3 Driveway 
 
When asked to rate the importance of their home’s driveway, respondents gave a relatively low 
average rating of 6.4 out of a possible 10 (see Table 5).  The reasons given for the lower ratings have 
to do with the functional aspects of a driveway for parking, and loading and unloading a vehicle (52%) 
 
Table 5 
24.  Rate the importance of your paved or concrete driveway.   
  Overall Female Male Brampton Markham North York Thornhill Vaughan 

n= 121 70 51 26 25 26 22 22 
% of  n 100% 58% 42% 21% 21% 21% 18% 18% 

Mean 6.4 6.9 6.0 6.5 6.5 6.9 6.4 5.8 
Mode 8 8 4 4  N/A 8 5 4, 8 

Range 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 2 to 10 1 to 10 
 
Seventy-seven percent (77%) of respondents have driveways that comprise one-quarter or less of their 
home’s landscape.  When asked how they kept their driveways clear, eighty-one percent (81%) of 
respondents stated they use water with many of the 81% using a power washer to clear their driveway.  
Sixty percent (60%) of respondents also use a broom to clear the driveway, with most of the 60% using 
water in combination with the broom. 
 
4.1.4 Lawn and gardens 
 
Respondents were asked to describe what their “lawn” means to them and Chart 3.0 below 
summarises their responses.   
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Respondents indicated that a “green, beautiful, well manicured lawn (like a fairway)” is “very important” 
to them.  Homeowners view a green lawn as a foundation for the home’s landscape; like trees, a 
manicured lawn was seen as a key component of the overall landscape design. 
 
When asked to rate the importance of the lawn to their home’s landscape, respondents provided a 
mean rating of 8.3 out of a possible 10 (Table 6).  This high rating is consistent with respondents’ 
expression of the importance of a manicured lawn in the “meaning” question above. 
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Table 6 
28.  Rate the importance of your lawn to your home's landscape.   
  Overall Female Male Brampton Markham North York Thornhill Vaughan 

n= 121 70 51 26 25 26 22 22 
% of  n 100% 58% 42% 21% 21% 21% 18% 18% 

Mean 8.3 8.3 8.2 8.4 8.4 8.2 8.1 8.2 
Mode 8 10 8 7 10 10 9 10 

Range 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 
 
The reasons given by respondents’ for their rating of the importance of the lawn to their home’s 
landscape were: 
 

1. Beautiful, well-manicured appearance (50%) 
2. Large green lawn is very important (14%) 
3. Reflection of house and owner (9%) 

 
The beautiful appearance of the lawn is particularly important to the women in the sample as 
demonstrated by the fifty-nine percent (59%) frequency of this reason, a full twenty percent (20%) 
higher than men in the sample. 
 
Most of the lawn maintenance is done by the man of the house with forty-one percent (41%) of female 
respondents indicating there spouse is responsible for lawn care and eighty-four percent (84%) of the 
male respondents indicating they themselves where responsible for lawn maintenance.  On average, 
only 7% of respondents use a contractor to maintain their lawns with the highest use of contractors by 
North York (Don Mills) residents at fourteen percent (14%) and the lowest at zero for Brampton 
respondents. 
 
For seventy percent (70%) of the respondents, the lawn comprises more than one-half of their home’s 
landscape.  In order, respondents identified the following as the most important lawn care tasks: 
 

1. Mowing (87%) 
2. Watering (60%) 
3. Weeding (52%) 
4. Fertilising (48%) 

  
The average ratings given by respondents concerning the importance of mowing, watering, fertilising 
and applying pesticides (specifically for weed control) are summarised in Chart 4.0 below. 
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Although mowing was rated as the most important maintenance task with a very high average rating of 
9 out of a possible 10, watering was also considered a highly important maintenance task with 
respondents providing an average rating of 8.3.  Watering was seen a necessary to maintaining a 
healthy lawn. 
 
Respondents gave the following reasons for their rating of importance of the following lawn 
maintenance tasks: 
  

1. Mowing  
46% Appearance, curb appeal 
33% Neat & tidy 
17% Healthy 
6% Neighbourhood pressure 
 

2. Watering 
74% Green and healthy 
14% Grass dies without water 
12% Not necessary – lawn will come back after a drought 
 

3. Fertilising 
39% Healthy look and growth 
23% Robust green grass 
21% Important part of lawn maintenance 
17% Don’t use it, poisons the environment 
13% Controls weeds 
 

4. Pesticide Use 
37% Don’t like them, harmful to environment – should be banned 
29% Toxic to children and animals 
28% Kills weeds and insects 
12%  Sometimes required 

 
Aesthetics was the dominant reason for respondents rating lawn mowing as the most important 
maintenance task. The underlying motivation for mowing the lawn is driven by a deeply held cultural 
aesthetic that views short-cut, lush green, weedless lawn as the ultimate expression of landscape 
beauty.  There also appears to be a mistaken belief among respondents that a well cut lawn is healthier 
because it “controls weeds” and “makes it grow faster”. 
 
Respondents correlate a green lawn with a healthy lawn.  Only twelve percent (12%) of respondents 
recognise that grass goes dormant during dry spells and re-emerges from dormancy when there is 
sufficient rainfall.  In fact, eighty-eight percent (88%) of respondents hold the belief that their lawns 
must be watered regularly to keep them healthy and green.  A minority of respondents (14%) believe 
the grass will die without watering.  Because the majority of respondents believe that lawn watering is 
necessary to maintain a healthy lawn, frequent, regular watering is a common practice: 
 

• 46% water 1 or 2 times per week 
• 32% water 3 or 4 times per week 
• 9% water 5 or more times per week 

 
Sixty-six percent (66%) of respondents water their lawns using a sprinkler while 17% hand water using 
a hose.  Forty-seven percent (47%) of homeowners surveyed water from one-half hour to one hour 
each time they water their lawn, with thirty-six percent (36%) watering for more than 1.5 hours each 
time. 
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While weeding is stated as an important task, the rating of pesticide use is extremely low. However, 
lawn fertiliser is used by the majority of respondents (101 out of 121 respondents) and most 
commercial lawn fertilisers contain herbicides.  Given that most homeowners rated pesticide use very 
low as a lawn maintenance task, the majority of respondents are therefore using synthetic fertilisers 
containing herbicides or are weeding by hand. 
 
On the positive side of the equation, sixty-two percent (62%) of respondents leave their mulched grass 
clippings on the lawn, while twenty-five percent (25%) and fourteen percent (14%) respectively, recycle 
them through a municipal program or compost them.  Fourteen percent (14%) of all respondents collect 
grass clippings and dispose of them with the regular garbage, with the highest percentage, at thirty-two 
percent (32%) from Vaughan. 
 
4.1.5 Gardening 
 
Ninety-five percent (95%) of all respondents have gardens – fifty-five percent (55%) have flower 
gardens, thirty-eight percent (38%) have both flower and vegetable gardens and two percent (2%) have 
vegetable gardens only.   
 
When asked what their gardens mean to them, respondents provided the following meanings: 
 

• beauty (42%) 
• fresh vegetables (17%) 
• happiness (17%) 
• pride, passion, hobby (15%) 
• relaxing, tranquility (14%) 
• everything, very important (12%) 

 
Respondents were asked to rate the importance of their garden(s) to their home’s landscape.  
Garden(s) were given the same importance rating as lawns by respondents with an average of 8.3 out 
of a possible 10 as shown in Table 7 below. 
 
Table 7 
47.  Rate the importance of your gardens to your home's landscape.   
  Overall Female Male Brampton Markham North York Thornhill Vaughan 

n= 121 70 51 26 25 26 22 22 
% of  n 100% 58% 42% 21% 21% 21% 18% 18% 

Mean 8.3 8.7 7.9 8.6 7.8 8.8 8.1 8.7 
Mode 10 10 8 8, 10 10 10 9, 10 9 

Range 1 to 10 1 to 10 3 to 10 6 to 10 1 to 10 3 to 10 3 to 10 6 to 10 
 
Women rate the importance of gardens higher than men, and Markham residents provide the lowest 
rating. 
 
Both aesthetics (60%) and the pleasure respondents get from working in the garden (22%) are the key 
reasons for the high rating of importance.  On average women rated the importance of gardens (8.7 out 
of a possible 10) higher than men (7.9).  The reasons provided by respondents for giving a high rating 
of importance for gardens are as follows: 
 

1. Beautiful, curb appeal, colour and appearance (60%) 
2. Pleasure, pride and care (22%) 
3. Fresh flowers and vegetables (10%) 
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Sixty-six percent (66%) of female respondents rated beauty and the appearance of the garden(s) as the 
primary reasons for their high rating of the importance of the garden to the home’s landscape, while just 
fifty-one (51%) of male respondents gave similar reasons. 
 
Women and men share the gardening work more equally than lawn maintenance.  Seventy percent 
(70%) in the total sample are the leaders or key decision-makers in their household regarding their 
home’s landscape.   
 
Respondents were asked to identify the most important tasks for maintaining the garden(s).  Chart 5.0 
below summarises the primary responses given by resident participants. 
 
Chart 5.0 
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Respondents identified the following as the most important maintenance tasks in the garden: 
 

1. Watering (75%) 
2. Weeding by hand (65%) 
3. Cutting, trimming and pruning (37%) 
4. Fertilising – synthetic and natural (36%) 
5. Maintaining good soil (25%) 
6. Planting (17%) 

 
Respondents identified watering as the most important task (an average 8.7 out of a possible 10) for 
maintaining the garden(s).  Watering gardens was rated higher than watering lawns in importance.  The 
primary reason for this rating was respondents’ belief that irrigation was critical to healthy plants.  Water 
is seen as a fundamental requirement for plant and flower health, growth and beauty (56%) and regular 
watering is essential or the plants will die (40%). 
 
Weeding by hand (65%) and cutting, trimming and pruning (37%) and fertilising (36%) were also 
identified by respondents as important maintenance tasks for the garden.  Fertiliser use in the garden is 
rated lower as a maintenance task by respondents than it’s rated for its use in maintaining lawns.  
When asked what type of fertiliser they used in their gardens, some respondents identified specific 
brand names such as Miracle Gro (24%) and Scott’s (8%), while twenty-one percent (21%) identified 
the fertiliser they used as “artificial”.  Fourteen percent (14%) of respondents use “manure” to fertilise 
their garden(s).  
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Respondents gave pesticide use in gardens the lowest rating in the entire questionnaire. The very low 
average rating of 3 out of a possible 10 was given by respondents because: 
 

1. [I] “don’t like them” or “don’t need them” [pesticides], “natural products work just as well”, “don’t 
want pesticides on my property. Vegetables”, etc. (46%) 

2. Pesticides are toxic for people and animals (15%) and harmful to the environment (12%). 
 
Homeowners in North York provided a significantly lower rating for pesticide use in their gardens (2.8 
out of 10) compared to the other municipalities.  This may be a reflection of their higher level of 
awareness about the negative effects of pesticides as a result of the City of Toronto ban on the 
cosmetic use of pesticides. 
 
Only 12% of respondents use pesticides to “keep the bugs away”.  Another 12% only use pesticides if 
“really necessary”, which is defined as “rarely”. 
 
4.1.6 Ideal and naturalised landscape 
 
Respondents were asked to draw two full-colour pictures – one of their “ideal” landscape for their home 
and one of a “naturalised” landscape for their home.  Below is a selection of drawings by respondents 
which are representative of the research sample.   
 
 

 
 
 2.  Naturalised landscape 2.  Ideal landscape 

1.  Ideal landscape 1.  Naturalised 
landscape
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The images above reflect the respondents’ perceptions of their ideal home landscape versus a 
naturalised home landscape2. The drawings were grouped based on their visual elements – objects, 
themes, colours and words.  Drawings were assessed based on these four visual elements and as a 
result, it was determined that respondents’ drawings fall into four categories as follows: 
 

1. Incremental Change (50/121 or 41%)  
These homeowners show incremental changes from their ideal to their naturalised landscape.  
Both drawings contain a combination of trees, shrubs and grass but there are fewer flowers and 
colour and little if any defined recreational/relaxation space.  The naturalised landscape drawings 
show more “native” or “wild” plants that require “less maintenance”.  These homeowners consider 
the naturalised landscape healthier and environmentally friendly, but at a sacrifice to some 
aesthetic and functional design elements found in their ideal landscape.  

                                                 
2 Three respondents did not draw a picture for a naturalised landscape.  

4.  Naturalised landscape 

3.  Naturalised landscape 3. Ideal landscape 

4. Ideal landscape 
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2. Less Colourful (30/121 or 25%) 
The difference between the ideal and naturalised landscape drawings are more dramatic than 
those in the previous category.  The ideal landscapes are more colourful, designed and 
controlled.  These respondents do not perceive naturalised landscapes to be colourful, well 
designed and structured. 
 

3. Chaotic (26/121 or 21%) 
These respondents have the most negative perception of naturalised landscapes and express 
strong negative emotions (frustration, anger, boring, confusing, disappointed and ugly) toward 
what they perceive as messy, chaotic, plain, weedy and overgrown naturalised landscapes.   
 

4. Nature Positive (12/121 or 10%)  
These respondents are the most nature positive.  They view naturalised landscapes as being 
wonderful, tranquil, pristine, free, wild and peaceful, but drew landscapes that lacked some of the 
design elements such as fountains, gazebos, entertainment areas, planned gardens, that their 
ideal landscape contained. Some of these respondents have already begun naturalising their 
landscapes. 

 
Respondents were asked to describe the feelings and emotions evoked by their drawing of their ideal 
home landscape and subsequently, their drawing of a naturalised landscape.  Table 8 below compares 
respondents’ feelings and emotions evoked by their drawings. 
 
Table 8 

Ideal Landscape Naturalised Landscape  
Feelings and Emotions % 

Frequency 
Weighted 

% 
% 

Frequency 
Weighted 

% % +/- 

Calm, relaxed, warm 43% 23% 25% 13% 9% 
Peace, Tranquility 34% 18% 27% 14% 3% 
Beautiful 29% 15% 10% 5% 10% 
Happy, Content, Satisfied 25% 13% 10% 5% 8% 
Fun, Pleasure, Enjoyment 17% 9% 7% 4% 5% 
Design, Dream, Home 14% 7%     7% 
Proud 11% 6%     6% 
Wonderful, Exciting, Wow 10% 5% 3% 2% 4% 
Colourful, Bright 3% 2% 4% 2% -1% 
Natural, Healthy, Grace     31% 17% -17% 
Easy Care, Freedom, Wild     20% 11% -11% 
Clean, Simple, Space     12% 6% -6% 

Total Positive Emotions 186% 98% 149% 80% 18% 
Frustrated, angry, upset 4% 2% 12% 6% -4% 
Untidy, Chaotic, Eyesore     10% 5% -5% 
Boring, Plain, No Colour     8% 4% -4% 
Ugly, Cold, Unwanted     8% 4% -4% 

Total Negative Emotions 4% 2% 38% 20% -18% 
Total Percentages 190% 100% 187% 100% 0% 
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Most respondents associated their ideal landscape with a relaxed (43%), tranquil (34%) and beautiful 
(29%) space from which they derive both contentment (25%) and pleasure (17%).  Although 
respondents also perceived naturalised landscapes as relaxed (25%), tranquil (27%) spaces, they did 
not on the whole perceive them to be beautiful (10%), and consequently, to be a place from which 
respondents would derive contentment (10%) and pleasure (7%).  Put simply, most respondents 
appreciate certain perceived attributes of naturalised landscapes, but do not see such landscapes as 
reflective of them and therefore, something they would want for their own home.  It is worth noting that 
there was not a single respondent who expressed a sense of pride when asked to describe how their 
drawing of a naturalised landscape made them feel.   
 
Respondents were asked to identify the most important elements or aspects in their drawings.  Table 9 
below compares the responses of participants for both an ideal and naturalised home landscape. A 
weighted average frequency was calculated from the percentage frequencies to provide a more 
meaningful comparison between ideal and naturalised landscape elements. 
 
Table 9 

Ideal Landscape Naturalised Landscape  Elements or Aspects 
% Frequency Weighted % % Frequency Weighted % % +/- 

Trees 51% 20% 42% 19% 1% 
Flowers 44% 17% 20% 9% 8% 
Lawn versus Grass(es) 40% 16% 30% 14% 2% 
Beauty & colour 40% 16% 15% 7% 9% 
Rock or stone patio & paths 27% 11% 7% 3% 7% 
Shrubs & bushes 18% 7% 8% 4% 3% 
Design 13% 5% 10% 5% 1% 
Water, pond, pool 12% 5% 18% 8% -3% 
Natural, diversity  11% 4% 41% 19% -14% 
Environment friendly, healthy     17% 8% -8% 
Less maintenance     12% 5% -5% 

Total Percentage 256% 100% 220% 100%   
 
For respondents, trees are the main element that is shared between ideal and naturalised landscapes.  
Although a significant percentage of respondents identified grass for both the ideal and naturalised 
landscape, a review of actual responses in the Verbatim Report (see Appendix V) indicates that many 
respondents were referring to traditional manicured lawns for the ideal landscape and tall, native or 
non-maintained grass for the naturalised landscape.  Respondents deliberately used terms such as 
green, lush, full, healthy, lawn, no-weeds, neat, dense, nice, etc. when referring to grass in their 
drawing of an ideal landscape.  Yet, when describing grass as an element of their naturalised 
landscape few respondents used terms that refer directly to typical residential lawns.  In fact, the term 
lawn was only used three times and the term “green” five times to describe the grass as an element of 
the naturalised landscape. 
 
Respondents view their ideal landscapes as colourful, with space for entertaining (patios) and aesthetic 
design elements such as rocks, ornamental flowers, pathways, patios and bushes. Naturalised 
landscapes were seen as diverse, environmentally friendly spaces that were easy to maintain but 
lacking in elements or aspects that echo intrinsically held beliefs about what is aesthetically pleasing 
and affords personal enjoyment in the space. 
 
Research session participants from North York had the highest frequency (38% ) of environmental 
aspects of a naturalised landscape (almost twice the average frequency for the entire sample).   
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When asked to describe what a naturalised landscaped meant to them, respondents answers 
concentrated on the wilderness, untamed and ecologically beneficial aspects of the landscape (refer to 
Chart 6.0 below). 
 
Chart 6.0 

What does a naturalized landscape mean to you?
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Although the majority of respondents used positive terms when responding to the question “what does 
a naturalised landscape mean to you?”; the terms significantly differ from those used by respondents to 
describe their ideal landscape or to answer the question “what does your home’s [existing] landscape 
mean to you?”.  Terms such as natural, healthy, wild, simple, native plants, park-like, woods, animal-
friendly, environmentally-friendly, wild flowers etc. were used by respondents to describe the meaning 
to them of a naturalised landscape, yet none of these terms were used by respondents to describe 
what their home’s landscape means to them or to describe the feelings and emotions evoked by the 
drawings of their ideal home landscape.  To respondents, naturalised landscapes also mean low 
maintenance, carefree spaces where no pesticides or fertilisers are used.   
 
4.1.7 Reponses to photos – naturalised and infiltration landscapes 
 
At this point in the research sessions, respondents were provided with a hand-out containing eight full-
colour pictures (see Appendix VII).  Respondent’s were directed to consider the first two photos of 
naturalised landscapes and were provided with the following verbal description by the facilitator; 
“Naturalised landscapes use native trees, shrubs, plants and grasses that not only help retain rainwater 
but also provide habitat for local wildlife”.3 
 
Respondents were given a few moments to consider the pictures and were then asked if the would 
“consider naturalising some or all” of their home’s landscape. In response to the question, eighty-four 
(84%) of respondents checked “yes” on their questionnaire.  When asked to explain the reason for their 
response, participants stated the following: 
 

57% Beautiful, very pleasing to the eye 
33% Appealing, less maintenance, closer to nature 
27% Low maintenance, use rainwater, save money, prevent flooding,  
16% Good for the environment 

                                                 
3 It is important to note that respondents were asked the open-ended question “What does a naturalised landscape mean to 
you?” – before this explanation was given by the facilitator.  Collectively, the 121 respondents in the sample have a basic 
understanding of what the term naturalised landscape means. 
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The term beautiful or its equivalent was used by only 10% of respondents to describe the feeling and 
emotions evoked by their drawing of a naturalised landscape, but upon viewing pictures of naturalised 
home landscapes, the use of the term beautiful or its equivalent increased to fifty-seven percent (57%) 
 
A total of nineteen respondents or sixteen percent (16%) checked “no” to the question “would you 
consider naturalising some or all of their landscape?” This minority of respondents prefer the look of 
more traditional gardens and found the landscapes portrayed in the photos to look messy and lack 
order.  Twenty-one percent (4 out of 19) of respondents who checked “no”, felt that more money would 
be necessary to establish and maintain the naturalised landscape.   
 
When all participants were asked “what would encourage you to naturalise some or all of your 
landscape?”, they provided the following responses: 
 

34% Education, information, pictures, professional design advice and assistance 
25% Money, financial incentive, reduced cost  
17% Beauty, aesthetically pleasing, eye appeal 
   9% Use rainwater naturally and conserve water 

 
Respondents were then asked to review the pictures showing various options to encourage greater 
infiltration of rainwater in a home landscape (interlock and flag stone patio and walkway, dry bed for a 
swale, canopy cover and rock garden). Subsequently respondents were asked if the “would consider 
making changes to your landscape to encourage rainwater infiltration?”  Eighty-eight percent (88%) 
checked ‘yes” in response to the question.  This represents an increase of four respondents over those 
who would consider “naturalising some or all of their landscape”.  Respondents provided the following 
reasons for their affirmative answer: 
 

53% Conserve treated water by efficiently using rainwater through infiltration 
 19% Good for the environment 

15% Save money and time 
11% Beautiful appearance 

 
Respondents were asked to review a picture showing a streetscape from Seattle which was designed 
to reduce runoff by allowing for greater infiltration.  After a few moments the respondents were then 
asked to “rate the appeal of the streetscape” on a scale of 1 to 10 (where 1 is low and 10 is high). Table 
10 below provides a summary of the responses. 
 
Table 10 
84.  Rate the appeal of the streetscape in the pictures (photos 5 & 6).   
  Overall Female Male Brampton Markham North York Thornhill Vaughan 

n= 121 70 51 26 25 26 22 22 
% of  n 100% 58% 42% 21% 21% 21% 18% 18% 

Mean 6.1 6.3 5.8 6.1 6.7 6.7 5.5 7.1 
Mode 5 7 5 7 8 8 5, 8 5 

Range 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 2 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 
 
The overall average rating of respondents (6.1 out of 10) is marginal, and the mean rating given by men 
(5.8) is very low.   However, the distribution of ratings is skewed, with 50% providing ratings of 7 to 10, 
and 50% providing ratings from 1 to 6.  The reasons given below for these ratings confirm this split: 
 
 46% Don’t like it, messy, dull and dreary, overgrown, crowded, cluttered 
 42% Appealing natural look, looks neat and clean 
 10% Looks okay, but needs some improvement (more tidy, more colour) 
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After reviewing the supplied photos of landscapes that were naturalised and allowed for enhanced 
stormwater infiltration, respondents were asked if they would “be interested in the opportunity to have 
your back or front yard naturalised by a professional as a demonstration project (at no cost to 
yourself)?”  Seventy-nine percent of respondents indicated “yes”.  Table 11 below shows the number of 
people who provided their names and contact information for the possibility of participating in such a 
demonstration project. 
 
Table 11 
86.  Possible front or back yard naturalisation project by professionals (at no cost to yourself)? 
  Overall Female Male Brampton Markham North York Thornhill Vaughan 

n= 121 70 51 26 25 26 22 22 
% of  n 100% 58% 42% 21% 21% 21% 18% 18% 

Yes 79% 86% 71% 77% 88% 88% 77% 64% 
# Sign-up 79 46 33 13 24 16 16 10 

% Sign-up 65% 66% 65% 50% 96% 62% 73% 45% 
 
Respondents from Vaughan had the lowest sign-up rate (64%) for the possible demonstration project 
while respondents from Unionville-Markham and Thornhill-Richmond Hill had the highest sign-up rate 
(88%). 
 
4.1.8 Lawn and Garden Advice and Services 
 
Respondents were asked whom they trust the most to give the best advice about landscape design and 
maintenance, and about plants, trees and shrubs.  Table 12 below provides a summary of the most 
trusted advisors identified by respondents. 
 
Table 12 

  Who's advice  do you trust 
the most regarding . . .  

Landscape Design & 
Maintenance Plants, Trees & Shrubs 

% +/- 
Professional 49% 27% 22% 

Garden Centre/Nursery 23% 46% -23% 
Friend or Neighbour 15% 13% 2% 

Myself 13% 4% 9% 
Family 5% 9% -4% 
Books 3% 10% -7% 

 
For “landscape design and maintenance” the “most trusted” sources of advice are landscaping 
professionals such as landscape designers, architects and contractors.  Garden centres (25%) are the 
second most trusted source of advice on landscape design and maintenance, while landscaping books 
are a relatively untapped resource for respondents (3%). Only one respondent identified the Internet as 
a trusted source of information on landscape design and maintenance. 
 
When it comes to advice about plants (flowers), trees and shrubs; respondents named garden centres 
(46%) as the most trusted advisors.  Respondents rated professionals and family and friends lower as 
trusted advisors at twenty-seven percent (27%) and thirteen percent (13%), respectively.  Books are 
seen as a useful reference for information about plants, trees and shrubs. 
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When respondents were asked to identify other “sources of information on landscaping they find 
useful”, they provided the following responses: 
 
 33% Books (including library books) 
 33% Internet/websites 

28% Magazines 
 22% Television (like HGTV) 
 16% Friends, neighbours and family 

15% Observation, intuition and experience 
10% Nurseries and garden centres 

 
Print and electronic resources are identified by respondents as secondary sources of information about 
landscaping.  In other words, the trusted sources identified previously by respondents would be their 
preferred source(s) of advice about landscape design and maintenance or about plant, tree and shrub 
selection and care. 
 
Respondents identified the stakeholders listed in Table 13 below when asked from where they 
purchase “lawn care products” and “plants, tree and shrubs”. 
 
Table 13 

 Where do you purchase . . .  Lawn Care Products Plants, Trees & Shrubs 
% +/- 

Home Depot 45% 23% 22% 
Canadian Tire 36% 9% 27% 
Various Retail 33% 31% 2% 

Nurseries 26% 47% -21% 
Garden Centres 23% 26% -3% 

Rona 15% 5% 10% 
 
Large box retailers such as Home Depot and Canadian Tire are the favoured destination for 
respondents purchasing lawn care products, with Rona, Loblaws, Wal-Mart and Costco being 
secondary choices for this product category.   
 
When shopping for plants, trees and shrubs, the vast majority of respondents identified nurseries (47%) 
and garden centres (26%) as the preferred destinations.   
 
Respondents were asked “how many times in the past two months” (May and June) had they visited a 
garden centre/nursery or the garden section of a retail store. Over the two-month period, fifty-four 
percent (54%) of respondents had made a visit to a garden centre or equivalent four or five times and 
forty percent (40%) had visited two or three times. 
 
When asked if they had ever hired a professional landscape designer or landscape architect in the 
past, only twenty-four percent (24%) of respondents answered in the affirmative.  However, when 
asked if they would use a free service from their municipality providing landscape advice from senior 
horticultural students, very significantly, nine-two percent (92%) said they would.  Respondents’ 
reasons for their support of such as service fall into the following categories: 
 

65% Appreciate their knowledge, expertise, and enthusiasm 
 22% It’s free 
 10% Students gain experience 
 9% Improve my property and the natural environment 
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4.1.9 Understanding  
 
Research session participants were asked a series of questions to gage understanding of some basic 
concepts.  These concepts were identified in consultation with the TRCA and the Advisory Committee 
and are directly or indirectly related to respondents’ ability to make informed sustainable choices and/or 
make connections between a given practice and the benefit (i.e., application of mulch to reduce runoff, 
retain soil moisture, minimise weed growth, increase organic content in soil, etc.).  
 
Another key reason for surveying respondents is to secure a clear sense of the functional 
understanding of the target market vis-à-vis sustainable practices.  Knowing the audiences’ level of 
understanding of ideas, terms and concepts helps inform the development of outreach messages and 
resources. 
 
Respondents were asked to “name three plants (not trees, or shrubs) that are native to southern 
Ontario”. Below is a summary of the responses provided by session participants: 
 

31% Trilliums 
 26% Dandelions 

21% No answer 
17% Various trees – maple, pine, birch, oak, elm, apple, sumac 
14% Wild flowers 
11% Roses 
  9% Daisies 
  8% Lilies 
  7% Ferns 
  6% Tulips 
 

There are over twenty-five other responses with low frequencies (1 to 5 responses) representing a 
combination of cultivated plants, “weeds” and possibly other wild or native species.  In general, the 
responses (including the top four – trilliums, dandelions, no answer, and trees – that represent 45% of 
the total number of responses) show a lack of real understanding about native plant species.  There is 
much potential to provide educational information to homeowners regarding native species and how 
they can be used in their landscapes. 
 
When asked to name three trees native to Southern Ontario, respondents provided the following 
answers:  

75% Maple (not surprising given its use on the Canadian Flag) 
 31% Birch 
 26% Oak 
 26% Pine 
 16% Spruce 
 10% Ash 
   8% Apple 
   7% Willow 
   6% Cedar 
   5% Elm 
 
There were more than ten additional native tree varieties mentioned and overall, respondents did quite 
well naming native trees.  
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The following is a summary of the responses provided by session participants to the question, “what is 
stormwater runoff?”: 
 
 17% Man-made drainage systems for rainwater away from house 
 17% No answer 

17% Rainwater that goes down the sewers 
 16% Rainwater that runs off the roof & eaves troughs to downspouts 
 14% Rainwater that is not absorbed by the ground 
    7% Excess rainwater (overflow) 
    7% Rainwater collected (rain barrels, ponds, catch basin), can use to water 
 
There is a very limited understanding of stormwater runoff – fifty-seven percent (57%) have little or no 
understanding – and as a result, little appreciation of why runoff is an environmental concern and even 
more significantly, why respondents should take any personal interest in the issue.  
 
The frequency of responses by participants about the meaning of stormwater that could be considered 
fully or partially correct – rainwater that goes down the sewers, rainwater that is not absorbed by the 
ground, and excess rainwater – is thirty-eight percent (38%).  North York respondents showed the 
highest level of understanding with thirty-one percent (31%) indicating that stormwater runoff is 
precipitation (rainwater) that does not infiltrate the ground (14%). 
 
When asked if they “should be concerned about stormwater runoff a full eighty-one percent (81%) of 
respondents checked ‘yes”.  When asked to provide reasons for their response, over half the 
participants identified flooding and property damage (52%).  Concerns over flooding related to safety, 
damage to personal property, damage to roads and other infrastructure as a result of high rainfall and 
had nothing to do with impact on the natural environment.  Twenty-two percent (22%) of respondents 
indicated that stormwater releases contaminants into the waterways and environment, while twelve 
percent (12%) indicated that capturing stormwater represented an opportunity to conserve natural 
rainwater.  
 
Respondents were asked “what is a watershed?”, and the following is a summary of primary responses: 
 

35% No answer 
30% Stores water – a natural holding tank 

 13% An area drained naturally by rivers, streams, etc. 
 12% Man-made rainwater storage 
 
When asked to “rate the importance of your watershed to you”, respondents on average gave relatively 
low ratings as summarised in Table 14 below: 
 
Table 14 
111.  Rate the importance of your watershed to you.   
  Overall Female Male Brampton Markham North York Thornhill Vaughan 

n= 121 70 51 26 25 26 22 22 
% of  n 100% 58% 42% 21% 21% 21% 18% 18% 

Mean 6.4 6.5 6.4 6.0 7.8 6.2 7.4 4.9 
Mode 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 

Range 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 2 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 
NA   n = 37 22 15 5 9 7 5 11 

NA % 31% 31% 29% 19% 36% 27% 23% 50% 
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The large number of no answer responses (31%) from participants, in combination with the low average 
ratings from those who did provide an answer, shows the general lack of knowledge and understanding 
that people have regarding the importance of their watershed.  The homeowners in Vaughan showed a 
particularly weak understanding of watersheds – 50% gave no response for the rating and those who 
did respond, gave a very low importance rating of 4.9 out of a possible 10.  Although just over half 
(52%) of respondents gave ratings of 8 to 10 – with 10 the most frequent response (22/121) – when 
correlated with the definitions of watershed provided by respondents, clearly a significant portion of the 
higher ratings stem from concerns about flooding and related personal, property, and/or infrastructure 
damage. 
 
When asked to name their watershed, only 16 respondents (13%), could name their watershed.  
Unionville-Markham residents had the highest success rate, with 10 respondents identifying the Rouge 
River as the watershed in which they resided.   
 
Respondents were asked, “would you be willing to consider collecting rainwater to be used for watering 
your lawn?”.  Fully, eighty-two percent (82%) of respondents indicated they would be willing to collect 
rainwater for lawn watering.  The reasons provided by respondents for their affirmative response fall 
into the following categories: 
 

40% save water  
28% save money  
20% save the environment and energy 
20%  rainwater is better than treated tap water for lawns and gardens 

 
Only seven percent (7%) of respondents were concerned about the possibility of West Nile virus. 
 
When respondents were asked, “what does a green roof mean to you?”, thirty-one percent (31%) of 
respondents gave no answer.  The remaining respondents provided answers pertaining to the 
following: 
 

17% Conserves energy – keeps it warm in the winter and cool in the summer 
14% Roof Garden – plants, shrubs and trees on the roof 
12% Solar panels 
   8% Environmentally friendly 

 
Those respondents who answers fell into the category of “conserves energy” (17%) were not referring 
to roof gardens or a roof designed to hold plants, but rather to the concept of a roof designed to 
conserve energy and therefore it would be considered “green” or environmentally friendly. 
 
4.1.10 Home improvement – energy conservation 
 
Sixty-nine (69) or fifty-seven percent (57%) of respondents are planning a home renovation within the 
next 12 to 24 month.  Of these respondents, about one-half will hire a professional contractor to 
undertake the work and the other one-half will do the work themselves.  When asked to identify the type 
of home renovation they are planning, respondents provided the following answers: 
  
 13% Bathroom 
 12% Basement 
 11% Kitchen 
   8% Deck/Patio 
   8% Landscaping – back or front yard 
   7% Flooring 
 
The driveway/garage (5%), walkways (2.5%) and fencing (2.5%) are the remaining renovation projects 
planned by respondents. 
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When respondents were asked “if you were to renovate your home would you consider making energy 
conserving modifications?”, ninety-seven percent (97%) – 117 out of a possible 121 respondents – 
indicated they would.  Generally speaking, the reasons given by respondents for their willingness to 
consider energy saving modifications to their homes were: 
 

63% Save money on utility bills, heating and cooling 
 41% Good for the environment and future generations 
 31% Save energy 
 
4.1.11 Vehicle care and use 
 
Every respondent (100%) owns an automobile, with the majority of respondents (56%) owning two 
vehicles. Just over 26% of respondents own 3 or 4 vehicles. Eighty-five percent (85%) of respondents 
commute to work, with seventy-eight percent (78%) of them driving their own vehicle to work and back.  
The reasons cited by respondents for using their personal vehicle to commute to work can be 
summarised as follows: 
 
 65% It’s more convenient and it saves time 
    7% Comfort and privacy 
    6% Need the car for week 
 
Twelve respondents (10%) indicated they use public transit – half of these respondents live in North 
York – while three individuals indicated they car pool and one respondent bicycles to work. 
 
Seventy percent (70%) of respondents indicated they wash their car(s) in their home driveway while 
fifty-three percent (53%) indicated they use a car wash.  Many of the 121 respondents indicated they 
use both methods to wash their car(s). 
 
4.2 Opportunities and Barriers – Residential Sector 
 
An analysis of the residential market research data identified opportunities and barriers for the adoption  
of sustainable practices by owner-occupants of single-family homes in the GTA study areas. 
 
4.2.1 Opportunities – Residential sector 
 
Of significance to the development of marketing and social marketing strategies and the subsequent 
roll-out of a sustainable practices marketing program, is the relative consistency in responses provided 
by participants from the five study areas to questions pertaining to intrinsic values.  Although there was 
some disparity in responses amongst the different study groups for questions related to understanding, 
overall, responses to questions addressing meaning, perceptions, trusted advisors, utilised 
informational resources and sources of products and services, overall showed good correlation.  This 
correlation in responses to key questions of personal values and beliefs amongst the study groups 
indicates that marketing tools and methods would effectively motivate most owner-occupants of single-
gamily dwelling throughout the study area.  The marketing recommendations set out in this report are 
therefore, applicable across the study areas. 
 
It should be noted that while marketing strategies can confidently be applied throughout the study 
areas; when developing messages for social marketing (person-to-person) initiatives, differences in 
perceptions of twenty percent (20%) or greater between study areas or genders should be taken into 
consideration. 
 
Despite significant misperceptions about naturalised landscapes, once participants had a chance to 
review photos of naturalised spaces, the majority of respondents (84%) indicated a willingness “to 
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consider naturalising some or all” of their home’s landscape.  In conjunction, while only 10% of 
respondents used the term beautiful or its equivalent to describe the feeling and emotions evoked by 
their drawing of a naturalised home landscape, fifty-seven percent (57%), upon viewing photos of 
naturalised spaces, used the term beautiful as a descriptor.   Furthermore, after viewing photos 
showing various landscaping features or elements that enhance stormwater infiltration, eighty-eight 
percent (88%) of respondents would consider making such changes to their own landscapes. This 
perceptual shift is indicative of a readiness amongst the target audience to contemplate some alteration 
of their home’s landscape toward naturalisation, provided the alteration is not outside their aesthetic 
standard (see Section 6.1.2 – Barriers). 
 
Trees were a common aesthetic element in respondents’ drawings of both an “ideal” home landscape 
(51%) and a “naturalised” home landscape (42%). As well, trees were given an average rating by 
respondents of 8 out of a possible 10 for their importance to their home’s landscape.  Any marketing 
initiative undertaken by the TRCA and GTA municipalities for residential backyard naturalisation or on-
site minimisation of stormwater runoff, should encourage homeowners to plant trees as part of their 
overall home landscape design (refer to Section 7.0 for a discussion of a landscape naturalisation 
marketing recommendations) 
 
In conjunction, peace and tranquility were identified by respondents as the feelings or emotions evoked 
by their drawings of both an ideal home landscape (34%) and a naturalised home landscape (27%).   
This common thread in respondents’ feelings towards both types of landscapes should be reflected in 
landscape naturalisation marketing messages. 
 
Beauty is the most common quality cited by respondents about their home’s landscape; with flowers, 
trees, design and colour some of the key elements or aspects that respondents believe make their 
landscape beautiful. Marketing and social marketing initiatives must use these shared themes to 
illustrate to residents that naturalisation can beautify their home’s landscape.  Enabling residents to see 
that native plants, trees and shrubs; patios and walkways that allow for infiltration of stormwater – 
interlock, flagstone, slatted decking, etc. – canopy cover; dry-beds for swales; and rain gardens, can 
meet their aesthetic, will encourage them to integrate some of these elements or aspects into their 
home’s landscape.  
 
Ninety-five percent (95%) of all respondents have gardens.  Marketing native plants as valuable 
additions to existing home gardens would begin moving residents along the spectrum of landscape 
naturalisation. In addition, simple concepts such as mulching – promoted for its ability to improve the 
look of the garden, reduce weed growth, retain soil moisture, reduce runoff and add valuable organic 
matter to the soil – which focus on the enhancement of the home garden, should be included in all 
naturalisation marketing initiatives. 
 
Respondents’ drawings of naturalised home landscapes showed that forty-one percent (41%) are more 
willing to consider incremental change and would therefore be more open to integrating naturalised 
areas into their home landscape.  These respondents would more readily consider a moderate to 
intermediate level of naturalisation of their home’s landscape. Another ten percent (10%) of 
respondents fall into the landscape category “natural”.  This latter group of respondents are the most 
“Nature Positive” and therefore would be willing to consider more significant changes to their home’s 
landscape. 
 
Landscape professionals – landscape designers, architects and contractors – are the most trusted 
advisors for landscape design and maintenance (49%), followed by nursery/garden centre staff (23%).  
For advice about plants, trees and shrubs, respondents identified nursery/garden centre personnel 
(46%) and landscape professionals (27%) as the most trusted advisors.  These stakeholders should be 
a key component of any marketing initiative targeting homeowners. 
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The majority of respondents identified large box retailers as their primary destination for purchasing 
lawn care products.  Furthermore, Home Depot (45%) and Canadian Tire (36%) were most frequently 
cited by respondents as the preferred retailers.  Garden centres/nurseries were second to large box 
retailers as respondents’ destination for lawn care products.  For plant stock (flowers, trees and 
shrubs), garden centres topped the list of respondents’ preferred retailers (73%), while large box stores 
were the other primary retail source for respondents. The significant frequency with which these retail 
stakeholders are cited by respondents indicates they are a valuable vehicle for reaching the target 
market.   
 
Books and the Internet (both at 33%), are common secondary sources of information that are utilised 
by respondents.  Marketing materials targeting homeowners should identify books and web sites that 
are consistent with the marketing messages the TRCA and GTA municipalities want to communicate.  It 
is important that the books and web sites referenced provide ideas for incremental change toward 
naturalisation and on-site stormwater management.  Extreme concepts (those that fall outside the 
common cultural aesthetic) will discourage uptake of naturalisation and on-site stormwater 
management practices by residents. 
 
Media sources utilised by respondents are foremost, gardening magazines (28%) and secondly TV 
(22%) – primarily gardening shows on HGTV, City, etc.  Educational and informational outreach 
initiatives targeting homeowners should take advantage of homeowners’ use of Canadian gardening 
magazines and their viewing of gardening related TV programs (refer to Section 7.1.3d for a discussion 
of marketing vehicles). 
 
Ninety-two percent (92%) of respondents indicated they would use a landscape advisory service if it 
was available free-of-charge and the advisors were trained specialists, defined as “senior horticultural 
students”.  The design of any social marketing program targeting the residential market and promoting 
sustainable landscaping practices should utilise “specialist” advisors (see Section 7.1.3d) 
 
4.2.2 Barriers – Residential sector 
 
The most significant barrier to homeowners’ uptake of sustainable practices is a deeply held aesthetic 
motivation that defines a “beautiful” landscapes as one with: 
 

• a manicured, green, weed-free lawn; 
• lots of colour, primarily provided by flowers (principally annuals); 
• a neat and tidy appearance; and, 
• a well designed and with an organised layout 

 
It is this underlying aesthetic motivation that leads homeowners to use unsustainable practises and to 
reject ideas that fall outside the aesthetic norm.  Unsustainable landscape design and maintenance 
practices driven by residents’ aesthetic values include: 
 

• excessive irrigation of lawns and, to a lesser extent, gardens; 
• over application of synthetic fertilisers on the lawn (most containing herbicides); 
• mowing the lawn too often and cutting the grass too short; 
• assigning the majority of the green space on their properties to manicured lawns; 
• using smaller ornamental trees (often non-native) that provide little canopy cover; 
• planting high water demand ornamental non-native flowers (particularly annuals), and shrubs; 
• using synthetic pesticides on their lawns and, to a lesser extent, gardens (although cosmetic 

pesticide use is declining);  
• using impervious hardscaping such as board-on-board decks and cement foundation patios and 

walkways (usually with overlaying stone); and,  
• washing the driveway with a hose or power washer 
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Many of these unsustainable practices, although driven by homeowners’ aesthetic motivation, are 
based on limited knowledge and understanding and on misinformation 
 
Consider the residential landscape aesthetic as a spectrum: The controlled, heavily manicured, lawn-
dominated landscape would fall at the left end of the spectrum and at the right end, the fully-naturalised 
landscape.  The vast majority of homeowners occupy the first three-fifths of the landscape spectrum 
(Refer to Graph 1.0 below).   
 

Spectrum of Residential Landscape Aesthetic  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Those respondents with drawings showing naturalised landscapes as “Chaotic” (21%), occupy the 
“Highly Controlled” landscape end of the spectrum.  Those residents whose drawings of naturalised 
landscapes reflected a “Nature Positive” view (10%) fall towards the other end of the spectrum. The 
remaining two groups whose drawings were categorised as “Less Colourful” and “Incremental Change”, 
respectively, reside in-between.  
 
The goal of any naturalisation marketing initiative should be to move the homeowners along the 
spectrum.  In other words, no marketing program will be successful if it attempts to change the 
landscape aesthetic from the currently held view to one of a fully naturalised landscape (backyard, front 
yard or both). For those residents at the far left of the spectrum, introducing a native plant, shrub or tree 
species may be the first step toward modifying their aesthetic motivation, while residents in the third 
stage would be willing to undertake more significant modifications of their landscapes and adopt more 
sustainable practices – perhaps replacing a portion of the yard with a naturalised garden, planting  
several native trees, reducing lawn fertilisation to once a year, and/or using compost instead of 
synthetic fertiliser. 
 
Research indicated that most respondents had not given much, if any, consideration to landscape 
naturalisation and related sustainable practices.  The busy lives of most residents translate to free-time  
assigned to lifestyle priorities.  Reaching these residents with messages and images that move them to 
adopt sustainable practices is a significant barrier.  To overcome this barrier created by lifestyle choices 
and priorities requires a concentrated, multi-pronged marketing program.  An advertising adage states, 
“tell them once, tell them again and then, tell them one more time”.  Residents must hear messages 
and visually absorb images multiple times through multiple marketing vehicles before the messages 
and images will “stick” and the recipients take an active interest. Employing a multi-pronged marketing 
program utilising a range of outreach and promotional vehicles, and creating opportunities for residents 
to have a positive “experience” with sustainable practices is critical to overcoming the lifestyle barrier.   
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Focusing marketing dollars and the marketing program on those residents whose perspective of 
naturalised landscapes fit into the second and third stage of the spectrum is advised.  Targeting 
marketing messages and initiatives to residents in these stages, will provide the best return on 
marketing dollars spent.  Residents in Stage 4, who hold a nature positive view, will be receptive to 
messages of naturalisation developed for the residents occupying the Stage 2 and 3.   
 
Those who respectively hold an “incremental change” and “less colourful” view of naturalised 
landscapes represent the majority of residents and share many similar ideas about the elements and 
features that make a home landscape attractive.  Consequently, images and messages of partially 
naturalised landscapes and landscapes with rain and rock gardens, porous hardscaping and canopy 
cover that reflect the traditional design aesthetic of these two resident groups will resonate with them. It 
is not advised to target marketing initiatives to those residents at the left end of the spectrum (Stage 1).  
As the residential landscape aesthetic evolves towards a more natural design amongst those residents 
in Stage 2 and Stage 3, the rather ingrained negative perception that residents in Stage 1 have toward 
naturalised landscapes will soften.  As a result, over time it will be cost effective to direct marketing 
initiatives toward this group of residents. 
 
4.3 Research Findings – Business Sector 
 
The key objective for interviewing key informants in the business sector was to identify the marketing 
barriers and opportunities to enhanced on-site stormwater management and other sustainable 
practices.  One of the principal findings of the research is that the lack of uptake of beyond regulation 
on-site stormwater management technologies and other green building initiatives in the business sector 
has less to do with marketing and more to do with issues pertaining to policy and regulation, finance 
and budgetary systems, and institutional capacity and resources.  As the discussion of opportunities 
and barriers below clearly indicates, further research into the non-marketing related roadblocks to the 
use enhanced on-site stormwater management technologies in the business sector is required before 
an implementation plan can be developed. 
 
4.4 Opportunities and Barriers – Business sector 
 
As discussed in Section 6.2 of this report, opportunities for and barriers to the uptake of enhanced on-
site stormwater management practices and other green building initiatives go well beyond issues of 
marketing and educational outreach.  The research findings discussed below therefore, cover a range 
of issues beyond the prevue of the Terms of Reference for this project.  Given the significance of the 
non-marketing related barriers to enhanced on-site stormwater management, they are included in the 
research findings. 
 
4.4.1 Opportunities – Business sector 
 
Through the interview process respondents were asked, based on their experience, what they thought 
was being done correctly or could be expanded upon (within the professional trades; through 
technology; at the municipal, provincial, and federal levels and by business owners and managers) to 
help advance sustainable practices in the business sector.  They were also asked to discuss their 
specific projects and what they felt worked well and why.  In conjunction with secondary research, 
respondents’ answers were reviewed and analysed to identify opportunities for the uptake of 
enhanced on-site stormwater management and related sustainable practices by the business sector. 
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4.4.1a Opportunities – General 
 
1) There is an evolving environmental ethos penetrating business and government decision-making.  
 
2) The combination of higher energy costs and the enhanced profile and acceptance of global 

climate change amongst government and business leaders has resulted in more members of the 
business sector considering sustainable practices.  Generally speaking, there is a greater 
acceptance and willingness on the part of some industry leaders to move toward a more 
sustainable way of conducting business.  

 
4.4.1b Opportunities – Municipal governments 
 
1) Some municipalities in the GTA have a sound understanding of on-site stormwater management 

technologies and practices and are able to bring this information to bear in the planning and 
approvals process.  Some of the larger GTA municipalities have undertaken initiatives to 
encourage the use/adoption of enhanced stormwater management practices (e.g., City of 
Toronto’s Green Roof Pilot Program)4 

 
2) Watershed protection is a significant issue for several of the larger GTA municipalities and they 

are actively pursuing means to reduce degradation and/or restore the integrity of the watershed 
within their municipality. 

 
3) Water conservation is a public issue in most GTA municipalities due to municipal water efficiency 

programs. 
 
4.4.1c Opportunities – Provincial government 
 
1) Stemming from the Walkerton water crisis and the subsequent “Report of the Walkerton Inquiry”5, 

there is government-wide recognition of the need for a watershed-based approach to protecting 
ground and surface water supplies.  Exclusive of conservation authorities, the ministries of the 
Environment and Natural Resources have assumed the lion share of responsibility for watershed 
protection-based initiatives such as the Permit to Take Water, Nutrient Management and 
Wellhead Protection programs6 and the Great Lakes Basin Sustainable Water Resources 
Agreement and the Great Lakes Charter Annex7 

 
4.4.1d Opportunities – Federal government  
 
1) Support within the Department of Fisheries and Oceans for a watershed based approach to the 

protection of aquatic ecosystems 
 
2) The first federal building to be LEED accredited and the first LEED Platinum certified building was 

completed this year8.  
 

                                                 
4 A two year incentive program providing a grant of $10 per square metre of eligible green roof area up to a maximum of 
$20,000 to any building owner within the City of Toronto who receives a water bill. 
5 O’Connor, Dennis; Commissioner.  A two part report from the inquiry into the contamination of the municipal drinking 
water supply in Walkerton Ontario submitted to the Attorney General for Ontario in May 2002.   
6 Ontario Ministry of the Environment 
7 Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources 
8 Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification program of the Canada Green Building Council. The 
Gulf Islands National Park Operational Centre is the first building in Canada to meet LEED Platinum criteria and is the first 
federal building to be LEED accredited. 
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4.4.1e Opportunities – Business  
 
1) More and more businesses are recognising the benefits of “going green” and adopting more 

sustainable practices.  The benefits identified by informants of adopting sustainable 
practices/technologies were: 

 
 financial paybacks (particularly in the areas of energy conservation, hazardous materials 

use reduction/elimination (pesticides and processing chemicals) and to a lesser degree, 
water conservation; 

 improved work environment and improved employee morale; 
 reduced liabilities  
 enhanced public/shareholder perception – good PR 
 socially progressive 
 good corporate citizenship – “the right thing to do” 

 
2) Green building design is coming into its own.  Several high profile green buildings are garnering 

significant attention and recognition, particularly within the architectural and building design and 
development fields. The engineering field is in early phase of acceptance of green building design 
and construction. 

 
4.4.2 Barriers – Business sector 
 
Respondents were asked, based on their experience, what issues (within the professional trades; at the 
municipal, provincial, and federal levels; within the commercial and light industrial building sectors) 
were hindering or preventing the adoption of sustainable practices.  Further, in the context of their own 
project(s), respondents were asked “what did not work well?” and “why?”.  In conjunction with 
secondary research, respondents’ answers were reviewed and analysed to identify barriers for the 
uptake of enhanced on-site stormwater management and related sustainable practices by the business 
sector. 
 
4.4.2a Barriers – General 
 
1) Stormwater management is low on the priority list of environmental issues to be addressed.  

Climate change and related energy conservation and alternative energy technologies have far 
greater profile. Pollution prevention and protection of endangered species and spaces are also 
garnering attention from both government and business – certainly more so than stormwater 
management. 

 
4.4.2b Barriers – Municipal governments 
 
1) Political arm of some municipalities in GTA have limited knowledge and understanding about the 

need for more enhanced on-site stormwater management in the business sector, specifically; and 
green construction/retrofits in general. 

 
2) Little if any support within political element of some municipalities within the GTA to increase 

water rates (in this case, stormwater management charges) 
 
3) Most GTA municipalities and are focused on new development in the business sector, not existing 

development 
 
4) There are a very limited number of municipal programs within the GTA to drive building 

retrofits/property modifications for on-site stormwater management. 
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5) Property taxes and development charges promote growth ethos in municipalities, therefore, 
pressure on staff within municipalities to support growth and to facilitate planning and 
development approvals. (This does not mean, on the whole, that planning and approvals staff are 
not doing a proper assessment of site plans, but rather that there is pressure to efficiently 
complete compliance-based assessments)  

 
6) Most municipal operating budgets are focused on infrastructure maintenance and replacement 

while capital budgets are focused on infrastructure expansion. Thus, budget allocations for 
municipally-led programs to enhance on-site stormwater management in the business sector are 
very limited. 

 
7) Focus of municipal planning and approvals staff on compliance with requirements for stormwater 

management, not on technologies and practices that go beyond, or fall outside of, compliance. 
 
8) Limited in-house expertise with enhanced on-site stormwater management technologies and 

practices and some institutionalised resistance to “out-of-the-box” green building designs and 
enhancements, such as grey water systems. 

 
9) Environmental stewardship not an integrated element in municipal culture.  The concept of 

environmental stewardship supported by municipal staff and councils – some municipalities have 
specific divisions within departments focusing efforts on various environmental initiatives – but not 
part of day-to-day decision-making within municipalities and not functioning across municipal 
departments/units. 

 
a) Limited integration of water management initiatives (stormwater management, water 

efficiency, drinking water supply, waste water treatment) within municipalities.   
 
10) In smaller municipalities in GTA, on-site stormwater management is given limited, attention in the 

planning and approvals process. 
 
11) Green building programs within some municipalities in GTA have potential but most efforts focus 

on energy and water use efficiency and waste reduction – on-site stormwater management and 
grey water systems not yet a significant element of most municipal green building initiatives  

 
12) Municipal staff know-how, expertise and requirements vary from municipality to municipality. This 

lack of consistency in the approach to stormwater management within each municipality 
translates into stronger requirements for on-site stormwater management in some municipalities 
and weaker requirements in others. 

 
13) Provincial downloading of many watershed planning and management responsibilities to 

municipalities and CAs has occurred but insufficient resources to support the new responsibilities 
exist. 

 
14) Municipal Health departments, following on the lead of the Provincial Ministry of Health, are 

resistant to greywater and rainwater reuse systems. 
 
15) The municipal approvals process can be quite arduous and slow, and new designs and modified 

approaches can make the process more cumbersome and slow, not expedite them. 
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4.4.2c Barriers – Provincial government 
 
1) Provincial government focus on higher density development discourages use of on-site, land-

based stormwater management systems (e.g., bio-swales and collection/retention ponds). 
 
2) MTO standards for roof load calculations do not allow for roof-top storage of water, but facility 

owners/operators and tenants do not want storage in parking lots and do not want to build larger 
collection ponds (see barriers – business sector)9. 

 
4.4.2d Barriers – Business  
 
1) Building design and planning driven by costs, (primary focus on capital and carrying costs, not 

operational costs), function and regulations (to secure approvals)  
 
2) Retrofitting a building or modifying the property for on-site stormwater management, not cost 

effective – depending on technology, may have little or no pay-back 
 
3) Green roofs not seen as cost effective for box store, light industrial facilities with large roof areas 

(approximating a 1:1 ratio of floor area to roof area).  For example, a green roof costs 
approximately $22.00 per sq. ft; municipal development charges are approximately $8.00 per sq. 
ft. including stormwater management)10. 

 
4) CA currently gives credit for reducing flows of 50% of the roof run-off. Green roofs reduce volume 

discharge by approximately 65%.  Therefore, 50% of the roof area reduces run-off by 65% which 
results in a 15% reduction.  Businesses must still spend on ponds and other stormwater 
management techniques to deal with remaining 70% to 85% of remaining stormwater11. 

 
5) Where the building owner is leasing the building or portion of the building to tenants, need to be 

cost competitive within the marketplace, therefore enhanced stormwater management and other 
green building initiatives that add construction costs must be absorbed by the building owner. 

 
6) Paybacks (where they exist) associated with on-site stormwater management technologies are 

long term and therefore much less desirable than those environmental technologies with shorter 
payback periods, such as certain energy conserving/generating retrofits or energy 
conserving/generating technologies for new construction. 

 
7) Environmental stewardship not seen as core business and therefore not a major focus of building 

owners/managers (beyond compliance with regulations and shorter-term payback technologies). 
 
8) Lack of guiding policies and regulations, misperceptions (societal and within public institutions), 

and builder/owner/developer concerns over liability limit the use of surface water features for 
rainwater collection and infiltration; such as constructed, decorative streams and ornamental 
infiltration ponds (common site design features in many European cities).  

 
                                                 
9 Have not addressed regulatory and legislative opportunities and barriers beyond MTO requirement which is specifically 
referenced because it has been cited by several building owners/managers as a problem in designing roof-based stormwater 
collection systems 
10 Cost benefit analysis of Green Roofs completed by Orlando Corporation and the Municipal Infrastructure Group (March, 
2006).  Note, payback, including energy savings for a green roof a Home Depot building (gross floor area of 115,000 sq. ft.) 
is 12.8 years  
11 IBID.  It is worth noting that the study by Orlando Corporation was cited by several key informants including those 
supportive of enhanced on-site stormwater management systems. 
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9) Securing municipal approvals for construction the major consideration for building 
owners/managers at the early development stages 

 
10) Bio-swales, retention ponds take up usable land space and have associated development and 

carrying costs, therefore design is compliance-based with focus on minimizing land area utilised 
for stormwater management. 

 
11) Financial incentives would not be a significant driver for enhanced on-site stormwater 

management in new development 
 
12) Differences in site requirements and/or responsibilities between business owners/managers and 

tenants (e.g., property management firm not responsible for retrofits to existing structures – 
tenants responsibility – but they are responsible for site)  

 
13) Concern about porous paving; if there is a large parking area with infiltration of stormwater, what 

degree of contamination of underlying soil may occur resulting in a contaminated site over time 
and associated liabilities and costs?12 

 
14) On-site stormwater management not high on priority list (actually, rarely on the radar) for most 

building owners/managers unless some problem or issue exists. 
 
15) Compliance for approval is the main objective for the design of stormwater management systems 

for most builders/developers. 
 
5.0 MARKETING STRATEGY – RECOMMENDATIONS  
 
The primary objectives of the recommendations discussed in this Action Plan are to set out a strategy 
and process for effectively marketing sustainable practices to owner-occupants of single-family 
dwellings and building owners/managers/developers in the GTA.  The recommendations that are the 
basis of this Action Plan are informed by a review of relevant marketing reports and studies, a 
workshop with municipal and ENGO stakeholders, primary research involving both residents of single-
family dwellings and key informants from the business sector and stakeholder research in the Chinese 
community of the Markham-Unionville study area. 
 
5.1 Recommendations – Residential Sector 
 
The demographics of the five study areas for the residential research reflect the demographic for the 
‘905’ area of the GTA and several key areas within the City of Toronto, specifically north Toronto, the 
northeast area of North York, a large portion of Etobicoke, the “Beaches” area of Toronto and south 
Scarborough, and the area described as “Bloor West” in Toronto proper.  Therefore, the 
recommendations set out in the Action Plan have broad application across the GTA. 
 
Specific issues were identified through the research that informed the naturalisation focus of the 
marketing program for the single-family residential market.  It is evident from the findings that the vast 
majority of residents, under the right circumstances, would consider some form of naturalisation and/or 
incorporation of infiltration landscape elements – dry beds for swales, rain gardens, porous landscaping 
materials, etc. – but are far less likely to consider employing stormwater management technologies, 
such as cisterns and green roofs.   
 

                                                 
12  Found some information on a study at Seneca College to test contaminant infiltration associated with porous paving, but 
need more information on this aspect of the technology 
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It would be premature at present to devote marketing dollars and other resources to securing residents’ 
uptake of on-site stormwater reuse technology or green roofs.  With some very limited exceptions, the 
residential marketplace is not at a stage where the time, effort (for special permit approvals and 
sourcing experienced contractors), and money required to retrofit their home for rainwater harvesting 
through a cistern or equivalent technology or a green roof is a viable consideration. 

 
Given these findings, the marketing recommendations for the residential sector are focused on 
naturalisation, use of infiltration landscape elements and other landscape related sustainable practices. 
 
With regard to rain barrels, there is significant support for their use as part of an overall marketing 
program among some TRCA, municipal and NGO personnel.  Although rain barrels could be part of 
marketing program aimed at achieving “incremental change” in practices and attitudes, allocating 
limited resources to a rain barrel program to the exclusion or reduction of more effective marketing 
initiatives is strongly discouraged.  Only where sufficient resources exist, should rain barrel be 
considered as part of the marketing program 

 
Given the issues identified above, the market research and resulting Action Plan focus on sustainable 
landscaping related practices that are both achievable in the foreseeable future and have a practical 
rate of return. 
 
5.1.1 Implementation 
 
Phasing of the implementation of the Action Plan is recommended.  Given budget considerations and 
the large geographical area of the market to be targeted by the Action Plan, it is recommended that a 
pilot scale program be developed and implemented in one or two of the study areas.  This pilot scale 
program could be operated in year one, monitored, and the results used to modify if necessary, and 
inform, the expanded marketing program.  Depending on budget considerations, the Action Plan could 
be rolled out in one, two or more phases.  Resources, financial and personnel, will dictate the scope 
and breadth of the marketing program.  All marketing options have been included in the 
recommendations so that, as resources permit, the marketing program can be enhanced and more 
costly marketing tools and vehicles brought to bear.   
 
An integrated marketing program, utilising multiple marketing initiatives would have the greatest impact.  
Successfully implementing a multi-pronged marketing program involves design and starting small and 
building and resources allow.  Graph 2.0 below provides a schematic representation of the 
recommendations set out in the Action Plan. 
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Graph 2 – Integrated, Multi-pronged Marketing Program 
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5.1.2 Engagement 
 
Engaging residents and generating an interest amongst them in naturalisation and related sustainable 
practices is critical to overcoming the barriers identified in Section 6.1.2  In order to market a concept 
and generate a desired behaviour change, an invested and therefore, receptive market is critical.   
 
A multi-pronged marketing program utilising both traditional and “experiential” marketing tools and 
vehicles is recommended for engaging the target audience.  Experiential marketing (also referred to as 
Community-based Social Marketing or CBSM) utilises various engagement methods to move the target 
“customer” to take a desired action.  The actions are selected by the advocate to ensure a positive 
experience for the customer – in this case, the homeowner – thereby creating a high probability for 
sustained behaviour change.  Positive feedback generated by the experience drives incremental 
changes in target audience behaviour that, over time, moves the market along the continuum of 
sustainable behaviours. 
 
Recommended engagement strategies have been divided into the following five categories: 
 

1. Messages and positioning 
2. Stakeholder relations  
3. Marketing vehicles 
4. Marketing products  
5. Demonstration projects  
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5.1.2a Messages and positioning 
 
As discussed in Section 6.1.2, the two major barriers to landscape naturalisation and sustainable 
practices by homeowners are as follows: 
 

1. The culturally ingrained landscape aesthetic combined with a misperception of a naturalised 
landscape and general misunderstanding about sustainable practices. 

 
2. Homeowners lifestyle choices and priorities that result in them paying little or no attention to 

information and messages about naturalisation, sustainable practices, watersheds, stormwater 
runoff, ecological diversity, etc. 

 
Given the barriers identified above, it is important to dispel any misconceptions about naturalised 
landscapes, the effect of sustainable landscaping practices on the health of lawn, trees, shrubs and 
plants (e.g., not using synthetic fertilisers will result in weak, unhealthy grass), and the personal and 
community benefits of adopting other sustainable practices. 
 
Visual elements of marketing materials will be as important as language-based messages in dispelling 
residents’ misconceptions.  It is critical that promotional materials and advertising depict naturalised 
landscapes that are beautiful, colourful (with and abundance of flowers), tidy and well designed.  In 
other words, images of naturalised landscapes must stay within the aesthetic norm – stage 3 of the 
landscape continuum (Graph 1.0, pg. 31) – for the visual message to resonate with homeowners. 
 
Initial advertising messages should focus on capturing residents’ interest.  High impact images used in 
combination with simple captions about the beauty of naturalised landscapes and the advantages of 
sustainable practices should be the focus of the initial advertising.   More complex messages and 
concepts can be introduced as both the marketing program, and homeowners’ interest grows. 
 
Full colour naturalised landscape posters and signage at key locations throughout the market area (as 
dictated by available resources) using simple messages comprised of words that resident respondents’ 
used to describe their “ideal” landscape, such as; “beautiful” (beauty), “colourful”, “tranquil”, 
“comfortable”, “curb appeal” and “proud”.  Some examples of simple captions to accompany the strong 
visual images are: 
 

• Beautiful…naturally 
• Natural curb appeal 
• Naturally proud 
• Comfortable being beautiful 

 

• Natural?   Beautiful! 
• Beautifully natural 
• Take comfort in nature 
• Coloured by nature 

  
Any images or messages should be focus tested with residents prior to finalising marketing materials 
and launching the advertising campaign. 
 
A direct mail campaign which mirrors the images and captions on the posters and signage should 
accompany the advertising campaign.  A small pamphlet with more details about naturalised 
landscapes and related sustainable practices would offer a cost-effective means of reinforcing the 
poster campaign.  Should the TRCA develop partnerships with one or more retailers (large box stores 
and/or nurseries/garden centres identified by resident respondents), than information (and discount 
coupons for appropriate products) directing homeowners to these retailers should be included in any 
direct mail material.  
  
As the program expands, more detailed action-oriented informational resources should be developed 
and made available to homeowners.  Plant lists, garden plans, dry-bed construction plans, tree 
selection and planting guides, landscape design ideas, etc., can be developed as interest grows. 
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5.1.2b Stakeholder relations 
 
Partnerships and joint marketing initiatives should be undertaken with key stakeholders – 
municipalities, community and environmental organisations (ENGOs), retailers (box stores such as 
Home Depot and Canadian Tire), and larger garden centres/nurseries.  A common theme coming out of 
the workshop held with municipal and ENGO stakeholders during the research phase of this project 
was the need for co-operation and shared development and delivery of marketing and outreach 
programs.  Pooling of stakeholder resources was seen as critical to a co-ordinated marketing program 
with consistent messages and effective delivery.   
 
Stakeholders are often in the best position to communicate with target audiences and can provide 
valuable insights and information to facilitate the effective delivery of the marketing program.  
Stakeholders know their market, have direct, one-on-one contact with customers and reach a large 
portion of the target audience.  In addition to the aforementioned benefits offered by all stakeholders; 
retail stakeholders offer the added benefit of being perceived by their customers as “experts” in their 
field and the customer comes to them seeking advice, service and products. Retail stakeholders are 
therefore in an excellent position to relay naturalisation and sustainable practices messages and 
information to the target market and to promote products that help customers naturalise their 
landscapes or improve on-site stormwater retention and infiltration. 
 
It is strongly recommended that the TRCA establish joint agreements with key retail stakeholders – 
specifically, garden centres/nurseries and a large retailer or two – to help market sustainable practices 
and naturalisation.  Resident respondents identified these stakeholders as trusted sources of 
information on gardening (plant, shrub and tree selection and care) and landscaping 
design/maintenance.  Capitalising on these trusted sources of advice will enhance the market 
penetration and impact of the marketing program. 
 
The participation of GTA municipalities is of critical importance to the success of any marketing initiative 
undertaken by the TRCA.  Recreation complexes, community centres, libraries, municipal property tax 
and water billing offices are frequent destinations of residents.  These venues provide excellent 
opportunities for informational displays, and signage.  Display gardens at municipal facilities would be 
an excellent means of demonstrating to homeowners the beauty of naturalised landscapes.   
 
Community and area environmental groups are valuable stakeholders who should be brought on board 
early in the development and delivery of a naturalisation and sustainable practices marketing program.  
Garden clubs, church groups, local ENGOs, cultural organisations, etc., should be directly involved in 
outreach to homeowners and the TRCA should consider developing co-operative relationships with 
these organisations to deliver any marketing initiative.   Working directly with community and 
environmental groups, the TRCA will ensure residents are reached with consistent messages.  
Reinforcing key program messages through multiple sources will increase the uptake of those 
messages by residents. 
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5.1.2c Marketing products/resources 
 
Based on the suggested visual and word-based messages for the marketing program, it is 
recommended that the following marketing products/resources be developed for the initial phase of the 
marketing program: 
 

• up to 6 full-colour advertising posters of naturalised landscapes; 
 
• generic landscape naturalisation and related sustainable practices pamphlet (consistent with 

the look of the posters) that includes easy-to-follow information on basic sustainable 
landscape care and maintenance (should identify any participating retailer); 

 
• series of informational pamphlets or a consolidated booklet with native plants lists; 

landscape and garden design ideas and layouts; a “how-to” deal with swales (including 
instructions on creating a rain garden or a dry bed) where to get more information, etc.; 

 
• discount coupons from participating retailers (e.g., a plant list with a detachable coupon for 

discounts on native plants); 
 
• advertisements/articles in community papers using poster board images (in black and white) 

and captions. 
 
As the marketing program expands, more detailed informational resources will need to be developed.  
In addition, any experiential marketing or CBSM initiatives will require supporting resources.  As retail 
stakeholders are brought on board, joint advertising products, in-store promotional materials, point-of-
purchase resources, etc will need to be developed. 
 
5.1.2d Marketing vehicles 
 
Given residents general lack of understanding about naturalisation and sustainable landscaping 
practices, in combination with their deeply held aesthetic motivation toward the landscape of their 
homes, a key recommendation for this Action Plan is the establishment of a landscape advisory 
service.   
 
The landscape advisory service would be made available to residents through the TRCA or area 
municipality.  The establishment of this service was recommended for both York and Halton Regions’ 
water efficiency programs.  It was implemented in York Region and proved very successful with 
residents. In fact, from its inception residents embraced the program and all available appointments 
with advisors were fully booked. 
 
Landscape advisors would engage homeowners on a one-to-one basis.  The advisors would have a 
minimum of two-years of post-secondary education through a recognised horticultural program and 
would be trained in experiential marketing or CBSM.  With this training, advisors would be able to 
identify opportunities to move individual homeowners toward a naturalised landscape and to encourage 
the use of more sustainable landscape maintenance practices.  The advisors would also be able to 
identify the perceived barriers that are preventing the resident from undertaking the targeted changes to 
their landscape and related maintenance practices.  Once the advisor can identify the barrier(s) they 
can then identify options or strategies to address the barrier(s) thereby moving the homeowner along 
the spectrum to a more naturalised and sustainable landscape. 
The advisory service would operate on an appointment basis and would be offered free-of-charge to 
residents.  Retail partners would directly link with the program to provide a source for the products and 
materials needed to implement the recommendations of the landscape advisors.  Promotional initiatives 
with retail partners would entice homeowners to make the necessary purchases.   
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The landscape advisory service would be marketed through the other vehicles identified below and 
cross-marketing initiatives with area retailers and through landscape and gardening workshops would 
drive uptake by residents. 
 
Effective marketing programs reach their target market on multiple fronts ensuring a consistent 
message repeatedly reaches the intended audience.  Residents seeing and hearing messages multiple 
times increases the likelihood that the message will be received and acted upon.  Recommended 
marketing vehicles to be utilised by the TRCA and partner municipalities for the naturalisation and 
sustainable practices program are as follows: 
 

• Poster boards in high resident traffic outdoor locations (transit shelters and bus exteriors, 
outside municipal buildings, etc.) 

 
• Table-top and standing displays within municipal facilities and departments frequented by 

residents (property tax and water billing departments, libraries, and community and recreational 
centres); 

 
• Point-of-purchase displays at participating retailers 
 
• Demonstration gardens/landscapes at municipal facilities and participating garden centres 
 
• Advertisement in community newspapers – weekly ¼ page adds running from April 1 through 

August 31 
 
• Native plant gardening/naturalised landscaping contests and competitions (engage 

Communities in Bloom or local garden clubs to administer) 
 
• Workshops with naturalisation experts – horticulturalists, landscape architects, designers, and 

expert gardens, would help residents with their home landscaping questions and promote 
naturalisation and sustainable gardening and lawn care practices (registration for workshops 
would be free and would operate on a first come, first served basis) 

 
• Articles/advertisements in Canadian gardening magazines and radio advertising (e.g., CBC’s 

Ontario Today with Horticulturalist, Ed Harris) 
 
• Web site with hands-on gardening and design tools and information to help homeowners 

achieve their landscaping and gardening goals while integrating naturalised areas and/or native 
plants, trees and shrubs, designing and creating dry beds or rain gardens, and utilising 
sustainable practices. 

 
• Naturalised landscape or native garden demonstration projects at participating retailers and at 

large businesses in the municipalities (e.g., IBM in Markham) 
 
It is important to reiterate that these are not stand alone recommendations, but rather an integrated 
marketing initiative that engages homeowners through multiple venues and sources.   
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5.1.2e Demonstration sites 
 
Participating municipalities and other stakeholder partners should be encouraged to demonstrate 
naturalised landscapes and/or infiltration landscaping features (such as rain gardens, porous 
landscaping surfaces, etc.) at a highly visible location on their property. 
 
TRCA in partnership with municipalities and retailers should offer an incentive or a partial/full subsidy 
program to secure residential demonstration projects in key areas throughout the GTA. 
 
Of importance to the success, as a market driver, of demonstration initiatives is sufficient promotion and 
profiling of the demonstration sites through media, garden clubs and tours, churches and other 
community and environmental organisations, municipal newsletters, utility bill inserts, etc 
 
5.1.2f Program expansion 
 
Predicated on budget for marketing, the naturalisation and sustainable practices marketing program 
may be expanded GTA-wide following the initial pilot-level program in a selected study area or it may 
be expanded incrementally as resources permit.   
 
A detailed discussion of program expansion options can not be undertaken until a budget is established 
and the role of GTA municipalities (as program delivery and funding partners) is determined.   
 
5.1.2g Marketing to Chinese residents in Markham 
 
In the Markham-Unionville area, approximately thirty-five percent (35% of the population is of Chinese 
decent).  The majority of the ethnic Chinese population has Cantonese as their first language.  For a 
smaller portion of Chinese residents in Markham-Unionville, Mandarin is their first language. 
 
Given the language barrier and the associated costs of developing and delivering a marketing program 
direct to Chinese residents of Markham and north Scarborough, it is recommended that stakeholders 
and GTA Chinese media, who service the Chinese community in these areas, be utilised for any 
outreach initiatives.  As discussed in Section 7.1.3, stakeholders know their customers and are in the 
best position to effectively engage them.  Chinese media and community organisations know and 
understand the Chinese demographic and can help the TRCA and area municipalities deliver an 
effective outreach program.  In conjunction, the retail stakeholders identified by residents respondents 
through the market research, specifically Home Depot and garden centres/nurseries, are the retailers of 
choice frequented by Cantonese and Mandarin speaking Chinese in Markham and north Scarborough.  
The two Markham Home Depots and Sheridan Nurseries in Unionville (the largest garden centre in the 
area) were contacted by the researcher and were asked about their services for the Chinese 
community. Both retailers customer base is between 40% and 50% Chinese and between one-fourth 
and one-third of the staff complement at both retailers are Cantonese and/or Mandarin speaking.  A list 
of key stakeholders – community groups, retailers, business service organisations and media are listed 
in Appendix VIII.   
 
It is recommended that prior to the development of any marketing or outreach initiative targeting 
Chinese residents in Markham and north Scarborough, the TRCA contact the two lead community 
organisations servicing the Chinese community: the Federation of Chinese Canadians in Markham and 
the Chinese Cultural Centre of Greater Toronto. Both these organisations can assist the TRCA with 
developing and delivering an effective marketing program to Chinese residents of single-family 
dwellings in Markham and North Scarborough.  Information about these organisations and contact 
information is included in Appendix VIII. 
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5.2 Recommendations – Business Sector 
 
The recommendations set out in this report go beyond marketing-communications and educational 
outreach and address a wider range of barriers identified through the primary research.  These 
recommendations reflect the comments and opinions of the key informants interviewed for this research 
and information obtained through secondary research.   It is important to reiterate that given the range 
and scope of issues – policy, financial and budgetary, regulatory, organisational, etc. – affecting 
business decisions about designing and building/retrofitting for enhanced on-site stormwater 
management, additional research is recommended.  
 
In order to develop an implementation plan that is appropriately focused on the non-marketing issues 
that can be effectively addressed in a reasonable timeframe (i.e., it is unlikely that pursuing changes to 
the provincial building code would be an effective strategy over the short-term), it is recommended that 
the TRCA host one or more joint sustainable practices strategy session(s). The strategy session(s) 
would bring together experts in on-site stormwater management and green building; including 
architects, engineers, landscape architects, stormwater management specialists and 
builders/developers; senior municipal representatives (from policy, planning and approvals and works); 
senior representatives from relevant provincial and federal ministries and agencies; and other key 
stakeholder representatives.  The goal of the strategy session(s) would be to identify priority issues 
which can be effectively addressed in the near term, discuss mechanisms that could support and drive 
the use of sustainable practices, and help formulate a strategic approach to implementation.  The 
strategy session(s) could be a first step toward addressing the financial, regulatory and other barriers to 
sustainable practices. 
 
Issues that need to be addressed through additional research and/or “strategy” sessions include the 
following: 
 

 Assess the viability of a streamline approvals process for developments that go beyond 
compliance for on-site stormwater management and other green building initiatives. Several 
building owners/managers indicated they would consider enhanced stormwater management 
systems and other sustainable practices if the project would be fast-tracked through the 
approvals process. 

 
 Evaluate the benefits to enhanced stormwater management and sustainable practices by 

increasing stormwater development charges and showing them separately from development 
charges.  In addition, evaluate the benefit of a lower fee for those developments that employ 
beyond compliance on-site stormwater management practices/technologies. Currently, savings 
on the stormwater portion of the development charges is of little incentive, since the cost of 
most enhanced stormwater technologies and practices far outweighs any potential savings. 

 
 Evaluate the benefit of increasing stormwater charges.  Again, currently the payback on most 

enhanced stormwater management technologies is so long-term as to not be a viable option for 
most business owners and managers. 

 
 Evaluate the effectiveness of current subsidy programs for stimulating enhanced stormwater 

management within the business sector.  Following on the model developed by the City of 
Chicago, the City of Toronto is currently delivering a green roof pilot subsidy program.  This 
program and the City of Chicago’s program should be included in the evaluation. 
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 Assess the value of constructed surface water features, such as ornamental creek beds and 
decorative retention and infiltration ponds, for large commercial sites or business parks and, if 
appropriate, subsequently identify preferred strategies to address the regulatory and liability 
related barriers to the development of such surface water features. 

 
 Assess the viability of double plumbing all new commercial, light industrial and other public and 

private facilities to allow for the cost-efficient future connection of rainwater reuse systems (with 
the idea that the Ontario building code will catch-up with the need for enhanced on-site 
stormwater management).  In existing single-plumbed buildings, retrofitting for rainwater reuse 
within the building is not a viable option.   

 
The TRCA may wish to consider bringing together some of the key informant ‘experts’ that participated 
in the research for this Action Plan.  Several of these individuals have significant experience with 
enhanced stormwater management and green building and have dealt extensively with municipalities 
and builder/developers.  These individuals could help the TRCA determine on what areas – regulatory, 
policy, education/training, budget and budgetary, etc. – to focus their attention for the greatest return. 
 
Given the feedback from key informants, it is recommended, in addition to the marketing 
recommendations set out in this report, that the TRCA focus their efforts in two key areas: 
municipalities and the building sector (builders/developers/building managers, architects, engineers, 
landscape architects, etc)  There is more opportunity for securing changes in these sectors within a 
reasonable timeframe than say in securing provincial regulatory changes, such as the Building Code 
 
5.2.1 Joint ventures with stakeholders 
 
Co-operative ventures and partnerships with stakeholders will be critical to the successful and cost 
effective implementation of the key recommendations.  Although some of the recommendations discussed 
below can be implemented on a stand alone basis, to truly drive the adoption of sustainable practices by 
GTA businesses, integrated delivery with support mechanisms for business owners/managers, developers, 
building/renovation sector professionals – architects, landscape architects, civil, mechanical and electrical 
engineers – and municipal planning and approvals staff is strongly encouraged.   
 
5.2.2 GTA centre for sustainable technologies 
 
Establish a centre for sustainable technologies servicing the wider business sector and municipalities.  
This is not a recommendation for a brick and mortar facility, but rather a virtual facility operated in co-
operation with stakeholder experts – individuals and their organisations with expertise in enhanced 
stormwater management technologies and practices, site design, construction/retrofitting, green 
construction/renovation, sustainable landscaping and municipal planning and approvals.  The centre 
would serve as an electronic hub through which GTA business owners/managers, developers, 
architects, engineers, designers, landscape architects, municipal environment/green building/planning 
and approvals staff and municipal officials and councillors could secure sustainable practices 
information, assistance and/or referrals.  Essentially, the centre would be a one-stop electronic shop for 
information and resources on sustainable practices serving the business sector and related fields and 
disciplines.  
 
Although the centre would serve as an information hub, there are staff and other resource requirements 
for its operation. An assessment of where and with what entity the centre should be “housed” needs to be 
determined.  There are stakeholders in the GTA that, given the necessary funding, may be willing and 
preferential hosts for the centre.  
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In order to ensure the effectiveness of the centre, access to sustainable practices experts and 
resources is critical.  Funding to provide for this access would be required.  In addition, phone support 
during business hours, Monday through Friday; a web site, and email information request system would 
need to be established.  Through key stakeholder organisations and experts, the centre could conduct 
educational outreach to target audiences.  For example, a workshop for municipal planning and 
approvals staff on green technologies in building design could be offered through a key stakeholder, 
such as the Canada Green Building Council or the Ontario Association of Architects. 
 
Municipalities, trade professionals and other participating stakeholder organisations – such as 
builder/developer associations could help to promote the centre.   
 
5.2.3 Educational outreach to municipal planning and approvals staff 
 
Municipal planning and approvals staff must deal with processing applications and site plans for 
approvals and have limited time to seek out information on enhanced stormwater management 
technologies and practices or green building/renovation.  Given this situation, it is recommended that 
an easy-to-follow guide on sustainable practices in commercial and light industrial building design and 
renovation be developed exclusively for municipal planning and approvals personnel.   The 
development of this guide should be done in co-operation with municipalities, design and planning 
experts, and key stakeholders such as the Ontario Professional Planners Institute, Ontario Association 
of Architects, Ontario Association of Landscape Architects and/or the Canada Green Building Council.  
The guidebook should be designed as quick reference with a step-by-step checklist of considerations 
for on-site stormwater management. 
 
The guidebook for municipal planning and approvals staff should be supported by a one-day workshop.  
This would help facilitate the use of the guidebook by municipal employees and would allow for a more 
detailed exploration of the topic.   
Consideration should be given to the establishment, through a partnership with community colleges and 
the Ontario Professional Planners Institute, of a stormwater management accreditation or certification 
program for municipal planning and approvals staff.  Further research into the viability of such an option 
needs to be undertaken. 
 
5.2.4 Demonstration projects and case studies 
 
There are several high profile green building projects in the GTA that are currently under construction 
or completed.  The TAS condominium, Royal York, Upper Canada College, Husky Injection Moulding 
Systems Inc., etc., are examples of green building projects that should be given greater profile.  In 
conjunction, securing other demonstration projects for sustainable practices in key locations throughout 
the GTA would help build the profile of enhanced stormwater management practices and other green 
building initiatives within the business community.   
 
Compiling case studies of green buildings employing enhanced stormwater management and other 
sustainable practices/technologies, and providing full details of the development projects, including 
costs and paybacks, advantages, problems and solutions, etc., would help business owners/developers 
explore options sustainable building that meets their needs and the needs of their clients.  Helping 
developers/builders understand the triple bottom-line would go a long way to overcoming the perceived 
cost barrier they associate with green construction.  
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One of the objectives for this project as set out in the Terms of Reference was to identify potential 
opportunities at box store or light industrial facilities for a demonstration project.  Two prominent 
builders/owners of box store facilities have indicated they would be willing to consider participation in a 
demonstration project.13  
 
5.2.5 Leaders in sustainable practices award 
 
To enhance the profile and benefits of sustainable practices within the business sector, it is 
recommended that an award program be established.  The awards program should be done in co-
operation with one or more high profile stakeholders such as the provincial and federal government, 
area municipalities, Ontario Association of Architects, etc.  Profile of any awards program is critical to 
its success; therefore the support and endorsement of GTA mayors and councillors would help to 
establish the credibility and importance of the award in the business community.   In addition, securing 
the recognition of a professional association such as that of the Architects or Professional Engineers 
would add further credibility to the award and enhance its value amongst building owners/managers 
and the related professional fields. 
 
There are many award programs, therefore the time and effort spent on design – identification of key 
stakeholder partners and program sponsors, determination of an associated conference or event for the 
award ceremony, identification of a high profile program spokesperson, development of a media 
strategy, etc. – will help ensure the success and long-term viability of this initiative. 
 
5.2.6  Sustainable practices corporate leaders program 
 
Establishing a corporate leaders program in conjunction with the award program would further enhance 
the profile and credibility of sustainable practices in the business sector.  Again, the design of the 
program is critical to its viability and success. Securing the support and participation of key corporate 
leaders for the program and utilising these leaders as program spokespeople will enhance the 
credibility of sustainable practices within the business community.   
 
5.2.7  Sustainable practices business outreach  
 
In conjunction with the corporate leaders and awards programs, develop outreach initiatives targeting 
decision-makers in the business community.  Working co-operatively with key stakeholders and 
working through existing associations, conferences and trade shows, and special events, deliver an 
outreach program specifically targeting key members of the business community.  Distribution of 
promotional/informational resources, articles in trade publications, displays at key conferences and 
special events, e-serves and other outreach mechanisms should be utilised.  Targeted outreach with 
messages tailored to the intended audience would help ensure the messages resonate with the 
recipients.  Issues of interest and concern vary depending on the audience – those who own the 
business have a very different interest and attitude versus those that manage the business.  Equally, 
owners of businesses where the development or part of the development is to be sold or leased, or is 
currently leased to other parties, take a different approach to building design and operation than those 
that own and occupy the development.  It is important that any outreach messages and resources 
address the differences in the audiences.   
 

                                                 
13 The interviews with key informants were confidential, but the names and contact information for the two box store 
builders/owners will be provided to TRCA for follow-up. 
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Those who own buildings outright appear to be more receptive to considering sustainable practices 
than those that lease or sell the facility, in whole or in part.  Square footage construction/renovation cost 
is a key consideration for those who must compete in the marketplace to lease space in the facility or 
are looking to sell units or the entire complex.  Current thinking amongst building owners who are 
currently, or will be, leasing or reselling, predominantly considers those practices for which paybacks on 
the retrofit or modified design are shorter term.  Identifying other potential benefits – a reduced liability, 
improved corporate image, value-added leasing or selling features, and for retailers, improved 
customer relations – could encourage a different attitude toward sustainable practices. 
 
5.2.8 Sustainable practices design competition 
 
In conjunction with a key stakeholder, develop a sustainable practices design competition for post-
secondary students.  One competition with different categories – green architecture, sustainable 
landscaping, green engineering, etc. – and involving the relevant professional associations would help 
raise the profile of sustainable design in these critical disciplines.  An awards ceremony, perhaps linked 
with the “Leaders in sustainable practices award program”, where the designs are displayed and the 
winners receive educational bursaries would further help promote sustainable practices for new 
buildings and renovations of existing ones and would help ensure that new graduates are more inclined 
to consider green building design. 
 
5.2.9 Integrated delivery of the marketing program 
 
The marketing communications and outreach program targeting the business and municipal sectors 
should be a compilation of the recommendations set out above.  Although the recommendations may 
be implemented on a stand alone basis, the intent is to deliver a comprehensive marketing-
communications and educational outreach program that incorporates all the recommended elements.  
The program should involve the active participation and support of GTA municipalities, provincial and 
federal government ministries, development/building associations and professional associations. 
 
. 
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Recruiting Screener – Sustainable Practices 
TRCA – June 2006 

 
Hello, my name is ______, I’m calling from Signature Research, we are a marketing research 
company and we are conducting a research study amongst consumers. Would you be 
interested in participating in a focus group discussion? For your participation you will receive 
$100. 
 
A.  Gender:  Obtain a 50/50 mix  
 
 Males  [  ]   Females   [  ]  
 
1a. Have you ever attended a focus group discussion or interview which was arranged in 

advance and for which you received a sum of money? 
  
 Yes          [  ] - Max ½ of total recruits  No         [  ] – Min ½ of total 

recruits 
   

1b. How many groups or interviews have you attended?_______________. 
 
1c.  When did you last attend a focus group or interview? ____Terminate if in the past 6 

months  
 
1d.     What topics have you discussed?____________. 
 Terminate if lawn & garden mentioned or attended more than 5 groups 
  
1e. Have you been invited to attend a focus group or interview in the near future? 
  
  Yes    [  ] – Terminate No    [  ] 
 
2. What is your marital status?  

Married/cohab     [  ] 60% 
  Single     [  ] 30% 
  Divorced/Separated/Widowed [  ] 10% 
 
3a. Do you have any children living at home with you?  Obtain a mix 
 
  Yes [  ]  No [  ]  
 
3b. If yes, what are the age(s) of your child(ren) ______________________________  
    
4a.  What is your current occupation?         Full-time……[  ]      Part-time…..[  ] 
 
 ______________________  ____________________ 
 Job Title     Type of Company 
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If married/cohab, Ask: 4b 
 
4b.  What is your spouses current occupation? Full-time…[  ]    Part-time…[  ] 
 ______________________  _____________________ 
 Job Title     Type of Company 
5a. Have you ever worked in any of the following industries? 
 Read List – Terminate if “Yes” to any in 5a or 5b.  
        5a                   5b 
           Yes      No              Yes    No 
 Market Research…………………..[  ]……[  ]    [  ]…...[  ] 
 Advertising………………………….[  ]……[  ]    [  ]…...[  ] 
 Any media (Radio,TV, Print)…….. [  ]……[  ]    [  ]…...[  ] 
 Public Relations……………………[  ]……[  ]               [  ]…...[  ] 
 Been an ACTRA Member………...[  ]……[  ]    [  ]……[  ] 
              
5b. Do any members of your family currently work for…REPEAT ABOVE LIST 
 
6a.   Do you own or rent your home? 
 
 Rent     [ .] Terminate 
 Own   [  ] Move to 8b 
 
6b. Do you live in a single-detached house? 
 
 No   [  ] Terminate 
 Yes   [  ]  Move to 8c. 
 
6c. Who is responsible for the care and maintenance of your home’s landscape? 
 
 Myself    [  ] 75% 
 My spouse or other  [  ] Terminate 
 Landscape contractor [  ] 25% 
 
7. What is your ethnic Origin? ____________________  SEE QUOTAS for each City 

 
Canadian ….  [  ]  
English/Scottish/Irish [  ] 
Chinese    …     [  ] 
Italian    [  ]  
East Indian     ……. [  ]  
Jamaican & West Indies     [  ]  
Other    [  ]  

 
8. What is your age? _________ Watch Quotas   
 

Under  25    years  [  ] Terminate  
 25    to    44      ……. [  ] 50%                  

45    to    64     …     [  ] 40% 
65    to    74    [  ] 10% 

 Over  74  years      [  ] Terminate 
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9a. What was the last year of education you completed? SEE QUOTAS for each City 
 Less than High School  [  ]  
 High School graduate  [  ]  
 College or Trade Certificate [  ]  
 University    [  ]  
 
9b. Which of the following best represents your total household income? 
 
 Under $40,000  [  ] Terminate 
 $40,000 to $59,999  [  ] 20% 
 $60,000 to $99,999  [  ] 35% 
 $100,000 or more  [  ] 45% 
 
10. You may be asked to write out your answers to a questionnaire or watch a commercial. 

is there any reason why you could not participate in this activity?  
  Yes [  ] – Terminate  No [  ] 
 
 Terminate if respondent offers any reason such as sight or a hearing problem, a 

written or verbal language problem or a concern with being able to communicate 
effectively.  
 

 
11. What is your favourite movie, and why do you like it so much? 
 
 
 
 
NOTE:  ALL PARTICIPANTS MUST BE VERY ARTICULATE, AND MUST BE CREATIVE 
AND WILLING TO EXPRESS THEIR THOUGHTS EASILY AND OPENLY.    
 
We would like to invite you to participate in a focus group that will be facilitated by an 
experienced professional moderator and will last approximately - 1 ½ hours. 
 
Please grab a pen and paper to take down the following details:   
 
Refer to each City location. 
 
 
 
We will call to remind you one day in advance. It is important that you arrive at least 15 
minutes prior to the session. Please note, upon arrival you may be required to show 
photo identification in the form of a provincial driver's license or provincial health card. 
Should you require glasses, please do not forget to bring them to the session.  If for any 
reason you have to cancel, please let us know [GIVE PHONE NUMBER] so we may invite 
somebody else to fill your spot. If I could just take down your details. 
 
Thank you very much and we look forward to seeing you on [Date and Time] 
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DEMOGRAPHICS 
 
1. In which municipality or city do you live? 
 Brampton      [    ] 
 Markham/Unionville   [    ] 
 Thornhill/Richmond Hill [    ] 
 North York/Toronto    [    ] 
 Woodbridge/Vaughan      [    ] 
 
2. Are you. . .  Female [     ]  Male  [     ] 
 
3. Do you live in a single-family detached home that you own? 
 

Yes [     ]  No [     ] 
 
4. What is the age of your home?   
 
 Under 5 years  [     ]  16 to 30 years   [     ] 
 5 to 15 years [     ]  31 or more years [     ] 
 
5. What is your age?  
 

20 to 24 [     ]  25 to 44 [    ] 45 to 64 [    ]  65 to 74 [    ]   75 or over [     ] 
 

6. What was the last year of education you completed? 
 

Less than High School [    ]  
High School graduate [    ]   
College or Trade Certificate [    ] 
University [    ] 

 
7. What is your marital status?  
 

Married/cohabitation [    ]  Single [    ] Divorced/Separated/Widowed [    ] 
 
8. How many children live in your home?  ________ 
 
9. What are their ages? 

Age 0-4  #____ 
 Age 5-14 #____ 
 Age 15-19 #____ 
 Age 20+ #____ 

 
10. On average, how many hours do your work for pay each week?  __________ hours/week 
 
11. On average, how many hours does your spouse work for pay each week?  __________ hours/week 
12. Which of the following best represents your total household income? 

 
$40,000 to $59,999 [     ] 
$60,000 to $99,999 [     ] 
$100,000 or more [     ] 
 

13. In which country were you born? ___________________________ 
 
14. What is your ethnic origin? ________________________________ 
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HOME AND LANDSCAPE 
  
15. What does your home mean to you?  
 
 
16. What does your community mean to you? 

 

17. What does your home’s landscape mean to you? 
 

18. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of your home’s landscape. 
_____ (where 1 is low and 10 is high) 

 
19. Why did you give this rating? 
 

20. What are the three most important aspects of your home’s landscape? 
 
(1) 
 
(2) 
 
(3) 

 
21. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of trees to your landscape. _____ (where 1 is low and 10 

is high) 
 
22. Why did you give this rating? 
 
PAVED SURFACES 
 
23. How much of your home’s landscape is comprised of paved or concrete surfaces (such as a driveway 

or walkway)?  Do not include decks, patios and pathways made of flagstone or interlocking 
brick. 

 
[     ] 1/4 or less  [     ] 1/2 to 2/3 
[     ] 1/4 to 1/2  [     ] greater than 2/3 

 
24. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of your paved or concrete driveway. 

_____ (where 1 is low and 10 is high) 
 
25. Why did you give this rating? 
 
26. Briefly describe how you clean your driveway and walkways. 
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YOUR LAWN 
 
27. What does your lawn mean to you? 
 

28. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of your lawn to your home’s landscape. 
_____(where 1 is low and 10 is high). 

 
29. Why did you give this rating? 
 

30. Please indicate below what portion of your home’s landscape is comprised of lawn (grass area)? 
 

[     ] 1/4 or less  [     ] 1/2 to 2/3 
[     ] 1/4 to 1/2  [     ] greater than 2/3 

 
31. Who maintains your lawn, for the most part? 

Yourself [     ] 
Your spouse [     ] 
Your son and/or daughter [     ] 
A neighbour [     ] 
A professional contractor [     ] 

 
32. Please list the most important lawn care and maintenance tasks. 
 

(1) 
 
(2) 
 
(3) 

 
33. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of fertilizing your lawn. 

_____ (where 1 is low and 10 is high). 
 
34. Why did you give this rating? 
 
35. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of mowing your lawn. 

_____ (where 1 is low and 10 is high) 
 
36. Why did you give this rating? 
 

37. What do you do with the left over grass clippings from mowing the lawn? 

 
38. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of using pesticides on your lawn. 

_____ (where 1 is low and 10 is high) 
 
39. Why did you give this rating? 
 
40. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of watering your lawn. 

_____ (where 1 is low and 10 is high) 
 
41. Why did you give this rating? 
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42. Please indicate how you water your lawn (please check one only) 
 

[     ] I let the rain water my lawn  [     ] Manually with a hose & sprinkler 
 
[     ] Manually with a hand-held hose  [     ] Automatic in-ground sprinkler system 
 

43. If you water your lawn manually or by automatic in-ground sprinkler system, how many times each 
week do you water your lawn? ____________/week 

 
44. How long do you water your lawn each time? _______hours _______minutes 
 
YOUR GARDENS 
 
45. Do you have flower or vegetable gardens? 
 

[    ] none   [     ] flower garden(s) only  [    ] vegetable garden(s) only 
 

[    ] flower & vegetable gardens 
 
46. What do your gardens mean to you?  
 
47. If you have flower and/or vegetable gardens, on a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of your gardens to 

your home’s landscape _______ (where 1 is low and 10 is high). 
 
48. Why did you give this rating? 
 
49. Who does most of the work in your gardens? 
  

Yourself [     ] 
Your spouse [     ] 
Your son and/or daughter [     ] 
A neighbour [     ] 
A professional contractor [     ] 

 
50. Please list the most important garden care and maintenance tasks. 
 

(1) 
 
(2) 
 
(3) 

 
51. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of fertilizing your gardens. 

______ (where 1 is low and 10 is high) 
 
52. Why did you give this rating? 
 

53. What type of fertiliser do you use in your garden? 
 
54. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of using pesticides in your gardens. _____ (where 1 is 

low and 10 is high) 
 
55. Why did you give this rating? 
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56. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of watering your gardens. _____(where 1 is low and 10 
is high) 

 
57. Why did you give this rating? 
 
58. Please indicate how you water your gardens (please check one only) 
 

[     ] I let the rain water my lawn  [     ] Manually with a hose & sprinkler 
 
[     ] Manually with a hand-held hose  [     ] Automatic in-ground sprinkler system 

 
59. If you water your gardens manually or by automatic systems, how many times each week do you 

water your gardens? ________/week 
 
60. For how long do you water your gardens each time?  ______hours _______minutes 
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IDEAL LANDSCAPE 
 
61. Please use all the crayon colours you consider to be appropriate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
62. Describe the picture you drew. 
 
63. What are the three most important elements or aspects of your ideal landscape? 

(1) _______________________________________________________________________________ 

(2)________________________________________________________________________________ 

(3)________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
64. Use up to three words to describe the feelings and emotions evoked by your drawing 
 
BARRIERS 
 
65. What barriers might prevent you from achieving your ideal landscape? 
 
  (66) Theme   (67) Words   (68) Objects  
 (69) Colours 

Take a few moments to think about the various landscapes (lawns, gardens, walkways and driveways) you 
have seen, including your own.  Please draw a picture of your ideal landscape for your home. 
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NATURALISED LANDSCAPE 
 
70. What does a naturalised landscape mean to you? 
 
71. Please use all the crayon colours you consider to be appropriate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
72. Describe the picture you drew. 
 

73. What are the three most important elements or aspects of your naturalised landscape? 

(1) _______________________________________________________________________________ 

(2)________________________________________________________________________________ 

(3)________________________________________________________________________________ 

74. Use up to three words to describe the feelings and emotions evoked by your drawing 

  (75) Theme   (76) Words   (77) Objects  

 (78) Colours 

Please draw a picture of a naturalised landscape for your home? 
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OPPORTUNITIES/BARRIERS 
 
Provide handouts of naturalised landscapes and landscapes with stormwater retention features. 
 
These pictures are of naturalised front and back yards and of landscapes designed to help 
rainwater infiltrate the ground.   Naturalised landscapes use native trees, shrubs, plants and grasses 
that not only help retain rainwater but also provide habitat for local wildlife.   Please take a 
moment to look at these pictures and then I would like to ask you a few questions. 
 
79. Would you consider naturalizing some or all of your landscape?  

PHOTOS:  1&2 naturalised; 3,4,7, &8 are water infiltration landscapes. 
  

Yes [     ]  No [     ] 
 
80. Why or why not? 
 
81. What would encourage you to naturalize some or all of your landscape? 
 
82. Would you consider making changes to your landscape to encourage rainwater infiltration? 

 
Yes [     ]  No [     ] 

 
83. Why or why not? 
 
84. (Facilitator: I want to draw your attention to the PHOTO # 5).  On a scale of 1 to 10, rate the 

appeal of the streetscape in the pictures. ________ (where 1 is low and 10 is high) 
 
85. Why did you give this rating? 
 

86. Would you be interested in the opportunity to have your back or front yard naturalised by 
professionals as a demonstration project (at no cost to yourself)? 

  
Yes [     ]  No [     ] 

 
Facilitator:  If yes, please provide your name and phone number on the sheet of paper that we will 
be circulating. 
 
LAWN AND GARDEN ADVICE AND SERVICES 
 
87. Who do you trust the most to give you the best advice about landscape design and maintenance? 
 

88. Why? 
 
89. Who do you trust the most to give you advice about plants, trees and shrubs? 
 

90. Why? 

91. What other sources of information or advice on landscaping do you find useful? 
 

92. Where do you purchase lawn care products? 
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93. Where do you purchase plants, trees, and shrubs? 
 
94. How many times in the past two months have you visited a garden centre or garden section of a store?  

(please check one response only) 
  

[    ] never  [    ] one time   [    ]2 – 4 times  
  [    ] 4 – 6 times  [    ] more than 6 times 
 
95. Have you ever hired a landscape designer or landscape architect? 

Yes [     ]  No [     ] 
 
96. Why or why not? 
 
UNDERSTANDING 
 
97. What does soil type mean to you? 
 

98. What is the predominant soil type on your property? 
 

99. What is organic mulch? 
 
100. What is organic mulch used for? 
 

101. Please name three plants that are native to southern Ontario. 
 

102. Please name three trees that are native to southern Ontario. 
 

103. What is a rain garden? 
 

104. What is the purpose of a rain garden? 
 

105. What is a swale? 
 

106. What is the purpose of a swale? 
 

107. What is storm water runoff? 

 
108. Should you be concerned about storm water runoff? 
 

Yes [     ]  No [     ] 

109. Why or why not? 

110. What is a watershed? 

111. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of your watershed to you. 
 ______ (where 1 is low and 10 is high) 
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112. Why did you give this rating? 
 

113. Please name the watershed in which you live. 
 

RAIN WATER COLLECTION  
 
114. Would you consider collecting rainwater to be used for watering your lawn? 

  Yes [     ] No [     ] 
 
115. Why or why not? 
 
HOME RENOVATION 
 
116. Are you planning any home renovation projects in the next 12 to 24 months? 
 

Yes [     ]   No [     ] 
 

Facilitator: Questions 116 through 118 apply only to those who answer “Yes” to question 115 
 
117. If yes, what type of renovation are you planning? 
 
118. Will you be using a professional contractor to complete the renovation? 
 

Yes [     ]  No [     ] 
 
119. If “No”, who will be completing the renovation?  
 
120. If you were to renovate your home would you consider making energy conserving modifications to 

your home? 
 

Yes [     ]  No [     ] 
 
121. Why or why not 
 
122. What does a green roof mean to you? 
 
AUTOMOBILE CARE AND USE 
 
123. How many automobiles are there in your household? 
 
124. Please indicate how you wash your car. 

 
Manually at home in the driveway [     ] 
 
Manually in the street in front of my home [     ] 
 
At a car wash [     ] 

 
125. Do you commute to work? 
 

Yes [     ]  No [     ] 
 

126. If you do commute to work, what mode of transportation do you most frequently use (select one) 
 
Personal automobile [     ]    Taxi cab [     ]   Public transit [     ]   Car pool [     ]    Bicycle [    ] 
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127. Why do you choose to use this mode of transportation to commute to work? 

 
128. If a landscape advisory service with senior horticultural students was available free of charge from 

your municipality, would you use it? 
Yes [     ]  No [     ] 
 

 
129. Why or why not? 

EVALUATION 

130. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate your level of satisfaction with this session? 
 _____(where 1 is low and 10 is high) 
 

131. Why did you give this rating? 
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Sample Size (n=)                  26        25        26        22        22        70        51 
                                Brampton  Markham  North York  Thornhill Woodbridge Female    Male          
                     ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
                     ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
                     ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
 

Demographics 
 
1. In which municipality or city do you live? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
Brampton             (21%)       100%        0%        0%        0%        0%       24%       18%   
Markham/Unionville   (21%)         0%      100%        0%        0%        0%       20%       22%   
North York/Toronto   (21%)         0%        0%      100%        0%        0%       23%       20%   
Thornhill/Richmond H (18%)         0%        0%        0%      100%        0%       16%       22%   
Woodbridge/Vaughn    (18%)         0%        0%        0%        0%      100%       17%       20%   
 
2. Are you . . . 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
Female               (58%)        65%       56%       62%       50%       55%      100%        0%   
Male                 (42%)        35%       44%       38%       50%       45%        0%      100%   
 
3. Do you live in a single_family detached home that you own? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
No                   ( 2%)         0%        0%       12%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
Yes                  (98%)       100%      100%       88%      100%      100%       97%       98%   
 
4. What is the age of your home? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
16 to 30 years       (41%)        35%       60%       12%       68%       36%       40%       43%   
31 or more years     (25%)        23%       12%       81%        0%        0%       29%       20%   
5 to 15 years        (21%)        19%       24%        8%       14%       41%       20%       22%   
Under 5 years        (13%)        23%        4%        0%       18%       23%       11%       16%   
 
5. What is your age? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
25 to 44             (38%)        54%       20%       42%       18%       55%       43%       31%   
45 to 64             (59%)        46%       72%       58%       73%       45%       57%       61%   
65 to 74             ( 3%)         0%        8%        0%        9%        0%        0%        8%   
 
6. What was the last year of education you completed? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
Less than High Schoo ( 1%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
College or Trade Cer (35%)        35%       36%       42%       32%       27%       33%       37%   
High School Grad     (26%)        35%       12%       31%       14%       36%       31%       18%   
University           (39%)        27%       52%       27%       55%       36%       34%       45%   
 
7. What is your marital status? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
Divorced/Separated/W (13%)         8%       20%       12%        5%       23%       23%        0%   
Married/cohabitation (84%)        85%       80%       85%       95%       77%       74%       98%   
Single               ( 2%)         8%        0%        4%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
 
8. How many children live in your home? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
0                    (20%)        15%       16%       35%       14%       18%       20%       20%   
1_2                  (65%)        65%       68%       58%       77%       59%       64%       67%   
3_4                  (14%)        19%       12%        8%        9%       23%       14%       14%   
5+                   ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
 
9. What are their ages? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     (95%)       100%      100%       77%      100%      100%       93%       98%   
0_4                  ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
15_19                ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
20                   ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
5_14                 ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
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10. On average, how many hours do you work for pay each week? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
0                    ( 6%)         4%       12%        4%        5%        5%        9%        2%   
1_15                 ( 3%)         0%        4%        0%        9%        5%        3%        4%   
16_35                (25%)        19%       32%       31%       18%       23%       34%       12%   
36_50                (62%)        69%       44%       62%       68%       68%       49%       80%   
51+                  ( 3%)         8%        4%        4%        0%        0%        4%        2%   
 
11. On average, how many hours does your spouse work for pay each week? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
0                    (30%)        35%       36%       27%       18%       32%       33%       25%   
1_15                 ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        2%   
16_35                (14%)         4%       20%       12%       18%       18%        7%       24%   
36_50                (52%)        58%       40%       54%       64%       45%       54%       49%   
51+                  ( 3%)         4%        4%        8%        0%        0%        6%        0%   
 
12. Which of the following best represents your total household income? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
$100,000 or more     (37%)        19%       44%       38%       50%       36%       31%       45%   
$40,000 to 59,999    (17%)        15%       20%       12%       14%       23%       19%       14%   
$60,000 to 99,000    (46%)        65%       36%       50%       36%       41%       50%       41%   
 
13. In which Country were you born? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
Belarus              ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        1%        0%   
Canada               (53%)        46%       40%       54%       59%       68%       53%       53%   
China                ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
Czechoslovakia       ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
England              ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
Germany              ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        1%        2%   
Greece               ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
Guyana               ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
Hong Kong            ( 2%)         0%        4%        8%        0%        0%        1%        4%   
India                ( 2%)         8%        0%        4%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
Italy                ( 7%)         4%        4%        0%        9%       18%        6%        8%   
Jamaica              ( 9%)        27%        4%        8%        0%        5%       11%        6%   
Latvia               ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        1%        0%   
Nigeria              ( 1%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
Philippines          ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
Pakistan             ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
Former USSR/Russia   ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        9%        0%        0%        4%   
South Korea          ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
Sri Lanka            ( 2%)         0%        4%        8%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
Scotland             ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
Trinidad and Tobago  ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
Turkey               ( 2%)         0%        8%        0%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
Tanzania             ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
United States        ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        9%        1%        4%   
Uzbekistan           ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        0%        2%   
Vietnam              ( 1%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
 
14. What is your ethnic origin? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
American             ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        2%   
Asian                ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
Belgian              ( 1%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
Black                ( 6%)        19%        8%        0%        0%        0%        7%        4%   
British              ( 4%)         4%        8%        4%        5%        0%        4%        4%   
Chinese              ( 3%)         0%        4%       12%        0%        0%        1%        6%   
Canadian             (15%)        27%        8%        8%       18%       14%       16%       14%   
Czechoslovakian      ( 1%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
East Indian          ( 3%)         8%        8%        0%        0%        0%        4%        2%   
European             ( 2%)         0%        8%        0%        5%        0%        3%        2%   
Filipino             ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
German               ( 2%)         0%        0%       12%        0%        0%        4%        0%   
Greek                ( 2%)         0%        8%        4%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
Italian              (21%)         4%       16%        0%       23%       73%       20%       24%   
Jamaican             ( 5%)        12%        0%        8%        0%        5%        7%        2%   
Jewish               ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%       14%        0%        1%        4%   
Korean               ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
Macedonian           ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
Polish               ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        0%        4%   
Russian              ( 3%)         0%        0%        0%       18%        0%        3%        4%   
South Asian          ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        0%        0%        4%   
Sri Lankan           ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
English/Scottish/Iri (15%)        12%       20%       23%       14%        5%       16%       14%   
Vietnamese           ( 1%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
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Home and Landscape 
 
15. What does your home mean to you? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        0%        2%   
castle, privacy      (15%)         4%       16%        4%       32%       23%       13%       18%   
comfort              (19%)        23%       12%       19%       23%       18%       17%       22%   
entertainment, enjoy (11%)        12%       12%        8%        9%       14%       13%        8%   
everything           (14%)        35%        4%       19%        9%        0%       19%        8%   
family               (21%)        19%       16%       19%       32%       18%       21%       20%   
happiness            ( 4%)         0%        4%       12%        5%        0%        7%        0%   
investment           ( 8%)         8%        4%        0%        5%       27%        4%       14%   
living space         (12%)         8%        8%       12%       18%       14%       10%       14%   
miscellaneous        ( 3%)         8%        0%        8%        0%        0%        3%        4%   
peace                ( 7%)         8%       16%        4%        5%        0%        7%        6%   
pride                ( 7%)         4%       12%        4%        9%        5%        4%       10%   
relaxation           (18%)        23%       16%       19%       14%       18%       19%       18%   
sanctuary            (10%)         8%       24%       12%        5%        0%       10%       10%   
security, safe       (31%)        23%       28%       27%       36%       41%       36%       24%   
work, burden         ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        5%        5%        3%        2%   
 
16. What does your community mean to you? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            ( 3%)         4%        0%        4%        5%        5%        3%        4%   
sense of belonging   (15%)        12%       16%        0%       23%       27%       16%       14%   
business             ( 2%)         0%        0%       12%        0%        0%        4%        0%   
caring               ( 9%)        15%        4%       19%        0%        5%       11%        6%   
clean environment    ( 8%)         4%        8%       12%        9%        9%        9%        8%   
comfort              ( 6%)         8%        4%        4%        5%        9%        6%        6%   
friends & neighbours (36%)        38%       44%       38%       27%       27%       31%       41%   
fun, recreation      ( 7%)         4%        8%        8%        9%        9%        7%        8%   
happiness            ( 2%)         0%        4%        8%        0%        0%        4%        0%   
involvement          ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        0%        5%        3%        2%   
peace & quiet        ( 6%)        12%        8%        4%        5%        0%        6%        6%   
pride                ( 5%)         4%        4%       12%        0%        5%        7%        2%   
respect              ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        5%        0%        4%   
safe                 (24%)        31%       20%       19%       18%       32%       23%       25%   
support & services   ( 8%)         0%        8%        0%       18%       18%        7%       10%   
very important       ( 7%)         4%       12%       12%        9%        0%        7%        8%   
where I live         ( 3%)         4%        0%        4%        9%        0%        1%        6%   
 
17. What does your home's landscape mean to you? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            ( 3%)         4%        0%        0%        9%        5%        3%        4%   
beautiful            (31%)        31%       44%       19%       32%       32%       31%       31%   
colourful            ( 6%)         0%        8%       12%        5%        5%        7%        4%   
curb appeal          ( 4%)         0%        0%        8%        9%        5%        1%        8%   
investment value     ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        5%        3%        2%   
joy, pleasure        ( 5%)         0%        0%        4%        5%       18%        4%        6%   
miscellaneous        ( 6%)         4%        4%        4%        9%        9%        6%        6%   
neat & clean         (11%)        12%        8%       19%        5%        9%        9%       14%   
negatives            ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        9%        5%        3%        2%   
passtime, entertainm ( 7%)         8%        4%       12%        9%        5%        6%       10%   
pride, achievement   (13%)        19%        4%        8%       18%       18%       13%       14%   
reflection of me     (17%)        15%       28%       15%       18%        5%       14%       20%   
relaxing, sanctuary  (11%)        12%       12%        8%        9%       14%       14%        6%   
very important       ( 9%)        15%        4%       19%        0%        5%       11%        6%   
warmth, comfort      ( 3%)         4%        0%        0%        5%        9%        4%        2%   
welcoming            ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
work                 ( 4%)         8%        0%        4%        9%        0%        6%        2%   
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18. Rate the importance of your home's landscape.  Where 1 is low and 10 is high. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
10                   (23%)        19%       36%       35%        9%       14%       31%       12%   
3                    ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
5                    ( 6%)         4%        4%        0%       18%        5%        6%        6%   
6                    ( 5%)         4%        4%        4%        0%       14%        4%        6%   
7                    (17%)        19%        8%       15%       27%       14%       16%       18%   
8                    (27%)        19%       24%       23%       36%       36%       27%       27%   
9                    (21%)        35%       20%       23%        5%       18%       14%       29%   
NA                   ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        1%        0%   
 
19. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
$ value              ( 5%)         4%       16%        4%        0%        0%        4%        6%   
no answer            ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        1%        0%   
beauty, appearance   (32%)        50%       40%       23%       14%       32%       34%       29%   
cost & time          ( 2%)         8%        0%        0%        0%        5%        1%        4%   
enjoy garden, nature (16%)         8%       16%       31%       18%        5%       17%       14%   
happy, satisfied     ( 5%)         4%        0%       12%        0%        9%        6%        4%   
important, but not # (12%)         8%        8%        8%       32%        5%       11%       12%   
miscellaneous        ( 5%)         0%       12%        4%        5%        5%        0%       12%   
more to do           ( 7%)        12%        8%        0%        5%        9%        9%        4%   
neat & clean         ( 5%)         0%        4%        4%        5%       14%        6%        4%   
part of my home      ( 9%)         8%        8%        8%       18%        5%        7%       12%   
proud of it          ( 4%)         8%        0%        4%        5%        5%        3%        6%   
reflection of owner  (10%)         8%        4%       12%       14%       14%       13%        6%   
safe, comfortable    ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        5%        0%        3%        2%   
 
20. What are the three most important aspects of your home's landscape? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 4%)         4%        4%        0%        9%        5%        3%        6%   
appearance           (24%)        15%       40%       27%       27%        9%       23%       25%   
backyard             ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        5%        1%        2%   
bushes & shrubs      (12%)         8%       16%        8%        9%       18%       11%       12%   
colour               (19%)        12%       12%       31%       18%       23%       24%       12%   
design, organization (24%)        19%       20%       19%       32%       32%       20%       29%   
driveway             ( 9%)        12%        0%        8%        9%       18%        6%       14%   
enjoyment            ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        5%        0%        0%        6%   
exclusive, quality   ( 6%)         8%        8%        8%        5%        0%        6%        6%   
feeling it evokes    ( 4%)         0%        4%        8%        9%        0%        6%        2%   
flowers              (38%)        38%       36%       31%       36%       50%       44%       29%   
garden               ( 5%)         8%        0%       12%        5%        0%        3%        8%   
healthy              ( 4%)         8%        4%        0%        9%        0%        4%        4%   
large                ( 5%)         0%        4%        8%        5%        9%        4%        6%   
lawn, grass          (36%)        46%       40%       35%       18%       36%       37%       33%   
low maintenance      ( 5%)         4%       12%        4%        0%        5%        4%        6%   
nature               ( 4%)         4%        4%        8%        5%        0%        6%        2%   
neat & tidy          (24%)        27%       32%       35%       14%        9%       26%       22%   
no answer            ( 3%)         4%        0%        4%        9%        0%        4%        2%   
no weeds             ( 3%)         0%        4%        0%        5%        9%        4%        2%   
patio                ( 5%)         4%        8%        0%        5%        9%        1%       10%   
plants               ( 7%)        12%        0%        8%        9%        5%        3%       12%   
pond, water          ( 2%)         0%        8%        4%        0%        0%        1%        4%   
private              ( 6%)         4%        8%        8%        5%        5%        9%        2%   
relaxing             ( 4%)         0%        4%       12%        5%        0%        3%        6%   
rocks                ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
shade                ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        5%        0%        3%        0%   
trees                (26%)        27%       16%       15%       27%       50%       23%       31%   
variety, diversity   ( 4%)         0%        8%        8%        0%        5%        1%        8%   
vegetables           ( 3%)         0%        8%        4%        5%        0%        4%        2%   
walkway              ( 4%)         4%        0%       12%        5%        0%        4%        4%   
welcoming            ( 4%)         8%        4%        4%        0%        5%        4%        4%   
 
21. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of trees to your landscape. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
10                   (33%)         8%       60%       38%       23%       36%       39%       25%   
2                    ( 2%)         4%        0%        4%        5%        0%        3%        2%   
3                    ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
4                    ( 3%)         4%        0%        0%        9%        5%        1%        6%   
5                    ( 6%)        12%        0%        8%        5%        5%        7%        4%   
6                    (11%)         8%        4%       23%        5%       14%       13%        8%   
7                    (15%)        27%        8%        4%       14%       23%       13%       18%   
8                    (12%)        19%       12%        8%        9%        9%        7%       18%   
9                    (17%)        19%       16%       12%       27%        9%       14%       20%   
NA                   ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        1%        0%   
 
22. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
no answer            ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        5%        3%        0%   
appearance, beauty   (36%)        46%       44%       12%       27%       50%       34%       37%   
attract wildlife     ( 6%)         4%        4%       15%        5%        0%        9%        2%   
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clean air            ( 9%)         8%       24%        4%        9%        0%       10%        8%   
cool, save energy    ( 4%)         4%        4%       12%        0%        0%        3%        6%   
design, structure    (17%)         0%       16%       15%       23%       32%       11%       24%   
feels good           ( 7%)         4%       12%        4%       14%        0%        7%        6%   
fruit                ( 4%)         0%        8%        0%        5%        9%        4%        4%   
good for environment ( 9%)         8%       12%        8%        5%       14%        9%       10%   
negatives            ( 7%)        12%        0%       19%        5%        0%        9%        6%   
not a focus          ( 7%)         8%        4%        0%       23%        5%        9%        6%   
privacy              ( 7%)         4%        4%       23%        0%        0%        7%        6%   
shade                (36%)        19%       48%       46%       27%       41%       43%       27%   
very important, life ( 8%)         8%       12%       12%        5%        5%        9%        8%   
 

Paved Surfaces 
 
23. How much of your home's landscape is comprised of paved or concrete surfaces (such as a driveway or 
walkway)? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1/2 to 2/3           ( 7%)         4%        0%        4%        5%       23%        9%        4%   
1/4 or less          (77%)        73%       88%       77%       82%       64%       74%       80%   
1/4 to 1/2           (15%)        23%        8%       15%       14%       14%       16%       14%   
Greater than 2/3     ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
 
24. On a scale from 1 to 10,rate the importance of your paved or concrete driveway. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1                    ( 5%)         4%        4%        8%        0%        9%        4%        6%   
10                   (14%)        15%       16%       19%        9%        9%       16%       12%   
2                    ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        5%        0%        0%        4%   
3                    ( 4%)         4%        8%        4%        0%        5%        4%        4%   
4                    (12%)        19%        4%        4%       14%       23%        9%       18%   
5                    (16%)        12%       16%       15%       23%       14%       16%       16%   
6                    (12%)        15%       16%        4%       14%       14%       10%       16%   
7                    ( 6%)         4%        0%       12%        9%        5%        3%       10%   
8                    (21%)        15%       16%       31%       18%       23%       30%        8%   
9                    ( 7%)        12%       12%        4%        9%        0%        7%        8%   
NA                   ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
 
25. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            ( 3%)         4%        0%        4%        5%        5%        3%        4%   
appearance, curb app (14%)        19%        4%       12%       23%       14%       19%        8%   
don't have one       ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
functional           (20%)        27%       24%        8%       23%       18%       26%       12%   
keep clean & tidy    (15%)        15%       28%       12%        5%       14%       13%       18%   
need to park car/s   (32%)        35%       32%       38%       23%       32%       36%       27%   
not important        ( 9%)         8%        0%       12%        9%       18%        9%       10%   
prefer interlock     ( 6%)         0%       12%        4%        9%        5%        3%       10%   
prefer natural       ( 5%)        12%        8%        0%        0%        5%        3%        8%   
used for play        ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        1%        2%   
very important       ( 4%)         0%        4%        8%        9%        0%        1%        8%   
 
26. Briefly describe how you clean your driveway and walkways. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        9%        0%        4%        0%   
don't                ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        9%        0%        4%        0%   
shovel snow          ( 8%)         0%        4%        8%       23%        9%        4%       14%   
snow blower          ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
sweep, brush         (60%)        62%       68%       65%       41%       59%       60%       59%   
vaccum or blower     ( 5%)         0%        4%       15%        0%        5%        3%        8%   
wash                 (81%)        85%       76%       73%       86%       86%       79%       84%   
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Your Lawn 
 
27. What does your lawn mean to you? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 5%)         4%        0%        0%        5%       18%        4%        6%   
ambivalent, negative ( 7%)         8%       12%       12%        5%        0%        9%        6%   
beauty               (18%)        23%       20%       12%       18%       18%       16%       22%   
clean                ( 4%)         0%        4%        0%       14%        5%        4%        4%   
comfort, relaxation  (10%)         4%       12%       15%        5%       14%        9%       12%   
first impression, re ( 7%)         0%       16%        4%       14%        5%        6%       10%   
green                ( 6%)         0%        4%        0%        9%       18%        4%        8%   
healthy              ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        5%        3%        2%   
kids to play         ( 9%)         4%       20%        8%        0%       14%        7%       12%   
like a fairway       (20%)        31%        0%       27%       18%       23%       23%       16%   
maintenance          ( 3%)         0%        0%       15%        0%        0%        4%        2%   
natural              ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        5%        0%        0%        4%   
pride                ( 3%)         0%        4%        0%        9%        5%        1%        6%   
very important       (25%)        46%       20%       19%       18%       18%       27%       22%   
 
28. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of your lawn to your home's landscape. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1                    ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
10                   (27%)        27%       40%       23%       23%       23%       34%       18%   
4                    ( 3%)         4%        0%        4%        9%        0%        3%        4%   
5                    ( 5%)         4%        4%       12%        0%        5%        4%        6%   
6                    ( 5%)         4%        0%        4%        9%        9%        4%        6%   
7                    ( 7%)         8%        8%        4%        5%        9%        9%        4%   
8                    (31%)        31%       32%       27%       27%       36%       23%       41%   
9                    (21%)        23%       12%       27%       27%       18%       21%       22%   
 
29. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        9%        0%        0%        6%   
no answer            ( 3%)         0%        0%        8%        5%        5%        4%        2%   
appearance, beauty   (50%)        58%       52%       46%       41%       55%       59%       39%   
clean & neat         ( 3%)         0%        8%        0%        5%        5%        3%        4%   
comforting           ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        5%        1%        4%   
first impression     ( 4%)         0%        4%        4%       14%        0%        1%        8%   
gardens more importa ( 6%)         4%        4%       12%        5%        5%        4%        8%   
lots of work, mainte ( 6%)         4%        8%       12%        0%        5%        9%        2%   
nature               ( 2%)         0%        4%        8%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
negatives            ( 2%)         4%        4%        4%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
pride                ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        5%        0%        1%        4%   
reflection of house, ( 9%)         8%        4%        8%        5%       23%       11%        6%   
value of property    ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        5%        0%        3%        0%   
very important, larg (13%)        15%        8%        8%       18%       18%        9%       20%   
walking, playing     ( 8%)        15%        8%        4%        9%        5%        7%       10%   
 
30. Please indicate below what portion of your home's landscape is comprised of lawn. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1/2 to 2/3           (48%)        54%       44%       50%       45%       45%       43%       55%   
1/4 or less          ( 5%)         8%        8%        4%        5%        0%        4%        6%   
1/4 to 1/2           (26%)        23%       12%       23%       36%       41%       27%       25%   
> 2/3                (21%)        15%       36%       23%       14%       14%       26%       14%   
 
31. Who maintains your lawn, for the most part? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
Contractor           ( 7%)         0%        8%       12%        9%        9%        7%        8%   
Son or daughter      ( 5%)         4%       12%        0%        9%        0%        4%        6%   
Your spouse          (25%)        23%       24%       27%       23%       27%       41%        2%   
Yourself             (63%)        73%       56%       62%       59%       64%       47%       84%   
 
32. Please list the most important lawn care and maintenance tasks. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
edging               (17%)        15%       24%       12%       14%       23%       19%       16%   
fertilizing          (48%)        38%       60%       50%       41%       50%       40%       59%   
miscellaneous        (12%)        15%       12%        8%        5%       18%       16%        6%   
mowing               (87%)        81%       84%       81%       95%       95%       87%       86%   
pest control         ( 4%)         0%        8%        4%        9%        0%        6%        2%   
prune trees          ( 7%)         4%        8%        4%        5%       14%        6%        8%   
raking               ( 6%)        12%        8%        4%        5%        0%        9%        2%   
seeding              ( 7%)         8%        4%        8%        9%        5%        7%        6%   
watering             (60%)        73%       36%       58%       64%       68%       57%       63%   
weeding              (52%)        50%       44%       58%       55%       55%       57%       45%   
 
33. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of fertilizing your lawn. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1                    ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
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10                   (21%)        15%       20%       19%       32%       23%       27%       14%   
2                    ( 3%)         0%        8%        4%        5%        0%        4%        2%   
3                    ( 4%)        15%        4%        0%        0%        0%        4%        4%   
4                    ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        1%        2%   
5                    (10%)        15%       12%        8%       14%        0%       10%       10%   
6                    ( 7%)         0%        8%        8%        9%        9%        3%       12%   
7                    (11%)        12%        4%       15%       14%        9%        7%       16%   
8                    (28%)        23%       36%       23%       14%       45%       26%       31%   
9                    (13%)        19%        8%       15%        9%       14%       17%        8%   
 
34. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        3%        0%   
appearance           ( 7%)         8%        4%        4%        9%       14%        9%        6%   
concerns             ( 6%)         0%        8%        0%       23%        0%        6%        6%   
controls weeds       (13%)         8%       12%       12%       14%       23%       10%       18%   
don't use            (12%)        27%       16%       12%        0%        0%       10%       14%   
green                (23%)        19%       24%       19%       27%       27%       26%       20%   
healthy              (39%)        15%       44%       54%       36%       45%       36%       43%   
necessary maintenanc (21%)        38%       16%       15%       18%       14%       23%       18%   
 
35. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of mowing your lawn. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
10                   (46%)        42%       52%       38%       45%       55%       59%       29%   
5                    ( 2%)         4%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
7                    ( 7%)         4%        8%       12%        9%        5%        3%       14%   
8                    (24%)        23%       24%       19%       27%       27%       20%       29%   
9                    (21%)        27%       16%       27%       18%       14%       17%       25%   
 
36. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        3%        0%   
appearance, curb app (46%)        46%       44%       46%       55%       41%       44%       49%   
healthy              (17%)        12%       16%       15%       18%       23%       11%       24%   
miscellaneous        (12%)        15%        8%        4%       14%       18%        9%       16%   
mulch                ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
neat & tidy          (33%)        38%       40%       27%       23%       36%       40%       24%   
neighbourhood pressu ( 6%)         0%        4%        8%        9%        9%        9%        2%   
reflection           ( 4%)         0%        4%        8%        5%        5%        4%        4%   
 
37. What do you do with the left over grass clippings from mowing the lawn? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        0%        5%        1%        0%   
compost              ( 7%)         8%       12%        4%        5%        9%       11%        2%   
garbage              (14%)        19%        4%        8%        9%       32%       16%       12%   
leave on lawn        (62%)        42%       80%       77%       64%       45%       59%       67%   
mulch trees, garden  ( 5%)         8%        0%        4%        9%        5%        4%        6%   
recycle              (25%)        35%       20%       15%       23%       32%       23%       27%   
 
38. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of using pesticides on your lawn. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1                    (24%)        15%       20%       42%       14%       27%       31%       14%   
10                   ( 3%)         8%        0%        0%        5%        5%        4%        2%   
2                    (11%)         8%       12%       15%        5%       14%        6%       18%   
3                    ( 7%)        19%        0%        4%        5%        5%        4%       10%   
4                    ( 9%)         8%        4%       19%        0%       14%       13%        4%   
5                    (17%)        15%       32%        8%       14%       18%       17%       18%   
6                    ( 6%)         0%        0%        8%       18%        5%        4%        8%   
7                    (11%)        12%        8%        4%       23%        9%       10%       12%   
8                    ( 8%)         8%       20%        0%        9%        5%        6%       12%   
9                    ( 3%)         8%        4%        0%        5%        0%        3%        4%   
NA                   ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        1%        0%   
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39. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        9%        0%        3%        0%   
controls weeds & bug (28%)        35%       36%       15%       32%       23%       26%       31%   
don't like them      (25%)        23%       16%       31%        9%       45%       27%       22%   
harmful to environme (12%)        15%        8%       27%        9%        0%       14%       10%   
sometimes required   (12%)        12%       12%        8%       23%        9%        9%       18%   
toxic to animals     (11%)         8%       12%       19%       14%        0%       11%       10%   
toxic to children/pe (18%)        15%       24%       15%       14%       23%       19%       18%   
 
40. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of watering your lawn. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1                    ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
10                   (39%)        54%       24%       27%       36%       55%       47%       27%   
3                    ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
4                    ( 2%)         0%        8%        0%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
5                    ( 7%)         4%       12%        8%        9%        5%        7%        8%   
6                    ( 7%)         4%       12%        8%       14%        0%       10%        4%   
7                    (10%)         0%       12%       19%       14%        5%        9%       12%   
8                    (21%)        23%       32%       15%        9%       23%       14%       29%   
9                    (12%)        15%        0%       15%       18%       14%       10%       16%   
 
41. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
grass dies without w (14%)        23%        8%        4%       27%        9%       14%       14%   
green & healthy      (74%)        73%       68%       77%       64%       86%       71%       76%   
not necessary        (12%)         4%       24%       19%        9%        5%       14%       10%   
 
42. Please indicate how you water your lawn. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
hose                 (17%)        35%       12%        4%       14%       18%       17%       16%   
in_ground            ( 5%)         0%        4%        8%        5%        9%        4%        6%   
rain                 (12%)         4%       24%       19%       14%        0%       13%       12%   
sprinkler            (66%)        62%       60%       69%       68%       73%       66%       67%   
 
43. If you water your lawn manually or by automatic in_ground sprinkler system, how many times each week do you 
water your lawn? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
0                    (13%)         8%       24%       15%       18%        0%       16%       10%   
1 to 2               (45%)        31%       52%       58%       50%       36%       40%       53%   
3 to 4               (32%)        38%       24%       19%       23%       59%       29%       37%   
5 to 6               ( 7%)        15%        0%        8%        9%        5%       13%        0%   
7+                   ( 2%)         8%        0%        0%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
 
44. How long do you water your lawn each time? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
0                    (11%)         4%       20%       15%       14%        0%       13%        8%   
0.5 to 1             (47%)        50%       44%       31%       50%       64%       46%       49%   
1.5 to 2             (23%)        31%       12%       31%       23%       18%       23%       24%   
< 0.5                ( 7%)         4%        8%       12%        5%        5%        6%        8%   
>2                   (12%)        12%       16%       12%        9%       14%       13%       12%   
 

Your Gardens 
 
45. Do you have flower or vegetable gardens? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
both                 (38%)        38%       36%       50%       27%       36%       43%       31%   
flower               (55%)        54%       56%       50%       59%       59%       49%       65%   
none                 ( 5%)         8%        8%        0%        5%        5%        7%        2%   
vegetable            ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        9%        0%        1%        2%   
 
46. What do your gardens mean to you? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            ( 3%)         4%        4%        0%        5%        5%        4%        2%   
beauty, appearance   (42%)        50%       36%       27%       32%       68%       39%       47%   
colour               (11%)         8%       12%        8%       18%        9%       10%       12%   
design, structure    ( 4%)         0%        8%        0%        9%        5%        3%        6%   
family               ( 3%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        9%        3%        4%   
flowers in house     ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        5%        3%        0%   
fresh vegetables     (17%)        19%       20%       12%       18%       14%       24%        6%   
fresh, fragrant      ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
happiness, enjoyment (17%)         8%       20%       31%       18%        9%       20%       14%   
healthy              ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        5%        1%        4%   
hobby, passion       ( 7%)         0%        8%       12%       14%        5%        7%        8%   
low maintenance      ( 2%)         8%        0%        0%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
miscellaneous        ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        5%        0%        1%        4%   
nature               ( 4%)         4%       12%        4%        0%        0%        6%        2%   
not much             ( 6%)         0%       16%        0%        9%        5%        4%        8%   
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pride, achieivement  ( 8%)        12%        8%        4%        9%        9%        4%       14%   
relaxing, peace      (16%)        15%       12%       15%       18%       18%       19%       12%   
very important       (14%)        19%        8%       31%        0%        9%       16%       12%   
welcoming            ( 2%)         0%        0%       12%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
 
47. If you have flower and/or vegetable gardens, on a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of your gardens 
to your home's landscape. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1                    ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
10                   (31%)        31%       36%       42%       23%       23%       40%       20%   
3                    ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        0%        4%   
4                    ( 2%)         0%       12%        0%        0%        0%        1%        4%   
5                    ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        5%        0%        1%        4%   
6                    ( 5%)         8%        0%        0%       14%        5%        6%        4%   
7                    ( 9%)        12%       16%        0%        9%        9%        4%       16%   
8                    (21%)        31%       12%       23%       14%       27%       17%       27%   
9                    (21%)        12%       12%       27%       23%       32%       23%       18%   
NA                   ( 5%)         8%        4%        0%        9%        5%        6%        4%   
 
48. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
$ value to home      ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
no answer            (11%)        15%        4%       12%        9%       14%        9%       14%   
beauty               (18%)         8%       24%       19%       23%       18%       23%       12%   
colour               (17%)        15%       16%       12%       27%       14%       20%       12%   
curb appeal, appeara (25%)        35%       24%       31%       14%       18%       23%       27%   
fragrant             ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        5%        0%        1%        2%   
fresh flowers & vegg (10%)        12%        4%        8%       14%       14%       10%       10%   
nature               ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        5%        3%        0%   
needs improvement    ( 3%)         8%        8%        0%        0%        0%        4%        2%   
neighbours love it   ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
not enough time      ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        9%        0%        1%        2%   
not too important    ( 9%)         4%       20%        4%       14%        5%        4%       16%   
part of my home      ( 5%)         0%        4%        4%        9%        9%        4%        6%   
pleasure             (16%)         8%       24%       23%        5%       18%       17%       14%   
pride                ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        9%        3%        2%   
relaxing             ( 6%)         4%        8%        4%        5%        9%        9%        2%   
shows care           ( 3%)         4%        0%        8%        5%        0%        4%        2%   
 
49. Who does most of the work in your gardens? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            ( 2%)         8%        4%        0%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
Your spouse          (32%)        31%       48%       19%       23%       41%       30%       35%   
Yourself             (70%)        73%       52%       88%       77%       59%       71%       69%   
contractor           ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        0%        2%   
son or daughter      ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
 
50. Please list the most important garden care and maintenance tasks. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        9%        0%        3%        2%   
clean up             ( 6%)         0%       12%        4%        5%        9%        6%        6%   
composting           ( 1%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
cutting, trimming, p (37%)        42%       36%       35%       23%       50%       39%       35%   
deadhead             ( 7%)         0%        4%       19%        5%        9%       13%        0%   
fertilize, feed      (36%)        23%       44%       46%       41%       23%       36%       35%   
good soil            (25%)        15%       32%       27%       23%       27%       20%       31%   
harvesting           ( 4%)        12%        0%        0%        0%        9%        7%        0%   
miscellaneous        (11%)        23%        8%        0%       14%        9%       11%       10%   
mulching             ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        5%        1%        2%   
pest control         ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        9%        0%        4%        0%   
planting             (17%)        15%       20%       19%       14%       18%       17%       18%   
water                (75%)        85%       72%       77%       64%       77%       74%       76%   
weeding              (64%)        65%       60%       58%       68%       73%       60%       71%   
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51. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of fertilizing your gardens. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1                    ( 7%)         8%       16%        4%        5%        0%        9%        4%   
10                   (16%)        15%       12%       27%       14%        9%       21%        8%   
2                    ( 5%)         4%        0%        4%       14%        5%        4%        6%   
3                    ( 8%)        12%        4%        8%        9%        9%        4%       14%   
4                    ( 5%)         8%        4%        4%        0%        9%        3%        8%   
5                    (12%)         4%       16%       12%       14%       14%        9%       16%   
6                    ( 9%)         4%       16%        8%        9%        9%        6%       14%   
7                    ( 6%)         8%        4%        8%        5%        5%        4%        8%   
8                    (24%)        23%       20%       19%       23%       36%       30%       16%   
9                    ( 6%)         8%        4%        8%        5%        5%        6%        6%   
NA                   ( 3%)         8%        4%        0%        5%        0%        4%        2%   
 
52. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            ( 7%)        12%        4%        0%        9%        9%        9%        4%   
don't use/don't like (15%)        15%       20%       12%       14%       14%       13%       18%   
feeds weeds          ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
harmful to environme ( 3%)         0%        4%        4%        9%        0%        3%        4%   
maintain healthy soi ( 4%)         0%        4%        4%        5%        9%        4%        4%   
miscellaneous        ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        5%        0%        1%        2%   
natural/compost      ( 8%)         4%        4%        8%       23%        5%        9%        8%   
nourishes plants, gr (51%)        58%       44%       62%       36%       55%       56%       45%   
only what's required (11%)         8%       20%        8%        9%        9%        6%       18%   
 
53. What type of fertiliser do you use in your garden? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
Miracle Gro          (24%)        23%       24%       38%       14%       18%       21%       27%   
no answer            (17%)         8%       24%        8%       32%       14%       13%       22%   
Scotts               ( 8%)        15%        0%        8%        0%       18%       10%        6%   
artificial           (21%)        12%       28%       23%       23%       23%       21%       22%   
bone meal/blood meal ( 5%)         0%        8%        8%        5%        5%        4%        6%   
compost              ( 6%)        12%        4%        8%        0%        5%        7%        4%   
manure               (14%)        23%       24%        8%        5%        9%       14%       14%   
natural              ( 7%)         0%        0%       15%       14%        9%       10%        4%   
none                 ( 9%)        19%        8%        4%        9%        5%       10%        8%   
top soil             ( 4%)         4%        8%        0%        5%        5%        3%        6%   
triple mix           ( 3%)         4%        0%        8%        5%        0%        3%        4%   
 
54. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of using pesticides in your gardens. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1                    (42%)        31%       36%       50%       41%       55%       51%       29%   
10                   ( 2%)         4%        0%        4%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
2                    (11%)         8%        4%       23%        9%        9%        6%       18%   
3                    (15%)        15%       24%        4%        9%       23%        7%       25%   
4                    ( 3%)         0%        8%        8%        0%        0%        6%        0%   
5                    ( 8%)        12%        0%       12%        9%        9%        6%       12%   
6                    ( 4%)         0%       12%        0%        9%        0%        3%        6%   
7                    ( 6%)        15%        8%        0%        5%        0%        6%        6%   
8                    ( 3%)         8%        4%        0%        0%        5%        6%        0%   
9                    ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        9%        0%        3%        2%   
NA                   ( 3%)         4%        4%        0%        9%        0%        4%        2%   
55. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            ( 7%)        12%        8%        4%        9%        5%       10%        4%   
don't like them      (14%)        19%        8%       23%        9%        9%       14%       14%   
don't need them      (32%)        15%       32%       42%       36%       36%       31%       33%   
harmful to environme (12%)        12%        4%       19%       18%        5%       10%       14%   
keep bugs away       (12%)        23%       16%        0%       14%        9%       14%       10%   
only as needed       (12%)        15%       12%        4%        9%       18%       10%       14%   
toxic                (15%)        12%       16%       23%        5%       18%       14%       16%   
 
56. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of watering your gardens. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1                    ( 2%)         0%        8%        4%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
10                   (47%)        46%       36%       50%       55%       50%       51%       41%   
4                    ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        5%        1%        4%   
5                    ( 1%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
6                    ( 3%)         4%        8%        0%        5%        0%        0%        8%   
7                    ( 5%)         0%        8%        0%        9%        9%        4%        6%   
8                    (22%)        23%       28%       19%       18%       23%       21%       24%   
9                    (15%)        23%        8%       19%        9%       14%       16%       14%   
NA                   ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
 
57. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
no answer            ( 4%)         0%        8%        4%        0%        9%        4%        4%   
appearance           ( 8%)         8%        4%       19%        5%        5%       10%        6%   
growth, health       (48%)        69%       32%       31%       41%       68%       47%       49%   
necessity, so they w (40%)        23%       44%       54%       55%       23%       40%       39%   
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rain is enough       ( 5%)         4%       12%        4%        5%        0%        4%        6%   

Ideal Landscape 
 
63. What are the three most important aspects or elements of your ideal landscape? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
no answer            ( 3%)         8%        4%        0%        0%        5%        3%        4%   
appearance, beauty   (20%)        12%       20%       23%       27%       18%       20%       20%   
colour               (20%)        19%       12%       27%       23%       18%       21%       18%   
comfort, relaxation  ( 7%)         0%        8%        4%        9%       14%        7%        6%   
design               (13%)        12%       16%       12%       23%        5%       10%       18%   
driveway             ( 6%)        12%        0%        4%        0%       14%        4%        8%   
easy to maintain     ( 8%)         4%        8%       15%        9%        5%       11%        4%   
fencing              ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        3%        0%   
flowers              (44%)        46%       52%       46%       36%       36%       54%       29%   
gardens              ( 9%)        12%        8%        4%       18%        5%        4%       16%   
grass                (40%)        42%       44%       46%       18%       45%       34%       47%   
natural              ( 4%)         4%        4%        4%        5%        5%        4%        4%   
neat, well maintaine ( 7%)         8%        8%        4%       18%        0%        7%        8%   
pathways             ( 7%)         8%        8%        8%        9%        5%        9%        6%   
patio                ( 9%)        12%        8%        8%       14%        5%        7%       12%   
privacy              ( 6%)         0%        8%        8%        0%       14%        9%        2%   
rock, stone          (11%)         8%        8%        4%        9%       27%       14%        6%   
shrubs/bushes        (18%)        12%       20%       15%       23%       23%       21%       14%   
space                ( 4%)         4%        4%       12%        0%        0%        3%        6%   
trees                (51%)        46%       60%       42%       50%       59%       50%       53%   
variety, diversity   ( 7%)         4%       12%        4%        5%        9%        4%       10%   
water, pond, pool    (12%)         4%        8%       19%       14%       18%       11%       14%   
 
64. Use up to three words to describe the feelings and emotions evoked by your drawing. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 3%)         4%        0%        0%        9%        5%        4%        2%   
no answer            ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        0%        2%   
beautiful            (29%)        35%       24%       31%       23%       32%       33%       24%   
calm, relaxed        (27%)        31%       36%       15%       18%       36%       30%       24%   
clean & neat         ( 4%)         0%        4%        0%       18%        0%        4%        4%   
colourful, bright    ( 3%)         4%        0%        4%        0%        9%        6%        0%   
design               ( 7%)         0%       12%        8%       14%        0%        3%       12%   
dream                ( 4%)         0%        4%       12%        5%        0%        6%        2%   
elegant, classy      ( 3%)         8%        0%        0%        5%        5%        3%        4%   
fun, enjoyment       (17%)        15%       20%       19%       18%       14%       16%       20%   
happy, content, sati (25%)        31%       20%       23%       27%       23%       29%       20%   
home                 ( 3%)         4%        4%        0%        5%        5%        4%        2%   
inviting, welcome    ( 4%)         8%        4%        0%        9%        0%        7%        0%   
love, kindness       ( 4%)        15%        0%        4%        0%        0%        4%        4%   
motivation, passion  ( 4%)         0%        4%        8%        5%        5%        3%        6%   
negatives            ( 4%)         0%        4%        8%        9%        0%        6%        2%   
peace, sanctuary, se (34%)        38%       32%       38%       14%       45%       37%       29%   
proud, accomplished  (11%)         8%        4%       12%        9%       23%        9%       14%   
warm, soothing, comf (16%)        19%        8%       12%       27%       14%       16%       16%   
wonderful, wow       (10%)        19%        8%        0%        9%       14%       11%        8%   
work                 ( 3%)         8%        4%        0%        0%        5%        1%        6%   
 
65. What barriers might prevent you from achieving your ideal landscape? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 1%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
no answer            ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
bugs                 ( 2%)         0%        8%        0%        5%        0%        4%        0%   
extreme heat         ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        5%        0%        4%        0%   
know how, decisions  ( 5%)         0%        8%        4%        5%        9%        1%       10%   
lack of water        ( 4%)         4%       12%        4%        0%        0%        6%        2%   
miscellaneous        ( 3%)         4%        4%        4%        5%        0%        3%        4%   
money                (64%)        54%       56%       69%       73%       68%       69%       57%   
neighbours           ( 6%)        12%        4%        0%       14%        0%        6%        6%   
nothing              ( 4%)         4%        0%        4%        9%        5%        1%        8%   
space                (21%)        19%       24%       15%       27%       23%       21%       22%   
the city             ( 5%)         8%        8%        8%        0%        0%        6%        4%   
time                 (26%)        19%       16%       31%       27%       36%       30%       20%   
too much work        ( 7%)        15%        8%        4%        5%        5%        6%       10%   
trees                ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        5%        0%        6%   
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Naturalised Landscape 
 
70. What does a naturalised landscape mean to you? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        0%        2%   
no answer            ( 7%)        15%        0%        4%       18%        0%        7%        8%   
                     ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
a lot                ( 2%)         8%        0%        4%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
beauty               ( 4%)         4%        0%        0%        9%        9%        4%        4%   
                     ( 1%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
design               (10%)         4%       12%        4%        5%       27%        9%       12%   
environment friendly ( 9%)         4%       12%        8%       14%        9%        9%       10%   
flowers              ( 4%)         4%        8%        0%        0%        9%        4%        4%   
grass                ( 5%)         0%       12%        0%        0%       14%        4%        6%   
healthy              ( 2%)         4%        0%        8%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
lots of greenery     ( 3%)         4%        0%        0%        5%        9%        4%        2%   
low maintenance      ( 9%)         0%       16%       19%        0%        9%       10%        8%   
native plants        (15%)        12%       16%       27%       14%        5%       17%       12%   
negatives            ( 7%)         4%       12%        4%       14%        5%        9%        6%   
no chemicals         (18%)        15%       12%       15%       23%       27%       17%       20%   
no need to water     ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        0%        5%        1%        4%   
not manicured        (11%)        19%        0%       15%       14%        5%        9%       14%   
peace of mind        ( 2%)         4%        0%        4%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
rocks                ( 3%)         4%        4%        0%        5%        5%        3%        4%   
trees                (10%)         4%       12%       12%        5%       18%       13%        6%   
water                ( 3%)         4%        8%        0%        5%        0%        4%        2%   
wild                 (27%)        23%       48%       23%       27%       14%       24%       31%   
 
 
73. What are the three most important elements or aspects of your naturalised landscape? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 2%)         4%        0%        4%        0%        5%        3%        2%   
no answer            ( 7%)         8%       12%        0%        9%        9%        9%        6%   
                     ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
beautiful            ( 6%)         4%        8%        4%        5%        9%        6%        6%   
calm, tranquility    ( 2%)         8%        4%        0%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
colour               ( 9%)        19%        4%       12%        9%        0%        9%       10%   
conserve water       ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        0%        5%        3%        2%   
design               (10%)         8%       16%        4%       18%        5%       11%        8%   
diversity            ( 4%)         4%        4%        0%        9%        5%        4%        4%   
driveway             ( 3%)         8%        0%        0%        0%        9%        3%        4%   
environment friendly ( 3%)         0%        8%        4%        0%        5%        3%        4%   
flowers              (20%)        15%       20%       19%        9%       36%       21%       18%   
garden               ( 4%)         0%        8%        0%        0%       14%        3%        6%   
grass                (30%)        27%       32%       31%        9%       50%       31%       27%   
healthy              ( 4%)         4%        4%        8%        0%        5%        1%        8%   
less grass           ( 2%)         0%        8%        0%        5%        0%        4%        0%   
less maintenance     (10%)         4%        8%        4%       27%        9%       10%       10%   
maintenance          ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
native plants        ( 7%)         8%        8%       12%        5%        0%        9%        4%   
natural              (15%)        12%       16%       12%       23%       14%       13%       18%   
neat, clean          ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        5%        3%        0%   
negatives            ( 7%)        12%        8%        8%        9%        0%        4%       12%   
no chemicals         ( 4%)         4%        0%        8%        0%        9%        4%        4%   
plants               ( 6%)         0%        8%       12%        9%        0%        4%        8%   
privacy              ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
random, wild, unplan ( 9%)         4%       12%        8%       14%        9%        7%       12%   
rocks, stones        (12%)         4%       20%       12%       23%        5%       10%       16%   
shrubs, bushes       ( 8%)         8%       20%        4%        9%        0%        6%       12%   
space                ( 4%)         8%        4%        4%        0%        5%        4%        4%   
trees                (42%)        42%       28%       58%       32%       50%       43%       41%   
walkway              ( 2%)         8%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        4%   
water                (18%)         8%       16%       31%       23%       14%       21%       14%   
wildlife             ( 3%)         0%        4%        8%        5%        0%        3%        4%   
wood chips, interloc ( 4%)         4%        8%        0%        5%        5%        1%        8%   
 
74. Use up to three words to describe the feelings and emotions evoked by your drawing. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     (17%)        19%        8%       23%       23%        9%       14%       20%   
no answer            ( 7%)         0%       12%       12%        5%        5%        6%        8%   
beautiful            (10%)        23%        4%        8%        5%        9%       10%       10%   
boring               ( 8%)        12%        4%        4%        5%       18%        9%        8%   
calm, relaxed        (19%)        12%       24%       27%       14%       18%       21%       16%   
chaotic, messy, unti (10%)        15%        8%        4%       14%        9%       11%        8%   
cheap                ( 2%)         0%        8%        0%        0%        0%        0%        4%   
clean                ( 3%)         0%        4%        0%        5%        9%        4%        2%   
colour               ( 4%)         4%        4%        4%        5%        5%        3%        6%   
freedom              ( 5%)         8%        4%        0%        9%        5%        6%        4%   
fresh                ( 3%)         0%        4%        0%       14%        0%        3%        4%   
friendly             ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        5%        0%        3%        0%   
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frustrated, angry, u (12%)        19%        8%        8%       14%        9%       14%        8%   
fun, enjoyment       ( 7%)         0%        8%       12%        9%        5%        3%       12%   
good, nice           ( 2%)         8%        0%        4%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
green                ( 2%)         0%        4%        8%        0%        0%        4%        0%   
happy                (10%)         8%       12%       12%        9%        9%       10%       10%   
healthy              ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        5%        3%        0%   
less work            ( 6%)         8%        8%        8%        5%        0%        6%        6%   
natural              (21%)        23%       16%       12%       27%       27%       17%       25%   
peace                (27%)        15%       28%       31%       23%       41%       26%       29%   
simple               ( 7%)         8%        8%        0%        9%       14%        6%       10%   
space, open          ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
spiritual, grace     ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        9%        0%        4%        0%   
ugly                 ( 4%)         0%        8%       12%        0%        0%        4%        4%   
unwanted             ( 4%)         0%       12%        0%        5%        5%        3%        6%   
warmth, comfort      ( 6%)         8%        4%       12%        5%        0%        7%        4%   
wild                 ( 6%)         4%        8%        4%        5%        9%        4%        8%   
wonderful, great     ( 2%)         4%        4%        4%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
 

Opportunities/Barriers 
 
79. Would you consider naturalizing some or all of your landscape? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
No                   (16%)        31%        8%        4%        9%       27%       10%       24%   
Yes                  (83%)        69%       88%       96%       91%       73%       89%       76%   
                     ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
 
80. Why or why not? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        5%        1%        4%   
no answer            ( 2%)         4%        0%        4%        5%        0%        3%        2%   
already doing it, pl ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        5%        0%        3%        2%   
beauty, appearance   (48%)        42%       44%       27%       68%       64%       44%       53%   
conserve water       ( 8%)         0%       24%       12%        0%        5%       11%        4%   
good for community   ( 3%)         0%        8%        0%        9%        0%        4%        2%   
good for environment (16%)         4%       24%       38%        9%        0%       17%       14%   
it's appealing, win_ ( 9%)        15%       12%        8%        9%        0%        9%       10%   
less maintenance     (11%)         4%       12%       12%       18%        9%       14%        6%   
lot too small        ( 2%)         8%        0%        0%        5%        0%        1%        4%   
natural              ( 7%)         0%        0%       12%        9%       18%        4%       12%   
negatives            ( 2%)         4%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
prefer conventional  (12%)        19%        8%        4%        9%       23%        9%       18%   
prevent flooding     ( 3%)         0%        0%       15%        0%        0%        6%        0%   
save money           ( 3%)         0%        8%        4%        5%        0%        3%        4%   
too costly, too much ( 3%)         4%        0%        0%        9%        5%        3%        4%   
use of rainwater     (12%)         8%       20%       27%        0%        0%       16%        6%   
 
81. What would encourage you to naturalize some or all of your landscape? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 4%)        12%        0%        4%        0%        5%        3%        6%   
no answer            ( 9%)        15%        0%        8%        9%       14%       11%        6%   
access to native pla ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
already doing it     ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        1%        2%   
beauty, appearance   (19%)        15%       12%       12%       32%       27%       14%       25%   
design advice & assi (16%)        19%       16%       31%        0%        9%       20%       10%   
education & informat (18%)        23%       36%        8%        5%       18%       14%       24%   
flooding problem     ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
good for environment ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        5%        1%        2%   
less maintenance     ( 6%)         4%        4%        4%        9%        9%        7%        4%   
money, financial inc (25%)         8%       32%       35%       45%        5%       21%       29%   
more land            ( 9%)         4%        8%        4%        5%       27%       10%        8%   
more time            ( 3%)         0%        0%        8%        9%        0%        6%        0%   
use of rainwater     ( 3%)         0%        8%        8%        0%        0%        1%        6%   
water conservation   ( 6%)         0%        8%        4%       14%        5%        7%        4%   
 
82. Would you consider making changes to your landscape to encourage rainwater infiltration? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
No                   (12%)         8%        4%        4%       27%       23%       10%       16%   
Yes                  (88%)        92%       96%       96%       73%       77%       90%       84%   
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83. Why or why not? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
no answer            ( 3%)         4%        0%        4%        0%        9%        6%        0%   
beauty, appearance   (11%)        15%        4%        4%       23%        9%        9%       14%   
conserve water       (20%)        12%       20%       35%       14%       18%       23%       16%   
cost                 ( 4%)         4%        4%        0%       14%        0%        3%        6%   
want to do the right (13%)        23%       12%        8%       18%        5%       11%       16%   
good for community   ( 3%)         0%        8%        8%        0%        0%        4%        2%   
if no basement damag ( 2%)         0%        8%        0%        5%        0%        1%        4%   
lot too small        ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        9%        0%        3%        2%   
natural              ( 8%)        15%        4%        8%       14%        0%       10%        6%   
not appealing        ( 4%)         4%        0%        0%        0%       18%        3%        6%   
not necessary        ( 6%)         0%       12%        4%        9%        5%        3%       10%   
prevent flooding     ( 6%)         0%        8%       15%        5%        0%        9%        2%   
save money           ( 8%)         8%        4%       12%        9%        9%        7%       10%   
save the environment (19%)        15%       32%       27%        5%       14%       21%       16%   
save time            ( 7%)         4%        8%        0%       14%        9%        7%        6%   
time & effort        ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        9%        0%        3%        0%   
use rainwater        (12%)        23%       12%        4%        0%       18%        9%       16%   
 
84. Re: photos 5 & 6, rate the appeal of the streetscape in the pictures. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1                    ( 5%)         0%        8%        4%        9%        5%        6%        4%   
10                   ( 8%)         8%       16%        8%        5%        5%       11%        4%   
2                    ( 7%)         4%        4%        8%       14%        9%        6%       10%   
3                    ( 4%)        15%        0%        4%        0%        0%        4%        4%   
4                    ( 5%)         0%        4%        0%       14%        9%        3%        8%   
5                    (19%)        19%        8%       15%       18%       36%       14%       25%   
6                    ( 9%)        15%       12%        4%        5%        9%       13%        4%   
7                    (18%)        27%       20%       19%        9%       14%       20%       16%   
8                    (17%)         8%       20%       27%       18%        9%       14%       20%   
                     ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
9                    ( 7%)         4%        4%       12%        9%        5%        7%        6%   
 
85. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        0%        4%   
okay, some improveme ( 9%)        19%       16%        4%        5%        0%       10%        8%   
don't like, messy, n (48%)        46%       40%       31%       55%       73%       47%       49%   
good for environment ( 2%)         0%        4%        8%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
looks very nice      (42%)        35%       48%       62%       36%       27%       43%       41%   
undecided            ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        1%        2%   
 
86. Would you be interested in the opportunity to have your back or front yard naturalised by professionals as 
a demonstration project? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
No                   (18%)        23%        8%       12%       18%       32%       13%       25%   
no answer            ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        5%        0%        4%   
Yes                  (79%)        77%       88%       88%       77%       64%       86%       71%   
 

Lawn and Garden Advice and Services 
 
87. Who do you trust the most to give you the best advice about landscape design and maintenance? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
Books                ( 3%)         0%        8%        4%        5%        0%        6%        0%   
Family               ( 5%)         0%       16%        0%        9%        0%        3%        8%   
Garden Centre/Nurser (23%)        35%       16%        4%       18%       45%       24%       22%   
Home Depot           ( 2%)         4%        0%        4%        5%        0%        4%        0%   
Internet             ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        5%        0%        1%        2%   
Sheridan Nurseries   ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
TV                   ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        5%        0%        3%        2%   
don't know           ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        5%        0%        1%        4%   
ecologist            ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        5%        0%        4%        0%   
friend, neighbour    (15%)        27%       12%        8%       27%        0%       16%       14%   
government staff     ( 2%)         0%        4%        8%        0%        0%        1%        4%   
myself               (13%)        15%        8%       23%        5%       14%       11%       16%   
professional         (49%)        35%       44%       54%       55%       59%       54%       41%   
                     ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
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89. Who do you trust the most to give you advice about plants, trees and shrubs? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        5%        0%        3%        0%   
Family               ( 9%)         4%       16%       15%        5%        5%       10%        8%   
Garden centre, nurse (46%)        38%       44%       31%       64%       59%       53%       37%   
Home Depot           ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        5%        3%        0%   
Internet             ( 3%)         0%        8%        0%        5%        5%        0%        8%   
books                (10%)        12%       12%        4%        9%       14%       11%        8%   
don't know, no answe ( 2%)         8%        0%        0%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
friend, neighbour    (13%)        19%       16%       12%       18%        0%       14%       12%   
government staff     ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
myself               ( 4%)         4%        0%       12%        5%        0%        3%        6%   
professional         (27%)        31%       28%       35%        9%       32%       24%       31%   
 
91. What other sources of information or advice on landscaping do you find useful? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
Internet             (33%)        23%       24%       42%       50%       27%       33%       33%   
no answer            ( 7%)        15%        0%        4%        9%        5%        9%        4%   
TV                   (21%)        12%       24%       27%       27%       18%       21%       22%   
books                (31%)        42%       16%       46%       23%       23%       33%       27%   
classes              ( 7%)         0%       12%       12%        9%        0%       10%        2%   
family               ( 3%)         0%        4%        4%        9%        0%        4%        2%   
friends, neighbours  (12%)         4%        8%       12%       23%       18%       13%       12%   
government           ( 2%)         0%        4%        8%        0%        0%        1%        4%   
library              ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        9%        5%        3%        2%   
magazines            (28%)        35%       24%       31%       32%       18%       27%       29%   
newspaper, flyers, b ( 8%)        19%        8%        8%        5%        0%        6%       12%   
nurseries, garden ce (10%)         8%       12%        4%       18%        9%       10%       10%   
observation, experie (15%)         4%       16%       23%        5%       27%       14%       16%   
professional         ( 3%)         4%        8%        0%        5%        0%        1%        6%   
radio                ( 3%)         4%        0%        4%        5%        5%        4%        2%   
 
92. Where do you purchase lawn care products? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
Canadian Tire        (36%)        50%       28%       27%       45%       32%       34%       39%   
Costco               ( 3%)         0%        8%        8%        0%        0%        3%        4%   
Home Depot           (45%)        46%       28%       58%       45%       45%       54%       31%   
I don't              ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
Loblaws              ( 7%)         0%        4%       15%        9%        5%       10%        2%   
no answer            ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        5%        1%        2%   
Rona                 (15%)        31%        8%       12%        9%       14%       13%       18%   
Sheridan Nursery     ( 7%)         0%       20%       15%        0%        0%        9%        6%   
Walmart              ( 7%)         4%       12%        0%        9%       14%        9%        6%   
White Rose           ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        5%        0%        1%        4%   
big box stores       ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
contractor           ( 2%)         0%        8%        0%        5%        0%        1%        4%   
garden centre        (23%)        31%       24%       23%       23%       14%       26%       20%   
hardware store       ( 2%)         4%        4%        4%        0%        0%        1%        4%   
nursery              (17%)         0%       20%       12%       27%       27%       14%       20%   
other retail         ( 9%)        12%       16%        4%       14%        0%       10%        8%   
weall & cullen       ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        3%        0%   
 
93. Where do you purchase plants, trees and shrubs? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     (12%)         8%       12%        4%       23%       14%       11%       12%   
Canadian Tire        ( 9%)         8%        8%        8%       14%        9%        7%       12%   
Costco               ( 2%)         0%       12%        0%        0%        0%        4%        0%   
Garden Centre        (26%)        42%       20%       27%       36%        0%       23%       29%   
Home Depot           (23%)        19%       20%       27%       18%       32%       30%       14%   
Humber Nursery       ( 3%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        9%        0%        8%   
Loblaws              (10%)         8%       16%       12%        9%        5%       14%        4%   
no answer            ( 3%)         4%        0%        4%        5%        5%        4%        2%   
Nursery              (31%)        27%       28%       35%       41%       27%       30%       33%   
Reeves               ( 4%)         0%        0%        0%        5%       18%        6%        2%   
Rona                 ( 5%)        15%        4%        4%        0%        0%        7%        2%   
Sheridan             ( 7%)         0%       24%       12%        0%        0%        6%       10%   
WalMart              ( 4%)         4%        8%        0%        5%        5%        4%        4%   
Weal & Cullen        ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
White Rose           ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        5%        0%        1%        4%   
Zellers              ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        1%        0%   
local supermarket    ( 4%)         0%       12%        4%        5%        0%        6%        2%   
 
94. How many times in the past two months have you visited a garden centre or garden section of a store? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
once                 ( 9%)        15%        4%       15%        5%        5%       14%        2%   
2 to 4 times         (31%)        38%       28%       15%       41%       32%       27%       35%   
4 to 6 times         (17%)        12%       16%       15%       14%       27%       13%       22%   
more than 6 times    (37%)        31%       36%       50%       32%       36%       41%       31%   
no answer            ( 1%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
never                ( 6%)         4%       12%        4%        9%        0%        4%        8%   
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95. Have you ever hired a landscape designer or landscape architect? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
No                   (75%)        85%       72%       85%       64%       68%       71%       80%   
no answer            ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        0%        2%   
Yes                  (24%)        15%       28%       15%       32%       32%       29%       18%   

Understanding 
 
101. Please name three plants that are native to southern Ontario. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 7%)         8%       16%        4%        5%        0%       10%        2%   
no answer            (21%)        27%       16%       15%       18%       27%       16%       27%   
apple trees          ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
berry bushes         ( 4%)         4%        4%        4%        5%        5%        1%        8%   
birch                ( 2%)         8%        0%        0%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
black eyed Susans    ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
boxwood (box_elder)  ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        5%        1%        2%   
bull rushes          ( 3%)         4%        0%        8%        5%        0%        1%        6%   
buttercup            ( 2%)         4%        8%        0%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
clover               ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        5%        9%        3%        2%   
cultivated flowers   ( 4%)         4%        4%        4%        9%        0%        3%        6%   
daisy                ( 9%)        19%        8%        4%        0%       14%       11%        6%   
dandelion            (26%)         4%       20%       35%       27%       50%       29%       24%   
elm trees            ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
ferns                ( 7%)         8%        8%       15%        0%        0%        9%        4%   
grape                ( 2%)         0%        8%        0%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
grass                ( 3%)         0%        4%        0%        0%       14%        1%        6%   
hosta                ( 3%)         0%        4%        4%        9%        0%        4%        2%   
impatiens            ( 3%)         4%        8%        4%        0%        0%        3%        4%   
ivy                  ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        1%        2%   
ladyslippers         ( 2%)         4%        0%        4%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
lilac                ( 3%)         8%        4%        4%        0%        0%        6%        0%   
lily                 ( 8%)         4%        8%        8%       14%        9%        9%        8%   
maple trees          ( 6%)        19%        8%        0%        0%        0%        7%        4%   
oak trees            ( 2%)         8%        0%        0%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
pine tree            ( 2%)         8%        4%        0%        0%        0%        4%        0%   
poison ivy           ( 4%)         0%        0%        8%       14%        0%        4%        4%   
raspberries          ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        5%        0%        3%        0%   
roses                (11%)        19%        4%       15%        9%        5%        7%       16%   
strawberry           ( 2%)         0%        8%        0%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
sumac                ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
sunflower            ( 2%)         4%        0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        4%   
tomato               ( 3%)         0%       12%        0%        5%        0%        6%        0%   
trilliums            (31%)        15%       24%       50%       50%       18%       29%       35%   
tulips               ( 6%)         8%        4%        4%        5%        9%        3%       10%   
violet               ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
weeds                ( 3%)         0%        0%        8%        5%        5%        3%        4%   
wild flowers         (14%)        15%        4%       23%       18%        9%       19%        8%   
 
102. Please name three trees that are native to southern Ontario. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 4%)         4%        0%        8%        5%        5%        3%        6%   
no answer            ( 9%)        19%        4%        4%        5%       14%       10%        8%   
apple                ( 8%)         8%       12%        4%        9%        9%       10%        6%   
ash                  (10%)         8%       16%       15%        0%        9%       10%       10%   
beech                ( 2%)         8%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        4%   
birch                (31%)        27%       20%       31%       55%       27%       30%       33%   
cedar                ( 6%)         8%        8%        8%        5%        0%        9%        2%   
cherry               ( 3%)         0%        0%        0%        9%        9%        6%        0%   
chestnut             ( 3%)         4%        0%        0%       14%        0%        4%        2%   
elm                  ( 5%)         0%        8%        4%       14%        0%        4%        6%   
evergreen            ( 4%)         0%        4%        0%       14%        5%        4%        4%   
fir                  ( 2%)         4%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
maple                (75%)        58%       84%       85%       82%       68%       71%       80%   
oak                  (26%)        19%       32%       15%       23%       45%       23%       31%   
peach                ( 2%)         0%        8%        0%        0%        5%        3%        2%   
pine                 (26%)        27%       28%       27%       27%       18%       27%       24%   
plum                 ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        5%        3%        0%   
poplar               ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        5%        1%        2%   
spruce               (16%)        15%       24%       12%       14%       14%       11%       22%   
sumac                ( 3%)         4%        0%       12%        0%        0%        4%        2%   
willow               ( 7%)         4%        8%       19%        5%        0%        9%        6%   
 
103. What is a rain garden? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     (72%)        85%       84%       42%       77%       73%       74%       69%   
no answer            (28%)        15%       16%       58%       23%       27%       26%       31%   
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105. What is a swale? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 9%)         0%        0%        4%        0%       45%        7%       12%   
no answer            (74%)        85%       84%       73%       68%       55%       81%       63%   
low place, marsh     (17%)        15%       16%       23%       32%        0%       11%       25%   
 
107. What is storm water runoff? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
no answer            (17%)        23%        8%       15%       14%       23%       26%        4%   
collected rainwater  ( 7%)         8%        8%        0%        9%        9%        7%        6%   
drainage systems     (17%)        15%       24%       15%       32%        0%       10%       27%   
flows down sewers    (17%)         8%       36%       12%        9%       18%       16%       18%   
not absorbed into ea (14%)        19%        4%       31%        9%        5%       14%       14%   
overflow             ( 7%)         4%        0%        8%        9%       18%        4%       12%   
rainwater            ( 3%)         8%        4%        0%        0%        5%        4%        2%   
wasted rainwater     ( 2%)         8%        4%        0%        0%        0%        3%        2%   
water off the roof,  (16%)         8%       12%       15%       18%       27%       17%       14%   
 
108. Should you be concerned about storm water runoff? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
No                   (12%)        27%        0%        4%        9%       23%       14%       10%   
no answer            ( 7%)        12%        0%        8%        9%        5%       11%        0%   
Yes                  (81%)        62%      100%       88%       82%       73%       74%       90%   
 
109. Why or why not? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 3%)         4%        4%        0%        9%        0%        3%        4%   
no answer            (14%)        23%        4%       19%       14%        9%       20%        6%   
opportunity to conse (12%)        27%       12%        8%        0%        9%       10%       14%   
environmental damage (11%)         4%       20%        4%       14%       14%       10%       12%   
flooding, property d (52%)        31%       56%       65%       55%       55%       51%       53%   
have good drainage   ( 6%)        12%        4%        0%        9%        5%        7%        4%   
no harm              ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        0%        9%        1%        2%   
water contamination  (10%)         8%       16%       15%        9%        0%        6%       16%   
 
110. What is a watershed? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 5%)        12%        4%        0%        5%        5%        4%        6%   
no answer            (35%)        27%       32%       42%       32%       41%       36%       33%   
a manmade shelter/sh ( 2%)        12%        0%        0%        0%        0%        1%        4%   
area drained natural (13%)        19%       16%        8%       23%        0%       13%       14%   
directs water        ( 3%)         0%        0%        4%        9%        5%        1%        6%   
manmade storage      (12%)        15%        0%       23%       14%        5%       14%        8%   
stores water         (30%)        15%       48%       23%       18%       45%       30%       29%   
 
111. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of your watershed to you. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1                    (10%)        12%        0%       19%        9%        9%       14%        4%   
10                   (18%)        19%       20%       23%       23%        5%       19%       18%   
2                    ( 6%)         8%        8%        4%        5%        5%        3%       10%   
3                    ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        4%   
4                    ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        5%        5%        1%        4%   
5                    ( 7%)         8%        4%        8%        5%       14%        4%       12%   
6                    ( 2%)        12%        0%        0%        0%        0%        4%        0%   
7                    ( 4%)         4%        8%        8%        0%        0%        3%        6%   
8                    (11%)        12%       12%        8%       14%        9%       11%       10%   
9                    ( 7%)         0%       12%        4%       18%        0%        9%        4%   
NA                   (31%)        19%       36%       27%       23%       50%       31%       29%   
 
112. Why did you give this rating? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 4%)        12%        0%        0%        5%        5%        4%        4%   
no answer            (46%)        35%       40%       54%       36%       68%       47%       45%   
conserve water       ( 7%)         4%        8%       15%        5%        5%        6%       10%   
control water        ( 7%)         8%        8%        4%       14%        5%        9%        6%   
do not have one      ( 2%)         4%        4%        0%        5%        0%        4%        0%   
don't think about it ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        5%        0%        4%   
environmental reason ( 5%)         8%       16%        0%        0%        0%        4%        6%   
important, necessary ( 7%)        15%        4%        4%        0%        9%        9%        4%   
not critical/importa ( 2%)         8%        0%        0%        0%        0%        0%        4%   
prevent flooding, da ( 9%)         4%        0%       12%       27%        5%        9%       10%   
source of water, ess ( 8%)         4%       16%       12%        9%        0%        9%        8%   
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113. Please name the watershed in which you live. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
Don Valley           ( 3%)         0%        0%       12%        5%        0%        3%        4%   
Humber River         ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        5%        3%        0%   
no answer            (73%)        77%       56%       85%       64%       82%       71%       75%   
Oak Ridges/Moraine   ( 6%)         0%        4%        0%       23%        5%        4%        8%   
Peel Region          ( 2%)         8%        0%        0%        0%        0%        1%        2%   
Rouge River          ( 8%)         0%       40%        0%        0%        0%        9%        8%   
micellaneous         ( 7%)        12%        0%        4%        9%        9%        9%        4%   
 

Rain Water Collection 
 
114. Would you consider collecting rainwater to be used for watering your lawn? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
No                   (18%)        27%       16%       12%       18%       18%       20%       16%   
Yes                  (82%)        73%       84%       88%       82%       82%       80%       84%   
 
115. Why or why not? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        0%        5%        0%        2%   
no answer            ( 1%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
acid rain            ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        5%        1%        2%   
already do it        ( 2%)         0%        0%        4%        5%        0%        0%        4%   
better for lawn & ga (20%)        27%       12%       15%       23%       23%       20%       20%   
good for environment ( 9%)         8%       20%        8%        5%        5%       11%        6%   
mosquitoes, West Nil ( 7%)        15%        8%        0%        9%        0%        7%        6%   
natural              ( 6%)         4%        0%       12%        5%        9%        7%        4%   
only if shortage     ( 1%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        0%        2%   
save energy          ( 3%)         0%        4%        4%        5%        5%        1%        6%   
save money           (28%)        23%       36%       42%       23%       14%       27%       29%   
save water           (40%)        35%       32%       42%       27%       64%       39%       41%   
too hard, complicate (10%)         8%        8%        8%       18%        9%       11%        8%   
 

Home Renovation 
 
116. Are you planning any home renovation projects in the next 12 to 24 months? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
No                   (42%)        50%       32%       38%       36%       55%       41%       43%   
no answer            ( 1%)         0%        0%        4%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
Yes                  (57%)        50%       68%       58%       64%       45%       57%       57%   
 
117. If yes, what type of renovation are you planning? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            (43%)        50%       32%       42%       36%       55%       43%       43%   
addition             ( 2%)         4%        0%        4%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
basement             (12%)        15%       20%        0%       14%       14%       13%       12%   
bathroom             (13%)        15%       16%       15%        9%        9%       19%        6%   
deck/patio           ( 8%)         8%       12%        8%        9%        5%       10%        6%   
driveway, garage     ( 5%)         0%        0%        4%       18%        5%        6%        4%   
fencing              ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        5%        0%        4%        0%   
flooring             ( 7%)         8%        8%       12%        9%        0%        3%       14%   
general              ( 5%)         8%        0%        8%        9%        0%        4%        6%   
kitchen              (11%)         8%        4%       12%       23%        9%       10%       12%   
landscaping _ front  ( 8%)         0%       12%        4%       14%       14%        7%       10%   
living room          ( 2%)         8%        0%        0%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
painting             ( 4%)         0%        8%        8%        5%        0%        6%        2%   
pool                 ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        5%        0%        3%        0%   
roofing              ( 3%)         0%        0%        4%        9%        5%        1%        6%   
walkways             ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        0%        5%        3%        2%   
windows              ( 2%)         0%       12%        0%        0%        0%        1%        4%   
 
118. Will you be using a professional contractor to complete the renovation? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
No                   (29%)        38%       24%       27%       27%       27%       34%       22%   
no answer            (40%)        46%       36%       42%       32%       45%       39%       43%   
Yes                  (31%)        15%       40%       31%       41%       27%       27%       35%   
 
120. If you were to renovate your home would you consider making energy conserving modifications to your home? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     (100%)      100%      100%      100%      100%      100%      100%      100%   
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121. Why or why not? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 4%)         4%        0%        8%        9%        0%        7%        0%   
no answer            ( 4%)        12%        0%        0%        0%        9%        6%        2%   
comfort              ( 2%)         0%        0%        0%        9%        0%        0%        4%   
future generations   ( 7%)         4%       12%        0%       14%        9%        9%        6%   
save energy          (31%)        19%       28%       12%       55%       50%       31%       31%   
save environment     (33%)        12%       52%       50%       18%       32%       31%       35%   
save money           (63%)        62%       60%       62%       64%       68%       63%       63%   
save water           ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        0%        5%        1%        2%   
 
122. What does a green roof mean to you? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 6%)         4%        8%        4%        9%        5%        4%        8%   
no answer            (31%)        38%       20%       27%       27%       45%       29%       35%   
conserves energy     (16%)         8%       12%       19%       18%       23%       16%       16%   
environment friendly ( 9%)         4%       12%       12%        9%        9%       10%        8%   
grass roof           ( 5%)         0%        8%        8%        0%        9%        9%        0%   
greenhouse           ( 5%)        12%        8%        4%        0%        0%        6%        4%   
living roof for ener ( 2%)         0%        4%        0%        9%        0%        3%        2%   
natural products     ( 4%)         8%        0%        4%        5%        5%        4%        4%   
roof garden          (14%)        12%       20%       15%       14%        9%       17%       10%   
solar panels         (12%)        15%       16%       15%        9%        5%       10%       16%   
store water          ( 2%)         0%        4%        4%        5%        0%        0%        6%   
 

Automobile Care and Use 
 
123. How many automobiles are there in your household? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
1                    (17%)        27%        8%       27%        9%       14%       19%       16%   
2                    (56%)        42%       60%       65%       59%       55%       54%       59%   
3                    (21%)        31%       16%        8%       32%       23%       26%       16%   
4                    ( 5%)         0%       16%        0%        0%        9%        1%       10%   
 
124. Please indicate how you wash your car. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
home driveway        (70%)        77%       56%       62%       68%       91%       71%       69%   
car wash             (53%)        23%       60%       42%       68%       77%       53%       53%   
 
125. Do you commute to work? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
No                   (15%)         8%       32%       12%       18%        5%       19%       10%   
Yes                  (85%)        92%       68%       88%       82%       95%       81%       90%   
 
126. If you do commute to work, what mode of transportation do you most frequently use? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
no answer            (12%)         8%       32%        4%        9%        5%       14%        8%   
bicycle              ( 1%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        0%        1%        0%   
personal auto        (78%)        77%       68%       69%       86%       91%       74%       82%   
car pool             ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        5%        0%        3%        2%   
public transit       (10%)        12%        0%       23%        5%        9%       10%       10%   
 
127. Why do you choose to use this mode of transportation to commute to work? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 4%)         0%        0%       15%        5%        0%        4%        4%   
no answer            (11%)         4%       28%        8%        9%        5%       13%        8%   
comfort              ( 7%)        12%        4%        4%        5%       14%        7%        8%   
less stressful       ( 2%)         4%        0%        4%        0%        0%        3%        0%   
need car for work    ( 6%)        12%        8%        0%        5%        5%        3%       10%   
pollution            ( 3%)         0%        0%       15%        0%        0%        4%        2%   
poor public transit  ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        9%        1%        4%   
save money, gas      ( 9%)         8%        0%       31%        5%        0%       10%        8%   
saves time, convenie (65%)        62%       64%       54%       77%       73%       67%       63%   
work close to home   ( 3%)         8%        0%        4%        5%        0%        4%        2%   
 
128. If a landscape advisory service with senior horticultural students was available free of charge from your 
municipality, would you use it? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 8%)         8%        4%       12%        9%        9%        6%       12%   
Yes                  (92%)        92%       96%       88%       91%       91%       94%       88%   
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129. Why or why not? 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
                     ( 1%)         0%        0%        0%        0%        5%        1%        0%   
no answer            ( 4%)         0%        0%        0%        5%       18%        6%        2%   
free, save money     (22%)         8%       32%       27%       36%        9%       21%       24%   
improve property, en ( 9%)         4%        8%       15%        5%       14%        6%       14%   
knowledge, expertise (64%)        73%       64%       58%       73%       55%       67%       61%   
not interested       ( 4%)         8%        4%        4%        5%        0%        3%        6%   
students gain experi (10%)        15%        8%        8%        9%        9%       11%        8%   
voluntary, DIY       ( 2%)         0%        0%        8%        0%        0%        1%        2%   

Evaluation 
 
130. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate your level of satisfaction with this session. 
                                B         M/U       NY/TO     T/RH      W/V       F         M          
10                   (31%)        19%       40%       35%       32%       27%       39%       20%   
5                    ( 2%)         4%        0%        0%        0%        5%        1%        2%   
6                    ( 5%)         0%        0%        4%        9%       14%        4%        6%   
7                    (10%)        12%        4%       19%        9%        5%        9%       12%   
8                    (32%)        38%       44%       15%       32%       32%       23%       45%   
9                    (21%)        27%       12%       27%       18%       18%       24%       16%   
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Demographics 
1.  In which municipality or city do you live? 
Brampton 21.5% (26/121) 
Markham/Unionville 20.7% (25/121) 
North York/Toronto 21.5% (26/121) 
Thornhill/Richmond Hill 18.2% (22/121) 
Woodbridge/Vaughn 18.2% (22/121) 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
2. Are you . . . 
Female 57.9% (70/121) 
Male 42.1% (51/121) 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
4. What is the age of your home? 
16 to 30 years 41.3% (50/121) 
31 or more years 24.8% (30/121) 
5 to 15 years 20.7% (25/121) 
Under 5 years 13.2% (16/121) 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
5. What is your age? 
25 to 44 38.0% (46/121) 
45 to 64 58.7% (71/121) 
65 to 74  3.3% (4/121) 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
6. What was the last year of education you completed? 
Less than High School  0.8% (1/121) 
College or Trade Certificate 34.7% (42/121) 
High School Grad 25.6% (31/121) 
University 38.8% (47/121) 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
7. What is your marital status? 
Divorced/Separated/Widowed 13.2% (16/121) 
Married/cohabitation 84.3% (102/121) 
Single  2.5% (3/121) 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
8. How many children live in your home? 
0 19.8% (24/121) 
1_2 65.3% (79/121) 
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3_4 14.0% (17/121) 
5+  0.8% (1/121) 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
10. On average, how many hours do you work for pay each week? 
No answer  0.8% (1/121)  
0  5.8% (7/121) 
1_15  3.3% (4/121) 
16_35 24.8% (30/121) 
36_50 62.0% (75/121) 
51+  3.3% (4/121) 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
11. On average, how many hours does your spouse work for pay each week? 
0 29.8% (36/121) 
1_15  0.8% (1/121) 
16_35 14.0% (17/121) 
36_50 52.1% (63/121) 
51+  3.3% (4/121) 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
12. Which of the following best represents your total household income? 
$100,000 or more 37.2% (45/121) 
$40,000 to 59,999 16.5% (20/121) 
$60,000 to 99,000 46.3% (56/121) 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
13. In which Country were you born? 
Belarus  0.8% (1/121) 
Canada 52.9% (64/121) 
China  0.8% (1/121) 
Czechoslovakia  1.7% (2/121) 
England  0.8% (1/121) 
Germany  1.7% (2/121) 
Greece  0.8% (1/121) 
Guyana  1.7% (2/121) 
Hong Kong  2.5% (3/121) 
India  2.5% (3/121) 
Italy  6.6% (8/121) 
Jamaica  9.1% (11/121) 
Latvia  0.8% (1/121) 
Nigeria  0.8% (1/121) 
Philippines  1.7% (2/121) 
Pakistan  0.8% (1/121) 
Former USSR/Russia  1.7% (2/121) 
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South Korea  0.8% (1/121) 
Sri Lanka  2.5% (3/121) 
Scotland  0.8% (1/121) 
Trinidad and Tobago  1.7% (2/121) 
Turkey  1.7% (2/121) 
Tanzania  0.8% (1/121) 
United States  2.5% (3/121) 
Uzbekistan  0.8% (1/121) 
Vietnam  0.8% (1/121) 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
14. What is your ethnic origin? 
American  0.8% (1/121) 
Asian  1.7% (2/121) 
Belgian  0.8% (1/121) 
Black  5.8% (7/121) 
British  4.1% (5/121) 
Chinese  3.3% (4/121) 
Canadian 14.9% (18/121) 
Czechoslovakian  0.8% (1/121) 
East Indian  3.3% (4/121) 
European  2.5% (3/121) 
Filipino  1.7% (2/121) 
German  2.5% (3/121) 
Greek  2.5% (3/121) 
Italian 21.5% (26/121) 
Jamaican  5.0% (6/121) 
Jewish  2.5% (3/121) 
Korean  0.8% (1/121) 
Macedonian  1.7% (2/121) 
Polish  1.7% (2/121) 
Russian  3.3% (4/121) 
South Asian  1.7% (2/121) 
Sri Lankan  1.7% (2/121) 
English/Scottish/Irish/Wales 14.9% (18/121) 
Vietnamese  0.8% (1/121) 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 

Home and Landscape 
 
15. What does your home mean to you? 
no answer  0.8% (1/121) 
castle, privacy 14.9% (18/121) 

my castle. a place to call my own. castle. palace. my kingdom where I can do what I like 
within the law. keep my belongings. my privacy. shelter. private. a place where I can be 
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me. my personal, private family space. shelter. lots of privacy. my house is my castle. my 
castle. privacy away from the world. castle. shelter for family.  

comfort 19.0% (23/121) 
Comfort. comfortable place. comfort. my comfort zone. comfort. cozy. warmth, comfort,. 
a place of comfort. comfort. a place of comfort. comfort. comfort. comfortable place. 
comfort. comfort. comfort. home, comfort. comfort. warmth. my place of comfort. 
comfort. comfort. comfortable living. comfort. comfort.  

entertainment, enjoy 10.7% (13/121) 
entertainment. a place to enjoy. my home is my vacation/enjoyment. a place to enjoy. 
place to welcome visitors. place of meeting. enjoyment. enjoy. friends. have good time. a 
place I enjoy staying at. a place to entertain. friends.  

everything 14.0% (17/121) 
everything. the best and I love. everything. dear to me. very special. everything. 
everything. everything. everything. everything. everything. the world. everything. 
everything. very important. everything to me. my everything. the most important place to 
me is my home.  

family 20.7% (25/121) 
family. family. the place where my loved ones are. family. place to raise my family. a 
place to leave to my children. family. family. family. family, love. family. place to hold 
together loved ones. place where fill with love and warmth. to enjoy with family 
members. share with family. love. love. place where I get together with my family. a 
place where my family lives. raise kids. my families face. home sweet home. family. 
watch the kids grow. family.  

happiness  4.1% (5/121) 
happiness. happiness. happy place. happiness. happy.  

investment  8.3% (10/121) 
investment. my life savings. investment. investment. investment. a form of investment. 
possession, an asset. financial security. investment. investment.  

living space 11.6% (14/121) 
base. a place to come home to, private. my space/ enjoy my life. live. a place to live. 
living space. space to move. a wonderful place to live. place to live. lots of space. where I 
live. a place to live. place to live. my personal space.  

miscellaneous  3.3% (4/121) 
growth. balance. trust. part of my life.  

peace  6.6% (8/121) 
peace. harmony. tranquility, peace. a place of peace. peace. peaceful. peace and quiet. a 
place of peace and quiet. my home means a peaceful place.  

pride  6.6% (8/121) 
pride and joy. pride. a sense of pride. pride. a place to pride. admire. pride. my pride, I 
designed it and built it. my pride and joy.  

relaxation 18.2% (22/121) 
relaxation. I can be inside/outside minding my own business, enjoying free time. a place 
to relax. relaxed. a place of relaxation. relaxation. my home to me is a place to relax and 
reduce stress. resting place. its where we relax. a place to relax after work. relax. rest. 
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relaxation. a place of relaxation. a place to relax. I love rest. place to relax. rest. relaxing. 
a place to relax. rest, put up your feet. a place to relax.  

sanctuary  9.9% (12/121) 
sanctuary. haven. sanctuary. refuge. sanctuary. my haven. sanctuary. sanctuary. quiet, 
sanctuary. a place of solace. sanctuary. a sanctum sanctorium. my sanctuary.  

security, safe 30.6% (37/121) 
security. safe. safe. safe zone. stability. stability. security. safety. security. my home is 
security. stability. security. security. security for me and my family. safe. security, place 
of safeness. safety. safety. security. security. security. safety. security. security. security. 
safety. safe. stability. safe. safe place. where I feel secure. stability. home is a place of 
safety. my safety. security. security. security. security. retirement. security. security.  

work, burden  2.5% (3/121) 
somtimes a burden. work. working on the home.  

 Total: 181.8% (220/121) 
 
16. What does your community mean to you? 
no answer  3.3% (4/121) 

. not very important. . .  
sense of belonging 14.9% (18/121) 

familiarity. togetherness. a place to belong. sense of belonging. a sense of belonging. a 
sense of belonging. place to belong. closeness. togetherness. familiarity. connection, 
belonging. my feeling of belonging. belonging. familiarity. togetherness. place to fit in. 
my social status. welcoming.  

business  2.5% (3/121) 
clients. business. local businesses.  

caring  9.1% (11/121) 
caring. help, helping. looking out for each other. happy to have neighbours who care 
about the area. caring people. ha! sharing. help our family to get better. lots of support to 
people within community. we are all there to help each other. team and caring. hopefully 
similar caring individuals.  

clean environment  8.3% (10/121) 
everything green. clean. beautiful place to live. trees. a clean environment. clean 
community. a good environment to raise children. environment. organized. clean.  

comfort  5.8% (7/121) 
a comfortable place to live. comfort. comfort in living. comfort level. comfort. comfort. 
live well.  

friends & neighbours 35.5% (43/121) 
communication with neighbours. friends. comradery, building relationships. friendly. 
good neighbours. friends. a group of friends/togetherness. neighbours. friendly. 
friendship. friendship, companionship. friendship. part of family/friends. friends. 
friendly. a place that all neighbour get along. it means community, welcomes everyone. 
friendly. neighbours. friendship. friends and neighbours who look after each other. center 
of communication of friends. friendship. friends. People I like and respect. neighbours, 
friendship. united and friendly. dependable, friendly. a well unified friendly group of 
people. friends. a gathering of various people of similar traits. a place where my child can 
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grow and make lasting friendships. multicultural. friends. a place with friends. family. 
people you meet from time to time. people that live with me in the same area. friends. a 
friendly and growing place to live. a friendly and growing place to live. a place where my 
family and friends are. friendship, family. a lot time my kids are being raised in my 
community. friends.  

fun, recreation  7.4% (9/121) 
an area to utilize for recreation. fun. fun. playgrounds. sports, activities. enjoyment. 
community gives me opportunity for different activities (swimming, hiking). where I 
play. keep my kid active. a place to enjoy off hours to shop, eat etc.  

happiness  2.5% (3/121) 
happy place, best neighbourhood in TO. happiness. a place to call home, where I can 
enjoy life in a variety of ways.  

involvement  2.5% (3/121) 
involvement. be an active member. awareness.  

peace & quiet  5.8% (7/121) 
quiet. peace of mind. a place of peace and quietness. peaceful. serenity, peace of mind. 
peace. relax.  

pride  5.0% (6/121) 
proud. pride. pride. pride. pride. individuals who are proud of their home.  

respect  1.7% (2/121) 
respect. respectful.  

safe 24.0% (29/121) 
safe. security. safe. environment in which my family can be safe. safety. safe 
environment for my children. my community to me is very sane/safe(?) and family 
oriented. safe. safe haven. safety. safe. safety. safe atmosphere. safe place to live. 
community should be safe. safe. security. safety. safety. safety. safe. safety. safety. safe. 
stability. safe place to live. safety. safe. safety.  

support & services  8.3% (10/121) 
support. school. range of support activities. a place where I can get all I need. my 
community is support for me. sharing resources, facilities, lifestyle. support and services. 
resourceful. convenience. to live in a community with all the ammenities.  

very important  7.4% (9/121) 
very important. my community is full of vigor, vitality. very important to me. somewhat 
everything. it is very important. very important. very important to me. very necessary, 
importance. I am an active community member and it means a lot to be a part of a good 
community.  

where I live  3.3% (4/121) 
good place to live. my surroundings. where I live. my homebase.  

 Total: 147.1% (178/121) 
 
17. What does your home's landscape mean to you? 
no answer  3.3% (4/121) 

 
 
beautiful 31.4% (38/121) 
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beauty. I appreciate having a front and backyard, full of plants/flowers. very nice and 
beautiful. I would like it looking beautiful. beauty. my home landscape to beautify my 
home. beautiful, elegant. the world needs to have beautiful flowers. beauty. beautiful 
flowers. beauty of the property. beauty. beauty. beauty. beautiful bed of roses. 
aesthetically pleasing. beautiful. an attractive inviting entrance. a visual pleasure. joy to 
look at and enjoy. it should be very beautiful. a place to work at and beautify, receive 
compliments. beautify the home. beauty. beauty. art. pretty. adds beauty to property. 
attractive, decorative. pleasing to my eye, spirit, aesthetic. beautiful surroundings to the 
house. art. beauty. aesthetically nice to look at. beauty. something to make my house look 
beautiful. like to see grass, flowers etc. beauty, appealing.  

colourful  5.8% (7/121) 
everything should be green. colourful. greenery. colour. lots of greenery, nature very 
important. colourful surroundings. colourful.  

curb appeal  4.1% (5/121) 
have curb appeal. curb appeal, 1st impression. inviting. symbol to passerby. a plact to 
compliment my house.  

investment value  2.5% (3/121) 
value for house. value. brings the home value up.  

joy, pleasure  5.0% (6/121) 
happy place. pleasure. joy. pleasure. joy. a source of joy.  

miscellaneous  5.8% (7/121) 
confidence. a presentable appearance. add an element to the decor of your home. 
completeness. addition to the house. low maintenance. privacy.  

neat & clean 10.7% (13/121) 
must be neat. love to see it well maintained. represents neatness. well groomed. landscape 
should be neat and clean. appearance and neatness. well groomed. clean and neat. not so 
important, as long as no weed and tidy. presentable, should look nice. good clean looks. 
neat. important to be kept tidy and clean.  

negatives  2.5% (3/121) 
aggravation. frustration. excess money spent. right now minimum.  

passtime, entertainment  7.4% (9/121) 
entertainment. space for kids to play. passtime, enjoyment. passtime. a place to enjoy. 
place for kids to play. enjoyment. fun time. gardening.  

pride, achievement 13.2% (16/121) 
achievement. reward. satisfaction. pride. sense of accomplishment. pride in appearance 
around my home. I have pride in what my landscape looks like. my trophy. pride. look of 
pride an taking care of home. source of pride. makes me feel proud. we take pride in it. 
pride. pride of ownership. pride. sense of pride.  

reflection of me 16.5% (20/121) 
an impression of the hearts behind the doors. relection of who I am. represent me (from 
how it looks). somewhere I can dress up. the appearance of my integrity. its the dressing 
for the home. individuality, separation from the rest. reflection of our community. 
reflection of ourselves. it indicates the type of people that live inside. creative expression. 
how the house is respected and cared for. character. extension of myself and wife. a 
personal statement of who we are. my image to the world outside. my landscape is very 
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very important to me as it is a relection of me and my family. personal expression, 
freedom to plant diverse type of trees, etc. my decorative side. extension of home/work 
ethic of owner.  

relaxing, sanctuary 10.7% (13/121) 
peace, tranquility. refuge. relaxing environment. sanctuary. creates a calm feeling. 
serenity peaceful place away from danger. it gives me shelter from the sun. peaceful 
feeling. relaxing to sit in the backyard. calming. relaxation. relaxing. relaxation. a visual 
escape from my basement.  

very important  9.1% (11/121) 
important as it is a reflection of me. very good. very important outlook of house. very 
important. plants a priority. very important. very important. very important, (everything). 
everything. landscape to means everything, it tells the neighbourhood you live in. very 
important, it is the character of my home. very important.  

warmth, comfort  3.3% (4/121) 
warmth. comfort. comfort. comfort.  

welcoming  0.8% (1/121) 
welcoming.  

work  4.1% (5/121) 
needs work. hopefully easy maintenance. feel like home, attract to my kids to live in. 
work. work.  

 Total: 136.4% (165/121) 
 
18. Rate the importance of your home's landscape.  Where 1 is low and 10 is high. 
10 23.1% (28/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 
10. 10. 10. 10.  

3  0.8% (1/121)3.  
5  5.8% (7/121) 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.  
6  5.0% (6/121) 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.  
7 16.5% (20/121) 

7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  
8 27.3% (33/121) 

8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.  
9 20.7% (25/121) 

9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9.  
NA  0.8% (1/121)  
 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   8.2 (983/120), Mode: 8 
 
19. Why did you give this rating? 
$ value  5.0% (6/121) 

value. increases the value of our home. evaluation $ to your property. increases the price 
of the house. adds value. it fixes the value of the property.  

no answer  0.8% (1/121) 
.  
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beauty, appearance 32.2% (39/121) 
beauty, eye catching. important but not a primary factor. I love to see a beautiful garden. 
beautifies area, visual enjoyment. supports and attracts attention, visual appeal. it gives 
good look to the house. want it to look nice for myself and neighbours. I want my home 
to look good outside as well as inside. appearance around my home. attract to everyone 
pay attention. it is very beautiful. the appearance is important. thing of beauty. it is very 
beautiful. I believe that is add beauty. I always wanted a lovely garden. like to have my 
home look good. to make the house lovelier. because when it look good so does home. 
landscape adds beauty. because I like my house to look nice on first seeing it. I love to 
garden and the rest of the street is beautiful and clean. I like my property to look good. it 
is important for the overall look of the home. beauty. makes the house look nice (w 
flowers, trees and grass). to add outdoor beauty to the home and to the street. appearance 
and status of any home. curb appeal. enjoy appearance of property. like it to look good, 
pride adds colour. pride of appearance. beauty. makes the home look more presentable. 
important because it makes my house look nice. much like dressing up for an event, gotta 
look good. because I like to improve the outdoor look of my house. make house look 
good. because looks and neatness are important.  

cost & time  2.5% (3/121) 
it is expensive to maintain. thats where I spend a lot of time at home. spent money and 
effort.  

enjoy garden, nature, peace 15.7% (19/121) 
the gardens give me peace. being in touch with nature is critical to my well being. so I 
can sit in garden and enjoy. landscape=nature=very important. nice to have big 
front/backyard in a big city, love the lawn, flowers. I like that way. part of our life. 
something to nurture. I like a well kept landscape. I'm a gardener, have a home daycare 
and the childrenlove to be outside as I do. spend time outside, and want a pleasant 
atmosphere. it makes me feel good. it needs to be relaxing so I can enjoy it after work or 
on weekends. I live in a home for greenery and space around me. enjoyment. peace. I like 
to enjoy the outside surroundings also. enjoyment of plants, trees, flowers, satisfaction 
and pleasure to see things grow. it allows me enjoy the house. I love to be outside and 
enjoy gardening.  

happy, satisfied  5.0% (6/121) 
Satisfied with my landscape but still need more work to be done.. very happy with it. it 
makes me happy. I like the landscape. I really liked the job we did, what we planted. like 
to see a well maintained landscape.  

important, but not #1 11.6% (14/121) 
my landscape needs work but it is not the most important thing about my home. don't 
need anything fancey, decent grass, tree and some other plants or flowers enough. it is not 
super important but also is important. very important, but other thing do come first. 
important but not extremely so. not obsessive or preoccupied with it. small landscaped 
area. 10 for me means `all out', all money can buy. 8 is my current state of ability to 
landscape importance. it is not that important. it comes after certain others basics but still 
important to how you feel about your space. its nice to have but I am too busy to keep it 
perfect. it is not the most important part of my household to me. inside is higher 
important, only spend a little time outside, no time to smell the flowers. giving 10 means 
too much work.  
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miscellaneous  5.0% (6/121) 
because I dont need beautify the grass. I dislike gardening due to a bad experience. I grew 
up in a city, I do care very much about landscaping. guests feel welcome. the backyard. 
did not do much to landscape.  

more to do  6.6% (8/121) 
the reason for this we still have more stuff to do with landscape. because its important to 
me but also required a lot of time to keep up. there are things I would like to change, not 
happy with. it is a work in progress, hoping to improve. some improvement could be 
made. needs work. my home landscape is good but there is always room for 
improvement. its fair, I need improvements.  

neat & clean  5.0% (6/121) 
its important to me because of taking time to make it look nice. cleanliness. kept and 
maintain home, keep away bugs. to see neatness. very import to be clean. its nice.  

part of my home  9.1% (11/121) 
because landscape is as important as home, it is home. because part of the house. I always 
like what I see outside before I go inside. home is everything. it is something that is 
always at the forefront, first impression. its the first impression of your home thats 
presented to others. home is everything to come home to. finishes the look of 
property/house. it is a major part of the house/home. its part of the house, should be nice. 
it sets the tone for the house and inhabitants.  

proud of it  4.1% (5/121) 
I'm proud of it. pride. pride of ownership. gives status. pride.  

reflection of owner  9.9% (12/121) 
the land and appearance say something about the owner. because it reflects the pride I 
take in my home and family. reflects care. if it looks loog it will make people think the 
inside looks good as well, people would want to have a house like it. reflection of 
yourself. it is important, an extension of ourselves. I think the look of your home shows 
that you care where you live and how you live. my property is an expression of me. it 
relects who I am to the outside world. it reflects who we are and what we are about on the 
inside. the landscaping is a reflection of myself. how our homes look represents the 
community.  

safe, comfortable  2.5% (3/121) 
comfortable. away from most crime and busy area, feels safe. gives comfort.  

 Total: 114.9% (139/121) 
 
20. What are the three most important aspects of your home's landscape? 
  4.1% (5/121) 

fertilize. bug free (no bees or mosquitos). compliments. number and size of windows. .  
appearance 24.0% (29/121) 

look. presentation. curb appeal. aesthetically pleasing (curb appeal). appearance. beauty. 
appearance. the looks. appearance. appearance. how it will look year round. 
attractiveness. beauty. appearance (curb appeal). attractiveness. look good. visually 
impressive. curb appeal. some beautification of ground. appearance. adequately decorated 
with plants,trees, flowers. beauty. attractiveness. suitable to home/syle. appearance. 
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aesthetically pleasing. conforms to style of house. looks attractive. it should be attractive 
(within reason). beauty.  

backyard  1.7% (2/121) 
backyard. backyard.  

bushes & shrubs 11.6% (14/121) 
shrubs. bushes. shrubs. shrubs. shrubs. shrubs. tall shrubs in addition to the fence. shrubs 
to offset the house. nice shrubbery. shrubs. bushes. bushes_for some privacy. trimmed 
bushes. shrubbery.  

colour 19.0% (23/121) 
color. bright colours. colourful. color. colourful blooms. colour. always green. color. 
colourful. green. colours. green. colourful. lots of color. greenery. color. colors. colour. 
colourful. diverse colours. colour. color_floral. color. color. greenery (front yard).  

design, organization 24.0% (29/121) 
unique design. contrast textures. soothing lines. level and clear. design. layout. the 
decorate/design. rocks in a pattern. design. level property. accesibility around house. even 
turane. function. continuity, clean lines of sight. good and very well laid out garden. light 
for landscape. landscaping. planning, organization. balance. practicality. the lighting 
around my gardens. design, well balanced to surroundings. the design of the beds. 
textures. frontage. decorated space and organized. accessories. architecture. design. easy 
flow for the eye. organization. well planted.  

driveway  9.1% (11/121) 
driveway. driveway. driveway. driveway (interlock). my driveway. the brickwork in the 
driveway. driveway. driveway. concrete. driveway. driveway.  

enjoyment  2.5% (3/121) 
enjoyment, both maintaining & relaxing. time spent characters(?). enjoying space.  

exclusive, quality  5.8% (7/121) 
maturing everyday. money spent on it. quality. how up to date it is. exclusiveness. away 
from pollution. upgrades the value. unusual.  

feeling it evokes  4.1% (5/121) 
whimsical. feeling it evokes. feel good. hominess. calming feeling.  

flowers 38.0% (46/121) 
fragrant flowers. flowering plants. good flowerbeds. flowers_ love how they look and 
smell. flowers for beauty. flowers. flower beds. flowers. flowers. decorate with flower 
around the house. flowers with bright colours. my flowers garden. beautiful blooming 
roses. beautiful flowers. roses. flowers. flowers. not too many flowers. colourful flowers. 
backyard flower box. source of flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. 
flowers. flowers. annual flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. seasonal flowering. 
flower. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. colourful flowers. flowering plants. flowers. 
flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers.  

garden  5.0% (6/121) 
garden. garden. garden. garden. nice garden. the up keep of the garden.  

healthy  4.1% (5/121) 
healthy looking. good soil. healthy vegetation. healthy lawn. plants look healthy.  

large  5.0% (6/121) 
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large backyard for kids to play. should be spacious. space. space_to call my own. not too 
crowded. make my property look bigger. space.  

lawn, grass 35.5% (43/121) 
green grass. nice lawn. well groomed lawns. lawn, love mowing and laying on lawn. 
grass. grass. lawn. front lawn, well groomed and green. lawn. lawn. grass. front yard 
(grass). cut the lawn. water the grass. my grass lawn. green lawn. grass. green grass. 
grass. green grass. lawn. good grass (no weeds). grass is green and lush. good soft grass. 
grass_ properly groomed. grass. grass is nicely trimmed. grass. good green grass. grass. 
cut grass. grass. grass cutting. green lawn. grass green and lush. nice lawn. grass. grass. 
neat lawn. grass is green. my grass. grass. green grass. lawn.  

low maintenance  5.0% (6/121) 
low maintenance. drought resistant. easy to maintain. ease of maintenance. ease of 
maintenance. little maintenance. low maintenance.  

nature  4.1% (5/121) 
nature (attracts nature). vegetation to support wildlife. surgae, what the land was 
previously. promote natural setting. nature.  

neat & tidy 24.0% (29/121) 
tidiness. neat and tidy. neatly kept. cleanliness. neat and trim. neatly cut lawn. always 
clean and neat. neatness. clean. well maintained. cleanness. well maintained. bushes kept 
neat and trimmed. maintained. maintenance. how well it is groomed. clean. neatness. 
clean. well groomed. free of garbage. well maintained. clean. cleanliness. neatness. 
tidiness. well groomed. green and trimmed. neatness. clean environment. it should look 
neat. it should be clean. clean. tidy. well kept.  

no answer  3.3% (4/121) 
. . . .  

no weeds  3.3% (4/121) 
free of weed. no weeds. no weeds. no weeds.  

patio  5.0% (6/121) 
patio. the hard landscaping ie. stonework, deck. interlocking leisure deck. patio. patio. 
patio.  

plants  6.6% (8/121) 
nice plants. less lawn, more perennial planting. plants. plants. plant. the plants 
themselves. plants. plants.  

pond, water  2.5% (3/121) 
pond. fountain with little boy peeing on fish. pool w stone deck.  

private  5.8% (7/121) 
privacy. fence. privacy. security. private. privacy. allow privacy. bushes_for some 
privacy.  

relaxing  4.1% (5/121) 
relaxing. place to relax. place to relax. relaxing. comfort.  

rocks  1.7% (2/121) 
rocks, pebbles. stones.  

shade  1.7% (2/121) 
shade. shade.  
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trees 26.4% (32/121) 
well groomed trees. trees _oversized trees, welcome birds and squirrels,. trees. trees, 
healthy lush and well pruned. tree. trees. nice trees. matured trees. mature trees. trees. lots 
of trees. trees. trees (fruit). trees. trees. trees. trees. the size of trees. trees. trees. tree. 
trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. trees.  

variety, diversity  4.1% (5/121) 
variety. quality, quantity in arrangement. diversity. variety. variety of 
plants/flowers/trees.  

vegetables  3.3% (4/121) 
vegetables. vegetables. vegetables. veg garden.  

walkway  4.1% (5/121) 
nice walkway. front path garden. walkway/steps. walkways. walkway to front door.  

welcoming  4.1% (5/121) 
welcoming place for friends and family. welcoming. inviting. friendly, safe environment. 
inviting.  

 Total: 302.5% (366/121) 
 
21. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of trees to your landscape. 
10 33.1% (40/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10++. 10. 10. 
10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.  

2  2.5% (3/121) 
2. 2. 2.  

3  0.8% (1/121) 
3.  

4  3.3% (4/121) 
4. 4. 4. 4.  

5  5.8% (7/121) 
5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.  

6 10.7% (13/121) 
6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.  

7 14.9% (18/121) 
7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  

8 11.6% (14/121) 
8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.  

9 16.5% (20/121) 
9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9.  

NA  0.8% (1/121) 
.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   8.0 (956/120), Mode: 10 
 
22. Why did you give this rating? 
  1.7% (2/121) 

is there already. wind protection.  
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no answer  1.7% (2/121) 
. .  

appearance, beauty 35.5% (43/121) 
love appearance. beautiful. trees make a home look more established and more 
comfortable. a neighbourhood is nicer when there are trees around, preferable older and 
larger. sometimes trees look good, but not too many is necessary or it looks 
overbearing/crowded. the tree makes it beautiful. it lifts the appearance. looks. beauty of 
the yearly change (colour) and wind brushing(?). I like to see the nice dancing leaves. 
trees, give a lot of greenery to the area. atmosphere. beautify the home. trees inhance the 
look. they look great. they add beauty. attractive. pleasant surroundings. for color. they 
add to the overall look of the premises. beauty. natural beauty. visually impressive. 
beauty. enhances the house and community. it softens the landscape of brick and mortar 
homes. appearance. does not look bare. looks matter to some degree. shape, 
attractiveness. beauty. trees are nice. general appearance. beauty. gives a homey 
atmosphere. establishes a `home' feeling, we've been here a whil. I like the way trees 
look. scored as a center of attention. good look on landscaping. trees give the home a 
more lived in look. provides green. beauty to a home. trees are beautiful. appealing to the 
eye, beauty.  

attract wildlife  5.8% (7/121) 
home for the wildlife/birds. birds, squirrels. In my area trees contribute to a lot of 
squirrels. attracts birds. creates wildlife. a home for animals. trees attract birds.  

clean air  9.1% (11/121) 
they provide oxygen. trees are important for air. trees are very important for the 
atmosphere. clean air. fresh air. oxygen. clean the air. tree brings good air. oxygen. trees 
clear the air. helps clean the air.  

cool, save energy  4.1% (5/121) 
because it keeps my home cool. keeps the house cool. helps to keep cooling costs down. 
with a couple trees in front of house, it makes the heat cool down. saves on energy.  

design, structure 16.5% (20/121) 
architectureal. mature trees make a garden. trees enhance the character of the land. adds 
additional depth to our landscape. because we use many of them in our landscaping. 
character. because they give structure and balance. trees set off the perimeter of the 
property. trees change the whole look of the house and landscape. balance of 
surroundings. I love my trees. they were specifically chosen for the areas they have been 
planted in. deliniate property. because trees are the backbone of the overall design. for 
some off set with rest. they are the basis of the landscape. a good feature. foundation to 
build around. trees make great landscape. blends everything in with the rest of 
landscaping. like furniture, integral piece of home.  

feels good  6.6% (8/121) 
evokes cozy feeling. feel the need for some trees. it makes me feel good. I feel good 
when I sit outside. calming effect on viewing. love a mature area and healthy trees. 
sounds of rustling leafs. it gives relaxing feel.  

fruit  4.1% (5/121) 
fruits. fruit trees add to the variety. give me fruits. gives fruit. fruits.  

good for environment  9.1% (11/121) 
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environmentally sound landscaping strategy. environmentally good. trees are important 
for environment. very important for the environment. good for environment. its healthy to 
have tree. trees are very important to the environment. important to the environment. 
trees necessity for environment. better for environment. soil stability.  

negatives  7.4% (9/121) 
I don't like many trees. my trees are too big for the property, blocks sun. don't like to pick 
up leaves, trimming. I like open spaces. I'm not really into trees (although there are a few 
I might be interested). not as important to me, too much shade and roots cause damage to 
house. don't like trees in front of house, only in backyard. not always the way to go. not 
important.  

not a focus  7.4% (9/121) 
small tree for a little height. only one tree, needs replacing soon. diminishing resource. 
my lot is 50 x 50 and too many trees would look awful. my house has more bushes than 
trees. I only have 4_5 trees that need maintenance so they are not a focus. I do not have 
very large backyard. do not think that trees should not overpower the look. inside is rated 
higher, spend most time inside, no time to smell roses.  

privacy  6.6% (8/121) 
will give privacy. offers privacy. privacy. a place to hang my hammock. we have a lot of 
trees which provide privacy. privacy. privacy. privacy. trees create a sense of privacy and 
distinctiveness.  

shade 36.4% (44/121) 
shade. shade. shade. provide shade. shade. it can either protect the shade. shade, 
protection against the sun and UV rays. provides shade. shade. it gives shade. trees are 
important for shade. because the tree brings shade to the outdoors. just need one tree for a 
shade in the summer, need to remember fall all the leaves drop. shade. trees give shade. 
give shade. provides shade. shade. trees provide shade. shade. shade. shade. need them 
for shade. shade. it is good to sit under the tree (shade) in summer. provides shade. trees 
make shade. add shade. trees add shade, low to high. a little bit of shade. provide shade. 
shade. shade. give shade to the house. provides shade. shade. important for protection 
from the sun. shade. more shade. to add shade. Gives shade. shade. shade. trees add 
shade.  

very important, life  8.3% (10/121) 
life. I have big trees. landscape is very important for a home. trees are very hearty, garden 
and grass need more care. trees are very important for the existence of human. and bring 
life to the property. I need to be surrounded by nature. because trees for me means life. 
add natural touch. I love trees.  

 Total: 160.3% (194/121) 
 

Paved Surfaces 
 
23. How much of your home's landscape is comprised of paved or concrete surfaces (such 
as a driveway or walkway)? 
1/2 to 2/3  6.6% (8/121) 
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1/4 or less 76.9% (93/121) 
 
1/4 to 1/2 14.9% (18/121) 
 
Greater than 2/3  1.7% (2/121) 
 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
24. On a scale from 1 to 10,rate the importance of your paved or concrete driveway. 
1  5.0% (6/121) 

0. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.  
10 14.0% (17/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.  
2  1.7% (2/121) 

2. 2.  
3  4.1% (5/121) 

3. 3. 3. 3. 3.  
4 12.4% (15/121) 

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4.  
5 15.7% (19/121) 

5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.  
6 12.4% (15/121) 

6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.  
7  5.8% (7/121) 

7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  
8 20.7% (25/121) 

8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.  
9  7.4% (9/121) 

9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9.  
NA  0.8% (1/121) 

n/a.  
 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   6.4 (770/120), Mode: 8 
 
25. Why did you give this rating? 
no answer  3.3% (4/121) 

. not sure. . .  
appearance, curb appeal 14.0% (17/121) 

its the pathway to my home, makes it inviting. adds to home appeal, feeling. it is part of 
the curb appeal to my house. Important for the driveway to look good, It could make or 
break the outside appearance of the home. most of all it looks better. because the 
driveway is at the front of house, first impression. looks in appearance. again, 
appearance. to match the rest of the landscape. to have a finished look. it sets the mood 
for the rest of the landscaping. this is a face of the house. it give nice appearance to the 
house, but no time to take care and too expensive to change. driveway should be 
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sufficiently attractive, it doesn't take away from the house look. adds value to home and 
eye pleasing. good looking driveway ties in with landcaping. provides value to home.  

don't have one  0.8% (1/121) 
don't have a paved driveway.  

functional 19.8% (24/121) 
easy to empty car. functional, practical use, not aesthetically key. driveway, must be 
functional/not cosmetic. it was not nice or fancy. safer to walk. the areas that are concrete 
needs it there. just a space to walk. driveway paved only because it came with the house. 
does not create a place to utilize enjoyment. although functional, it is not a focus of our 
landscaping. has to be functional, not necessarily decorative. it is a small part of the 
landscape. It is unattractive, for function only. path to walk. its just functionable. 
protecting the cars to get into the garage. it is used everyday. because the driveway may 
or may not be a part of the overall landscape design. I don't feel that one necessarily 
looks at the driveways as much as the gardening. purely based on income availability. 
purely functional rather than decorative, low maintenance and low cost. I need more 
space too small. necessary but not beauty. simple cheap. easy maintenance. not an 
expense priority.  

keep clean & tidy 14.9% (18/121) 
clean look. driveways should be smooth, free of bumps. I don't like working on stones, I 
think the house looks nicer. keep away mud. I like maintenance free driveway, clean. neat 
and clean. should be clean. practical reason  re rain (I don't want mud). concrete is more 
durable and easier to maintain. to provide a parking place free from soil. easy to shovel. 
paving needs to be in good shape to match the rest of landscaping. can park on driveway 
and walk to fzo(?) without dirting shoes. provided it is clean. easy to shovel in winter, 
keep clean in summer. add character and neatness. concrete is very tidy. make the home 
look clean.  

need to park car/s 32.2% (39/121) 
needs to park the cars. only to park the car. I am able to park 4 card, avoiding parking on 
road. no parking allowed on street, convenient to get something out of the car. easy 
parking. need somewhere for vehicles, yours and guests. paved driveway helps me to 
park the car. for my car. we have a large family when everyone comes home, and need 
the parking space. two cars beside each other. need place to park (no garage), but it's not 
`pretty'. make the driveway bigger, more parking spots. needed for parking. it is good for 
the vehicle. viewed as a place to park my car. the driveway is for one vehicle. just needed 
to park the cars on. needed for car. does not provide recreational use, only to park cars. 
because the cars have to be off the streets. I need a place to park, but I do not care for 
paving. need the ability to opark at least 2 cars side by side. parking vehicles. park the 
cars. a driveway is necessary for parking my vehicle. for the parking. driveway is just 
somewhere to park the cars. somewhere to park your car, does not add to appearance. to 
park more cars than 2. secure for card, no maintenance. should consider parking vehicle. 
do need to park my cars somewhere. the driveway is only needed to park my cars. 1 car, 
1 driveway, need to park car, single driveway. only enough to park cars. it is a place to 
park a car only. useless space except to park. it only a driveway to park cars on. its 
important to be able to park for us and our visitors.  

not important  9.1% (11/121) 
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it is OK. not that important, but part of the property when purchased. driveway is not 
very important. it is not that important to the overall look. it is not a important issue for 
me. its just a driveway! were cars can leak oil. my driveway is on side of house, can't see 
it head on. not important since its on the side, but don't want it to look neglected. not that 
important. colour ie, grass, trees, more important to me. its just a driveway.  

prefer interlock  5.8% (7/121) 
I prefer interlocking stone. I don't like paved driveway or concrete, I prefer interlock. do 
not like the look at present, but funds do not permit and interlocking driveway. driveway 
is interlock. not high priority/interlock is almost permanent. I do not like asphalt 
driveway I like interlock driveway. I like interlocking I do not like concrete.  

prefer natural  5.0% (6/121) 
was and existing when I bought, I prefer natural landscape. prefers more greenery. I 
prefer a more natural setting. love more green space, natural surroundings. concrete takes 
away from a homey fee, too industrial, cookie cutter. too much is no good.  

used for play  1.7% (2/121) 
kids have full usage for sports. play space.  

very important  4.1% (5/121) 
driveway is very important for the home. because it pathway to my home, car. its must to 
have in the house. very important because it directly ties into landscaping. it is prominent 
front and center but not easy to change or expensive.  

 Total: 110.7% (134/121) 
 
26. Briefly describe how you clean your driveway and walkways. 
  2.5% (3/121) 

topcoat on driveway. occasionally bug be gone and weed killer. pull out any weeds.  
don't  2.5% (3/121) 

we don't ...mother nature takes care of it for us. rarely clean driveway. I don't clean my 
driveway.  

shovel snow  8.3% (10/121) 
shovelling. in winter_ shovel. shovel at winter. shovel. shovel snow in the winter. shovel 
in winter. use plow in winter. winter snow removal with snow removal services. shovel. 
shovel the snow.  

snow blower  0.8% (1/121) 
snowblower.  

sweep, brush 59.5% (72/121) 
sweep. sweep often. sweep. sweep with broom, manually remove weeds. sweep. 
sweeping. sweep. broom. broom. sweep with broom. sweep. broom. dry sweep. by 
manually and also annually for the driveway. broom. sweep. sweep. most of the time, I 
use a coarse broom. sweep them for leaves, etc. broom or wait for rainfall. keep cleaning 
everyday. first use a brush or broom to sweep. by sweeping. sweep it occasionally. hose it 
down after sweeping. brush and water. power washer or sweep. I sweep, with broom. 
sweep and wash with water. with water, sweeping. with broom, and/or water hose. sweep 
it and then hose it down. sweep, then garden hose, maybe a degreaser. sweeping after 
lawnmowing. sweep. sweep the walkways, nothing on driveway. sweep with brooms. 
sweep and wash with hose. powerwash and sweep with a broom. soap (laundry soap), 
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brush and hose. use hose and brush and friendly, environmentally cleaner, also remover 
of oil. sweep or water. sweeping. sweep and rarely hose down. sweep. sweep. clean with 
broom. sweep with a broom. sweep. sweeping. sweep occasionally. sweeping. sweep. 
sweep. with a broom. sweeep. sweep. broom. broom. hose and with a broom. water hose 
and broom. I sweep and I wash with a hose. broom, spray hose and air blower. wash with 
water and sweep with broom. use a broom, rarely use the hose. water and brush. sweep. 
broom. wash with hose, sweep when dry. water/broom. sweep and hose down. sweeping 
with a broom.  

vaccum or blower  5.0% (6/121) 
shopvac. sweep or blow them, shovel in winter. sometimes leafblower. blower. blower. 
broom, spray hose and air blower.  

wash 81.0% (98/121) 
wash with water and brush. hose, water pressure. hose them down. power washer, and 
green clean once a year. clean it with water. sometimes water. power washer. once in a 
while hose down. pressure wash. hose. weekly with water. water spray. with a hose and 
water. power hose. hose. water, hose. a hose. power wash. sometimes pressure washer. 
driveway almost never/ walkway patiostone power washer to get weeds out. spray water 
(compresser). then spray with water. I clean my driveway and walkway by washing. 
washing it. wash it down with a hose. water hose wash. hose it down after sweeping. hose 
them with water. brush and water. by hosing it down. power washer or sweep. hose down 
with avon bubble bath. using water hose when needed. just water down with hose. sweep 
and wash with water. with water, sweeping. hose it up. with broom, and/or water hose. 
sweep it and then hose it down. sweep, then garden hose, maybe a degreaser. wash with a 
pressure washer. occasional wash. occasionally with water. sweep and wash with hose. 
powerwash and sweep with a broom. soap (laundry soap), brush and hose. sweep or 
water. washing after (rain) storm. hose it down with water. with power washer. wash with 
water from hose. spray water. with power hose. high pressure machine which I own. 
power wash. water with hose. power wash. concrete, water hose. occasional hose down. 
lots of water. wash with hose. with hose. power washer. hose down. with a soap solution 
and gently powerwash. with a pressure washer. use high power washer. hose down. use 
water sometimes. with power hose. a hose. with a hose and soap. hose. powerwash. hose. 
hose (watering). hose with water. in summer hose down. power wash. hose and with a 
broom. water hose and broom. I sweep and I wash with a hose. broom, spray hose and air 
blower. hose with water. hose, twice a year. wash with water and sweep with broom. 
power washer. water and brush. with the water hose. wash with hose, sweep when dry. 
with hose and water. hose them down. water/broom. power wash. water and soap. hose 
down driveway. sweep and hose down. regular hose.  

 Total: 159.5% (193/121) 
 

Your Lawn 
 
27. What does your lawn mean to you? 
  5.0% (6/121) 
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interest and nice to have. part of the backyard. it means its part of the structure of the 
house. you could walk on it. joy. value to home, provide a white kept look.  

ambivalent, negative  7.4% (9/121) 
not as important as garden planting, trees trying to minimize `green desert`. doesn't mean 
much to me. frustration trying to keep it weed free and green. every year I am increasing 
garden and decreasing grassy area. it is not beautiful. green space as close to nature as 
possible. its just there, I don't care for it. it is not a priority, want it to look attractive but 
not perfectly manicured. it is a part of the house but not the most important part.  

beauty 18.2% (22/121) 
Beautify the home. appearance. softens the area around house. looks beautiful. front lawn 
gives home a better overall appearance. having a nice appearance from the street. it 
produces the backdrop of my flower bed. I need beautiful lawn. its the part of the house 
that beautifies the house. dressing for home. it gives shape to the flower beds. beautiful. 
nice compliment to the house. adds to the landscape. the canvas to which our home is 
built on. enjoy looking at it. beauty. beauty. foundation of good landscaping. pretty look 
to the house. I like the look of green grass. I enjoy a beautiful green lawn. harmony.  

clean  4.1% (5/121) 
cleanliness. lawn gives the house nice look. important to be neat. clean appearance. 
cleanliness.  

comfort, relaxation  9.9% (12/121) 
a great smelling place to sit. comfortable place to relax. a refuge from concrete jungle. 
somewhere to sit and enjoy the outdoors. The back lawn is a soothing place for 
relaxation. pleasant to walk in bare feet, my dog likes to lie in it. Feels like home. 
tranquility. to use and enjoy sitting and do barbeque with family. comfort, calmness. 
enjoyment to sit outside. peaceful. comfort. relaxing. comfort.  

first impression, reflection  7.4% (9/121) 
reflects the homeowner, so a lot. sets off the house, says something about homeowner if 
not cared for. one of the first things that people observe, keep up with the Jones. 
important for first appearance sets off house, greenscape. reflection of person, when 
neglecte compare to neighbouring lawns, I'm embarassed. first impression of our home. 
`first impression' like hair is to a face. relates to your character. an extension of my inside 
and reflection of me and how I care about things.  

green  5.8% (7/121) 
its important to be green as possible without overwatering. a place that is green. a green 
space, nature. green carpet, nice backdrop to my beautiful house. green. green. colour.  

healthy  2.5% (3/121) 
a healthy life. healthy environment. healthy.  

kids to play  9.1% (11/121) 
safe place for the kids to play. green and lush to walk/play on. safe for kids and pets. area 
for kids to play in. somewhere for children to play. green bed of grass for my kids to 
play. great place for kids to play. green space for play. adds an area for playing. expanse, 
place for children and animals to play (mostly). place to have fun with family. play for 
children.  

like a fairway 19.8% (24/121) 
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a lot of green. clean look of front yard. it provides green space and curb appeal. I love 
looking at it, walking barefoot on it, mowing it, love green. I like it green, so that its been 
looked after. lawn gives a nice look to the house. I like it to be free of weeds. I think it 
shoul be green and short. I like it looking like a golf fairway because I enjoy the 
compliments I receive. cosmetic, need grass instead of dirt. lawn is very fresh and green. 
needs to stay cut in order for the front to look attractive. like to have it well groomed. It 
must be nice and green. green and healthy. house, lawn looks cut. I live a fresh cut, edged 
lawn. nice grass. nice to have lawn in good condition, gives me good mood. enjoy 
gree/weed free lawn. important to be kept well manicured. very important that its 
appearance is groomed. green grass. well manicured.  

maintenance  3.3% (4/121) 
maintenance but well worth it. should be cut once a week, weed free, fertilized. love to 
keep it nice and green and trim. just a green grassy area that requires mowing every 
week.  

natural  1.7% (2/121) 
another place that involves nature. natural growth.  

pride  3.3% (4/121) 
sense of pride. take pride in where you live. it gives me a feel of pride. sense of pride, 
ability to care for home.  

very important 24.8% (30/121) 
a great deal, associated w feeling of home. I am very happy with it. a lot. that is very 
important. very important. very important. my lawn everything to me. very important. the 
world. means a lot. it means a lot. everything (pride). everything. the world, I like to see 
pretty lane. means everything to me. very important. it is of great importance. important 
that it looks healthy and green. important. very important, it give green to my yard. green 
space, very important to me. everything to me. a lot. it is very important to the overall 
look of my landscape. my lawn is very important, I feel it makes the house look clean and 
fresh. my lawn is important but doesn't have to be perfect. very important. my lawn 
means a lot to me. its very important. means a lot to keep up to par.  

 Total: 122.3% (148/121) 
 
28. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of your lawn to your home's landscape. 
1  0.8% (1/121) 

1.  
10 27.3% (33/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 
10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.  

4  3.3% (4/121) 
4. 4. 4. 4.  

5  5.0% (6/121) 
5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.  

6  5.0% (6/121) 
6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.  

7  6.6% (8/121) 
7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  
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8 30.6% (37/121) 
8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 
8.  

9 21.5% (26/121) 
9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   8.3 (999/121), Mode: 8 
 
29. Why did you give this rating? 
  2.5% (3/121) 

weather condition depends on season. I need just a bit of it. ease to maintain.  
no answer  3.3% (4/121) 

. . . .  
appearance, beauty 50.4% (61/121) 

look nice if well kept. I like to keep the lawn well manicured. the lawn is integral to home 
presentation. its important for a clean appearance. curb appeal. nice to look at. lawn is 
very beautiful and give nice look. appearance. most of the property is lawn, it must look 
good. healthy lawn makes house stand out and looks well kept. lawn gives beautiful look 
to the landscape. it makes the garden look good. a healthy lawn gives a much nicer 
appearance to my home. the grass appearance is important for the overall look of the 
outside of the home. must be in good shape but not perfect. the lawn looks nice, make the 
landscape and house looks good as well. with great lawn the house more look better. 
because the grass blends in with landscaping. when grass is green makes the place 
beautiful. when it is cut it look better overall. appearance is important. because it 
highlight my garden. like very green smooth grass (appearance). curb appeal and 
improves look of house. beautiful lane, add class to your home. because I have just done 
some landscaping to my house. appearance. keep community looking good. creates 
atmosphere. a tidy green cut grass adds beauty to the property. brown uncared for grass 
looks bad. pleasant to look at. it showcases the rest. makes the whole garden a finish 
green look. looks nice. looks better than pavement. nice compliment to the house. the 
house looks good. to add beauty to landscape. it is just dead gorgeous. the lawn can be 
shaped to fit into the landscape. the lawn also softens the landscape of brick, concrete etc. 
having a complete look. adds to appearance of your home. keep things in harmony with 
rest of my home. keeps up with neighbours. well kept lawn, enhances appearance. 
important to the overall look of the house. if the lawn does not look good , and else looks 
bad. lawn can be focus point especially in front. shows off home nicely. adds colour. 
important for appearance. important when its green only and prefer bushes and greenery. 
eye pleasing. presentable, curb appeal. nice manicured. add a great look to the home. 
because it looks good. visually impactful to myself and neighbourhood. like green grass 
will make the house look better. it enhances the look of the house and backyard. nice 
grass is pleasant to look at. I like the look of green. focal point of home along with trees.  

clean & neat  3.3% (4/121) 
keeps it clean without mud or dirt. it's neatness is important. when the grass look clean 
cut and green and fresh it makes everything around it look clean and fresh. believe it keep 
the neighbourhood clean.  

comforting  2.5% (3/121) 
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It is comforting. it feels comfortable with nicely maintained lawn. comfort.  
first impression  4.1% (5/121) 

the lawn at my house is the 1st thing you see. first sight for most people. its like what you 
notice second to the home itself. first impressions. it gives first view of the house.  

gardens more important  5.8% (7/121) 
gardens much more important, see #27. not as important as the actual landscaping. 
decrease every year as increase garden size. prefer to have it landscaped with flowers and 
shrubs. it is important but not as important as the trees and shrubbery. part of house, not 
most important. it is important, but not as much as other aspects.  

lots of work, maintenance  5.8% (7/121) 
with proper fertilization. I put lots of work into. well maintained. it cost a lot to maintain 
the lawn. work. it should be well cut. weed free. my grass and lawn is well kept.  

nature  2.5% (3/121) 
proviode nutrients to the earth. love watching robins eat the worms. I feel closer to nature 
and free feeling when I walk on it.  

negatives  2.5% (3/121) 
because it represents land use, waste. my lawn has a lot of weeds. I don't enjoy walking 
on it, I prefer decks.  

pride  2.5% (3/121) 
it shows pride of ownership. represents pride in your property. taking care of it because 
you own it.  

reflection of house, owner  9.1% (11/121) 
it is a reflection of the overall look of my property. it reflects the image of a house. 
reflects on the house. its a reflection of your personality. protection to home. landscape 
very moderate. again, it says a lot about who I am. a nice lawn reflects on the people who 
live there. extension of who I am. whenever I see a weedy yard, I assume people live like 
slobs inside too. green grass means you care for your home.  

value of property  1.7% (2/121) 
the value of the property is very important. lawn increases house value if its good and 
vice versa.  

very important, large 13.2% (16/121) 
I like to see a lot of green grass. I have a big lawn which becomes the focal point. like to 
have a nice big green lawn. its important to see green. a lawn is very important, it helps to 
keep dust away. space. it is the largest area. I need lots of greenspace around me. its very 
important. foundation of good landscape. not special but largest area. there is a lot of 
grass on my large lot, More notifiable than my flowers and trees. import for rest and 
stand out. its means a lot to me to have a healthy lawn. green grass is everthing. most 
important part of the landscape.  

walking, playing  8.3% (10/121) 
love walking on the lawn. because I can go sit on my lawn and have picnic. I enjoy nice 
green lawn to work and play. also a place for children to play. its our relax area. pleasant 
to walk in. place for kids to play. love to sit out and enjoy it. it gives me an opportunity to 
enjoy it. for kids to play.  

 Total: 117.4% (142/121), Mean:   0.0 (0/0), Mode:  
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30. Please indicate below what portion of your home's landscape is comprised of lawn. 
1/2 to 2/3 47.9% (58/121) 

3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 
3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3.  

1/4 or less  5.0% (6/121) 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.  

1/4 to 1/2 26.4% (32/121) 
2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.  

> 2/3 20.7% (25/121) 
4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
31. Who maintains your lawn, for the most part? 
Contractor  7.4% (9/121) 
 
Son or daughter  5.0% (6/121) 
 
Your spouse 25.6% (31/121) 
 
Yourself 62.8% (76/121) 
 
 Total: 100.8% (122/121) 
32. Please list the most important lawn care and maintenance tasks. 
no answer  0.8% (1/121) 

.  
edging 17.4% (21/121) 

edging. trimming. trimming. trimming edges. trimming. trimming. trimming. trimming. 
trimming. nicely trimmed. edging around fences etc. trimming. edging. trimming. 
trimming/clipping. trimming. trimming. trim. trimming. good edging around beds. trim. 
trimming.  

fertilizing 47.9% (58/121) 
fertilizing. natural fertiliser. fertiliser. fertiliser. fertilization. fertilizing. fertilizing. 
fertiliser. feeding/fertilizing. fertiliser. feed. fertilizing seasonally. fertilizing. fertilize 
grass. fertilizing at the start of spring. fertiliser on time. fertiliser. fertilizing. fertiliser. 
fertilizing. fertilizing. fertilizing. fertilizing. fertilizing. fertilizing. fertilizing. feed and 
weed. fertilizing. fertiliser. fertilizing. fertilize regularly. fertilizing. fertilizing. fertilizing. 
fertilize. fertilizing. fertilizing. fertilizing. fertilization. fertilizing. weed and feed 3 times 
a year. fertiliser. weed and feed. fertilizing. fertilization. fertilize. fertilizing grass/lawn. 
fertilization. fertilizing. fertiliser. lawn food for healthy growth. fertilizing. fertilizing. 
fertilize it. fertilisers. fertilizing. feed. fertiliser. fertilizing.  

miscellaneous 11.6% (14/121) 
soil. looking after flowerbeds. dont cut grass too low in the summer because it will give it 
a burned look. keeping trees and plants healthy. soil. green. aerate. airating. beauty with 
flowers. to take care of grass. tools for lawn. sun. establishing a colourful garden. green.  

mowing 86.8% (105/121) 
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mowing. cutting bi weekly. cutting. mowing. cutting. mow. cutting lawn. grass cutting. 
mowing. mowing. cut grass every week. mowing. cutting. mowing/trimming. mowing. 
grass cutting. lawn mowing. cutting. cutting. cutting. cut grass. cutting the grass. mowing. 
cut on time. grass cutting. plues(?) the lawn. cutting it evenly. mowing/cutting lawn. 
cutting. keep the grass low. cutting. cutting grass. mowing lawn. cutting the grass. cutting 
the grass. cutting. cutting the grass. cutting. cutting. mowing. lawn cutting. mowing. 
cutting. cutting. cutting. cutting. cutting the grass. cutting. mowing lawn. cutting the 
grass. grass cutting. cutting. lawn cutting. lawn mowing. cutting. cutting the lawn. cut. 
cutting/lawn mowing. mowing lawn. cutting grass. cutting of grass. regular cutting 
(mulching). mowing. cutting the grass. mowing. lawn cutting. grass cutting. cutting. 
proper cutting. grass cutting. grass cutting. cutting grass. weekly cutting of lawn. cutting. 
weekly cutting. cutting. cut frequently. cutting your lawn. cutting. mowing. cutting grass. 
cut. cutting grass/lawn. cutting grass. cutting the grass. cut grass. lawn mower. cutting. 
mow. grass cutting. mowing. proper cutting of grass. keeping the grass even (no blank 
spots). cutting. cutting grass. mowing the lawn. cutting. cutting. cut. lawn mow. cutting 
of grass. cutting. cut/mow. well cut. cutting grass. cutting the grass.  

pest control  4.1% (5/121) 
grub removal. bug control. pest control. pesticide. grub control.  

prune trees  6.6% (8/121) 
pruning trees and hedges. trim trees. cutting and pruning, shaping of trees and shrubs,. 
hedge trimming. trees trimmed. shrub maintenance. pruning. trimming trees.  

raking  5.8% (7/121) 
raking leaves. keep lawn clean. picking leaves off. raking. raking. raking lawn. raking.  

seeding  6.6% (8/121) 
overseeding. overseeding. seeding. reseeding. new grass seed. seeding. seed. seeds.  

watering 59.5% (72/121) 
watering. watering. periodic watering. watering. watering. watering. water them. 
watering. water. watering. watering. watering. watering. watering. water grass. water. 
watering regularly. watering. water grass/plants etc. grass watering. sprinkler. watering. 
watering the grass. watering. water. watering. watering. watering. watering often. 
watering. watering. watering. water. watering. watering. watering. watering. watering. 
watering. watering. watering. watering. watering. watering. watering. watering. watering. 
water. watering. watering. water frequently. watering. watering. watering lawn. irrigation, 
watering. watering. watering. sprinkler. water. water. watering. watering. watering. 
watering. watering. water. water. watering. water. watering. watering. watering the grass.  

weeding 52.1% (63/121) 
weeding. weeding. weeding. weeding. weeding. weed removal. weed pulling. weeds. 
weed. pulling out weeds. cleaning weed. weeding. weeding. weeding. weeding. pulling 
weeds. weeding. weed the grass. pulling weeds. weed killer. keep the weeds out. 
removing weeds. deweeding. weedless. spraying the weeds. weeding. deweeding. weed 
killing. weeding. feed and weed. removing weeds. weeding. free of weed. weed. weeding 
lawn and beds. eliminated weeds. weeding. weed control. free from weeds. weeding. 
weeds. weeding. weeds. weed control. weeding. weed and feed 3 times a year. weeding. 
weed and feed. rid of weeds. weed control. weed. keeping it weed free. weed control. 
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weed control. kill weeds. weeding. removing weed. weeding. killing weeds. weeding. 
weed the lawn. removing weeds. weed.  

 Total: 299.2% (362/121) 
 
33. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of fertilizing your lawn. 
1  0.8% (1/121)0.  
10 21.5% (26/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 
10. 10.  

2  3.3% (4/121) 2. 2. 2. 2.  
3  4.1% (5/121)  3. 3. 3. 3. 3.  
4  1.7% (2/121) 

4. 4.  
5  9.9% (12/121) 

5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.  
6  6.6% (8/121) 

6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.  
7 10.7% (13/121) 

7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  
8 28.1% (34/121) 

8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.  
9 13.2% (16/121) 

9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9.  
 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   7.5 (907/121), Mode: 8 
 
34. Why did you give this rating? 
no answer  1.7% (2/121) 

. .  
appearance  7.4% (9/121) 

it helps to keep lawn looking good. because I would like a nice lawn. I like to see my 
grass pretty. the lawns appearance will suffer if not fertilized. protect the appearance. it 
makes grass grow better but poisons the environment. needs to green and grow better. 
give good start to good grass, plush growth. looks good.  

concerns  5.8% (7/121) 
to keep it healthy enough but not too much chemicals. chemicals concern me. 
environment. debating whether to discontinue use of fertiliser (safety). do not want to use 
(waste) too much. I'm afraid to use artificial fertilisers. it makes grass grow better but 
poisons the environment.  

controls weeds 13.2% (16/121) 
controls weeds. less weed, no use of pesticides, herbicides. weeds. weeds out. keep away 
the weeds. I don't like weeds. weed free. free from weeds. to keep away weeds. to control 
what grows on my grass, grass not weeds. I don't like a lawn with a lot of weeds. I do not 
like to see weeds on the grass. mother nature can't give you a weedless lush green grass 
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bed, it needs help. my lawn has lots of weeds so its important. get rid of weeds. reduce 
weeds.  

don't use 11.6% (14/121) 
I prefer natural growth. I do not use fertiliser. fertilizing sometimes burns the lawn and 
does more damage. I don't fertilize alot, I have a dog so I won't use chemicals in the 
backyard where she is. I compost, don't use sprays and prefer natural upkeep. lawn seems 
to do well without too much fertilizing. fertiliser is harmful to the environment. prefers 
natural growth. I don't think it is really necessary as long as its maintained. too much 
fertilizing = more cutting. do not like to use fertiliser as by kids. I never fertilize. I don't 
care for a lawn. our lawn does not seem to require much fertilizing.  

green 23.1% (28/121) 
so the grass stays green. promoted good colour. greener/lusher lawn. needs nutrients to 
grow green. keep lawn look all the time green and fresh. it makes the grass greener and 
fuller. like thick green plush grass. keep grass looking green. makes the grass green. to 
make the grass greener. like a green grass. makes it greener. lawn should be nice and 
green. a way of keeping it green and lush. must be fed to be healthy, thick and green. to 
have a greener looking lawn. green. to keep the grass looking green. you must keep the 
grass strong so it will withstand all the elements and keep green. to maintain thick robust 
green grass. depends on weather, rain to keep green. mother nature can't give you a 
weedless lush green grass bed, it needs help. to keep grass green and maintenance free. to 
keep grass green and maintenance free. needs to green and grow better. to get it green. to 
make green. keep it green. greener.  

healthy 38.8% (47/121) 
give the lawn a healthy look. healthier looking. healthy lawn means healthy garden and 
grass. a healthy lawn should require less fertiliser. vigourous healthy grown. strong roots, 
healthy look. for a healthy lawn. to establish good root system, jumpstart on growth. 
nutrients for growth. to encourage green healthy grass. fertilizing strengthens roots for 
healthier lawn. needs nutrients to grow healthy. it gives nourishment to the grass. help it 
to grow. to keep plants healthy. grass must be green and healthy. keep grass looking 
healthy. makes the grass healthy. need to keep it healthy. to keep it healthy enough but 
not too much chemicals. I want to keep it strong and healthy. maintain a healthy lawn. to 
keep the lawn healthy. the lawn is healthier, and thicker. to keep the grass healthy. to 
keep it healthy. to maintain lawn healthy and plants. must be fed to be healthy, thick and 
green. keeps grass healthy. have a healthy lawn. needs to be healthy. healthy. helps keep 
it lush and healthy. you must keep the grass strong so it will withstand all the elements 
and keep green. to maintain thick robust green grass. promotes grows strong roses, 
colour, withstands dry conditions. it helps maintain in a healthy fashion. very critical for 
a healthy lawn. good grass needs good feeding. for a healthy look and care. right now the 
grass is weak (recently moved in, 3 yrs). grass need fertiliser to live, survive. without it, 
you won't get a healthy lawn. to make it healthier. it keeps the grass looking healthy. 
helps grass grow healthier and stronger. important for the growth/health.  

necessary maintenance 20.7% (25/121) 
we need it. lawn need it. you can keep your lawn in control. important to fertilize and 
water the grass to avoid burning. doesn't need a lot of it, but there were a few bare spots. 
you need to maintain the lawn. good maintenance is necessary, great for lawn. I should be 
more diligent in fertilizing but I'm not. because it helps to maintain and grow the lawn. I 
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believe in maintaining the lawn so its needed. I must fertilize to keep the grass good. its 
important for caring of the lawn. because it is important for its maintenance. it is 
important but its just part of the maintenance. because the trees in garden take a lot of 
nutrient. its important to maintain lawn. to maintain proper care. keep it clean. getting 
better grass for the future. rarely use fertiliser, small area. property is old and we seed 
often therefore it needs it. without it the lawn is not lush. very important. I do not fertilize 
as much as I or my spouse should. I believe it is important but not so much, could have 
same effect with good maintenance.  

 Total: 122.3% (148/121) 
 
35. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of mowing your lawn. 
10 46.3% (56/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 
10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 
10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.  

5  1.7% (2/121) 
5. 5.  

7  7.4% (9/121) 
7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  

8 24.0% (29/121) 
8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.  

9 20.7% (25/121) 
9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   9.0 (1090/121), Mode: 10 
 
36. Why did you give this rating? 
no answer  1.7% (2/121) 

. .  
appearance, curb appeal 46.3% (56/121) 

mowing adds to presentation of property. it looks good. I don't like long grass. grown 
evenly. unkept lawns are not great to look at. keeps it looking good and even.. I like the 
look over non mowed lawns. appearance. if selling makes it nice. it gives nice look and 
cleaner. the lawn has to be mowed weekly to look good. there is nothing worse than an 
uncut lawn, It looks terrible. grass that is too long is ugly and shabby looking. to keep the 
grass short and looks good. keep look great and nice. keeps the grass nice looking. when 
lawn is mowed it smell and look great. needs to be cut to look good. because it keeps it 
beautiful. it make the lawn look beautiful. look good. appearance. makes the property 
look good. to make it look beautiful. an unmowed lawn looks sloppy and unkept. I like 
the way it looks after it has been cut. makes house look cared for. it look unkept if the 
grass is too high. the lawn looks good if mowed regularly. promotes attractiveness. it 
looks much better. again adds beauty, shape and style to property. keeping the lawn 
groomed adds to aesthetics of home. for curb appeal. appearance. having it look good and 
kept up. wants property looking well groomed. lawn grows and looks better. cleanliness 
cosmetically nice appealing to public. again, it looks nice. looks. to keep grass looking 
good and proper. if not cut regularly looks terrible. a well trimmed lawn is important to 
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the overall appearance of you lawn. grass that is not mowed becomes unattractive and 
unmanageable. when lawn is not mowed it looks ugly and it is embarrassing. appearance. 
reduces the visibility of weeds on lawns that are not maintained. looks more manicured. 
well manicured lawn, eye pleasing to me. curb appeal, it looks nicer. again, don't want 
the home to look abandoned. look good. looks good. tall grass is an eyesore. need to keep 
it maintained, manicured (aesthetics).  

healthy 16.5% (20/121) 
keep grass healthy. proper mowing (correct height) = strong lawn no weed colonization. 
it helps the grass. maintain proper growth, can detect trouble spot. grass must be kept at 
an acceptable height for the health of it. keeps the grass healthy. for healthy grow. 
maintain healthy lawn. maintain a healthy look. if mowed regularly, also keep the 
moisture. keeps down insects. keep healthy. mulching keeps it healthy. you must keep it 
trimmed properly so that it will not burn but stay healthy. grows faster. keep it healthy 
and green. weeds will grow. keeps it looking healthy. regular cutting keeps it healthy. 
keep healthy.  

 
miscellaneous 11.6% (14/121) 

I like it short because we have a toddler. prefer work on flowers. mowing the lawn is just 
as important as watering your lawn. to maintain the grass. important, just part of 
maintenance. drainage and environmental. its important to keep lawn in a good shape. a 
necessity to look well kept. ease of routine cutting vs letting it grow too high. it is a 
necessary evil otherwise it looks terrible. keep it well maintained. if you have a lawn, it 
should be properly maintained. it won't last, its lot if long. sense of value to myself.  

mulch  0.8% (1/121) 
mulch into the lawn.  

neat & tidy 33.1% (40/121) 
I love it when wthe lawn is very short, looks neat. to keep it neat and trim. you have to do 
that to maintain the lawn. lawn should be mowed regularly. grass grows, in order to 
maintain you must cut it. clean, groomed look. neatness. want it to be clean and well 
manicured but no time,. you don't want the grass to grow high. you would have bushes 
not a lawn if its not mowed. the weeds form and it grows out of control. it keeps it 
looking neat. neat and tidy appearance looking. must be trimmed and neat in appearance. 
neat and trim. its to have lawn neat and clean. for neatness. to keep shape. to keep the 
grass neat and tidy is important. to keep it from growing wild. neatness. it looks untidy if 
not kept up. to keep it neat. need to keep it under control. the lawn will overgrow and 
look unattractive. maintains neatness. to keep it nice. grass doesn't grow wild and long. 
like to be kept and tidy. if you don't mow the lawn then why have a lawn. keep it neat. if 
you don't mow the house looks unkept. it needs to be neat. keeps clean and maintained. 
adds neatness. also it looks cleaner. to keep it clean. keep it from growing too high. we 
want the grass to look that it is taken care of. neatness.  

neighbourhood pressure  5.8% (7/121) 
to give a caring feeling to the neighbourhood. good neighbourship. I'm embarassed when 
its not cut. common courtesy to have good grooming. it looks nice and is in line with the 
neighbours. my neighbours get very angry if we don't. keep value to neighbourhood.  

reflection  4.1% (5/121) 
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it is a reflection of how neat and tidy and the care one takes of things. again it reflects 
maintenance care. it's a reflection. it is a reflection of you. Lazy or neat and tidy person. 
shows you are responsible.  

 Total: 119.8% (145/121) 
 
37. What do you do with the left over grass clippings from mowing the lawn? 
  0.8% (1/121) 

hose it down the driveway.  
compost  7.4% (9/121) 

compost and I throw it over path that my dog runs on. I put it in the composter. either 
compost. raked and composted. compost all grass clipping. rake/compost. in the spring 
they go in the compost. some composter. early in the year compost/garbage.  

garbage 14.0% (17/121) 
they are put in garbage bags for disposal. sometimes clean it. I place them in a bag for 
garbage day. put in garbage bag and throw out. put them in plastic container for waste. 
my husband take it to the dump. put out for yard waste pick up. dispose. throw them in 
bags. put in grass garbage bags. put them in garbage bags. I put it in a black bag. garbage. 
put them in the garbage. sweep up clippings, bag, throw away. garbage. early in the year 
compost/garbage.  

leave on lawn 62.0% (75/121) 
leave it on the lawn. leave on lawn. mulch into the lawn. it sit on the grass. leave them. 
leave it on the lawn. mulched into lawn. leave them on the lawn. keave them in the lawn. 
let it settle. I mulch it all back into lawn. they are blown away. leave them on lawn. leave 
them on the lawn. sometimes spread over lawn to help it grow. sometimes I leave it. 
leave on lawn. leave them on the lawn. leave them on the grass. mostly mulch and leave 
on lawn. usually leave them on ground. leave, nitrogen back into soil or compost. leave it 
on the lawn. leave it on the lawn the mower is set that way. leave them on the lawn. leave 
on lawn. I have a mulcher. mulch. leave it on the lawn. I mulch. the clippings are left 
where it is mowed (remains on lawn). mulcher mower and leaved them on the lawn. they 
go back into the grass (mulch). leave on lawn. mulch it. leave on lawn. also mulch it into 
grass again. leave them on the grass. mulching and redistributing on lawn. leave it on the 
lawn. leave it on the lawn with a mulching blade. leave them on the lawn. leaving on the 
grass. have a mulching machine, the rest blown from bunches of mounds of grass. grass 
is mulched with mower. mulch. either leave on grass. it stays on the lawn to keep it 
moist. whenever the mulching is too much. mulching no left over. it is mulched and left 
on the lawn. usually leave on the grass, ans some we blow with lawnmower to cedar 
roots. stay on the grass. leave on the lawn. lawn mower mulches leave on lawn. I use a 
mulching mower there are no clippings. mulch them. mulched. my machine is a mulcher. 
I leave the clippings on the grass. leave it there for natural fertilization. mulching lawn 
mower leave on lawn. mostly cut it again, ie mulch it. I mulch so there are no clippings of 
grass left. stays on the grass. leave them on grass to decompose. then we leave it. 
compose or mulch grass as cutting. put it back on the grass. mulched. most are left on 
grass. sometimes leave it on grass. mulch. mulch. during year leave the clippings in the 
grass.  

mulch trees, garden  5.0% (6/121) 
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put the grass clippings around tree. put them around the plants. dries and use as mulch. 
usually leave on the grass, ans some we blow with lawnmower to cedar roots. put into my 
beds. put in my garden.  

recycle 24.8% (30/121) 
recycle. put in the bag and keep out. put them in the green bin. brown bag. sometimes 
bag. If there is a lot, put them in yard waste bags for collection. to given away or move to 
somewhere. put in brown bag. use the brown enviro bags (paper). bag it in recycle bag 
for garbage day. rake and put to curb for pick up. collect and recycle through city 
program. put the left over grass in brown paper bags. put them in brown bag to recycle. 
recycle. family takes care the rest. brown bag. dispose in a paper bag. put in bags, 
recyclable. city pickup every two weeks. gardener takes them away. taken away by 
contractor. put in paper bag for recycling. bag it. 1st of season, go into bags. recycled. 
recycled on the lawn. brown bag. put in brown bag. put them in paper bags for collection. 
 

 Total: 114.0% (138/121) 
 
38. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of using pesticides on your lawn. 
1 24.0% (29/121) 

1. 1. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1. 0. 0. 0. 1. 0. 1. 0. 1. 0. 0. 1. 1. 0. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 0.  
10  3.3% (4/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10.  
2 10.7% (13/121) 

2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.  
3  6.6% (8/121) 

3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3.  
4  9.1% (11/121) 

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4.  
5 17.4% (21/121) 

5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.  
6  5.8% (7/121) 

6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.  
7 10.7% (13/121) 

7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  
8  8.3% (10/121) 

8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.  
9  3.3% (4/121) 

9. 9. 9. 9.  
NA  0.8% (1/121) 

?.  
 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   4.3 (517/120), Mode: 1 
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39. Why did you give this rating? 
no answer  1.7% (2/121) 

. not sure.  
controls weeds & bugs 28.1% (34/121) 

seems to be the only way to control weeds. pesticides cleans the worm and weed. gets rid 
of weeds. important to kill weeds and maintain a healthy lawn. to keep away insects and 
filt. pesticide kill all unwanted weeds. because it keeps bugs away from the lawn. kills the 
weeds, if you don't the whole lawn if taken over. grass should be healthy and free of bugs 
for better growth. just to keep some of the ingrown bugs out. weed free and healthy grass. 
to kill weeds and keep grass looking healthy. importnat for maintenance. I like green 
grass free of dark spots. just to keep stubborn weeds, but not too much chemicals. we 
have a lot of slugs, and arch (?) bugs that have destroyed it. to kill the insects which may 
damage the lawn. grubs have caused damage in the past. needed to kill weeds and green 
the grass, conscious of companies reputation and their fertilisers. keeps weed low and add 
beauty to grass. to get rid of the weeds. control of weeds and chinch bugs. to kill weeds, 
allergies. I really hate junebugs and grubs. I don't like a lawn with a lot of weeds. to get 
rid of weeds and bugs. I think that now we can purchase safe pesticide to kill the bad 
grass from popping up. I got weeds if I do not use it. to kill unwanted growth of weeds. 
necessary evil to keep it bug free and weed free. only when weeds are presentable we use 
pesticides. because it works. the weeds make the lawn look terrible. to control some 
weeds.  

don't like them 24.8% (30/121) 
only natural products or manual labour is used. absolutely no chemicals! Enough!. its not 
good for use. don't like them. get worn out. not approved by govt anymore. that is not 
necessary. I do not use pesticide. don't use them, don't like them. never have, never will, 
should be banned!!. no need to do so. don't use them at all. don't know really, we never 
used them. I feel its not required. don't really use them. don't like to use pesticide/ like to 
use natural. I want to have a well maintained lawn, but don't like chemicals. if the lawn is 
kept healthy, pest do not bother it. don't use them. do not use. concerned about use of 
pesticides. I don't use any pesticides. don't really need chemical pesticide, can still look 
nice with some weeds. no longer being used. try to keep weeds out by pulling them. not 
good. don't need them. good maintenance could avoid using chemicals. don't really use 
and also scared for health reasons. not required, if well kept.  

 
harmful to environment 12.4% (15/121) 

not good for the environment. not friendly to the environment. they are harmful to the 
environment. not safe for the environment. unsafe for environment. storm runoff toxic to 
water. dangerous, environmental. I don't use pesticides they harm the environment. 
harmful to the environment. don't use it bad for air. bad for the environment. environment 
issues. its bad for the environment. it is not very healthy for environment. I won't use 
pesticides, environment conscious. don't use to protect environment.  

sometimes required 12.4% (15/121) 
proper lawn care less herbicide, insecticides etc. but may sometimes be required. enough 
for control. I don't like to use chemicals, only in areas that are necessary. because there's 
good and bad use it. use only when necessary. only use when absolutely stuck. to keep 
plants healthy. only when absolutely necessary when prevention fails. too much is not 
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good. don't need hard pesticides but some are necessary. don't think it is necessary except 
for serious problems. it poisons the environment but is necessary to control the weeds. 
hate using poison on grass but sometimes it is necessary. only use when absolutely 
necessary. needs to be done somewhat.  

toxic to animals 10.7% (13/121) 
I have a dog. don't like to use them as we have animals. animals safety. I have an animal 
and believe toxic. dangerous, animals. we don't use them, dogs. do not like to use them 
because of pets. not safe pets, our rabbits like dandelions. because I have animals and 
would rather not. pesticides are dangerous to our pets lives. want to minimize use, certain 
dog got cancer from pesticides and died!. don't use to protect kids pets and environment. I 
do not like chemicals that may cause harm to animals.  

toxic to children/people 18.2% (22/121) 
I have young children and their health is more important. harmful to ourselves. not 
healthy or required if lawn is properly maintained. we don't use them, toddler. do not like 
to use them because of children. I heard its not too good for your health so if you can do 
without then do without. I don't think it is good for your health. dangerous to the kids. not 
safe for people. do not use due to kids playing. unhealthy. its bad for our family. feel that 
they are harmful carcinogens. it is not healthy. rarely have used pesticides, have children, 
lawns grow anyway. they cause health problems. don't use to protect kids. not healthy 
and dangerous. dangerous for kids. very dangerous to my young son, and other children. 
uncertainty of chemicals on lawn with kids. my kids playing on lawn.  

 Total: 108.3% (131/121) 
 
40. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of watering your lawn. 
1  0.8% (1/121) 

0.  
10 38.8% (47/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 
10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.  

3  0.8% (1/121) 
3.  

4  1.7% (2/121) 
4. 4.  

5  7.4% (9/121) 
5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.  

6  7.4% (9/121) 
6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.  

7  9.9% (12/121) 
7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  

8 20.7% (25/121) 
8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.  

9 12.4% (15/121) 
9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   8.3 (1000/121), Mode: 10 
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41. Why did you give this rating? 
grass dies without water 14.0% (17/121) 

stressed lawn more likely to be unhealthy. neglecting to water the lawn could result in 
lawn burning. grass dies without water. dead or brown grass is shabby looking. without 
water the grass will die. everything deserves to live so does grass. it will die if not 
watered. it will brown and die otherwise. the lawn will dry out and die. without proper 
watering the grass goes yellow and hard. to keep lawn from drying out. need to water to 
keep grass alive. if no wateringl, grass dries out. protect in dry spells from severe 
damage. last year the heat kill my grass, grass and water go hand in hand. needs water to 
grow and survive. to stop from drying.  

green & healthy 73.6% (89/121) 
to hydrate, keep it green and healthy. watering adds to healthy lawn and garden. it looks 
good. so get green grass. lawn need it. promote growth and colour, healthy look. like to 
keep the lawn looking healthy. for a healthy growth. improves growth, thickness, stronger 
roots, aids in healthy colour. otherwise you can't maintain (?...). food requirement. we are 
having dryer summers with global warming. the lawn should be green at all times. I think 
by watering this should happen.. water keeps the lawn lush and green. hate dry crispy 
lawn, yellow brown look unpleasant. helps it grow. the grass looks greener. like to keep it 
green. because I don't like it like straw. to keep plants and greass healthy. to keep alive 
and green. keeps lawn healthy looking. greener and fresh, and healthy lawn. should be 
more diligent but sometimes don't. it helps it to grow and look beautiful. lawn needs 
water to survive and look green. if you put all the time and effort, watering helps it look 
nice. helps to keep grass green. can't be healthy without water which is food. like very 
green plush thick grass. to keep grass green and lush. grass needs water for greener and 
healthier growth. for beauty full grass. in order to keep the flower bed and grass looking 
good. keeps the grass greener. to keep lawn green. to have a healthy lawn. important for 
maintenance. so the grass stays green and soes not dry out. I don't like the grass going 
brown. necessary during dry spells to keep green. to maintain lushness. to keep it green 
and healthy. to keep grass green. to keep green. to keep it healthy. so the grass stays 
green and doesn't die. keep lawn healthy. to keep the grass green. to promote health, 
growth, good appearance. keep it green. to keep plants and grass not too dry. needs to be 
kept green, conscious of the use of water used. keeps it green and adds beauty, keeps 
healthy. appearance. water puts health on grass and flowers. don't want it to dry out, and 
get brittle. to keep it green and healthy. grass does not get yellow and dry. lawn grows 
and maintains better. water is vital. keep the lawn healthy. keeps lawn healthy. lawn 
should be watering very often. lawn requires regular watering. a lawn should be green. to 
keep the grass looking green. keeps lawn and soil healthy. to keep a healthy lawn, and 
green lawn you must water it. promotes grass growth, strong roots and colour summer 
long. without water the grass does not look good. necessary to give lawn some look of 
acceptability. keep it healthy looking. very import. keeps grass healthy. needs it to be 
green. keep it green. necessary for growth. keep it healthy and moist. I think our summers 
are often too dry and I like green grass. important because it helps the grass grow. to help 
it grow and make green. grass needs water every 2 days. the grass is healthier and 
greener. to keep green. keep it green and looking good. to keep healthy and green. grass 
needs water to not dry and look yellow. grass needs water to grow/health.  
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not necessary 12.4% (15/121) 
not really necessary unless really dry. only when it is very dry. conserving energy is more 
important. lawns will come back even after a drought. I do not water my lawn. I only 
water occasionally, usually I depent on rain. use rainbarrel, mostly. its wasteful to use 
such an important thing as water to the lawn. I don't like wasting water. I only water 
when absolutely necessary, concerned about water level in town. the lawn will not dry 
out. only water when extremely necessary. outside of extreme dryness, mother nature 
provides sufficient moisture. grass always comes back. not to waste too much. properly 
cut grass should be able to live naturally most of the time.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
42. Please indicate how you water your lawn. 
hose 16.5% (20/121) 
 
in_ground  5.0% (6/121) 
 
rain 12.4% (15/121) 
 
sprinkler 66.1% (80/121) 
 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
43. If you water your lawn manually or by automatic in_ground sprinkler system, how 
many times each week do you water your lawn? 
0 13.2% (16/121) 
1 to 2 45.5% (55/121) 
 
3 to 4 32.2% (39/121) 
 
5 to 6  7.4% (9/121) 
 
7+  1.7% (2/121) 
 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
44. How long do you water your lawn each time? 
0 10.7% (13/121) 
 
0.5 to 1 47.1% (57/121) 
 
1.5 to 2 23.1% (28/121) 
 
< 0.5  6.6% (8/121) 
 
>2 12.4% (15/121) 
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 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 

Your Gardens 
 
45. Do you have flower or vegetable gardens? 
both 38.0% (46/121) 
 
flower 55.4% (67/121) 
 
none  5.0% (6/121) 
 
vegetable  1.7% (2/121) 
 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
46. What do your gardens mean to you? 
no answer  3.3% (4/121) 

. . . n/a.  
beauty, appearance 42.1% (51/121) 

beautifies nature. beautiful. nice to look at. something that beautifies your lawn. beauty. 
attractive. like to view flowers. make the house nicer. my garden beautified my home. 
beautify the place. improve overall appearance of front. it helps the house to look 
beautiful. beautiful sight. a place of beauty. flowers appearance. I like to see beautiful 
flowers growing. beautify my house. appearance for flowers. they enhance the beauty of 
my home. beautiful flowers. beauty (flowers). beautifies the property. look nice. enhances 
appeal of the house. beauty. pretty to look at. looks nice. adds beauty. beauty. love the 
look and makes me feel good in looking at it. adds beauty. appearance. looks beautiful. 
brings beauty to the house. a nice thing to look at. beauty surrounding the house. it gives 
lawn a more attractive look. beauty. beauty. pretty look. I enjoy the curb appeal. source of 
beauty. visually tasteful. make the landscape look nice. colourful frontage. pretty, makes 
the outside look nice. aesthetically. pleasant to look at. beauty. look pretty, wife likes it. 
visually pleasing.  

colour 10.7% (13/121) 
colourful blooms. colour. gives the front of the house some colour. color for flowers. 
colour. adds colour. they provide colour to the landscape. colour. colourful. lots of 
flowers for colour and smells. flowers add colour. colourful. colour.  

design, structure  4.1% (5/121) 
structure. completes the backyard. extension of indoors to new view or area. decorations. 
nice contrast to home.  

family  3.3% (4/121) 
additional kids in the family. like children. family building, learn work. means 
nourishment for family.  

flowers in house  1.7% (2/121) 
cut flowers, house. flowers in the house more often.  

fresh vegetables 16.5% (20/121) 
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herbs and vegetables. healthy vegetables. vegetable/food. fresh vegetables. garden food 
very important. natural food. food for vegetables, love fresh veggies. fresh vegetables. 
fresh vegetables. food. fresh vegetables. fresh tomatoes. nutrition with no chemicals. its 
nice to have fresh vegetables and spices in the summer to cook with. fresh berries to eat. 
fresh variety of vegetables, naturally grown. vegetable, health additions to diet. fresh 
salad/veggies. vegetable and fruit. fresh vegetables for my family.  

fresh, fragrant  1.7% (2/121) 
fresh. fragrant. fragrance.  

happiness, enjoyment 17.4% (21/121) 
happiness. make me feel refreshing. enjoy the colour, smell. I love gardening and a 
pleasure. happiness. enjoyment. make me happy. they give me pleasure to see the flowers 
blooming. enjoy gardening. uplift my spirit. makes home a place of happiness. 
enjoyment. enjoyable viewing. enjoys seeing flower grow. enjoyment. the most 
injoyment I have (children excepted). enjoyment. enjoy my flowers. my garden makes 
me happy. enjoyment, entertainment, discussions. make me happy.  

healthy  2.5% (3/121) 
a healthy outdoor. healthy feels good. healthy.  

hobby, passion  7.4% (9/121) 
my passion. insects _nice to look at, it means a lot to have them. keeps me busy. 
expression of personality. hobby. I like to spend time and taking care of garden. hobby. 
place to spend some time. I am a fanatic for gardening, its my hobby.  

low maintenance  1.7% (2/121) 
low maintenance. I like to have a maintenance free plants.  

miscellaneous  2.5% (3/121) 
pesticide. basically survival of the fittest. shows I nurture living things, I care.  

nature  4.1% (5/121) 
life. nature. away from the city into country. celebration of summer. bring birds etc.  

not much  5.8% (7/121) 
no big deal. so so. I used to have flower and vegetable gardens. I don't have time right 
now for upkeep. not a high priority. nothing. not much. have no luck, no green thumb. not 
as important.  

pride, achievement  8.3% (10/121) 
achievement. rewarding. my treasure. my wifes trophy. pride of hard work and 
ownership. our pride in ownership. admire. like my landscaping, it reflects me to the 
outside world. source of pride. satisfaction. sense of pride.  

relaxing, peace 15.7% (19/121) 
my sanity. sanity. best release from stress. very calming. relaxing pastime. peace after a 
long day. give me a relax feeling. tranquility. means very relaxing to go out look at the 
plants. place to relax. relaxation. peace. rest. comfort. garden means tranquility. I love to 
relax. it allows us to relax by taking care of the flower garden. comfort. tranquility. a 
place of relaxation. serene.  

very important 14.0% (17/121) 
everything! Everything positive, free and beautiful. everything. very important. unique. 
means alot as it brings character to the land. continuity. very important. garden is 
important to the landscape. a flower garden is important to me. important. they mean a 
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lot. everything. very important. very important. quite a lot. mean a lot. very important. 
they mean a lot.  

welcoming  2.5% (3/121) 
welcoming entrance to property. warmth. provide a welcoming environment to people 
and wildlife. welcome me home.  

 Total: 165.3% (200/121) 
 
47. If you have flower and/or vegetable gardens, on a scale from 1 to 10, rate the 
importance of your gardens to your home's landscape. 
1  0.8% (1/121) 

0.  
10 31.4% (38/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 
10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.  

3  1.7% (2/121)3. 3.  
4  2.5% (3/121)4. 4. 4.  
5  2.5% (3/121) 

5. 5. 5.  
6  5.0% (6/121) 

6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.  
7  9.1% (11/121) 

7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  
8 21.5% (26/121) 

8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.  
9 20.7% (25/121) 

9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9.  
NA  5.0% (6/121) 

. . . . . .  
 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   8.3 (960/115), Mode: 10 
 
48. Why did you give this rating? 
$ value to home  1.7% (2/121) 

help the house to have a higher value. $ to the value of the home.  
no answer 10.7% (13/121) 

. . . . not sure. . . . . . . . .  
beauty 18.2% (22/121) 

beautiful the home with flowers. gardens make the original unrenovated home attractive. 
to beautify the environment. landscaping adds to the beauty of the home. beauty. because 
it make the house look beautiful. it beautifies the home. they add beauty. beautifies the 
neighbourhood. beauty. I love green lawns and beautiful flowers and plants. the flowers 
look so beautiful, it adds beauty to my home. beauty. it looks beautiful. decorations. I 
have a beautiful relaxing backyard with flowers and a water feature where I relax and 
entertain. the colours of the flowers are so beautiful. special show in the summer, winter 
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drab. needs flowers to look lived in and pretty. eye pleasing. flowers for beauty. visually 
pleasing.  

colour 16.5% (20/121) 
flowers give a lot of colour. love to watch them bloom, adds colour/fragrance. they add 
colour. flowers brighten up landscape. I think my garden is very cool and colourfully. 
colour. I enjoy the colour. because they frame the house with colour and pattern. 
colourful. add colour. the appearance and color add to the show. It just makes it look 
better with color and depth. flowers add color. colour and decoration is lovely in my 
opinion. colour, texture, and different species make a wonderful rainbow of color. the 
colours of the flowers are so beautiful. variety of colours. adds colour and variety. 
decorates the outside of the home with color. colour.  

curb appeal, appearance 24.8% (30/121) 
it look good for house and street. curb appeal, something to look at, and work with. like 
the way flowers make the property look. they provide curb appeal and a homeyness. I 
love to see them grow, makes the house look good. makes the area look nice. garden 
gives nicer look to the landscape. curb appeal. flower garden makes house look nice. it 
suppose to be part of the landscape and that what it the landscape looks good. built up the 
house nice. appearance looks. curb appeal for house. improves appearance of house in 
neighbourhood. class to your home. appearance, design shape. it improves the look of the 
property. cheerful look, but also enjoy greenery of shrubs. look nice. appearance is 
important. they look nice. looks good. the appearance and color add to the show. 
enhances look of yard and neighbourhood. it adds to the overall appearance. appearance. 
gives lawn more attractive look. make it look nice, finishing touch. nice to look at. 
appearance.  

fragrant  1.7% (2/121) 
fragrance. fragrances.  

fresh flowers & veggies  9.9% (12/121) 
I love flowers and fresh vegetables. fresh herbs and veggies. natural food. eating the 
vegetables. pick my own vegetables. flowers since out front become very important. 
flowers are everything to a homes landscaping. I like flowers. a garden with no flowers is 
not a nice garden. food resons. we like to have plants, food, fruit. provide nourishment.  

nature  1.7% (2/121) 
clean air. because it brings life to my house.  

needs improvement  3.3% (4/121) 
could be better, way better. because the soil is still not very good. they take a lot of work 
to keep in good condition, very time consuming. not as many as we should. have more 
trees and shrubs.  

neighbours love it  1.7% (2/121) 
gibe a lot to friends. neighbours love it. excellent for friends to compare and praises from 
neighbours.  

not enough time  1.7% (2/121) 
do not have too much time. nice to have but required maintenance, not enough time.  

not too important  9.1% (11/121) 
it does not represent too much important. not a big priority, but it is nice to have. 
important but overall they are a small portion. I'm not keen in flower, city life. I don't 
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currently have gardens. vegetables not a priority. our backyard is mainly pool, concrete 
and interlock, Its nice to have some colour and soft texture. they don't mean anything. I 
like its look but its not everything. important but not as important as grass, need grass 
don't need flowers. prefer trees over flowers if had choice.  

part of my home  5.0% (6/121) 
part of our decor. completes the backyard. my gardens are part of my landscape, and the 
overall look of my home. my front landscape is welcoming and warm. extension of 
ourselves. provides sense of home and family.  

pleasure 15.7% (19/121) 
pleasure with the garden. butterflies are nice to see. happiness. enjoy working in the 
garden. love to see them grow. it makes me feel good. that's where most of my time is 
spent. there is a great deal of self satisfaction with how well they grow. give me immense 
pleasure. love of gardening. enjoyment. provide a hobby. to keep satisfied and happy. 
pleasure for me to work on it. satisfaction. I love gardening. enjoy. I enjoy looking at 
flowers and I observe other neighbours as well. seeing homes without a tree or garden 
makes me sad.  

pride  2.5% (3/121) 
makes me feel proud. pride. it establishes the sense of pride in the home.  

relaxing  5.8% (7/121) 
stress release. relaxes me. plus it is a retreat. relaxation. I have a beautiful relaxing 
backyard with flowers and a water feature where I relax and entertain. relaxing. 
relaxation.  

shows care  3.3% (4/121) 
nurturing something. shows care for property. shows how much you care. this is the 
personal aspect of the garden.  

 Total: 133.1% (161/121) 
 
49. Who does most of the work in your gardens? 
no answer  2.5% (3/121) 
 
Your spouse 32.2% (39/121) 
 
Yourself 70.2% (85/121) 
 
contractor  0.8% (1/121) 
 
son or daughter  0.8% (1/121) 
 
 Total: 106.6% (129/121) 
 
50. Please list the most important garden care and maintenance tasks. 
no answer  2.5% (3/121) 
 
 
clean up  5.8% (7/121) 
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clean the garden. sweeping paths and walkways. clean. cleaning. upkeep. clean up. 
flowers to look tidy.  

composting  0.8% (1/121) 
composting.  

cutting, trimming, pruning 37.2% (45/121) 
cutting. lawn being. cutting. trim and cut lawn. pruning. clipping. pruning. grass cutting. 
trimming bushes. pruning. pruning. cutting out tree roots. keeping vegetables healthy by 
trimming. trimming. pruning. cut the grass. trimming flowers. pruning. trimming. 
pruning. trimming hedges. mowing lawn. pruning trees and shrubs. trimming. pruning 
trees. pruning. clipping and shaping. pruning. pruning. pruning. trimming. cutting grass. 
clipping old dead leaves. trimming. lawn cutting. trimming. trimming. prune. grass 
cutting. trimming. trimming. pruning. trimming. pruning. lawn/cut. trimming.  

deadhead  7.4% (9/121) 
dead heading. deadheading. dead heading blooms. pulling off dead flowers. deadheading 
the flowers. dead heading. dead headings. dead heading flowers. dead_heading.  

fertilize, feed 35.5% (43/121) 
fertilization. fertilizing. fertilizing when needed. feed. fertilizing. feeding. feeding. 
fertilizing. feeding. fertilizing. fertilizing. fertilizing periodically (feeding). putting 
fertiliser in the garden. fertilizing. fertilizing. fertilizing. fertilizing. fertilizing. fertilizing. 
fertilizing. fertilized. fertiliser. fertilizing. fertilisers. fertilizing. plant food. use additive 
when necessary. fertilizing. use properly fertilizing. fertilize. fertilizing. feeding. 
fertilizing. to feed flowers (give vitamins). feeding. fertilizing. fertilizing. fertiliser. 
fertilizing with environmentally friendly fertiliser. upkeep of fertiliser. feeding. fertiliser. 
fertilizing. fertilizing.  

good soil 24.8% (30/121) 
good soil. addition of soil. manual cultivation. turn soil 2 times a month. ensure enough 
growth space. preparing soil. soil. turn soil. turning soil. good soil. preparing the soil in 
the spring. removing debris from soil. moving the soil. planting flowers in good soil. 
prepare/dig up beds after winter. add top soil. new soil. digging. soil. adding proper top 
soil. turning of soil at base. turning soil. turning the soil. turning the soil. cultivating soil. 
earth. hoe. cultivate. soil. adding soil. soil bed. top soil. turning beds.  

harvesting  4.1% (5/121) 
picking vegetables. picking. veggies. pick fruit. harvesting.  

miscellaneous 10.7% (13/121) 
treatment (if necessary. keeping it healthy. to grow my flower. spray. good flowers. 
maintaining growth. having lawn thatched. planning. maintaining appearance. to take 
care of grass. stacking plants not to have them fall and maximize fruit. taking care of my 
flowers. bruney.  

mulching  1.7% (2/121) mulching. adding mulch.  
pest control  2.5% (3/121) checking for insects. debugging. pest control.  
planting 17.4% (21/121) 

planting. new plantings. planting. planting. planting at start of spring. different kind of 
flowers. plant. planting. planting at the right time. planting flowers in good soil. planting. 
plant flowers. planting new flowers. planting. planting. making sure all plants are healthy 
and replaced. planting. removing/replacing. planting. planting. planting.  
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water 75.2% (91/121) 
watering. watering. watering grass, flowers, vegetables. watering. watering. water. 
watering. watering. water plants. watering. water them daily. some watering. watering. 
watering. watering. watering. water. watering. watering. watering. watering. water. 
watering daily. watering. water. watering flower and vegetable garden. remeber to water 
always. watering. water. watering the garden. watering. watering. watering. watering. 
watering. watering. watering the flower beds. watering. watering. watering. watering. 
watering. watering. watering. watering flowers. watering. watering flowers. watering. 
watering. watering. water regularly. watering. water. watering to maintain their lives. 
watering. watering. watering. water. watering. water. watering. watering. watering. 
watering. water for flowers. watering. watering. watering soil. watering. watering. water. 
watering. watering. watering. watering. water. water. water. water. watering. watering. 
watering. watering. watering. water. water. watering. watering. watered. watering. 
watering.  

weeding 64.5% (78/121) 
weeding. weeding. weeding. weed. weeding. remove weeds. manual weeding. remove 
unwanted item. weed pulling. weeding. picking weeds. weeding. weeding. weeding. 
weeding. weeding. weeding. weeding. weeding in flower garden. pick weeds out. get rid 
of weeds. de_weeding. keep the weeds out. weeding. weeding. weeding. take out the bad 
weed and mold it. digging out weeds once a week. weed free. weeding. weeding. 
weeding. weeding. weeding. weeding. keeping it weed free. weeding. weeding. keep the 
weed away. remove weeds. removing weeds from gardens. keeping weeds out of garden. 
weeding. pulling weeds. weeding and thinning. weed control. cleaning the weeds. pulling 
weeds. weeding. weeding and thinning. pulling all weeds. weeding. weeding. weeding. 
weeding. weeding. fighting weeds. ridding of weeds. weed control. weed. removing 
weeds. removing weeds. taking out weeds. weeding. taking out any weeds around the 
flowers. weed. pull weeds. weeding. removing weeds or other flowers. weeding. 
weeding. weeding. weeding. weeding. deweeding. weeding. removing weeds. picking 
weeds.  

 Total: 290.1% (351/121) 
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51. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of fertilizing your gardens. 
1  6.6% (8/121) 

1. 0. 1. 1. 1. 0. 0. 1.  
10 15.7% (19/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.  
2  5.0% (6/121) 

2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.  
3  8.3% (10/121) 

3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3.  
4  5.0% (6/121) 

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4.  
5 11.6% (14/121) 

5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.  
6  9.1% (11/121) 

6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.  
7  5.8% (7/121) 

7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  
8 24.0% (29/121) 

8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.  
9  5.8% (7/121) 

9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9.  
NA  3.3% (4/121) 

. . . .  
 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   6.4 (744/117), Mode: 8 
 
52. Why did you give this rating? 
no answer  6.6% (8/121) 

. . . . no flowers or vegetables. . . .  
don't use/don't like 14.9% (18/121) 

with proper mulching in fall, gardens will fertilize themselves. I don't like fertilizing the 
veg.. I do not use fertiliser. never use fertiliser, don't like chemicals. thats not important 
to me, they grow well on their own. prefers natural growth. don't think its necessary. don't 
know a lot about fertiliser, not always necessary but not sure. do not use. never do it. I 
don't do this. our gardens are extremely low maintenance. I don't fertilize my flowers. 
reluctant to use fertiliser. they seem to grow fairly well without much fertiliser. don't 
think fertilizing of garden is all that important. do not need fertilizing. they grow nice on 
their own.  

feeds weeds  0.8% (1/121) 
weeds.  

harmful to environment  3.3% (4/121) 
fertiliser is harmful to the environment. do not want to poison environment and pets and 
children. I do not like chemicals, but without, too much weeds. without fertiliser nothing 
grows well, but poisons environment if not natural.  

maintain healthy soil  4.1% (5/121) 
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must maintain healthy soil. they don't require as much fertiliser with good soil. helps 
keep soil healthy. the ground is quite clay_ey. the soil is much healthier for plants and 
flowers.  

miscellaneous  1.7% (2/121) 
don't do it often enough. average for question.  

natural/compost  8.3% (10/121) 
i use natural fertilisers on flowers only. I use compost. composting 3x's my garden every 
year, I've spread my garden throughout neighbourhood. usually use topsoil, not very 
much in the way of fertiliser. for some flower types its essential, even if fertilizing means 
changing soil or fertilizing by soil only. I'm not sure because I don't fertilize my gardens 
(bonemeal). I use soil with natural fertiliser for flowers, help them flourish. without 
fertiliser nothing grows well, but poisons environment if not natural. prefer natural 
growth without additives. it need top soil for garden to grow.  
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nourishes plants, growth, health 51.2% (62/121) 
wants nice crops. it make thing. make the plant grown better. some fertiliser necessary to 
ensure plant growth. promote healthy look, good blooms, strong root system. helps plants 
grow. fertiliser is food for the plants to grow well. improves size/colour, helps establish 
roots. nutrients requirement. better blooms, growth. allows plants stronger roots, larger 
flowers, more bloom. helps promote healthy and more numerous blooms. I want green 
grass, healthy. fertilization gives nourishment to the plants. makes it rich. fertilizing could 
enhance growth of plants and prevent plants from dying. to keep flowers and vegetables 
healthy. keep nice and beautiful. helps promote growth. it makes the grass grow better. it 
grows faster. because it helps it to grow. help it to look healthy and blooming. once and 
to make it grow healthy. bring out beauty, colours of the flowers. healthy growth. so that 
the grass would be nice and thick. keep bugs away from flowers and veggie plants. 
because it strengthens the plants for good growth. for a healthy garden. provides the 
nutrients for the flowers and vegetables to grow faster. need to promote good growth. to 
get bigger and better blooms. they grow better and look better, Eat. fertiliser is healthy for 
plants. to keep the flower look good. to promote growth and color, good size and quality. 
to keep healthy not to let go bad. help bigger plants, blooms, adds beauty. for better 
growth. the plants grow stronger and tend to manage pest better. to help the grow. so they 
can grow better. a fertilized garden is thicker, healthier and better looking. they need 
some. need food. you must have good fertilized earth so that the garden and flowers will 
grow healthy. give the plants some help till established. the garden grows well with the 
fertiliser. to grow strong vegetables. to keep it maintained. healthy gardens reduce bugs. 
needs nutrients. everything needs a little help to grow properly. important for vegetables 
to grow rapidly. to keep the plants healthy and attractive. to make my plants grow 
stronger. needs fertiliser to grow and survive, fight insects/bugs. help growth. give energy 
to garden if needed. helps plants and flowers grow but I fertilize often. enhance the yield 
of the crops.  

only what's required 10.7% (13/121) 
I only fertilize my roses that is necessary. has to be done when you first plant, after that 
only needed occasionally. I use only whats needed to grow. it helps but sun and water do 
just fine. just enough to keep it healthy. only fertilize a little bit. I don't need to fertilize 
often. not absolutely necessary. fertilize some flowers but vegetables never. do not 
fertilize often. I do not like chemicals, but without, too much weeds. not always 
necessary. not done often.  

 Total: 101.7% (123/121) 
 
53. What type of fertiliser do you use in your garden? 
Miracle Gro 24.0% (29/121) 

miracle gro. miracle gro. miracle grow. scotts miracle grow. miracle grow. miracle grow. 
miracle gro. miracle grow. miracle grow. miracle grow. miracle grow. miracle grow. 
vigourous and miracle grow. miracle grow liquid. miracle grow. miracle grow. miracle 
grow. miracle grow. miracle grow. miracle grow. miracle grow. miracle grow. miracle 
grow. miracle grow. miracle grow. miracle grow. miracle grow. miracle grow. miracle 
grow.  

no answer 16.5% (20/121) 
N.A. . . . . unsure. . . . . ?. . . . don't know. . my wife purchases it. . . .  
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Scotts  8.3% (10/121) 
scott. scott's. home depot brand. scotts. scotts fertiliser. scotts weed and feed. stanley 
bags, home depot. Scotts. scotts. scotts.  

artificial 21.5% (26/121) 
so green. loblaws pc. many diff type depending on task. rose food. water soluable. I'm not 
sure, Magic. a little of everything (flower bloom). any one that do a good job. liquid 
spray. granular. contractor uses chemicals I believe. fruit and vegetable. commercial 
product, purchased from cnd tire. granular for specific flowers. ammonium nitrate. A. 
Mix, manure and synthetic. whatever my husband buys, tomato food. company is taking 
care of our grass. spray. CIL 60_0_0. commercial brand for flowers only. glow. P.C.. any 
on sale with potassium. so_green. brand name (nutri_grow).  

bone meal/blood meal  5.0% (6/121) 
bonemeal, bloodmeal. blood meal. bone meal and liquid. mostly bonemeal. bonemeal. 
bone meal, blood meal.  

compost  5.8% (7/121) 
selfmade compost. leaf mulch which the worms work through the soil/manure. compost 
on vegetables. composting only. compost soil. compost. organic fertiliser, compost.  

manure 14.0% (17/121) 
cow fertilization. sheep fertiliser or tree. sheep manure. sheep manure. cow dung. manure 
(sheep). compost with manure. cow manure. sometimes manure. manure. manure, 
cow/sheep. once a year manure from a farm in spring. A. Mix, manure and synthetic. soil 
with manure. cow manure. animal (cow manure). manure.  

natural  7.4% (9/121) 
natural fertiliser. whatever all natural biodegradeable. peat moss. self made. natural. 
natural. natural. organic fertiliser only. organic.  

none  9.1% (11/121) 
none. none. none. hardly use any. none. I do not use fertiliser. none. none. none. fertiizer 
in the soil. none.  

top soil  4.1% (5/121) 
top soil. none (just fresh top soil). topsoil. good dirt. top soil.  

triple mix  3.3% (4/121) 
20_20_20. triple mix. triple mix etc. 15_30_15 always and only.  

 Total: 119.0% (144/121) 
 
54. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of using pesticides in your gardens. 
1 42.1% (51/121) 

1. 1. 1. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 1. 1. 1. 1. 0. 0. 1. 0. 0. 1. 0. 1. 1. 1. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1. 0. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1. 0. 1. 1. 
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 0. 0. 1. 0.  

10  1.7% (2/121) 
10. 10.  

2 10.7% (13/121) 
2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.  

3 14.9% (18/121) 
3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3. 3.  
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4  3.3% (4/121) 
4. 4. 4. 4.  

5  8.3% (10/121) 
5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.  

6  4.1% (5/121) 
6. 6. 6. 6. 6.  

7  5.8% (7/121) 
7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  

8  3.3% (4/121) 
8. 8. 8. 8.  

9  2.5% (3/121) 
9. 9. 9.  

NA  3.3% (4/121) 
. . ?. .  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   3.0 (355/117), Mode: 1 
 
55. Why did you give this rating? 
no answer  7.4% (9/121) 
 
 
don't like them 14.0% (17/121) 

I do not like it. don't like. would rather not use them. don't want pesticided on my 
property. I don't like to do to my garden. I don't like using pesticides. don't like 
chemicals. never have, should be banned!. I do not like to handle pestiside. don't like to 
use them. don't like them. I don't want to add chemicals to any vegetable products that 
may be eaten. no pesticides on vegetables. don't believe in pesticides. do not want to use 
any pesticides, want natural fruit. don't want to eat pesticide. do not like pesticides.  

don't need them 32.2% (39/121) 
not necessary. only natural pesticides are used on roses in spring. there are natural ways 
to deter harmful pests. I use those or enjoy bugs. not usually necessary, companion 
planting effective. use natural products ie dish detergent soap/water). flowers do well on 
their own. do not use pesticide. don't find I need them on the flowers, no pests/weeds. 
never really thought about using pesticides for flowers. I don't I need to use pesticide the 
garden. not necessary, maybe if I had vegetables. don't use at all. I don't think it would 
help. do not use them. I try not to use them. there are a lot of natural ways to kill insects 
without pesticides. dont use them. do not use. have never used them. don't use it. prefer to 
use topsoil, feel that it will grow on its own.. I don't use any. we do not fertilize the 
garden. don't use. do not use in garden. do not use. don't use pesticides. one again I don't 
use any sprays. don't think it is necessary. never used them when I had flowers. I don't 
seem to have problems that require pesticides. natural stuff is better. I don't use any 
pesticides in my garden. don't use. we don't normally use pesticides in garden. do not use. 
do not need it. don't use them. don't really use.  

harmful to environment 11.6% (14/121) 
harmful. harmful to environment. bad for vegetables and environments. pesticides is 
harmful to the environment. not good for the environment. it harmful to the environment. 
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environmental hazard. environment issues. do not like to affect environment. not to 
pollute the soil. not environment friendly. don't want to damage environment. only 
environmentally friendly fertiliser should be used. do not use, harmful.  

keep bugs away 12.4% (15/121) 
to prevent decay and insects from killing plants. to keep bugs and pests away from 
vegetables. it good to keep away insects. it help to keep bugs away. to make plants 
healthy. keep bugs away. only when pest are too much to control. the bugs eat the 
vegetable leaves and flowers and ruin them. insect could kill the flower and vegetable. 
not to let damage. the little buggers eat my flowers. you need to keep the grubs and bugs 
away from eating and destroying all your plants. fruits won't be good if not use pesticide. 
less bugs. the fruit trees and plants grow healthier.  

only as needed 11.6% (14/121) 
controlled amount. I try to avoid using it, but if its necessary than I will (keep it healthy). 
keep alive. if it is need go for it. really use it. rarely use, maybe spot spraying. only used 
to keep aphids off roses. only as needed. not really necessary, unless there are really over 
abundant bugs. some cases warrant, mine does not. I don't really use them unless I have a 
problem. only when I see insects or other animals eating the crop. rarely need them. only 
if there are ant hills, like it naturally grown.  

toxic 14.9% (18/121) 
can't use them due to dog. pesticides are harmful. animal safety. I have an animal, believe 
toxic. I have a dog, not safe. not too healthy for you personally. not good for your health. 
health issues. we avoid as they are dangerous to the kids. because I don't like to use them 
because of pets. unhealthy. pesticide is dangerous to human and animals. not healthy. 
they cause health problems. not healthy. dangerous to my son's health. chemicals may 
harm kids/us. kids playing outside.  

 Total: 104.1% (126/121) 
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56. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of watering your gardens. 
1  2.5% (3/121) 

1. 0. 0.  
10 47.1% (57/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 
10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 
10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.  

4  2.5% (3/121) 
4. 4. 4.  

5  0.8% (1/121) 
5.  

6  3.3% (4/121) 
6. 6. 6. 6.  

7  5.0% (6/121) 
7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  

8 22.3% (27/121) 
8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.  

9 14.9% (18/121) 
9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9.  

NA  1.7% (2/121) 
. .  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   8.7 (1034/119), Mode: 10 
 
57. Why did you give this rating? 
  0.8% (1/121) 

the gardens do not take as much water as grass.  
no answer  4.1% (5/121) 

. . I don't have gardens. . .  
appearance  8.3% (10/121) 

it makes it look good. so I have green grass. keep them looking good. plants look better. I 
worked hard to make it nice. to keep thing bright looking. to keep it green. continuous 
bloom. keeps flower beautiful. looks well kept.  

growth, health 47.9% (58/121) 
plants and flowers will not grow properly. required maintenance for full blooms and 
healthy plants. don't like wilted looking flowers. keep the root system healthy. for a 
healthy growth. encourages growth. makes the grass green and the flowers grow. plants 
are stronger. watering is important to maintain a healthy garden. need to be watered for 
good growth. to keep my flowers and vegetables grow. to keep thing healthy. because I 
water my garden a lot. plant need water to grow. because it helps it to grow. so that they 
will stay healthy and grow. it keeps everything fresh. growth of plants and garden. 
flowers and veggies need it to grow. to help plant to grow and be healthy. healthy grow. 
important for all the plants to grow properly. plants need to gow. without water the plants 
would not grow. keep them healthier, greener. to have a healthy garden. keep the flowers 
coming and the green. to keep flowers alive and blooming. keep the items in the garden 
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alive/healthy. keep plants healthy?. so that the flower and veg can grow. needed for 
topsoil to be effective and strong growth. for better growth. necessary for growth. to keep 
everthing growing and not to dry out. grass not to turn yellow or dry out. moisture makes 
it all grow. keeps flower healthy. need to be hydrated to grow. they need a lot of water to 
grow well. to help the flowers grow. helps keep soil healthy. the garden must stay moist 
and not dry in order for everything to grow to its fullest and stay healthy and strong. 
balance is the key. promotes growth, a must for growing vegetables and flowers. 
important for growth, healthy. needs water to grow fruit. keep from drying out and for 
growth. health. otherwise produce is stunted in growth. because it helps my plants grow. 
needs water to grow. grass needs water to be healthy. its important for growth. to make 
them grow. keep plants healthy and soil firm. very important to help them grow. water is 
essential for growth.  

necessity, so they won't die 39.7% (48/121) 
I try to locate plants in an appropriate area but still water as necessary. gardens most impt 
part landscape, some plants don't want them to die during drought. plants need sunshine 
and water. heat/sun will kill them, water helps establish growth and strength towards the 
heat. water is the most part in garden. food for plants. keeps most plants alive. flowers 
dry out quickly since high sun exposure, will die. don't want them to die. if I don't water 
the plant it will die. keeps the flowers/ vegs from dying. flowers need regular watering, 
they don't usually revive easily if they dry out. want my bushes to live. needs water daily. 
without water, garden will die. do it every other day without fail. needs water to survive. 
its the main source of food. You can't control the sun, but you can water. so they don't dry 
out and die. keep the plants alive. rain is not predictable. so the plants and vegetables 
don't die. otherwise they die. I don't want them to die. they need daily watering to 
survive. they won't die. not to let die. keep plants alive. plants and grass die if you don't 
water them. water brings everything to life. flowers need water to survive. a must! we all 
need water. with our heat, the plants require water daily. the plants need it. its important 
to water your lawn. essential for plants to flourish. want survive without watering. if you 
don't water, garden is not possible, plants need water. some plants will dry out in local 
soil after 1_2 days. without water the garden does not do well. without regular water it 
dies. need water in summer or else everything dies. very important. important. important 
part of upkeep. keep flowers from drying. survive.  

rain is enough  5.0% (6/121) 
let the rain water the garden. most plants are surviving with min., thats how I designed it!. 
mature plants don't need watering. I'd prefer the rain do it. rainwater is sufficient. if not 
enough rain, berries can dry, but if rains often its fine.  

 Total: 105.8% (128/121) 
 

Ideal Landscape 
 
62. Describe the picture you drew. 
100.0% (121/121) 

circular driveway, with lawn on both sides. this is my home and just want to extend the 
lands. new detached 2 car garage and driveway and pond. cottage garden in the city. it is 
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my house. green grass and lots of flowers and pots. house w beautiful garden. natural 
type garden with specimen plantings, less lawn. colourful, plentiful, symetrical, even. lots 
of grass, trees and flower boxes, fruit trees . cottage garden in front with flagstone paths, 
combo greenspace/perennials/trees. flower beds go around the lawn. big trees in 
front/backyard, big front/backyard lawn, nice space to enjoy. my lawn with some flowers. 
depicts driveway w grass and tree. willow tree offers tranquility. hedged garden with 
flowering trees and flowers. a terrible likeness to my dreamhome. lots of trees, bushes, 
colourful flowers with living space. my front pathway, my ideal garden, colourful blooms 
all around my concrete pathway. house with a lot of property, flowers, a nice walkway, 
trees and shrubs. house surrounded with flowers/grass. flowers and trees around my 
garden. the beginnings of my backyard landscaping, pond, deck, shrubs, and flowers. 
small garden, different scrub and bushes, rock edging, lots of pebbles. my house with a 
cobblestone driveway, 3 trees across the front, a walkway and a patio. my house, with 
more gardens. a lawn, with large tree in centre. Flower garden in front corner, more 
flowers lining walkway. house and front, 3 years from nothing. A big garden with lots of 
vegetables and a big flower bed and trees for shade. porch front of the house, 2 sidewalk 
beside porch. grass and flowers on sides of house. a walk with interlock, flower growing, 
a little swing. the front of my house, see the 2 windows. in front of house a spiral pattern 
coming down side of driveway with roses. my ideal home with interlock stone driveway, 
perfect green grass. front yard, 2 sides of flower garden, lawn and driveway. my house 
with the garden, trees, and water fountaing I would like. garden on side of house. my 
house in middle with garden and lawn. green grass in front of house, driveway to right, 
garden next. front yard in front of house, peaceful to look at. easy care and comfortable, 
pretty house. beauty. my house, back yard and front with just a small garden. water 
fountain in center of lawn with a flower bed and some bushes. trees/ grass/ flowers/ 
walkways. landscape not too crowded. tree lined and flowers by front door. green grass, 
flowers and a tree, lots of colour. cedars along front and sides, pine tree, annuals. 
pathway with a small bridge and backyard pond with shrubs along the side of path. 
flagstone walkway leading to front door of house with landscaping on both sides. home 
surrounded by interlock with trees, shrubs, and grass. green, comfortable, warm but 
orderly. lush greenery and lots of green space, flowers, close to nature. driveway, 
interlocking brick path, structure plants at front house, bedding in front. front lawn with 
retaining wall with flower bed, walkway, evergreen and rose bed. pine trees, pond, 
fountain, bridge, flagstones. walkway to front door, main trees in front and shrubs, flower 
pots and flowers. picture of ideal backyard. fruit trees and vegetables in backyard, 
flowers and grass in front. a relaxing getaway in the backyard. lawn in the centre, Plant 
flower along the fence and trees. simple family home, lots of greenery, mostly shrubs, 
trees and lawn. backyard, pool, grass, tall hedges, stone deck. pleasing and neat. cute 
fountain, four corners plants. use of driveway and interlocking to the front, combo of 
shrubs, gardens and trees. waterfall, trees and shrubs, fir trees, and deciduous, 
interlocking driveway. elegant garden as you enter the house. a house surrounded by lots 
of grass, trees and gardens, large pond. my landscaping looks a little like this. artistically 
challenged, simple/neat. relaxation, fun, entertain friends, color. lots of lawn, some trees, 
few flowers. ravine lot, swimming pool, stone patio, good flowers. interlocking path with 
trees and flowers, stone. walkway with shrubs and flowers. laneway with pool and trees. 
front lawn, driveway, roadway, bushes, back fence. small home, nice decorative drive, 
Path/walkway to match with florals decorating your line of walking and house face. my 
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backyard, has beautiful minilights around the perimeter, I have a vine that encompasses 
the fence. nt very artistic. shrubs, boulders and trees with trench. my backyard with the 
pool I'd like to have. my future backyard. landscaping at home. a path at .. a green lawn 
with a bench. I have three front beds with trees, one side bed and a backyard bed along 
the back fence. mature trees, flower landers(?), nice shrubs. very similar to my front of 
the house, a flagstone walkway to the porch, a stone flower area and possible walkway to 
backyard. front of my house, slight changes. big backyard, some pond, flowers, roses, 
trees. 2 trees, surrounded by shrubs. roses, tulips, peonies, cherry trees, lilacs, nice green 
grass. interlock drive and walk, large flowerbed in front, 2 large trees. lots of foliage, 
trees/shrubs and flowers, the centerpieces are the fountain and a bit of a wading pool. a 
backyard with flagstone patio and flowerbed, A gazebo in the back and bridge over. front 
lawn with border flowers along driveway, flower bed at the back. my house walkway 
with minimal flower, bushes beds on each side, perfect. my backyard I have stones as a 
walkway. part of landscape in front of house. oasis, relaxing peaceful, entertaining. tall 
bushes on both sides for privacy, red flower for color and ornament bush in middle for 
look. large shade tree on left, flower pots all around with steel arches and flowers, water 
feature. interlock walkway, privacy trees (taller and thin trees) in the front. I want short 
bushes with an interlock walkway, veggie garden in the back. backyard with deck, brick 
patio, hot tub, lawn and plants. large lawn surrounded by... welcoming! says come and sit 
a while. I like bushes in between flowers in a flowerbed that goes along from my veranda 
to end of driveway. get away spots, tranquil, peaceful. patio with a deck with a pool and 
bushes around. pathway down th driveway concrete, trees and flowers. in front of the 
house. a walkway to the backyard with flowers, plants, trees, and vegetable garden. aeriel 
view. gardens, trees, and grass surrounding house. well landscaped property with trees 
and large rocks, shrubs and flowers. my home, we actually just finished the landscaping. 
garden in the right corner, lots of grass, flower beds on either side, 5 trees, walkway, 
storage house.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
63. What are the three most important aspects or elements of your ideal landscape? 
  0.8% (1/121) 

less expensive.  
no answer  3.3% (4/121) 

. . . not too much.  
appearance, beauty 19.8% (24/121) 

appearance. appearance. to look good. nice border. beautiful. attractive. appearance. 
inviting. beauty. looks year round. groomed. cheerful to look at. beauty is promoted 
through greenery of trees, shrubs and nature. uniformity and pleasing to the eye. 
attractive. pleasant to look at. appealing. shapes of greenery. pleasing to the eye. front of 
house. appearance. attractive to the eye. ornaments on fence and under arches. elements 
of beauty ie color. lights. aesthetics.  

colour 19.8% (24/121) 
colour. good selection of colour. green. colourful blooms in all surrounding garden beds. 
colour. greenery_shrubs and trees. ongoing color. colour/vibrant. colourful, rich looking. 
colour. color. colour. green. colourful. lots of colour. colour. flowers & bushes for colour. 
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colour. colourful. lots of greens (trees, flowers). lots of greens (trees, flowers). color. 
color. colourful flowers everywhere. colourful flowers.  

comfort, relaxation  6.6% (8/121) 
comfort. quiet. relaxation and a place to be just mellow. warmth. comfort. a quiet place to 
sit and relax. elements of enjoyment ie hot tub. a place that is peaceful to sit and work.  

design 13.2% (16/121) 
zones or areas within the grounds. balance the small tile area. plants in grouped area. 
design. overall presentation. the layout. the design. design. depth. focal points. balance. 
well designed. its simplicity. balance of nature and brick. design. continuity. design. not 
too crowded. a sense that it fits in. combination of organic and inorganic.  

driveway  5.8% (7/121) 
driveway. nice driveway. driveway. driveway. driveway. concrete. nicely shaped 
driveway and entrance.  

easy to maintain  8.3% (10/121) 
easy to maintain. perennial plantings. perennials that are low maintenance. perennial. low 
maintenance. low maintenance. easy maintenance. mulch. easy to maintain. easy to 
maintain. perennial garden.  

fencing  1.7% (2/121) 
fencing around the propery. fencing.  

flowers 43.8% (53/121) 
flowers that change with the season. flowers. flower pots. hardy flowers. lots of colourful 
flowerbeds. flowers. flowers. flowers. beautiful flowers. lots of flowers. flowers. flower 
beds for added colour. flower gardens. flower garden with plants for some color. flowers 
to make it looks nice. flower. flowers to add color. flowers on both sides of the driveway. 
plush bright flower garden. lots of flowers. flowers. nice roses. flowers. flowers. flower. 
flowers. lost of flowers. wildflowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. 
flowers. flowers. flowers add colour. flower. flowers. balance of flowers. to have a lot of 
roses. the flower to accent the trees and bushes. flowers. flowers. flowers that grow 
without much care. see flowers from inside house. flower. color of flowers. flowers. 
flowers. colourful flowers everywhere. colourful flowers. flowers. flowers.  

gardens  9.1% (11/121) 
garden. lots of vegetable. 2 gardens. garden. vegetables. gardens. plants. garden. nice 
accenting gardens. vegetable garden. garden.  

grass 39.7% (48/121) 
green grass. nice lawn. lots of grass. green space (grass). lawn. healthy. grass. grass. 
green grass. healthy lawn beyond. green grass. lawn. grass. big front lawn. lawn next to 
driveway. grass. lots of grass. good lawn. green grass. grass. beauty full grass. healthy 
grass. grass. lawn. grass. grass. green lawns. grass. grass. grass. grass. healthy lawn. 
grass. good grass. lots of grass. lots of plush, green lawn. grass. healthy lawn. neat and 
dense grass, no weeds. grass. lawn. lawn space. nice lawn. lawn. grass. lawn. lots of 
grass. lawn. green grass. lawn.  

natural  4.1% (5/121) 
animals. health. away from traffic and noise, close to nature. hills. ground cover.  

neat, well maintained  7.4% (9/121) 
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well maintained. clean looking home. neatness. orderly. clean. cosmetically `clean'. kept 
neat and clean. to have all plants in great condition. neat, orderly.  

pathways  7.4% (9/121) 
interlocking pathway. stamped concrete pathway _sealed. nice walkway. concreted 
walkways. fieldstone walkways. I can walk on it easily (no grass to walk on). walkway. a 
well lit walkway. flagstone walkway.  

patio  9.1% (11/121) 
solid area to sit and enjoy scenery. outdoor living space (patio/deck). porch. deck. deck. 
stone deck. stone patio. deck. deck for relaxation and BBQ. area for eating. patio.  

privacy  5.8% (7/121) 
privacy. natural privacy (hedges etc). private. privacy. protection. privacy. privacy. 
privacy.  

rock, stone 10.7% (13/121) 
rocks. rock and pebble. more interlock bricks. stonework. use of interlocking. stone and 
interlocking. rocks. natural stone/look. stone work. flagstones. interlock. different types 
of rocks scattered. rocks.  

shrubs/bushes 18.2% (22/121) 
shrubs. bushes. shrubs. shrubs. bushes. good shrubs. small bushes. has small shrubs. 
shrubs. hedges. shrubs. tall shrubs. shrubs. bushes. shrubs. large mature bushes. the 
selections of bushes. shrubs. mature shrubs. bushes/flowering. shrubs. lots of bushes. 
bushes.  

space  4.1% (5/121) 
space. lot of space. big backyard. open space. lots of space between houses. lots of space.  

trees 51.2% (62/121) 
trees (mature). shade trees. trees. lots of trees. big shady trees. surrounded by big trees. 
trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. tree. nice healthy mature trees. trees. prominent established 
tree. trees _two corners or four corners. trees. trees for looks. 1 tree on one side of the 
lawn. trees. some tree for shade. trees. trees. healthy trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. 
trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. trees to shade the home. lots of trees. trees. 
treeline. few evergreens. trees. the balance of the trees. mature trees. trees. trees. fruit 
trees. trees shade house. trees/flowering. tall tree for sun protection at base of driveway. 
trees. fruit trees. willow trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. big shade trees, 
evergreens/fir. trees. anchor trees, ie, large trees like a nice birch. trees.  

variety, diversity  6.6% (8/121) 
lots of plants. type of plants and vegetables. diversity of plants. structure plants. variety. 
variation in shape, color, height. variety. different plants.  

water, pond, pool 12.4% (15/121) 
water, fish. water feature. water feature. water/pond. water fountain. has a small pond 
with fishes. pool. swimming pool. pond. fountain for sound/running water. water. pool. 
water fountain on left. pool. water.  

 Total: 309.1% (374/121) 
 
64. Use up to three words to describe the feelings and emotions evoked by your drawing. 
  3.3% (4/121) 

fragrant. quaintness. carribean. retirement.  
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no answer  0.8% (1/121) 
.  

beautiful 28.9% (35/121) 
look. feminine my style. lovely. beauty. beauty. beauty. beautiful and nicer look. 
appealing. beautiful. to beautified. beautiful. beautiful. looking real good. looks. beauty. 
appearance. beautiful. functional beauty. a place of beauty. beauty. beauty. natural 
beauty. beauty. beautiful. attractiveness. beauty. image. eye appealing. art. pretty. curb 
appeal. beautiful. nice. beautiful. nice to look at. beauty.  

calm, relaxed 27.3% (33/121) 
calm. relaxed. relaxation. restful space. relaxing. relax. cool. relaxing. confidence. 
relaxing. calm. calming. relaxing. relaxing. calm. restful. relaxation. total relaxation. 
relaxed. relaxing. calm. rest. relaxed. calmness. relaxing. relaxation. relaxing. calm. 
calmness. relaxed. sleepy. relaxing. relaxing. calm.  

clean & neat  4.1% (5/121) 
neatness. cleanliness. clean. orderly. neat.  

colourful, bright  3.3% (4/121) 
lots of colour. colourful. colorful. bright and summery.  

design  6.6% (8/121) 
natural. looks full. creativity. simple. some uniformity. concept of landscaping. balance. 
space. funtional. simple.  

dream  4.1% (5/121) 
hope. dream. dreams. dream. my dream. personal paradise.  

elegant, classy  3.3% (4/121) 
elegant. luxurious. elegant. classy. upper scale.  

fun, enjoyment 17.4% (21/121) 
humour. it feel good. feel good. funny. fun. enjoyment. enjoyable. enjoyable. enjoyable. 
feel good. pleasure. feel good. pleasure. a place to drink some rum. fun. holiday. pleasure. 
pleasure. fun. pleasure. parties. refreshing.  

happy, content, satisfied 24.8% (30/121) 
contentment. happy. happy. satisfaction. joy. happiness. happy. happy. happy. happiness. 
happiness. happy. satisfaction. satisfaction. well being. happiness. happy. happiness. 
happiness. happy. content. pleasing. pleased. please with summer. joy. joy. happy. happy. 
happy. happy. well being.  

home  3.3% (4/121) 
homely. homey. home. home.  

inviting, welcome  4.1% (5/121) 
inviting. welcome. welcoming. inviting. welcoming.  

love, kindness  4.1% (5/121) 
love. kindness. respect. friendly. caring. heart.  

motivation, passion  4.1% (5/121) 
motivation. rebirth. positive. good. would like to do more. passion.  
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negatives  4.1% (5/121) 
sadness. horrible artist. dissatisfied with look. I am not a good painter. this is a messy 
drawing.  

peace, sanctuary, security 33.9% (41/121) 
peacefulness. peaceful. sanctuary. escape. solemm. security. peace and tranquility. 
tranquility. cottage, urban getaway. peaceful. my house with such landscape gives peace. 
tranquility. peace. peaceful. peaceful. peace. peace. tranquility. peaceful. peace. 
tranquility. peacefulness. serenity. piece. peaceful. peaceful. tranquility. safety. serenity. 
privacy. peaceful. peaceful. tranquility. serenity. peace (of mind). peacefulness. private. 
tranquil. peaceful. isolated. serenity. peaceful. peaceful. peaceful. safety. serenity. 
peaceful. peace. peaceful. peaceful. peaceful.  

proud, accomplished 10.7% (13/121) 
success. accomplishment. proud. pride. pride. pride. pride. pride. pride. proud to know 
what you want. proud to have this home. proud. proud. proud.  

warm, soothing, comfort 15.7% (19/121) 
warmth. soothing garden. warmth. warm. warm. soothing. warm. comfort. comfort. 
comfort. warmth. soothing. warmth. comfort. comfort. warm. comforting. comfort. warm. 
comfort.  

wonderful, wow  9.9% (12/121) 
invigorating. excited. great. awesome. terrific. breathtaking. wonderful. wow. wonder. 
wonderful. excellent. excitement. perfect. excited. great. exciting.  

work  3.3% (4/121) 
a work in progress. work. activity. labour.  

 Total: 217.4% (263/121) 
 
65. What barriers might prevent you from achieving your ideal landscape? 
  0.8% (1/121) very important.  
no answer  1.7% (2/121) 

 
 
bugs  2.5% (3/121) 

tree dies from bugs. bees, mosquitos. insects.  
extreme heat  2.5% (3/121) 

weather (extreme heat). sun scorching property. weather.  
know how, decisions  5.0% (6/121) 

final decisions. wife's opinion/opposition. confusion of which design is most effective. 
ideas/design, knowledge. imagination. know how.  

lack of water  4.1% (5/121) 
bad weather, dry summer. total water (no growth or colour). watering, not being able to. 
drought. lack of water.  

miscellaneous  3.3% (4/121) 
weeds. my dog in the backyard, digs. sidewalk. soil.  

money 63.6% (77/121) 
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finances. money. money. money. money. not thinking beyond what I have. money. cost. 
finance. financial. financial. money. cost. money. money. cost. money. money. money. 
need more money. cost. expense. resources. cost. money. if I did not have a home. 
money. money. financial. money!. money. cost. cost. not enough money. money. cost. not 
owing my home. the cost of improving the landscape. capital costs. money. cost. money. 
money, I would like a company to come and do it for me  cost. money. money. money. 
budget. budget. money. cost. cost. cost. money. cost. cost. costs. finance. money. cost. 
cost. cost. money!. financially I will need help. finances. money. cost of the landscaping. 
money. money. start up costs for materials and labor. money. money. money. money. 
budget. money. financial barriers.  

neighbours  5.8% (7/121) 
neighbours putting up fences on property lines. kids in neighbourhood on lawn, and 
postman cutting through. neighbours. neighbours. unkempt next door neighbours, weeds 
etc. bad disapproving neighbours. neighbours.  

nothing  4.1% (5/121) 
none at this time, appreciate what I have done. none really. none. none, have it. nothing.  

space 21.5% (26/121) 
space of the land. not enough garden. lack of space. space. house (backyard) not big 
enough. my home space is too small. space. size of property. lot size. design of property. 
space. not much space. area of yard. the need for a larger driveway. size of lot. space. size 
of my lawn or lot. space. space. size of yard. size of the yard. space. not enough land. 
space. space. the size of my present property.  

the city  5.0% (6/121) 
municipal rule. location. the city. location. increasing development and high rises. noise.  

time 25.6% (31/121) 
not enough time. nothing but time. time. time. time. time. time. no having time to do my 
gardening. more time. time. time. time. time. time. time. time to invest in gardening, 
planting and maintaining. time. time. time for trees and shrubs to grow. time (free). time. 
no time to maintain. time. time to do it. time. time. time. time. time needed. time for 
maintenance. time.  

too much work  7.4% (9/121) 
lots of work. labour. level of difficulty. only if I die first ha! ha!. disability. too much 
work. growth, covering the windows and growth on pathway. physical work. doing it on 
my own.  

trees  2.5% (3/121) 
big bad roots from mature tree growing out. shade trees. weak trees (ie, susceptible to 
disease) and poor grass.  

 Total: 155.4% (188/121) 
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Naturalised Landscape 
 
70. What does a naturalised landscape mean to you? 
  0.8% (1/121) 

on hand participation.  
no answer  7.4% (9/121) 

. it doesn't matter much to me. . nothing. . . nothing. I'm not sure. don't know.  
  0.8% (1/121) 

 
 
a lot  2.5% (3/121) 

a lot. a lot. my preference.  
beauty  4.1% (5/121) 

beauty. beauty. beauty of nature. can mean beauty or trash. pleasing to eye and touch.  
  0.8% (1/121) 

bushes.  
design  9.9% (12/121) 

no statues or iron workings. not too crowded. not all grass. using the shape of land. not 
too expensive. one without any new made structures. diverse growth. no bushes. not too 
much emphasis on curb appeal. part of the house. everything flows together. clean.  

environment friendly  9.1% (11/121) 
environment friendly. green. a must for the importance of our environment. a landscape 
that fits into the surrounding environment. cleaner air. saving green space for the future. 
filtration. very simple, environmentally friendly landscape. close to mother nature. 
environment friendly landscape. simple and natural. fits in with local environment.  

flowers  4.1% (5/121) 
flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. just flowers.  

grass  5.0% (6/121) 
long grass. grass. grass. only grass. green grass witha few trees. just grass.  

healthy  2.5% (3/121) 
freshness. healthier. healthy and living.  

lots of greenery  3.3% (4/121) 
lots of greenery. lots of greenery. green. lots of greenery.  

low maintenance  9.1% (11/121) 
less maintenance. minimal work, no fertilizing or care. maintained by the owner. not 
much maintenance work. something that needs little maintenance. low maintenance. less 
work. little maintenance. some control of weeds. zero maintenance. carefree, little/no 
work for me. low maintenance.  

native plants 14.9% (18/121) 
natural flowers for area. woodland gardens with trees and native flowers, bulbs. Perennial 
plants. native plants. planting plants that are native to the area/climate/conditions. native 
plants. indigenous plant materials. natures flowers and vegetation. natural well looking. 
perennials and annuals. have herbal plants. using plants and materials native to our 
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environment. ground cover. native plants left to grow at will. plants. original. things grow 
at different times, perennials. one that fits within the environment that you live, no 
flowers, no bushes. plants or grass that grows on its own, naturally.  

negatives  7.4% (9/121) 
will be expensive. boring with no colours. few flowers. so so. does not look good. can 
mean beauty or trash. nobody takes care of it. loss. weeds.  

no chemicals 18.2% (22/121) 
no pollution. no pesticides. no chemical, fertiliser was use. no toxic material. no 
chemicals used. free of pesticides, chemical fertilisers. not too many additives. no 
fertiliser, no pesticides. don't need pesticides/fertilisers. use of natural products. using all 
natural earthly products. means `no chems'. no pesticides. no pesticides. without or 
minimal use of pesticides. natural ingredients. they don't use any pesticides only organic 
elements. mostly organic. no pesticides, natural fertilisers. chemical free, natural 
ingredient landscape. no persticides/chemicals. no fertiliser.  

no need to water  2.5% (3/121) 
drought resistant. don't need to water. no water.  

not manicured 10.7% (13/121) 
non manicured. that look real. untouch. unkept garden, overgrown. unkept. may be 
uneven weedy , bushy. overgrown bushes. very rustic. unmaintained. not groomed. kind 
of unkept. not manicured. messy. untouched by a professional.  

peace of mind  1.7% (2/121) 
homely and soothing. peace of mind.  

rocks  3.3% (4/121) 
rocks. rocks. stones. flagstone.  

trees  9.9% (12/121) 
trees. woodland gardens with trees and native flowers, bulbs. wooded look. tree. trees. 
use of trees. trees. more trees. trees. green grass witha few trees. lots of trees, bushes. 
trees.  

water  3.3% (4/121) 
water, rivers. water. water. waterfall.  

wild 27.3% (33/121) 
no planning. growth in a unfettered way. random planting. wild. no set structure. wild. 
not that much except for wildlife. a landscape that is in its normal plain state, already 
existing. wild flowers and bushes. it not man made. nature alway has it right. 
wildflowers. left undisturbed land and vegetation. wild. wild grasses. wilderness (jungle). 
wildflowers. meadow. it is not interfered by man. Its natures way. made to `look` natural, 
was not there before. one that has not been interfered with by paving or artificial 
implements. back to natures view. not developed by city or individuals. a natural 
landscape. let the weeds go free. let nature grow what it may in its own fashion. made by 
nature. relaxed and not uniformed. what grows is there. not ver planned. looks natural 
like park or woods. would not include many man made materials. free. wildflowers. 
created by nature. landscape that is left to grow, without any help.  

 Total: 158.7% (192/121) 
 
72. Describe the picture you drew. 
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 99.2% (120/121) 
no fertilization, no pesticides. naturalised garden, this is what the garden looks like when 
I leave it with my son. wild landscape welcoming and filled with animals. a peaceful 
nature walk through a woodland forest. with tree a flower. green grass, flowers and trees. 
refresh, peaceful. less lawn, natural spaces created with plantings. more perennial plants, 
less assortment, more green, wooden sticks. messy, unkempt, chaotic. area with no 
fencing except shrubs, grass with clover etc. lots of trees, a pond, birdbath and flowers 
around the lawn. more rugged type grasses, native plants, flowers. simple and natural 
landscape. lush green grass, with trees aroung home. paradise, garden of eden. 
wildflowers mixed with scrub grass and natural indigenous trees. lots of green grass. no 
set idea, vegetation growing wild. front pathway again, but with naturalised garden. 
house, pond, lots of trees and flowers and a herb garden, lots of colour. house surrounded 
natural flowers and grass. trees, rocks, goldfish pond and grass. lots of greenery, hedges, 
evergreens, grass. big trees, wildflowers, tall grass, big weeds. a house with a walkway, 
driveway, and a tree. messy, unkept, weeds overrun lawns too high. grass is longer, 
dandelions and weeds are present. Bushes are randomly distributed. my front yard plus a 
fish pond with more flowers natural to area. just basic landscape (close to what original 
builder build). more natural, fresh, with tree and flowers. trees with wildflowers, annuals, 
and perennial in grass and bushes. plant growing and flower blooming. sunny with lots of 
light. lots of greenery, no colours, backyard. not what I want. house with lawn on both 
sides, its natural, nothing added. grass and trees not so green. a stream with trees. a 
hillside like with stones and trees. no control of bushes and weeds. everything just 
growing wild. simple landscape of my house, undisturbed. natural, healthy grow. . flower 
beds, bushes, pond with bridge. lots of trees and shrubs, less grass and patio area. simple 
and mostly shrubs/ trees. tree lined with grass and interlock. water, grass, flowers. bushy, 
overgrown shrubs and bushes. plain with grass and dirt pathway. wildflowers and 
evergreens with a mulch and bark path. a home where it doesn't interfere with the 
environment. earthy, minimalist, natural, spartan. lots of trees, flowers and fresh air. 
trees, bushes, wildflower, small stream with stones. plants and weed growing wild. 
wildflowers, long grasses, pond, animals. bulrushes, pussy willows, wild lilacs, free 
grass. picture of a backyard with trees, flowers, grass. lawn green with grass and one tree 
in front. the picture has trees where I want them with open space in the middle. . a green, 
lush, tree/shrub landscape. low maintenance shrubs/plants, tall hedges, grass, stone deck. 
flowers, trees, water fountain. natural three trees and bottom two. trying to use natural 
products, gardens walkways, bricks being natural. natural clay driveway, sidewalk, pond, 
grass, trees. house surrounded by unsightly weeds. trees, lots of them, wildflowers. rocks, 
some placed dandelions. natural, no use of fertilisers, weedkillers etc. overgrown lawn 
with weeds and dry dead spots. very simple, front flowers, side ravine, veg garden. tall 
grass, pond, wild flowers, stones. woodland with body of water and wild flowers. wild 
grass growing and trees. balance of gardening and architecture. well, a little more natural 
plants like grasses and leafy plants, no heavy chems needed. lots of nature! Trees, shrubs 
and flowers. weeds. trees, waterbasins and shrubs. a mess, tiered colourful variety. . a 
natural garden. a natural setting with trees bushes and wildflowers. ther is no grass the 
lawn is made up of rocks trees and wood chips. very casual, like an open field. very 
simple area of grass and trees and shrubs, natural growth. front of house with more 
natural trees. big yard with all, flowers, trees, big pond. unorganized, pretty in its own 
way, very busy. several trees, rocks and pond, all natural no pesticides. pond, large trees, 
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stone frive, flowers in lawn. attractive setting, secluded with some privacy. more trees, 
less interlock, use of natural stones and less man made stone. simple, natural, no 
additional features or external objects. wild, dead plants, weeds, unkept. I drew grass, 
some flowers, and a tree. simple landscape. low maintenance, serene. grass, tall weeds, 
bare patches. more natural than planned arrangements. no curb appeal, a flower box with 
a few flowers and an asphalt driveway, concrete steps, no interlock. large expanse, 
mountains and hills, lots of trees, water, path. healthy, colourful. colourful wildflowers, 
rocks. trees, pond flowers. peaceful, working, valuable. grass with trees and flower in the 
backyard. trees right around perimeter with flowers. . paved driveway, rocks, interlock, 
trees. peaceful, natural. rolling landscape. low maintenance, green. see #70, no element of 
creativity. lots of grass, weeds, not many flower/shrubs/trees, garden does not grow.  

 Total:  99.2% (120/121) 
 
73. What are the three most important elements or aspects of your naturalised landscape? 
  2.5% (3/121) 

less expensive. god. soil.  
no answer  7.4% (9/121) 

. . . . . . . . .  
beautiful  5.8% (7/121) 

beautiful. beautiful. breathtaking. beauty. natural beauty. looks. beauty. beauty.  
calm, tranquility  2.5% (3/121) 

calming. tranquility. comfortable to look at.  
colour  9.1% (11/121) 

use of grasses to add colour and textures. colour. always green. color. bright colors. color. 
color. color. colour. type of colourful trees/bushes/flowers. colours.  

conserve water  2.5% (3/121) 
drought resistant. conservation of water. little watering.  

design  9.9% (12/121) 
use of lighting to add interest. sunshine. lightnening. design. good room for parties. 
protection from sun, wind, rain. shade. rocks could be well placed and weeds control, to 
form some structure. design. not too big. garden in back of house. simple. no external 
features. wide view.  

diversity  4.1% (5/121) 
herbal plant. diversity. always something blooming. diverse foliage. ground cover.  

driveway  3.3% (4/121) 
driveway. driveway. asphalt driveway. minimal concrete/driveway.  

environment friendly  3.3% (4/121) 
eco friendly. fresh air. environment. recycling.  

flowers 19.8% (24/121) 
flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. 
more grasses than flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flower garden in front of 
house. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers. flowering all summer/spring/fall. lots of 
flowers. flowers. flowers. flowers.  

garden  4.1% (5/121) 
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garden. my little veg garden. concrete. grow own food. garden.  
grass 29.8% (36/121) 

grass. green grass. green space (grass). grass. grass. lawn. grass. tall grass. grass. lawn. 
grass covering. grass. lawn. grass. grass is green. more grasses than flowers. grass 
growing wild. long grasses. grass. grass. minimum grass. grass. grass. different types of 
grass. grass. grass. grass. grass. grass. grass. green lawn. grass. grass. grass. green grass. 
grass.  

healthy  4.1% (5/121) 
health wise. no pollution. balance. health. life. health. healthy.  

less grass  2.5% (3/121) 
very little grass. not too much grass. not so much grass.  

less maintenance  9.9% (12/121) 
less work. low maintenance. easy care. ease of maintenance. less maintenance. effortless. 
easy maintenance. require less grooming, as the would appear in nature. don't need to 
mow grass. low maintenance. little weeding. low maintenance.  

maintenance  0.8% (1/121) 
care. maintenance (proper). cutting.  

native plants  6.6% (8/121) 
bulbs that multiply. native plants. perennial native plants. indigenous plant materials. 
wild flowers. natural plant. wildflowers. wildflowers. wildflowers growing.  

natural 14.9% (18/121) 
natural. earthy. naturally growing plants. house becomes part of nature. natural elements. 
healthy natural grow, how it should be. nature. no artificial materials. natural 
environment without too much people intervention. free flow of natures choice of plants. 
use of natural products. natural. nature elements. nature. lots of natural materials. natural. 
natural. natural. natural look.  

neat, clean  1.7% (2/121) 
neat. clean.  

negatives  7.4% (9/121) 
cluttered, panicked. lack(?) of flowers, plants etc. no colours. overgrowth. no consistence. 
weeds. overgrowth. not symetrical. no flow. no control. ugly, weeds look ugly. little 
variety. area consumed. overgrowth. weeds.  

no chemicals  4.1% (5/121) 
able to live without fertiliser. no fertiliser. no pesticide. no chemicals used. no pesticides. 
chemical free lawn/flowers.  

plants  5.8% (7/121) 
plant get lot of sunshine. perennials/plants. plants. plants. plants. leafy plants. plenty of 
plants. variety of plants.  

privacy  1.7% (2/121) 
privacy. no traffic and noise.  

random, wild, unplanned  9.1% (11/121) 
random growth. no set plan. rougher looking, uneven land. the outside landscape is the 
same as yours, you don't interfere with the surrounding. not changing shape of land. the 
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ravine. wild. uninhibited. wild. randomness of plants. what grows and sunlight stays. 
should look unplanned. hills.  

rocks, stones 12.4% (15/121) 
rocks. rocks. accent rocks etc. the stones. lots of stones and flagstone pieces. patio stones. 
stone deck. natural stone. rocks could be well placed and weeds control, to form some 
structure. rock/boulder. rocks. rocks. rocks. natural stone. no rocks.  

shrubs, bushes  8.3% (10/121) 
non pruned bushes. blending of bushes. shrubs. bushes. shrubs. shrubs. shrubs. shrubs. 
shrubs. shrubs.  

space  4.1% (5/121) 
lot of open space. spacious. open space around the house. open space. space.  

trees 42.1% (51/121) 
trees. trees. trees. trees. trees (deciduous and conifer). natural green bushes, trees. trees. 
trees. trees. trees. trees/shrubs. lots of trees. trees. evergreens for year round colour. big 
trees. tree. trees. tree. trees both small and large. tree. the trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. 
needs to have trees. trees. trees not cut. trees. trees. tree. fir and deciduous trees. trees. 
trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. more trees. trees. trees. trees. trees. full trees. trees. 
trees. trees. trees. trees. lots of trees.  

walkway  2.5% (3/121) 
walkway. walkway. natures walkways.  

water 18.2% (22/121) 
water. water. waterfall or pond. less watering. water. use of water features, ponds, 
birdbath. pond. water. rivers, water, ponds. water. water. pond. water. water. pond. pond. 
pond. some water. pond. water. water. water.  

wildlife  3.3% (4/121) 
animals. more animal friendly. natural habitat for animals/birds. birds on the trees 
singing.  

wood chips, interlocking brick  4.1% (5/121) 
interlock brick. interlocking, from bricks, more so than asphalt. bark chips. woodchips. 
no pavers.  

 Total: 268.6% (325/121) 
 
74. Use up to three words to describe the feelings and emotions evoked by your drawing. 
 16.5% (20/121) 

comb. coolness. forest. drought resistance. birds. full. glowing. dry. when I was a child at 
my grandparents home. different. grass. absorb water. pride. aroma. wood. strong. to 
work (place) at retirement. home. might not be comfy to walk on. farmlike.  

no answer  6.6% (8/121) 
. . . . . . . .  

beautiful  9.9% (12/121) 
beautiful. beauty. pretty. good looking. beautiful. gorgeous. beauty. beauty. beauty. 
natural beauty of wildlife. breathtaking. beautiful.  

boring  8.3% (10/121) 
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need to spruce it up. boring. plain etc.. boring. boring. plain. no colours. lacking. plain. 
plain. no color. boring. plain. boring.  

calm, relaxed 19.0% (23/121) 
calm. relaxing. relaxing. natural calm. sound of water. relaxed. relaxed. calm. relaxed. 
calming. relaxing. calming. calm. relaxation. relaxing. relaxed. relaxing. calm. calm. 
relaxation. relaxing. calming. calming. relaxing. relaxing somewhat.  

chaotic, messy, untidy  9.9% (12/121) 
untidy. confusion. chaotic. messy. dishevelled. rough. crowded. confused. not neat. 
untidiness. infested. imperfection. dirty. more unplanned. unkept. eyesore.  

cheap  1.7% (2/121) 
inexpensive. cheap.  

clean  3.3% (4/121) 
clean. pristine. clean. clean.  

colour  4.1% (5/121) 
colour. colorful. colour. colourful. brightness.  

freedom  5.0% (6/121) 
freedom. freedom. freedom. free. freedom. freedom.  

fresh  3.3% (4/121) 
fresh. refreshing. fresh. a new beginning. freshness.  

friendly  1.7% (2/121) 
friendly. environment friendly.  

frustrated, angry, upset 11.6% (14/121) 
uncomfortable. ruined. angry. not happy. disappointed. disapprove. frustrated. not good 
enough. depressing. no life. don't like it. upset. lazy environmentalist. frustration. bad. 
uneasy. no pride. shame. mad. lazy. laziness. terrible.  

fun, enjoyment  6.6% (8/121) 
flow. funny. fun. youthful. pleasure. pleasure. fun. playful.  

good, nice  2.5% (3/121) 
good. nice. OK. nice. good. good.  

green  2.5% (3/121) 
it look it is all green and. shady trees. green.  

happy  9.9% (12/121) 
happiness. happy. happy. happy. happy. happy. carefree. happiness. pleasing. pleasant. 
carefree. somewhat pleasing.  

healthy  1.7% (2/121) 
healthy. healthy.  

less work  5.8% (7/121) 
low maintenance. without much effort the landscape looks nice. easy care. less work. 
non_maintenance. low maintenance. not much maintenance.  

natural 20.7% (25/121) 
close to God, nature spiritual. natural. in tune with nature. natural. nature. all natural 
nothing added. nature. natural. life. natural. natural. natural. natural. natural. nature. 
nature. balance of all. natural. natural. natural. natural feeling. nature. natural. nature. 
natural. natural.  
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peace 27.3% (33/121) 
peaceful. peaceful. oasis. serene. quiet. tranquility. peaceful. tranquility. peaceful. 
peaceful. peaceful. peace. tranquility. peaceful. peaceful. away from hustle of world. 
peace. tranquility. harmony. peacefulness. tranquility. peaceful. getaway. peaceful. 
serene. peacefulness. serenity. tranquility. peace. peaceful. serene. tranquil. peaceful. 
peaceful. serene. serenity. safe. quiet. peaceful. quiet. peaceful. peaceful.  

simple  7.4% (9/121) 
simplicity. simple. simple. simple. simple. simple. very simple land scape. simple. 
simple.  

space, open  0.8% (1/121) 
openness. space.  

spiritual, grace  2.5% (3/121) 
god blessing how it should be. grace. spiritual.  

ugly  4.1% (5/121) 
ugly. dead. ugly. ugly. ugly.  

unwanted  4.1% (5/121) 
living in the desert. not interested in it. unwanted. dark. cold. no passion.  

warmth, comfort  5.8% (7/121) 
love. comforting. comfort. warm. warm. warmth. comfort.  

wild  5.8% (7/121) 
wild. wild. wild. wild. wild. wild. wild.  

wonderful, great  2.5% (3/121) 
intrigued. great. wonderful place.  

 Total: 210.7% (255/121) 
 

Opportunities/Barriers 
 
79. Would you consider naturalizing some or all of your landscape? 
No 15.7% (19/121) 

N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. Hell No. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N.  
Yes 83.5% (101/121) 

Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y.  

  0.8% (1/121) 
Y.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
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80. Why or why not? 
  2.5% (3/121) 

tranquility. lots of variety. the feeling of `home' it invokes.  
no answer  2.5% (3/121) 

. . .  
already doing it, planning it  2.5% (3/121) 

I already have and continue to do more. my side and back yard its natural ravine lot. not 
much different than my own land plans.  

beauty, appearance 47.9% (58/121) 
I believe it is a beautiful way to protect the environment. greenery. promote new look, 
natural look. it is quite attractive. look nice. can be made to look very beautiful. it looks 
very pleasing to the eye. I know natural is beautiful but I have always liked a different 
setting. to make it looks nice. looks very nice. it makes it look beautiful. because the 
plants and grass look green and healthy. like mixture. bring colour to the lawn. natural 
beauty. the photos are beautiful. its more beautiful. it look more natural. it beautiful. more 
attractive than my preconcieved notions. saves water and beautifies the surrounding. 
because I like the look. looks good, and good for environment. looks nice, natural. its 
beautiful. natural beauty. natural looks good. it is beautiful. there's an attractiveness and 
functionality that I had never considered. like the look and feel of it. likes appearance. 
nice appearance. lovely. beautiful. I like the way it looks. depends on final look and 
which shrubs are used. I like picture # 8, 7, 4. I like the use of rock gardens and tree cove. 
I like the look of the dry bed design. very attractive. I would consider 7 and 8 (4 possibly) 
I like the clean crisp look not the tall weedy look. its nice. it looks good. natural 
appearance, very attractive. I like the look. it looks attractive. pretty. looks pretty. I like 
the look of all the flowers of nature together. looks healthy. I like picture 2, simple yet 
elegant. country style feeling to it. its pretty. still looks pleasing. looks great. beautiful 
looking. looks messy although I do like the wood fence. looks good.  

conserve water  8.3% (10/121) 
less watering. less watering required. use rainwater instead of watering. saves water and 
beautifies the surrounding. would like to conserve water. save of water. conserves water,. 
because you save on watering plants. to reduce water usage and help the environment. 
less watering.  

good for community  3.3% (4/121) 
I would help the community. better for community. good for drainage. I like the impact 
on the people.  

good for environment 15.7% (19/121) 
I believe it is a beautiful way to protect the environment. good for surrounding. helps the 
environment. good for environment. better for wildlife. it will help the environment. good 
for environment. help the environment. would help with the ecology. good for 
environment. to preserve the environment. looks good, and good for environment. good 
for environment. habitats for animals. it seems like the right thing to do, saving nature. 
because it catches the water, helps the environment. it is better for the environment. to 
reduce water usage and help the environment. good for the environment. help 
environment.  

it's appealing, win_win  9.1% (11/121) 
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love the idea, particularly for water seepage. win_win. I still would have a small section 
of natural setting. it has some appeal. we need some naturalize. natural is good, for living. 
because of the benefits it provides. there's an attractiveness and functionality that I had 
never considered. now tha I understand what naturalisation is. naturally efficient. it 
makes sense.  

less maintenance 10.7% (13/121) 
less pruning, cutting etc. easy garden care. not as much work looking after it. less 
maintenance. less upkeep. saves work. save me time and money in water. easy to 
maintain. does not require that much maintenance. perennials. low maintenance. low 
maintenance. less work to tend to.  

lot too small  2.5% (3/121) 
no enough space. lot size is too small. in `limited' areas.  

natural  7.4% (9/121) 
natural. promote new look, natural look. it preserves natural. closer to nature. like nature 
species, fits in. because I think putting flowers that belong in the area has better chance of 
living, perennials. back to nature. nature. use products of immediate environment.  

negatives  1.7% (2/121) 
urban city already destroyed much of the greens. too much pollen from flowers, husband 
allergic.  

prefer conventional look 12.4% (15/121) 
I know natural is beautiful but I have always liked a different setting. because I would not 
want every part of my lawn landscape. I preferred the unnatural. to me it looks confusing 
(1) and (2) looks boring. I like to add things I like. does not appeal to me, to have that 
look. most of these pictures are a mess, most people prefer clean looks. I do not like 
them. prefer my landscaping as is, traditional. it is just OK, I like order in most of my 
spaces. I don't use all these flowers in my garden. not my taste. boring, not for me. not 
what I want in a garden. looks messy although I do like the wood fence.  

prevent flooding  3.3% (4/121) 
to keep land from flooding. eliminate flooding. avoid flooding. no flooding.  

save money  3.3% (4/121) 
less cost. save me time and money in water. less costly. works best with land less long 
term cost.  

too costly, too much maintenance  3.3% (4/121) 
there would be a lot of initial work involved however. might be too costly. upkeep 
maintenance looks high. looks like too much maintenance.  

use of rainwater 11.6% (14/121) 
love the idea, particularly for water seepage. water stay in the lawn. makes use of the 
rainwater to maintain grounds. make use of rainwater. to tackle the necessity of watering. 
maintains the water. natural rainwater. rainwater used wisely. I like the idea of retaining 
rainwater. to have some natural water maitian (?). to prevent rainwater from rushing 
away. it is good to absorb and hold rainwater. uses rainwater efficiently. absorb 
rainwater. because it catches the water, helps the environment.  

 Total: 147.9% (179/121) 
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81. What would encourage you to naturalize some or all of your landscape? 
  4.1% (5/121) 

if the city wouldn't destroy the front 6_8 ft of my property every friggin' year with the 
salt/plowing. healthy living. neighbourhood. arm twisting. the feeling of 'home'.  

no answer  9.1% (11/121) 
. . nothing. not sure. . . . . nothing. . nothing.  

access to native plants  1.7% (2/121) 
more native plant access, cheaper in price. indigenous materials, availability at nurseries.  

already doing it  1.7% (2/121) 
need no encouragement, I'm already starting. I will naturalize my landscape.  

beauty, appearance 19.0% (23/121) 
to beautify the home. look more natural. better place for visitors. there is some beauty. 
the looks, better atmosphere. beauty and to make it look different. looks. looks pretty. to 
make more impression and beautiful. attractiveness and functionality. the look of it. to 
enhance appearance of home. nice looking. looks and cost. looks nice. attractiveness. the 
overall appearance fitting with house. color, flowers. the beauty it provides. some flowers 
look exotic. fill in some area that are dead. aesthetically pleasing. eye appeal.  

design advice & assistance 15.7% (19/121) 
help and input on how to design. foundation speaking with someone who knows trees. 
meeting with a landscape designer who could suggest a reasonably priced plan. in home 
consultation. professional to undertake challenge and create it. someone doing it for me 
for minimal cost. someone to help with design and cost. some help planning it. help with 
the setup to make sure it will work OK. someone show me the first few times how. if 
some one did it for me. design of landscape. to know how to do it and plan the layout. 
help with the planning. a good honest contractor. landscaper ideas. help to do it, manual 
and monetary. if someone came in and did it for me. plan.  

education & information 18.2% (22/121) 
knowledge of what to plant, how and where. more info on indigenous materials. need 
more ideas on this, see more pictures. I believe I need some naturalize. the colourful stuff 
you can do with naturalize. to be given info on how to do it. to reflect on my heritage as a 
child. learning more about the plants that grow well. education, examples. more 
education and knowledge of how to do it. seeing photos of different landscaping concepts 
that are natural. knowing more. brogers or free ideas at local stores. pictures, other 
opinions. proper control of weeds and animals. common sense. education, learning more. 
information on how to establish and maintain. knowledge how to do it and available 
money. knowledge of. know how. knowledge. the right knowledge.  

flooding problem  0.8% (1/121) 
if I had a problem with flooding.  

good for environment  1.7% (2/121) 
it would be different, and is probably better for overall environment. using organic soil 
and grass.  

less maintenance  5.8% (7/121) 
not having to weed or cut grass. spend less time gardening. easy to look after. less 
maintenance, and worry/fuss. ease of care. saving time. ease to maintain.  

money, financial incentive 24.8% (30/121) 
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finance. more money and time. a tax break. more native plant access, cheaper in price. 
cheaper products. plus govt incentive. someone doing it for me for minimal cost. 
someone to help with design and cost. government incentive. if it will not cause too much 
money. cost. be able to save money on water bills. grants from government. assistance 
from the town. cost. the cost. reduction of cost of materials. cash incentive from some 
form of govt entity. incentive program from the town to help with cost. help to do it, 
manual and monetary. expense. if prices were more reasonable. good price. looks and 
cost. cost would prevail but I like a clean sharper look as to a weedy messy look. money, 
rebate, etc. low price. if it wasn't too costly or too time consuming to design. knowledge 
how to do it and available money. cost, ability to maintain without a huge cost. low cost.  

more land  9.1% (11/121) 
more land. if I had enough space. more space to grow tall trees. the location of my house. 
larger spaces look better naturalised, smaller spaces would become smaller. a bigger lot. 
if I had more land space. if I lived on a very large land with lots of space. space in the 
yard. if living in big lot. large property, having large area to work with.  

more time  3.3% (4/121) 
more money and time. at the end it is less labout intensive. if it wasn't too costly or too 
time consuming to design. if I had more free time.  

use of rainwater  3.3% (4/121) 
water system, can use rainwater. to improve water infiltration. for the water infiltration. 
attractiveness and functionality.  

water conservation  5.8% (7/121) 
benefit of not having to use water your garden. uses less water. save on watering during 
dry season. preserve water. conservation. water management. saving water.  

 Total: 124.0% (150/121) 
82. Would you consider making changes to your landscape to encourage rainwater 
infiltration? 
No 12.4% (15/121) 

N. ?. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N.  
Yes 87.6% (106/121) 

Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
83. Why or why not? 
  1.7% (2/121) 

to conserve energy. more plants.  
no answer  3.3% (4/121) 

. I don't know about that. . .  
beauty, appearance 10.7% (13/121) 

it can be made to look very beautiful. it looks nice. better atmosphere. making it look 
nice. this type of landscape brings beauty to property. helps keep areas green and clean. 
because it would be better for grass and growth. beauty is different for each. I like the 
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look of the dry bed design. still look good. its nice. looks very designer like, don't have to 
water. seems to encourage green, lush gardens.  

conserve water 19.8% (24/121) 
natural resource. so I don't have to water. save on water. less water use. fresh water will 
not always be available. possibly rely less on watering by hose. less water consumption. 
conserves water. it would save on water. conserve your own. conserve water 
consumption. not wasting water. saves watering the garden. because it makes sense to 
conserve water. save on water from the house. conserve water. to reduce stress on the 
water filtration plants. to save some of our water. conserve water. plus saves water. 
reduce water conservation. less use of manual watering. less water to use. because I could 
use less tap water.  

cost  4.1% (5/121) 
but why spend more $ for the city to destroy. cost would be an issue. probably too 
expensive. to limited amount due to the cost. if it helps improve environment subject to 
cost, good idea.  

want to do the right thing 13.2% (16/121) 
need and want help to improve. already doing that with gardens. good idea. it also serves 
a purpose. waste not want not. need everything to make it better. makes sense to help 
preserve water. if I knew how. seems like good idea. right thing to do. because of the 
importance of keep things going in the right direction. definitely if I had the finances. 
great idea especially in case of a heavy rainfall. don't have to worry while away. some 
time you need areas like that.  

good for community  3.3% (4/121) 
it help us. because of benefits to other inhabitants. to help the community. it is better for 
community.  

if no basement damage  2.5% (3/121) 
as long as there is no damage to my basement from water absorption. would consider 
when guaranteed of no flooding in basement of any kind. if drainage is no problem.  

lot too small  2.5% (3/121) 
I don't think my lot is big enough for that. too small an area. not large enough land.  

natural  8.3% (10/121) 
natural drainage. natural. naturalize. it better to have to water running down to the 
ground. it will infiltrate the water to the ground. better drainage. because it returns the 
water to the ground, adds to water table without runoff. we should use our natural 
resources to their full potential. naturally water the grass. water plant naturally.  

not appealing  4.1% (5/121) 
some I would don't like total natural growth. looks too covered, too busy. too busy. 
downpress feeling. looks difficult to achieve. not crazy about look.  

not necessary  5.8% (7/121) 
the garden is already established, if it ain't broke don't fix it. majority of my garden is 
composed of lawn and rainwater could be absorbed. to get the water absorb, feels easy to 
walk around. because I am in a forest. its not a problem. flat surfaces can't collect 
rainwater. already have a great deal of it in my backyard.  

prevent flooding  5.8% (7/121) 
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so my home won't get flooded during heavy rain. eliminated the potential for flooding of 
property. avoid flooding. to prevent the flooding of water into the basement. reduces 
flooding. would save me possible flooding. I would help drain the water where necessary. 
 

save money  8.3% (10/121) 
save on water bills. better on pocketbook (me and city). again less cost, save money. it 
would save on my water bill. to make less work and save cost. save money. rainwater is 
cheaper than using tap water. reduce cost, and fertiliser. spend less money on water. help 
to reduce water costs.  

save the environment 19.0% (23/121) 
help save the environment. good for natural. good for the environment. environmental 
consciousness. helps environment. help the environment. it would help the environment. 
I'm interested in the environment. good for surrounding environment. it will be good for 
the environment. better for the environment. it would seem to be a benefit to the 
environment. it is help the environment and wildlife. environmental benefits. more 
environmentally friendly. global conservation. it is better for the environment and 
healthier for the landscape in place. environment. it is better for the environment. if it 
helps improve environment subject to cost, good idea. good for environment. it saves the 
environment. to help the environment.  

save time  6.6% (8/121) 
to make less work and save cost. less work. save me work. less work with regards to hose 
watering. easier maintenance. ease of maintenance. less maintenance. less maintenance.  

time & effort  1.7% (2/121) 
I don't have time to do it. not enough time.  

use rainwater 11.6% (14/121) 
rainwater used in a efficient way. it's better to use rainwater. let it be part of the watering 
source. keeps the rains(?) in the ground. rain is good for the earth. helps the ground 
better. I prefer rain watering to hose watering. infiltration keeps moisture in plants. I 
agree with the principle of conserving rainwater. retain more moisture for the plants, etc 
to grow. it helps keep the soil always moist. to use natures watering process. more natural 
water going to landscaping. to help rainwater infiltrate the ground.  

 Total: 132.2% (160/121) 
 
84. Re: photos 5 & 6, rate the appeal of the streetscape in the pictures. 
1  5.0% (6/121) 

1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.  
10  8.3% (10/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.  
2  7.4% (9/121) 

2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.  
3  4.1% (5/121) 

3. 3. 3. 3. 3.  
4  5.0% (6/121) 

4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4.  
5 19.0% (23/121) 
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5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.  
6  9.1% (11/121) 

6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.  
7 18.2% (22/121) 

7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  
8 16.5% (20/121) 

8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.  
  0.8% (1/121) 

8        
9  6.6% (8/121) 

9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9.  
 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   6.1 (730/120), Mode: 5 
 
85. Why did you give this rating? 
  1.7% (2/121) 

less cost. low maintenance.  
okay, some improvement needed  9.1% (11/121) 

looks good but a tad untidy. looks OK if it is kept short. it is somewhat nice but it needs 
to be more well kept. attractive, bushes could be trimmed a bit. it is OK and has to be 
highly maintained. its a bit over done with bushes. lots of trees and shrubs but looks wild. 
still looks too cementy (new word). I liked it but there was/is too much going on. it has 
some attractiveness, lacks brilliant colors, guaranteed of no water damage. for an open 
area it might look better as it covers a large area.  

don't like, messy, not for me 47.9% (58/121) 
not for me. don't like. lot of plant beside road. better use of ground cover, dont like the 
look. the driveway was asphalt/concrete. #5 looks messy. #6 looks like only a parking lot. 
there are maybe too many plants, almost like a barrier. it doesn't look all that nice. too 
dry, with no water line system. the streetscape look dull and dreary. the street is pave. not 
very appealing to me not enough colours. it way very dull. no colour, no control of 
growth. to busy and messy in appearance. it lack of something. too busy, looks 
overgrown, needs color. it looks wild and not maintained. don't like the look at all. 
(probably hides the home as well). looks messy and crowded, plants look out of control. 
overgrown looking, not attractive. because it looks lonely and encourages wildlife. not 
healthy, more colours. tree looks better. this one is particularly dreadful, looks like weeds 
gone wild. high maintenance ie, weeds, more growth etc.. it does not look clean. it needs 
to be  better maintained. looks messy and undesirable. too busy for my eye. looks too 
uniformed, like something softer. does not look manicured. I like a clean green grass 
boulevard, looks cluttered and unkept. I don't like it. too congested. looks weedy and 
almost overgrown. it doesn't appeal to me. it looks overgrown and messy. no mature 
trees, looks unkept. I think it looks a little messy for a home. looks natural, but messy. 
`too much' for me to rate it higher. too busy, looks messy and wild. not very neat. looks a 
bit unkept with all the plants together. does not look nice at all, too tall, too many insects 
could be in that swamp. not as neat and organized looking. needs more colour. not bad 
but too cluttered, looks messy. looks cluttered, visually unappealing. it look to busy, and 
collect a lot of garbage. to many different plants in one area. it gives a cluttered look. 
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could conflict with the rest of the landcaping. looks messy. do not look well kept and 
maintained. looks too busy and difficult to maintain. looks messy.  

good for environment  2.5% (3/121) 
I like the natural look as well as the contribution to the goal. good for the environment. 
would reduce run off into sewer system.  

looks very nice 42.1% (51/121) 
quite appealing. pleasure to look at rather than plain concrete. I like the natural look as 
well as the contribution to the goal. if the trees were mature it would have been 10. 
natural look. neat look. variety of material and colour. look nice and green and erased the 
boring concrete street look. look natural. because #5 is appealing, but #6 is less 
appealing. looks very nice. looks natural, as though road built through vegetation. well 
groome look, can still provide privacy and curb appeal. looks neat and clean, lots of 
colour. it gives natural nicer look. like the trees and flowers. it looks very nice. better than 
crab grass and dandelion. Like the natural look to it, It is not all the same. its pleasant to 
look at, looks very natural. it has a good mix. it looks calm and peaceful. looks nice. like 
all the trees and shrubs. a lot of greens. it looks natural and colorful. much nicer than just 
grass or paving. it adds character to the boulevard. very pleasant to look, away from rush 
of life, work and pollution. more interesting than plain grass. I feel I would be living in 
nature, its beautiful, a getaway after work. it is attractive. looks different and colourful. 
looks natural and appealing to the eyes. looks aesthetically pleasing. natural, green, lush, 
colour, inviting to walk through. lots of greenery which I love. natural and pleasing to the 
eye. looks natural. very appealing and adds style to road/nieghbourhood, very groomed 
and sense of clarity in neighbourhood. I like the look of this street. the mixture of the 
plants and look. feels close to some park. gives impression of natural parkland. thought it 
was a park. lots of plants, diverse selection in sizes, colours, and hence attractive. lots of 
greenery. it looks so beautiful it has a soft look to it. looks clean and natural. different 
heights, looks well thought out and color. I like the use of plants instead of boulevard 
sidewalks. it was done very appealing.  

undecided  1.7% (2/121) 
can't decide if I like it or not. not sure, must get accustomed to new natural look.  

 Total: 105.0% (127/121) 
 
86. Would you be interested in the opportunity to have your back or front yard naturalised 
by professionals as a demonstration project? 
No 18.2% (22/121) 

N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N.  
no answer  1.7% (2/121) 

. .  
Yes 79.3% (96/121) 

Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y+. Y. Y Y Y Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y.  

 Total:  99.2% (120/121) 
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Lawn and Garden Advice and Services 
 
87. Who do you trust the most to give you the best advice about landscape design and 
maintenance? 
Books  3.3% (4/121) 

gardening books. books. I read books. books.  
Family  5.0% (6/121) 

mom. my parents. relatives. family and friends who have landscape design knowledge 
and experience. family and friends. my wife.  

Garden Centre/Nursery 23.1% (28/121) 
nurseries. a particular garden center in Oakville. garden centre. landscaping store. local 
gardening center, small center. garden centre, or orchard. landscape and garden center. 
landscape company. landscapers. florists. local nursery. garden center. good quality 
nursery. garden places. older people in the garden centre. pineridge nursery. I usually go 
to cnd tire. nursery owner. garden centre. lawn and garden centres, privately owned. 
nursery. nursery. established nurseries. humber nursery. garden centre. garden centre 
staff. garden centre staff. nursery staff.  

Home Depot  2.5% (3/121) 
home depot. home depot. home depot.  

Internet  1.7% (2/121) 
internet. internet as well.  

Sheridan Nurseries  1.7% (2/121) 
Sheridan nurseries. Sheridan etc..  

TV  2.5% (3/121) 
tv show, gardening show. usually TV personality, landscape show. tv experts.  

don't know  2.5% (3/121) 
no one yet. I don't know. don't know.  

 
ecologist  2.5% (3/121) 

ecologist. environmentalists. environmentalist.  
friend, neighbour 14.9% (18/121) 

friends. friends. friend who has been doing it. neighbours who have well maintained 
landscape. my friend. my neighbours. friend, Richard. friends. people who have beautiful 
gardens. my neighbours. my neighbour. family and friends who have landscape design 
knowledge and experience. friend with knowledge. friend. professionals and friends with 
nice gardens. family and friends. friends. neighbour with beautiful landscaping.  

government staff  2.5% (3/121) 
gov.staff. government agency. govt.  

myself 13.2% (16/121) 
myself. myself and I research. me. myself. myself. myself. I like to do it on my own (all 
though I do ask my husband for advice). myself. myself. my self. myself. personal 
reading, education. own skills and knowledge. myself. myself. myself in terms of look.  

professional 48.8% (59/121) 
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landscape designer. professionals. professionals. gardener. professional landscaper. a 
professional. landscape architect. a gardener, has property in Aurora called Herlin's 
Hollow. a professional. professionals. a professional landscaper. landscape designers. 
reputable professionals. professional. contractor. landscape decogrizer. professional 
landscapers. landscape workers. my teachers. an architect. professional landscaper. a 
professional. landscaping company. professional landscaping company. landscaper. a 
reputable landscape firm. landscaper. professional with. professional landscape company. 
landscape contractor. professional. landscaper. landscaper. professional landscaper who is 
environment conscious. somebody thats in business and knows more than me. 
professionals. professional landscaping firms. professional landscaper. landscape 
professional. gardener professional. professionals and friends with nice gardens. 
professional companies. landscape designer. a landscape designer. professional 
landscapers. landscaper. professionals. landscape designers and other service providers 
(sellers of lawn material). garden landscape sellers. landscape professionals. professional 
landscaper. gardener. landscaping business. people recommended to me by family and 
friends. professionals. landscaper. contractors. professional landscapers. professional. 
employee for rest.  

  0.8% (1/121) 
landscaping co. 

 Total: 124.8% (151/121) 
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89. Who do you trust the most to give you advice about plants, trees and shrubs? 
  1.7% (2/121) 

everything. cnd tire.  
Family  9.1% (11/121) 

my wife. my father. my brother. family. my brother. mom. my parents. parnts. my wife. 
my mother, she has a green thumb. sometimes my dad.  

Garden centre, nursery 46.3% (56/121) 
nursery. garden place. the `old guy` at the nursery. nursery people. garden centre. 
employees at nurseries, tree farms etc.  ie Weal & Cullen, Sheridan etc. garden centre. the 
nursery. nursery staff. same garden center in Oakville. garden centre. nurseries for 
flowers and plants. nursery. local gardening center, small local distribution. garden 
center. garden center. garden center. garden centers. nursery. garden center. nurseries. the 
grower of the plants. green house retailer. nursery man. local garden place. sheridan, and 
other places. local landscape nursery. garden centres. nurseries. garden place centre. 
gardening center. a nursery. nursery. older consultant'sales, even owner of garden center. 
pineridge nurser, nicole. garden centres. a reputable nursery with knowledgeable staff. 
nurseries. gardening center. garden center. nursery. nursery owner/manager. greenhouses. 
nursery. nursery. garden centres. garden centers. nursery personnel. nursery. nursery. 
humber nursery. garden centre. nurseries. garden center. garden center staff. employees at 
nursery. nursery staff.  

Home Depot  1.7% (2/121) 
home depot. home depot.  

Internet  3.3% (4/121) 
use the internet. internet. internet. internet.  

books  9.9% (12/121) 
books. library. gardening book. book. books. books. books. books. books. books. books. 
books.  

don't know, no answer  1.7% (2/121) 
. ?.  

friend, neighbour 13.2% (16/121) 
fellow gardeners. neighbour. friends. friends/neighbours with their own well maintained 
plants. same friend. neighbours. Richard. people who have them. friends. my neighbour. 
family and friends who have knowledge and experience. people, friends that have a nice 
garden. friend. family friends. friends that do it for years. friends with gardening 
experience.  

government staff  1.7% (2/121) 
gov. staff. government agency.  

myself  4.1% (5/121) 
Myself. myself. myself. myself. own knowledge and prior experience.  

professional 27.3% (33/121) 
professional master gardeners. well known expert. a horticulturist. gardener. a garden 
specialist. the experts. horticultural expertise. experienced landscapers. professional. 
landscapers. a gardener profeesional. professional green house. a professional. a 
biologist. landscape company. florists. professional landscaping company. contractor. 
knowledge professional. landscape company. landscape consultant. again by qualified 
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person. landscaper. professional gardeners/landscapers. landscaper. a landscape designer. 
professional landscapers. landscaper. professional landscaper. arborists. professionals at 
the stores. professional gardeners. landscaper.  

 Total: 119.8% (145/121) 
 
91. What other sources of information or advice on landscaping do you find useful? 
Internet 33.1% (40/121) 

internet. internet. internet. internet. internet. internet. websites. internet. internet. internet. 
Internet. internet. internet. internet. on the internet. internet. internet. websites. internet. 
internet. websites, internet. internet. internet?. websites, internet. internet. internet. 
internet. internet. internet. internet. internet. internet can be a good source. internet. 
internet. I go online. internet. internet. internet reading. internet. internet.  

no answer  6.6% (8/121) 
. nothing I can think of. . . . . not important to me. .  

TV 21.5% (26/121) 
infomercials. tv programs. HGTV. tv home shows. tv. tv programs on landscaping. tv 
landscaping shows. some from tv. tv shows. some HGTV programs. tv shows. HGTV. 
TV shows. tv shows. tv shows, specifically on gardening/landscaping. I love watching the 
life tv programs. tv programs. tv shows. `how to' and renovation shows on tv. advertising. 
gardening shows?. tv shows. tv shows. tv shows. tv programs. tv shows.  

books 30.6% (37/121) 
books. books. books. books. books. gardening books. book. books. books. books. books. 
books. books. books. books. reading materials. garden books. book. manual. books. 
books. books and pictures. books. books. books. by books. books from library. 
professional gardening books. books. books. books. books. books. books. landscaping 
books. books. books.  

classes  6.6% (8/121) 
gardening clubs. classes offered by the city. demonstrations. demo. demonstration in 
local garden places. landscape expos held in area. home show. house show.  

family  3.3% (4/121) 
family. my father. my mom, (major farmer from old country). usually talk to relatives.  

friends, neighbours 12.4% (15/121) 
friends. friends. friends. neighbours. other homeowners. friends. friends. neighbours. 
usually talk to friends. friends homes. looking at our neighbours landscape. looking at 
neighbourhood. friends. neighbours. neighbours. friends, advice from neighbours.  

government  2.5% (3/121) 
municipals. govt publications. material supplied by Markham township.  

library  2.5% (3/121) 
library. library. books from library.  

magazines 28.1% (34/121) 
magazines. magazine. magazines. magazines on gardening. magazines. magazines. 
magazines. magazines. magazines. magazines. magazine. pictures. articles. articles in 
magazines. home and garden. garden magazines. magazines. garden magazines. 
magazines. magazines. literature in good magazines that deal with gardening/landscape. 
magazines. magazines. pictures/magazines for ideas. magazines. magazines. mags. 
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magazines. read articles. I have picked up the odd magazine. magazines. magazine 
articles. magazines. home and garden magazine. magazines. magazines.  

newspaper, flyers, brochures  8.3% (10/121) 
newspaper. newspaper. flyers, etc. newspaper articles. newspaper. flyers. store flyers. 
newspaper articles. newspaper. newspaper articles. brochures.  

nurseries, garden centres  9.9% (12/121) 
nurseries. even the little cards on plants. nurseries. nursery centers. garden centers can 
answer you questions. local nursery. nursery. nursery. garden centers. nurseries. 
gardening suppliers. garden centres.  

observation, experience 14.9% (18/121) 
what make tree and lawn look beautiful. looking at neighbourhood. experience. how to 
preserve the landscape. typed of flowers to grow. other peoples lawns. tips on how to 
help plants frow, best plants to grow. when to water, fertilize type of trees. looking at 
other peoples gardens. keeping it natural to complement surroundings. lawn care. types of 
flowers. other observations. intuitions. different ideas. green lawn. looking at actual or 
pictures of landscapes. experimenting. look at other houses, gardens. other peoples 
landscape.  

professional  3.3% (4/121) 
info from a botanist. horticultural societies. by professionals. speak to my contractor.  

radio  3.3% (4/121) 
radio ads. listening to the garden talk show on the radio. radio CFRB Mark Cullen. radio 
programmes.  

 Total: 186.8% (226/121) 
 
92. Where do you purchase lawn care products? 
Canadian Tire 36.4% (44/121) 

Cnd Tire etc. canadian tire. cdn tire. cdn tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. 
cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cdn tire. CTDA. cdn tire. 
cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. CTC. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd 
tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd 
tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire.  

Costco  3.3% (4/121) 
costco. costco. costco. costco.  

Home Depot 44.6% (54/121) 
Home Depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home 
depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. Home depot. home depot. home depot. 
home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home 
depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. 
home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home 
depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. 
home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home 
depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. 
home depot. home depot.  

I don't  1.7% (2/121) 
make myself. do not purchase lawn care products.  
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Loblaws  6.6% (8/121) 
loblaws. Loblaws. loblaws. supercenter. loblaws. loblaws. loblaws. fortinos.  

no answer  1.7% (2/121) 
. .  

Rona 14.9% (18/121) 
rona. rona. rona. rona. rona. rona. rona. rona. rona etc. Rona. rona. rona. rona. rona. rona. 
rona. rona. rona.  

Sheridan Nursery  7.4% (9/121) 
sheridan nursery. sheridan nursery. sheridan nurseries. sheridan. sheridan nureries. 
nurseries, ie, sheridan. sheridan nurseries. sheridan nurseries. sheridan stores.  

Walmart  7.4% (9/121) 
walmart. sams club. walmart. walmart. walmart. walmart. walmart. sams club. walmart.  

White Rose  2.5% (3/121) 
White Rose. white rose. white rose.  

big box stores  1.7% (2/121) 
big box stores. big box stores.  

contractor  2.5% (3/121) 
contractor gets his own. have a contractor, bought program. provided by contractor.  

garden centre 23.1% (28/121) 
garden centre. garden centres. local garden stores. garden centre. garden centre. garden 
centres. garden centre. anywhere (places that sell only plants related). or all garden store. 
gardening centre. lawn and garden centre. at local gardening center. small local 
distributor. garden center. garden centers. garden center. home centers. garden supplies. 
garden store. garden centres. garden centers. garden center. garden stores. garden centers. 
garden center. garden centers. garden centre. garden center. garden centres.  

hardware store  2.5% (3/121) 
hardware store. hardware stores. hardware stores.  

nursery 16.5% (20/121) 
nursery. nursery. various nurseries. nursery. orchards. nursery. nurseries. nurseries. a 
nursery. pineridge nursery. nurseries. nursery. nearby nursery. nurseries. greenhouses. 
nursery. reeves nursery. reeves. other nurseries. humber nursery. nurseries etc.  

other retail  9.1% (11/121) 
store. a flower shop. or anywhere there is a sale. farm store. grocery store. home 
hardware. department stores. wherever its convenient. bayview, elgin mills. home 
hardware stores. zellers. tree valley.  

weall & cullen  1.7% (2/121) 
weall & cullen. whelean Cullen.  

 Total: 183.5% (222/121) 
 
93. Where do you purchase plants, trees and shrubs? 
 11.6% (14/121) 

hardware store. flower shop. swap with friends. orchards. home centres. landscape 
architect. farmers market. we didn't buy trees yet. stores. last week. green houses. Tree 
Valley. price club. flowers stores. where I find the best price.  
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Canadian Tire  9.1% (11/121) 
cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. cnd tire. CTC, special presentations. CTC. cnd tire. 
CTC. cnd tire. cnd tire.  

Costco  2.5% (3/121) 
costco. costco. costco.  

Garden Centre 25.6% (31/121) 
various garden centres. garden centres. garden centre. various garden centres around the 
area. small independand garden stores. garden centre. garden centres. oakville garden 
centre. garden centre. gardening centres. lawn and garden centre. garden farm. local 
garden centre. at local gardening center, small local.... Home Care and garden. garden 
center. garden center. garden centers. garden center. garden center. garden basket. garden 
centres. garden centers. garden center. garden center. garden centres. garden centers. 
garden center. garden center. garden suppliers. garden centers.  

Home Depot 23.1% (28/121) 
home depot. home depot. home depot. Home Depot. home depot. home depot. home 
depot etc.. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. 
home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. Home Depot. home 
depot. home depot. home depot. Home Depot. home depot. home depot. home depot. 
home depot. home depot.  

Humber Nursery  3.3% (4/121) 
Humber nursery. humber nursery. humber nursery. humber nurseries.  

Loblaws  9.9% (12/121) 
Loblaws. Loblaws. supercenter. fortino's. fortino's. loblaws. garden stores such as 
loblaws. loblaws. loblaws. loblaws. Loblaws. fortinos.  

no answer  3.3% (4/121) 
. . . .  

Nursery 31.4% (38/121) 
nursery. nursery. nurseries. nursery. various nurseries. nurseries. nurseries/farms. 
Nursery. nursery. places that sell only plants. nurseries. nurseries. nursery. nurseries. 
nurseries. independantly owns nurseries. nursery. nurseries, specialists in native plants. 
nursery. nurseries. nursery. nurseries. nurseries. a nursery. nursery. pineridge nursery. 
nurseries. nursery. terra nurseries. nearby nursery. nurseries. nurseries. nursery. nursery. 
local nursery. nurseries. nurseries. nurseries.  

Reeves  4.1% (5/121) 
reeves. reeves. Reeves Nursery. reeves. reeves.  

Rona  5.0% (6/121) 
rona. rona. rona. rona etc. Rona. rona.  

Sheridan  7.4% (9/121) 
sheridan nursery. sheridan nursery. sheridan nursery. sheridan nurseries. sheridan. 
sheridan. sheridan nurseries. sheridan nurseries. sheridan stores.  

WalMart  4.1% (5/121) 
wallmart. sams club. walmart. walmart. WalMart. walmart.  

Weal & Cullen  0.8% (1/121) 
weal & cullen.  

White Rose  2.5% (3/121) 
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white rose. garden nurseries, ie White Rose. White Rose.  
Zellers  0.8% (1/121) 

Zellers.  
local supermarket  4.1% (5/121) 

local supermarkets. sometimes grocery store. local supermarket. my local stores, no 
preference. sobeys.  

 Total: 148.8% (180/121) 
 
94. How many times in the past two months have you visited a garden centre or garden 
section of a store? 
once  9.1% (11/121) 
 
2 to 4 times 30.6% (37/121) 
 
4 to 6 times 16.5% (20/121) 
 
more than 6 times 37.2% (45/121) 
 
no answer  0.8% (1/121) 
 
never  5.8% (7/121) 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
95. Have you ever hired a landscape designer or landscape architect? 
No 75.2% (91/121) 

N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. 
N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. 
N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. 
N. N. N. N.  

no answer  0.8% (1/121) 
.  

Yes 24.0% (29/121) 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
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Understanding 
 
97. What does soil type mean to you? 
100.0% (121/121) 

make plants grow faster if rich. varieties of soil types for specific gardening. type of soil 
one has, clay. sandy or clay, how is the drainage, alkaline. Its good for flower. hard, soft. 
very important for all plants. loam, sand, clay, diff types need to be modified for some 
plantings. more nutrient for flower beds. components and composition of soil. 
composition of the soil ie. clay, sandy, porous. important. PH level, sandy, clay, rocks, 
limestone. very important. fertiliser. conditioned for certain plants. acidic or base, clay, 
stoney etc. nothing. what types of flowers will do best in what soil. acidity, drainage, 
consistency. what ingredients are put in the soil, mulch etc. important for the 
flowers/grass to grow. . type of soil needs for certain plants and shrubs to grow properly. 
porous/no porous. triple mix, topsoil, cattle, sheep etc.. healthy or not, good soil for plant 
growth. need proper soil for planting, top soil for lawn. important part of composting, 
need neutral. better results. to make land better. different soil is used for different plants 
and flowers. soil type, quality or brand. important as the plant need good soil to grow. the 
quality of the soil. natural. not much. whats in the soil, triple mix, top soil. not sure. no 
need for one. dark and rich. richness of soil. very important for grown of lawn and 
flowers. better, best. means `richness' for plants. nothing, ask friend what to buy. to get 
ideas and a layout for the garden. grade. the soil required for certain plants. dont know. 
specific for different applications. nothing, I have no idea what soil type refers to. what 
will grow in an area and how to help it produce better. soil type means the ability of 
plants be able to grow. clay or alkaline? determines how it holds water. healthier plants 
and trees, absorbs more rain water. whether soil is clay, sandy, acidic, etc. energy and 
food for plants. 0. how well it holds water and richness of nutrients in it. . nourishment, 
food for plants. How rich the soil is, How much clay/sand in it. no idea. if the soil is 
sandy or clay. an identifier of quality. nutrition to flowers or greens. to keep healthy. soil 
that is particular for a certain job or function. what components are in soil, is it clay, 
sandy etc. important for type of plants and flowers. how the soil absorbs water, hardness, 
color. you will get the lawn/garden center. the components in soil. absorb water, rich 
good soil. not a whole lot!. different type for different places of flowers/garden. what 
works best for my area. important for proper growth of grass and shrubs. . . means soil 
contents/nutrient. soil type means how many elements are involved, clay, sand etc. cost. 
what I can plant in soil. quality of soil, dense, drainage. different soil for different plants. 
is it good enough to grow in. what kind of soil I have. it will determine the type of plants 
that will grow. different soils grow different things. types of soil, ie black earth, top soil 
etc. density and absorbtion qualities of earth, soil. ability to plant what you want. . 
environment for plants to grow. composition, clay, sand. sandy, clay, promotes or hinders 
growth of various species. the soil that is appropriate to the plants. nothing. dry, no 
nutrients, grade of soil. it means the texture of the soil. grade of soil. clay, acidity, black 
earth. organic or not. the ph balace for plants to grow well. no clue. good or bad for my 
plants. how its appearance add colour. means how rich it is, porous content. what is in the 
soil. acid level, suitability for growth. nothing. . lawn, plants, fruits. if soil is for potting, 
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planting veg or flowers. confuses me. growth potential. nurturing. not a lot although I 
know its important. amount of nutrients in the soil, what can be grown.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
98. What is the predominant soil type on your property? 
100.0% (121/121) 

clay. clay?. clay. clay. no. clay, some soft. . clay. triple mix. . clay. black soil and top soil. 
top soil, dirt, compost. good soil. black soil. . not certain. don't know. clay like soil, not 
very good. clay ??. not sure, buy it at super center. blak. clay. don't know. porous. top 
soil. . top soil. basic. . minimum, not that good. top soil. good. top soil. clay. 50%. triple 
mix. triple mix. not sure. clay and loam. top soil. compost with manure. clay. ?. top soil. 
hard earth. dirt. potting soil. lots of clay. dont know. . don't know. 6 inches of topsoil and 
then clay. clay. unknown. mix of clay and triple mix. clay. triple mix. no idea, bad 
builders soil. clay. unsure. . . no idea. clay. do not know. black soil, magic growth. back 
and front. topsoil?. clay. sand and clay. clay, I think. top soil. . clay and burlaers(?) fill. 
don't know. top soil. . not good (clay). top soil. up to spouse. ? Black soil/top soil. clay. 
clay top soil. . clay, poor. soil for roses, top soil. clay base and top soil. mix of topsoil and 
clay. clay?. no idea. black and dry dirt. clay? I think. good. regular. ?. clay. clay. triple 
mix. I have no idea. dry and granular. organic soil. dirt. clay. manure mix. clay base with 
good top coat. no clue. clay. black soil. sadly, plain top soil. . wish I knew. top soil. top 
soil. plants. clay. clay. clay. top soil, pete moss. ?? I know its not manure!. no idea.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
99. What is organic mulch? 
100.0% (121/121) 

don't know. selected composted food combined with grass cuttings. natural toppers, 
grass, leaves. the best additive to correct soil problems. no. leaves and vegetables. . 
naturally decayed organic matter, vegetables, grass clippings . must heat to destroy weed 
seeds. natural woods/trees being broken down for coverage. byproduct of decomposing 
food products. composition of trees, grass with no preservatives/pesticides that have 
decomposed. grass waste. leaves, grass. fertiliser. grass clippings. self produced. good 
questions, mulch made from natural materials. don't know. mulch created from material 
not treated with anything. natural, no pesticides/chemicals, ie lawn clippings. all natural 
product. lawn leftover. household waste. compost from your gardens, and kitchen waste. 
natural fertiliser. organic mulch is a mixture of soil and mulch. organic, food for 
lawn/garden. composted plants/grass. natural reintroducing wood waste. makes plants 
grow faster. . decomposed plant material. healthy product. . don't remember. natural. 
don't know. leftover food clippings. made from plant. a mixture of food and other stuff. 
no chemicals. . loose material that absorbs water and gives nutrients. don't know. I 
believe that is preserve the water. shrubs grind up from yard waste. soil made from 
compost materials. . natural mulch. woodchips. . . from trees or plants. made from food 
waste. decayed leaves and grasses. fertiliser, healthier soil. from trees, plants etc. cut 
grass, left over food. compost added to soil. natural plants discards that have rotted. wood 
chips that have come from organically grown trees. scraps from ditchen (vegetables, 
fruit). not treated with pesticides, made from real material. no idea. cuttings from grasses. 
bio mass, composted animal manure. from trees. . from natural, useful. food produces 
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that have been composted. keeps plants healthy. organic mulch, ie grass clippings. . 
cuttings (grass, green. compost. mulch free of perticide. soil with manure. filler. fertiliser 
for grass. . spouse. leaves of existing greenery piled. leaves, bugs etc ground up and 
waited. . moss and grass. no pesticides in it. . not sure. mulch made by a pure sources. 
grass clipping etc. mulched grass, leaves etc. no additives in the soil. don't know, 
mulched up grass etc. leftovers of grass. without additives. mulch made from tree bark?. 
composted vegetation no fert. natural degradeable vegetation and recycled stuff. product 
of decomposition. natural mulch. natural vegetation that has been chopped up fine. it is a 
type of food. natural cut. dried wood chips. some time of soil. all the peels and leftover 
leaves, put in a composter. came from a cattle that was fed organic. ground up tree bark. 
don't know but I use it. a mulch made free of artificial ingredients. soil with no artificial 
ingredients. chemical free soil base. grass that was cut. . lawn grass. natural. natural stuff. 
natural, no bugs. to keep soil moist. cut up grass?. grass clippings, compost.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
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101. Please name three plants that are native to southern Ontario. 
  6.6% (8/121) 

loosestrife. astilbe. spruce needle. hogswart. corn. peppers. rhubarb. poison oak.  
no answer 20.7% (25/121) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . no idea. . . known to spouse. . no idea. not sure. no idea. . . . I ask my 
nursery guy. .  

apple trees  1.7% (2/121) 
apple trees. apples.  

berry bushes  4.1% (5/121) 
berry bush. mulberry bush. berry. berries. blueberries.  

birch  1.7% (2/121) 
birch. birch.  

black eyed Susans  1.7% (2/121) 
blk eyed susans. black eye susans.  

boxwood (box_elder)  1.7% (2/121) 
boxwood. boxwood.  

bull rushes  3.3% (4/121) 
cattails. cattails. cockties. bull rushes.  

buttercup  2.5% (3/121) 
buttercups. water buttercup. buttercups.  

clover  2.5% (3/121) 
clover. clover. clover.  

cultivated flowers  4.1% (5/121) 
peony. daisy/shasta. carnations. peunes. phylidendrum. petunias.  

daisy  9.1% (11/121) 
daisy. daisy. daisy. daisies. daisies. daisy. daisys. daisy. daisies. daisies. daisy.  

dandelion 26.4% (32/121) 
dandelion. dandelions. dandelion. dandelions. dandelion. dandilion. dandelion. dandelion. 
dandelion. dandelions. dandelion. dandelion. dandelion. dandelions. tendilines. 
dandelion. dandelions. dandelion. dandelion. daddy lion. dandelions. dandelion. 
dandelions. dandelion. dandelion?. dandelions. dandelion. dandelions. dandelion. 
dandelions. dandelions. dandylions.  

elm trees  1.7% (2/121) 
elm. elm.  

ferns  6.6% (8/121) 
ferns. ferns. fern. ferns. fern. ostrich fern. fern. ferns.  

grape  1.7% (2/121) 
grapes. grapevines.  

grass  3.3% (4/121) 
grass. grasses. grass. grass.  

hosta  3.3% (4/121) 
hostas. hostas. hosta. hostas.  

impatiens  3.3% (4/121) 
impatience. impatience. impations. impesios ?.  
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ivy  1.7% (2/121) 
ivy. ivy.  

ladyslippers  1.7% (2/121) 
ladyslippers. lady slipper.  

lilac  3.3% (4/121) 
lilacs. lilac. lilac. lilacs.  

lily  8.3% (10/121) 
lily of the valley. lily of the valley. lily. lillies. lily of the valley. day/wild lillies. lily of 
valley. lily of valley. lily. lily.  

maple trees  5.8% (7/121) 
maple trees. maple. maple. maple. maple leaf trees. maple. maple tree.  

oak trees  1.7% (2/121) 
oak. oak trees.  

pine tree  2.5% (3/121) 
pine trees. pine tree. pine.  

poison ivy  4.1% (5/121) 
poison ivy. poison ivy. poison ivy. poison ivy. poison ivy.  

raspberries  1.7% (2/121) 
raspberries. raspberries.  

roses 10.7% (13/121) 
roses. roses. rose. roses. roses. rose. roses. roses. roses. roses. roses. roses. roses.  

strawberry  1.7% (2/121) 
strawberry bush. strawberries.  

sumac  1.7% (2/121) 
sumach. sumose.  

sunflower  1.7% (2/121) 
sunflower. sunflowers.  

tomato  3.3% (4/121) 
tomato. tomatoes. tomatoes. tomatoes.  

trilliums 31.4% (38/121) 
trilliums. trillium. trillium. trilliums. trillium. trilliums. trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. 
trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. trilliums. trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. 
trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. 
trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. trillium. trilliums.  

tulips  5.8% (7/121) 
tulips. tulip. tulips. tulip. tulips. tulips. tulips.  

violet  1.7% (2/121) 
violet. violets.  

weeds  3.3% (4/121) 
weed. ragweed. weeds. weeds.  

wild flowers 14.0% (17/121) 
woodland vetchling. jack in the pulpit. forget me nots (wild). chicory. water lilly. 
honeysuckle. bee balm. pitch. hibiscus. tiger lily. queens lace. purple cone flowers. 
geraniums. mullein. iris. pansies. lavender.  
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 Total: 211.6% (256/121) 
102. Please name three trees that are native to southern Ontario. 
  4.1% (5/121) 

redwood. pear. palm. lilac. hemlock.  
no answer  9.1% (11/121) 

. . . . . . . . . I ask my nursery guy. .  
apple  8.3% (10/121) 

apple. apple. apple tree. crabapple. apple. apple. apple. mcintosh apple. apple. apple.  
ash  9.9% (12/121) 

ash. ash. ash. ash. ash. ash. ash. white ash. ash. ash. ash. mountain ash.  
beech  2.5% (3/121) 

beech. beech. beech.  
birch 31.4% (38/121) 

birch. birch. birch. white birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. 
birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. white birch. birch. birch. birch. 
birch. birch trees. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch. birch.  

cedar  5.8% (7/121) 
cedar. cedar. cedar. cedar. cedar. cedar. cedar.  

cherry  3.3% (4/121) 
cherry. cherry. cherry. cherry.  

chestnut  3.3% (4/121) 
chestnut. chestnut. chestnut. chestnut.  

elm  5.0% (6/121) 
elm. elm. elm. elm. elm. elm.  

evergreen  4.1% (5/121) 
evergreen. Christmas tree. evergreen trees. evergreen. evergreen.  

fir  1.7% (2/121) 
fir. fur.  

maple 75.2% (91/121) 
maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple 
leaves. maple. maple leaf. maple. maple. canadian maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. 
maple (red and green). maple. maple. red maple. maple. maple leave. maple leaf. maple. 
maple. maple tree. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple tree. maple. maple. maple. 
maple. maple. maple. maple. maple tree. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. red maple. 
norway maple. maple. maple. maple leaf. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. 
maple. maple. crimson maple. maple. maple. sugar maple. maple. maple. maple leaf tree. 
maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple. maple leaf. maple. maple. 
maple birch. maple. cdn maple. maple. maple. maple. maple tree. maple trees. maple. 
maple. maple.  

oak 26.4% (32/121) 
oak. oak. oak. oak. oak. oak tree. oak. oak tree. white oak. oak. oak. oak. oak. oak. oak. 
oak. oak. oak. oak. oak. oak. oak. oak. oak. oak. oak. oak. red oak. oak tree. oak. oak. 
oak.  

peach  2.5% (3/121) 
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peaches. peach tree. peach.  
pine 25.6% (31/121) 

pine trees. pine. pine. pine. pine. pine. pine. Pine. pine. pine. pine. pine. pine tree. pine. 
white pine. white pine. pine. pine. pine. pine. pine. pine trees. pine. pine tree. pine. pine. 
pine. pine. pine. pine trees. pine.  

plum  1.7% (2/121) 
plums. plum.  

poplar  1.7% (2/121) 
poplar. poplar.  

spruce 15.7% (19/121) 
spruce. spruce. blue spruce. spruce. spruce. spruce. spruce. spruce. blue spruce. spruce. 
spruce tree. spruce tree. spruce. spruce. spruce. spruce. blue spruce. spruce. spruce.  

sumac  3.3% (4/121) 
sumach tree. sumach. sumac. sumach.  

willow  7.4% (9/121) 
willow. willow. willow. willow. weeping willow. weeping willow. willow tree. weeping 
willow. willow.  

 Total: 247.9% (300/121) 
 
103. What is a rain garden? 
 71.9% (87/121) 

a garden that is replenished by rain?. stores rain, uses, retains rain. collects rain water to 
disperse water. is there another term for this?. rainwater is used for watering the garden. 
garden thriving on dampness/wet?. tropical plants? used to filter rain naturally. something 
like a rock garden?. with sprinkler system. garden watered by the rain. a garden where it 
rains quite often, this is seen in the Carribbean quite often. garden watered by rain, lot of 
trees. area of property where water tends to drain. drought free or near to that, natural. 
garden that have a pond near it. rain garden. a garden that promotes absorption of rainfall. 
rain garden is one the has no shed over the plants. a garden that relies on rain water to 
maintain it. it sucks up the water so it doesn't flow to the basins. plants that like a lot of 
water. garden with ground sprinkler. a flower bed that has water falling always. forest of 
trees and wild exotic flowers. garden with waterfall. I think that is running water indoors. 
rock garden or to hold water for other use. garden that has tropical plants. a garden 
mostly consisting water. a garden that use rain only. a flower garden that uses recycled 
water. keeps rainwater. a garden that can be maintained with rainwater. uses rainwater to 
complement the landscape. garden that absorbs water. place where water can attractively 
pool and pond, low lying area on property. keeps most rainwater in, conserves it. a 
garden laid out to absorb rain. absorbs water from the rain. It utilizes the natural rainfall 
and grows on it, saves water. a place where water can be easily absorbed. filters rainwater 
into garden. with lots of trees. mostly composed of rocks, few flowers mostly lush ferns 
and shrubs. should observe rain to the grown. to let the water absorb. garden which 
depends on rain and water. one that catches the water and is used to keep plants moist. 
plants, trees supported by rain. rain garden. combination of rocks, plants, design to guide 
water. a garden cover by a canopy?. a garden that is designed to solely use rainwater. 
whats fixed to absorb the rain. wild trees and flowers. rocks and trees and shrubbery. 
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natural garden watered by flow of water from rainfall. a garden capable of sustaining a lot 
of rain. self contained rainwater that flows. no clue, does well with drainage. exist in 
tropics. a garden that traps rainwater. I'm not sure? (something in Vancouver). no idea. a 
garden with a lot of trees and shrubs and foilage. dont know, sounds nice. one that gets 
water from natural sources. large trees to prevent large amounts of rain. garden that uses 
rainwater. one that collects and recycles rain water. garden that traps the rain. lily pond, 
flowers that survive in ponds. I would say where there are many sprinklers on a garden. 
colorful landscape for rain. collects water, rock garden. plants that don't need to be 
watered often. collect rainwater and use to water plants. specifically designed to capture 
the rain when it storms. for `wet' plants. plants that live on rain water. with a waterfall 
with flowers. stones, stone fixtures. water falls. a garden with pond, and fountains. that 
can withstand drought. natural garden. garden that collects rain, watered by rain only.  

no answer 28.1% (34/121) 
. . . . . . . . . . . no idea!. don't know. . . . no. . dont know. . . . . . . . . . no idea. . . ?. . ?.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
105. What is a swale? 
  9.1% (11/121) 

curb gardening. a natural retaining wall. off land scape. landscpe design. bend in the 
landscape. a type of tool. looks, leaks (?). curve path way. ? watershed. to catch rain. is it 
put at base of homes to prevent water infiltration, barrier to water for home.  

no answer 73.6% (89/121) 
. I don't know. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?. ?. . swale. . . . don't know. don't know. an area of. . . 
. . don't know. dont know. . dont know. . do not know. . . dont know. not sure. ?. ?. . . . . 
unsure. ?. . no idea. . . . . don't know. swale. . ??. . . . ?. . . . no idea. no clue. . no idea. ?. ?. 
not sure. . ?. no idea. ?. . . ?. ?. . . ?. . I give up. . no idea.  

low place, marsh, drainage 17.4% (21/121) 
a dip in the land to draw water away from center of property and home. patch of land 
used for drainage. marshy, bog area. is it a drainage?. type of manmade creek?. 
pond/catch basin?. no idea... water drainage of some kind?. no idea, maybe a drainage 
ditch?. uneven landscape to collect water. it is a lower part in the landscape. where water 
stops and it rests. a trough which allows the water to tunnel. an area that catches water, 
ditch. undulations in the landscape. a groove on property, usually grass, to allow water to 
flow away from building. area where water sits. dips in the ground. a curve in the ground. 
depression in ground. a depression in the ground to facilitate water run off. drop in the 
ground terrain.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
107. What is storm water runoff? 
  0.8% (1/121) 

ground.  
no answer 16.5% (20/121) 

. . . . . storm water runoff to. . don't know. . dont know. storm water runoff. . . . . ?. . . . .  
collected rainwater  6.6% (8/121) 
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water collected in a barrel, used for watering plants. water after a rain storm that collects. 
water that collects in man made ponds. collect in a pond. water that collects after a rivers 
head fen. to collect and temporarily hold rain water not to overload the drainage system. a 
drain or catch basin that will take the water and prevent flooding. rainwater collected and 
use to water gardens.  

drainage systems 17.4% (21/121) 
surface water flowing in one direction. drawing away from houses. man made routes for 
overflow?. to clear the water from rain. a place with rocks. water that runs off paved 
surface. runoff away form the house. water escape. water path after rain. where water 
from storms flows rapidly. rain collects and gets directed into streams. drainage for 
rainwater. water that stays on the surface, street or an area, and runs off to the road. takes 
things with it. when water gathers and runs off. tiletroughs. run off is the bottom of 
property where water flows (directional). where the water goes from a storm. rain that 
drains downhill. area for water to run off into, better drainage. grading to allow water to 
run off property.  

flows down sewers 16.5% (20/121) 
excess water from storms going into system. storm water run off sewers. this is the water 
that goes into the sewers. rainwater that goes down the man hole after a storm. sewers. 
rain water hits ground and heads down to sewers and streets. water that flows down 
sewer. water that flows across pavement down sewers. after heavy rainfall it goes into 
sewers that are geared for area. the water that runs into the sewer system after a storm or 
during a storm. water that flows into sewers after a storm. rain going down the drain. 
when rain water runs down to sewer or ditch. sewers, excess water that needs to be 
diverted. storm water run off_ sewers. street sewer water. sewer system. water caught by 
storm drains. rainfall water run down to sewers. sewers.  

not absorbed into earth 14.0% (17/121) 
build up, water not absorbed during rain. that which is not absorbed into the earth. water 
not able to soak into ground that ends up in storm sewers and eventually in rivers/lakes. 
all over the road and other place rainwater run. storm water not absorbed into ground. 
extra rain that doesnt soak into ground, goes into sewage system. water that collects in 
small creeks from the landscape after a heavy rain. rain storm water did not penetrate 
ground, runs off. over abundance of rain which runs over and not through the ground. the 
water that runs into the sewer because the ground cannot absorb it. overflow of rain water 
that is not absorbed in the ground. water running along street to sewer. water that is not 
absorbed by landscape. excess rainwater from heavy fall not absorbed by plants, trees 
ground etc. the water from rain that does not go into the ground. excess water the soil 
cannot absorb. water that does not sink into soil.  

overflow  7.4% (9/121) 
overflow. overflow of water. excess water on the property. when the storm drains cannot 
handle the large amount of rain. not sure, think it could be a flood. excess water from 
rainstorm. excess water from heavy rain. excess rainwater. loss water after a storm.  

rainwater  3.3% (4/121) 
heavy rainfall and what accumulates within it. rain water. water from rain. clouds.  

wasted rainwater  2.5% (3/121) 
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rain water wasted. rain water that is not used to water. rainwater just washing off not 
being utilized.  

water off the roof, eaves trough 15.7% (19/121) 
eavestroughs. off your roof. water that is collected from the eavestroughs. roof. storm 
water runs off the house after a rain. storm water run off from eavestroughs. water from 
eavestroughs and downspouts above the ground. eavestrough. route of water from 
eavestrough. eavestroughs?. the water that goes from your eavestrough to the ground and 
then to the street to drain. water running off the roof of the house. cutters along roof. the 
water from the downspout onto the middle of the landscape and in the sewer. water from 
the roof and downspouts. eavestrough. easedrops. water coming through eavestroughs 
and onto property. water that comes down from the eavestrough.  

 Total: 100.8% (122/121) 
 
108. Should you be concerned about storm water runoff? 
No 12.4% (15/121) 

N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N.  
no answer  6.6% (8/121) 

. . . . ?. ?. . .  
Yes 81.0% (98/121) 

Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
109. Why or why not? 
  3.3% (4/121) 

helps the environment. meaning no plants to absorb it. not too irregular property level. 
mosquitos.  

no answer 14.0% (17/121) 
. . . . don't know what it is. no idea. because I don't know what it is. . dont know. . this is 
the first time I've heard of it. . . ?. . . don't really know what it is.  

opportunity to conserve water 11.6% (14/121) 
conserve water. loss of valuable resource (H2O). naturally watering lawn. waste of 
natural resources. it pure water no comicial (chemical?). it is nature water. could be used 
during water shortage. to conserve water usage. losing to much natural rainwater. waste 
of resource. save water. we should be able to retain the majority or more of its run off. 
could make good use of it. wasted water, should find ways to use it.  

environmental damage 10.7% (13/121) 
it damages the natural habitat. acid rain. soil erosion. mudslides. it does not help plant 
life. soil erosion. erodes landscape. because it releases chemicals into the environment. it 
may cause damage to the surrounding area. soil erosion. damage to ground surfaces. takes 
all the nutrients from landscape. only if erosion is occuring.  

flooding, property damage 52.1% (63/121) 
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to prevent a flood. stop flooding in your area. ruins house,property. causes damage to 
road and property. it can flood your basement. to much water causes flooding, damage. it 
can cause flooding if it has no where to go. clogs the sewers, harder to process. it may 
cause basement flooded. potential damage. flooding. caused erosion to infrastructure and 
land. too much water damage. it can damage the property. flooding. it can cause flooding. 
clogs sewer systems. it could cause damage. if its close to homes. because if it doesn't run 
off properly, its in your basement. it floods rivers and creeks. to avoid flooding. it will 
seep into your house (water). to avoid flood. in case it floods my property. floods during 
storms, the ability of the ground not absorbing. can cause flooding. because it needs to be 
managed well in order not to cause flooding. floods your house and street, dangerous 
children death. flooding in the basement. proper drainage so no flooding is caused. to 
prevent flood. if there is a heavy downfall there can easily be flooding into our homes,. 
septic back up. run off causes flooding, water not sent back into ground. the water has to 
go somewhere so there isn't flooding. to prevent flooding. damage of water. it is 
catastrophic. without them could cause flooding in a home. flooding. causes flooding if o 
run off so need it. reduce flooding, in low areas. water from adjacent properties can affect 
yours. flooding. we don't want house floods, etc, damage. can damage lawns, roads?. 
could flood house, noise. to prevent flooding and control water flow into lake. it may 
cause damage to the house. potential flooding that can result. so water does not go into 
home. flooding areas, use spouts. do no want to cause overflow in the garden. too much 
can damage foundations and plants (erosion). only if the foundation of your home gives 
way to flooding. to not get leaks or damage to your home. guessing, but it could be 
dangerous to flooding. could damage your home and property. high levels. could cause 
flooding. if not properly drained, may cause damage. improper runoff can damage grass, 
leak into home.  

have good drainage  5.8% (7/121) 
we have good drainage sewers in Toronto. water going to sewer system. there are sewers 
and squalls to handle it. builds up water on the streets. want run off to be not blocked, and 
flow away and down to street sewer. its important to draw the water away from the house 
to the street. the water goes into the ground anyways.  

no harm  1.7% (2/121) 
I don't think it will harm the garden. excess water will not harm.  

water contamination  9.9% (12/121) 
contaminents can end up in storm sewers lakes etc.. rainwater can pick up contaminants 
etc off the surface which flowe into water supply. carries toxins from ground into water 
system, drinking water affected. contamination into our lakes. chemicals. pesticides. 
picked up by runoff can eventually make their way into drinking water. because the water 
runoff also takes the chemicals and pesticides with it. causes pollution to flow faster to 
Lake Ontario. the water is dirty with gas and pesticides. pollution of lakes. because any 
fertiliser if it is not in the ground goes to the road and then sewers. I think it can carry 
bacteria and toxic waste. it could be dangerous (hazard).  

 Total: 109.1% (132/121) 
 
110. What is a watershed? 
  5.0% (6/121) 
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it like a decorating for your garden. area with lots of trees and shrubs. beauty water 
running down. where birds and animals drink water. when water is every where no 
controlled. water depth in soil.  

no answer 34.7% (42/121) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . don't know. don't know. . . do not know. don't know. don't know. . . no 
idea. . . . re: questions 110_113, `now you know why I depend on my neighbour'. ?. . . . 
can't remember. . not sure. . . . . . ?. . . I do not know.  

a manmade shelter/shed  2.5% (3/121) 
it is a shed that is waterproof. a shed to hold water equipment. a place to stay when 
raining.  

area drained naturally by rivers 13.2% (16/121) 
area drained by rivers of area. an environment ecosystem built around water 
ponds/streams. ability for ground to hold water, for area. a natural system of water 
drainage (creeks, rivers, etc). natural area where water is held and dispersed when needed 
in nature. where water drain from. water shape, kind of water through the land. an area 
where ground water is close to the surface. area that water flows to a certain lake. it is a 
ditch, or stream that naturally collects water from a larger source. run off area for water 
that filters it back to the earth. where water accumulates and runs off. area that stores 
water that runs off from low areas. the point at which water flows in opposite directions. 
area that drain to a particular river. natural formation where water collects.  

directs water  3.3% (4/121) 
directs water. plan to control flow of water. how to control storm water run off. form of 
barrier to prevent water damage.  

manmade storage 11.6% (14/121) 
(rainbarrel) traps water?. collects rain water, keeps it away from homes. an area set up to 
hold great amounts of water after large storms. an area/surface that allows storm water 
runoff to be absorbed or accumulated. collecting rainwater for future use. a house for 
back up water supply. where water level for area is control. storage unit for rainwater. 
collecting water in large ponds (man made). a rain catcher?. large container to hold rain 
water. prevents water from going where you don't want it to go. a catch water basin, 
barrel, city container. where water supply is in the shed.  

stores water 29.8% (36/121) 
it holds water. store water. area for collecting water runoff. where water runs off/collects. 
the storage area for runoff?. to store water. a place where water can stay without running 
off an area. contains water. water storage. a place that collects natural water. water held 
in the ground. collects water from rain. fields that are keep like swamps for storm runoff. 
a place that holds rainwater. it is a type of growth set up to save water. store water. 
should collect rain water. an area where water comes together. a source of water, natural. 
a area that holds water below the surface. a natural holding tank of excess rainwater. 
collecting water. where water is gathered. a place to trap rain water in the water table. the 
area under the ground where water is collected. a catch basin?. for water collection. trap 
water. something that holds water or a garden. preserves the water?. an area the can 
collect and distribute water without erosion. a place to catch/store rainwater. collect of 
water. well, tower waters. a place where water (rainwater) is collected. to keep water in.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
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111. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate the importance of your watershed to you. 
1  9.9% (12/121) 

1. 1. 0. 0. 0. 1. 1. 1. 0. 0. 1. 0.  
10 18.2% (22/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.  
2  5.8% (7/121) 

2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2. 2.  
3  1.7% (2/121) 

3. 3.  
4  2.5% (3/121) 

4. 4. 4.  
5  7.4% (9/121) 

5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.  
6  2.5% (3/121) 

6. 6. 6.  
7  4.1% (5/121) 

7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  
8 10.7% (13/121) 

8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8.  
9  6.6% (8/121) 

9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9.  
NA 30.6% (37/121) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . no idea. . . . . . . . ?. . . . . . n/a. . ?. . . . .  
 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   6.4 (538/84), Mode: 10 
 
112. Why did you give this rating? 
  4.1% (5/121) 

usually have nice part/path(?) that surrounds drainage areas. to much or less water still no 
good for land. just for beauty. don't want too much water shed?. too deep shed means 
more watering.  

no answer 46.3% (56/121) 
. . . unsure of what it is. . . . . . . . . . . because I don't know what it is. don't know. don't 
know. . because I don't know much about water shed. . . I guess I don't know what a 
water shed is. because I don't know what it is. not sure. . . . . . . . . . no really sure what it 
is. . . I don't know what it is. . . . . I have no idea. . . I don't know what a water shed is. . . . 
?. . . . don't know much about it. . don't know if I got one, so it must not be important to 
me!. .  

conserve water  7.4% (9/121) 
save water. I can use this water for the garden and save money on water bill. I imagine it 
will eliminate water loss, store much needed water. it preserves water which can be used 
to water lawn/garden. to conserve water. to save on water use. conservation. energy 
conservation. holds water, no waste.  

control water  7.4% (9/121) 
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control where the water goes, extra when needed. so there is enough water for usage of 
washing, bathing and gardening. in case of emergency. always have water in dry season. 
free water for use. is it flowing toward or away from me. if it is a catch basin it collects 
the water from everywhere and then draws it to a big pipe to the. if we drain our water 
have an emergency supply. when its a very dry spell, you can still water.  

do not have one  2.5% (3/121) 
space to have one. wouldn't have to water so often. do not have.  

don't think about it  1.7% (2/121) 
I never even think about it. don't think about it very much.  

environmental reasons  5.0% (6/121) 
if depleted drought occurs, bad for environment and animals. environmental reasons. 
because it keeps the wildlife and birds etc. it keeps the balance of nature and conserves 
water. because it could become a problem later. provides water to birds.  

important, necessary  6.6% (8/121) 
its necessary. level is important for water area. its important to have water of course. 
ground needs to alway have water in it. not sure, I feel it is important. the water source is 
important. water is important to give life to my garden. important.  

not critical/important  1.7% (2/121) 
I don't feel it is critical hence the low rating. not really necessary.  

prevent flooding, damage  9.1% (11/121) 
to prevent damage. prevents adaquate water absorption with no flooding. don't want to be 
flooded. to let water escape. I had a basement flood. has to do with run off. don't want 
water damage. important to keep water away from house. it protects the area  of runoff. 
important to prevent floods and damage. I am well above the flood plain.  

source of water, essential resource  8.3% (10/121) 
water plants. destruction of watershed will eventually be the reason we kill the planet. 
impacts on quality of our drinking water/availability. because if level is low no watering 
days allowed. it is needed for water supply ans sewage system and for habitat. the water 
table can be affected and water levels. natural retention of good water. recycling of free 
and natural source of water. the water shed is the main source of our water. this water 
collects and perculates down and then flows to river/lakes.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
113. Please name the watershed in which you live. 
Don Valley  3.3% (4/121) 

Don Valley?. Don Valley. Don Valley, Don River?. West don.  
Humber River  1.7% (2/121) 

Clairville as part of Humber River (Heritage River) _controlled by TRCA (Etobicoke & 
Brampton). Humber R..  

no answer 72.7% (88/121) 
don't know what a watershed is. not really sure what it is. . . . . . . . . . . . ?. . . . . . . . I'm not 
sure. . . . . don't know. don't know. . no. not sure. . . never notice the name. . dont know. 
do not know. . do not know. . huh???. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ?. . ?. . . now I'm really wrong. . . 
?. ?. . . . . no idea. . . . . ohh my I have no idea!. ?. . . ?. . . . ?. . . . How about I name it 
Paul?. I do not know.  
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Oak Ridges/Moraine  5.8% (7/121) 
oak ridges moraine. oakridges moraine. richvale greenery, oak ridges morraine. oak 
ridges moraine. the moran. moraine. oak ridges moraine.  

Peel Region  1.7% (2/121) 
Peel Region. peel region.  

Rouge River  8.3% (10/121) 
I believe Rouge River. Rouge River. Rouge. rouge. Rouge River. Rouge Valley River. 
rouge river. Rouge. Rouge River. Rouge.  

micellaneous  6.6% (8/121) 
garden. no water shape at my area. Ching water shed. Lake Ontario. york region. R. Hill. 
Woodbridge. woodbridge.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
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Rain Water Collection 
 
114. Would you consider collecting rainwater to be used for watering your lawn? 
No 18.2% (22/121) 

N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N.  
Yes 81.8% (99/121) 

Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
115. Why or why not? 
  0.8% (1/121) 

not good for the environment.  
no answer  0.8% (1/121) 

.  
acid rain  1.7% (2/121) 

acid rain. too much acid rain.  
already do it  1.7% (2/121) 

always have done so. I do now, in small amounts.  
better for lawn & garden 19.8% (24/121) 

it is good and necessary. to water my garden. rainwater is healthier than tap water. 
probably has more nutrients and healthier for lawn. rain water is pure water. I like to use 
fresh water. its better, has no chemical. better way to use rainwater. if it is good or better 
for my lawn. rain water is better for the grass and garden. I think it is better. better job on 
lawn. it is healthier for plants. even distribution of water for gardens and lawn. rainwater 
is natural, is good for all plants. because it can be used for that purpose. it is better, 
untreated. improve the lawn. best for plants. plants grow better with rain water. if it helps 
my lawn grow. good to give plants water that isn't cold. healthier. better water to water 
plants.  

good for environment  9.1% (11/121) 
environmentally friendly. environmentally sound (preserve water), but only if easy to do. 
do now, must care for environment. because it would help with the environment. 
environmentally friendly, my father does it. helps the environment. environmentally 
friendly. it decreases runoff to sewers. the right thing to do, environmentally sound. 
environmentally efficient. good for environment.  

mosquitoes, West Nile  6.6% (8/121) 
mosquitoes. I would also be concerned about mosquitos in standing water. mosquitoes. 
concerns of west nile virus. concerned about West Nile (open water). it creates 
mosquitos. but has to be mosquito controlled. mosquitos.  

natural  5.8% (7/121) 
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its natural. natural. it will preserve water in a natural way. because it is very natural 
water. natural supply. use natures water. is natural source.  

only if shortage  0.8% (1/121) 
There is an abundance of water. I would only consider using rainwater if there was a 
shortage.  

save energy  3.3% (4/121) 
to conserve energy. save energy that is used to clean water. energy conservation. to save 
water.  

save money 28.1% (34/121) 
its free. save money. can save money. it saves your water bill. saves cost. preserve water. 
cheaper. lower cost. save on my water bill. less money would be spent. lower my water 
bill. save on water bill. less money to pay for watering flowers and grass. you could save 
money. cost. why not? I bet it'll save money. Its free! save on the water bill. save money. 
to save on the cost of watering, help. don't have to pay for rainwater. save money. free 
water for garden. free to use, does not cost money. my water bill would be less. save 
money. free source of water for lawn, plants and trees. saves using tap. free available. 
free. reduce costs. if it is economical, why not. reduce water bill. saves on expenses. 
cheaper.  

save water 39.7% (48/121) 
it help using that water. save water. Waste of valuable resource going `down the drain`. I 
do this now, and use the water during drought times or extra grass watering. why 
wouldn't I, its there anyway. reduced the use of drinking water/conservation. save on 
water consumption. saves water. saves water. save on water. I probably would to save 
water usage. save water from system. to conserve water. conserve your own water. save 
the consumption. it preserves water. to conserve tap water. conservation of water. water 
conservation. fits into reuse without wasting it. saves on reserve water for drinking. to 
save other water supplies. to save on use of household water. save water. conservation. 
conserves water. conserve on water that has been treated. saving our reservoirs of water. 
municipal advantage. save our fresh water supply. to save the amount of water we use. 
preserving water. save more water to spare for everyone. natural way to preserve water. 
to conserve the municipal system. to preserve water supply. conserve our supply. 
preserves my own use of water from my home. it would save on using municipal water. 
less manual watering with a sprinkler. it can help to conserve the water supply. 
conservation. less chance of shortage. to use for watering. its good way to save water. 
reduces town water usage. save on water. help conserve water.  

too hard, complicated, time  9.9% (12/121) 
I would rather it remain automated, not enough water to do front/back. no room to store 
the recepticles. not good water. it is a good idea, but would be labour intensive.. 
awkward, but I know it is a good idea. I don't know how you would use this once 
collected, move it. use a water that might not be effected. too time consuming. no time. 
probably too complicated. I would if it would be enough but where would you put it. 
seems too difficult to determine effectiveness.  

 Total: 128.1% (155/121) 
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Home Renovation 
 
116. Are you planning any home renovation projects in the next 12 to 24 months? 
No 42.1% (51/121) 

N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. 
N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N.  

no answer  0.8% (1/121) 
.  

Yes 57.0% (69/121) 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
117. If yes, what type of renovation are you planning? 
no answer 43.0% (52/121) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
addition  1.7% (2/121) 

addition. add aroom where garage is.  
basement 12.4% (15/121) 

finishing my basement. finished basement. renovate the basement. basement. basement. 
basement completion. finish basement. refinishing basement. basement, and stairway. 
basement. basement apartment. basement. basement. finish basement. the house, 
basement.  

bathroom 13.2% (16/121) 
bath. bathroom reno. renovate bathroom/ put in hardwood. bathroom. bathroom. inside 
and outside, bathrooms and deck. bathroom. powder room. bathroom. bathroom. 
bathroom. I have leaks in my bathroom into my living room. 2nd floor bathroom. master 
bath. bathroom. new bathroom.  

deck/patio  8.3% (10/121) 
rebuild wood deck. backyard fencing and deck. painting deck. inside and outside, 
bathrooms and deck. to renew deck and maybe enclose it. outside deck to replace old 
concrete. new patio. backyard patio. patio. patio in backyard.  

driveway, garage  5.0% (6/121) 
driveway, garage. front needs new driveway and walkway. driveway and garage. door 
through garage. new driveway. driveway replacement.  

fencing  2.5% (3/121) 
backyard fencing and deck. outside fence. backyard fence.  

flooring  7.4% (9/121) 
new floor. kitchen hardwood floors. flooring. new flooring in bedrooms. living room 
flooring and walls. hardwood floor. upgrading floors. hardwood flooring. changing 
carpet.  

general  5.0% (6/121) 
ceiling. everything. remove wallpaper. redo chimney. new main doors. skylight.  
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kitchen 10.7% (13/121) 
kitchen. kitchen. renovating my kitchen. redoing my kitchen. kitchen remodel. Kitchen 
rooms. kitchen. kitchen. kitchen. kitchen island. kitchen floor and counter. new kitchen 
cabinets. new kitchen.  

landscaping _ front or back  8.3% (10/121) 
backyard overhaul. landscaping. landscaping. landscaping. front yard. some outside 
landscaping. garden. flowers. more trees. landscaping. flower bed.  

living room  1.7% (2/121) 
renovating the living room. living room flooring and walls.  

painting  4.1% (5/121) 
painting. interior painting. exterior painting in front of house. painting interior, exterior. 
painting walls.  

pool  1.7% (2/121) 
installing a pool. inground pool needs finishing.  

roofing  3.3% (4/121) 
roof repair. new roof. replacement evestrough. roofing.  

walkways  2.5% (3/121) 
raising concrete slabs on pathway. walk way at front, going to back. walk at basement 
and basement.  

windows  2.5% (3/121) 
replace the window. windows. kitchen windows.  

 Total: 133.1% (161/121) 
 
118. Will you be using a professional contractor to complete the renovation? 
No 28.9% (35/121) 

N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. N. 
N. N. N. N. N. N.  

no answer 40.5% (49/121) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

Yes 30.6% (37/121) 
Y, husband is contractor. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y for some projects. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y and N. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y and N. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
120. If you were to renovate your home would you consider making energy conserving 
modifications to your home? 
100.0% (121/121) 

Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. N. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. ?. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. N. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. N. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. Y. 
Y. Y. Y. Y. Y.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
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121. Why or why not? 
  4.1% (5/121) 

it help us. not in city. you want to cut down on economy to grow. is child practical. I 
would not like to have green roof.  

no answer  4.1% (5/121) 
. . ?. . .  

comfort  1.7% (2/121) 
better comfort. greater comfort.  

future generations  7.4% (9/121) 
thinking about the future. it will be in the long run more efficient. it makes sense to do 
this, thinking of the future. becoming more in tune with the future, conserve for future 
generations. govt is pushing conservation and we should all be on board for the future of 
our children. way of the future. future generations. for future. everyone wins!.  

save energy 31.4% (38/121) 
it will save energy. to save on energy. I feel it is important to conserve energy. save on 
energy costs. reduce energy dependence. important to conserve. save energy. preserves 
energy. to conserve. save energy for future. to conserve energy and heating. to save heat. 
save electrical use. save energy. saves power. reduce stress on energy corps. save energy. 
would like to save energy. use less energy. conservation. to conserve energy. save 
electricity/gas. reduce energy use ie, high effec. furnace. to save energy. saving energy. 
save energy. to conserve energy. reduce costs. it will save energy. if it can result in cost 
savings to make a payback reasonable. to decrease our utility bills. saves me money. 
more efficient. save energy. conserve energy, for future. conserve energy. conserve 
energy. cut cost of bills (energy). not waste. energy saving. save energy.  

save environment 33.1% (40/121) 
save the environment,. it is important. we need to wake up and do our part to help this 
planet. environmentally sound. helps the environment. puts less stress on the 
environment. help lower emissions/pollutions. environmentally sound. environmentally 
consciousness. eco friendly. environmentally sound. environment. it could save the 
environment. concerned about the environment. environmental reasons. to save the 
environment. good for environment, its the right thing to do. help environment. save 
natural resources. because of the environment problems. natural source (wind), 
environment friendly. help the environment. helps environment. produce fewer 
fluorocarbons. help the environment. environmental concerns. water important to 
environment. wife extremely environmentalist. help environment. helps environment. 
help environment. saves environment. preserves environment. save on conserving the 
environment. to help both myself and the environment. environmentally better. better for 
environment. its good for the environment. save environment. good for environment.  

save money 62.8% (76/121) 
save money. lower cost factors. save money. save money. save on household bills. save 
money. save on money. that will save money in long term. money saving. cost saving. 
save money. cheaper. cost. reduce utility cost. reduce bills, save money. save myself 
money. too save on utilities. energy is an expensive commodity. save on cost down the 
road. because you save money. helps with the bills later on. lowers utility bills. save on 
bills. to save money. to save money in future. to save on my water and hydro. it would 
help with energy costs. savings. to make home more cost effective. overall cost. money 
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saving (long term). to save money. save on $. to save money in long run. save cost. save 
on utilities. saves money. to save money. to save money. cheaper. save money. with the 
cost of energy like to save money. you save money. saving money to ourselves. save on 
energy, energy prices are going up. you can save a lot of money. save money. would like 
to save money. to save dollars. less expense. saves me money. reduce cost. save money. 
to reduce the cost of my energy bill. saves money. if it was cost efficient or the same 
costs to add it. better for your budget in the end. it could save money for long term. save 
money. saves cost. to save money. reduce bills. save money. save money. save on my 
utility bills. to help both myself and the environment. savings. lower costs. to save money 
in the long run. hopefully lower utility bills. save money. to save money. it would be cost 
effective. save money. good for pocketbook. help reduce annual cost of cooling/heating.  

save water  1.7% (2/121) 
to save water. to save water.  

 Total: 146.3% (177/121) 
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122. What does a green roof mean to you? 
   5.8% (7/121) 

wind. green roof original fresh. so so. solid, longer lasting. I would not like to have green 
roof. roof on top of condos. saving cost.  

no answer 31.4% (38/121) 
. nothing?. . . . ?. . . . don't know. nothing. . . . . nothing. . . nothing. . . . . . . ?. dont know. 
?. no idea. . . . ?. . nothing... don't know. . . .  

conserves energy 15.7% (19/121) 
holds in heat, coolness?. energy saving. a roof that helps keep heat in during winter and 
heat out in summer. a roof that keeps it warm in winter and cool in summer. it regulates 
hot and cold. energy efficient in some way. one that reflects sunlight to save energy. roof 
that help make or conserve energy. an energy efficient or conserving roof. made with 
clay, or keeps home cool in summer, warm in winter. stays cooler. using natural 
resources for cooling. energy wise. roof that will collect on energy. its a roof which 
would conserve heat and energy. acts like a solar warming for heat and water. saving 
energy. energy efficient roof (ie, like a solarium/skylight), help keep in heat. a roof that is 
energy efficient.  

environment friendly  9.1% (11/121) 
environmentally friendly. green thumbs/fingers home. environmentally friendly house. 
friendlier for cities. environmentally friendly. environmentally friendly. environmentally 
friendly. don't know (environmentally friendly). a roof made with recycled product or 
environmentally friendly. eco roof. environmental acceptable.  

grass roof  5.0% (6/121) 
grass look. lawn on your roof, provides protection. one made of sod maybe. it is like a 
grass growing on top of it (as in old days Scotland). it means a lot of grass on a spot. 
grass roofs.  

greenhouse  5.0% (6/121) 
green house. green roof means a greenhouse. I'm not sure. to grow in door. where light 
can come in. skylights. skylights.  

living roof for energy conservation  2.5% (3/121) 
grass growing on the roof as an insulation. living with plants and soil to cool home. plants 
that are planted on the roof to conserve water and keep house cool and warm.  

natural products  4.1% (5/121) 
natural product components. thatched roof. roof made of natural products. natural. are 
made of natural materials.  

roof garden 14.0% (17/121) 
plants, garden on roof. plant, shrub cover. a roof garden. garden. roof covered in 
moss/vegetation. garden on top of building. beautyfull tree. garden on the roof top. 
instead of tiles it is covered in grasses, soil, shrubs. grow things. green roof, nature trees. 
to my knowledge planting on the roof (like Europe). garden on the roof, saw on tv. I think 
it means that plants grow on the roof. soil and plants, lawn on your roof. soil and plants, 
trees, growing on roof. a roof that has mostly plants on it.  

solar panels 12.4% (15/121) 
solar panels on a roof to collect energy. solar panels. provide solar energy. solar heating. 
solar panels on roof, used to generate energy. solar panels on the roof. roof using panels 
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for collecting sun rays. water heated from roof. solar panels. sun energy. energy, capture 
the suns energy. roof with solar panels. solar energy. solar energy collection, panels. solar 
powered roof?.  

store water  2.5% (3/121) 
water bags. store water. roof that will collect water.  

 Total: 107.4% (130/121) 
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Automobile Care and Use 
 
123. How many automobiles are there in your household? 
1 17.4% (21/121) 
 
2 56.2% (68/121) 
 
3 21.5% (26/121) 
 
4  5.0% (6/121) 
 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
124. Please indicate how you wash your car. 
home driveway 70.2% (85/121) 
 
car wash 52.9% (64/121) 
 
 Total: 123.1% (149/121) 
125. Do you commute to work? 
No 14.9% (18/121) 
 
Yes 85.1% (103/121) 
 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
126. If you do commute to work, what mode of transportation do you most frequently use? 
no answer 11.6% (14/121) 
 
bicycle  0.8% (1/121) 
 
personal auto 77.7% (94/121) 
 
car pool  2.5% (3/121) 
 
public transit  9.9% (12/121)  
 
 Total: 102.5% (124/121) 
 
127. Why do you choose to use this mode of transportation to commute to work? 
  4.1% (5/121) 

50/50. used to use public transit (17 yrs) until meeting clients on bus. I have no car. cost 
is same. HOV lane, work similar schedules.  

no answer 10.7% (13/121) 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . .  
comfort  7.4% (9/121) 

like the comfort. comfortable. comfort. comfort. privacy. comfort. more comfortable. like 
to be by myself early morning. own comfort.  

less stressful  1.7% (2/121) 
less stressful. more relaxing.  

need car for work  5.8% (7/121) 
different locations each day, Often different morning/afternoon. work about 35 km away, 
too long to use public transit. no other way in which I could carry out my work. I require 
my vehicle for work in sales. I have no other way of getting there. need car for business. 
no public transit at 5 am.  

pollution  3.3% (4/121) 
pollution control. reduces pollution. smog, pollution. eco friendly.  

poor public transit  2.5% (3/121) 
public transit in Brampton sucks. public transit too slow, costly from woodbridge to 
toronto. only option, not enough public transit in York! need a subway!.  

save money, gas  9.1% (11/121) 
fuel. expense. parking. money. saves energy. save oncost. gas price. saves money. I work 
for TTC, but would anyways, cheaper than driving. cost effective. affordable, and with 
only one car in household, both of us can't drive. cut down on cost of fare, parking fee. 
saves gas. cheaper parking (metropass).  

saves time, convenient 65.3% (79/121) 
convenient and save time. to far and awkward to get there, travel for business during 
work. faster. faster, bus takes 1 hour for a 20 min drive. faster. flexibility to pick up kids, 
see clients. less time. enjoy personal free time. convenience. too far, too long to get there. 
convenient. easier, more convenient. faster. faster. hard to get to. convenience, fast. it is 
the most convenient. I am only 20 min away from work. convenience. only 7 minutes 
from home (saves time). convenience, save time. its faster. easy access. convenience. 
easier to get downtown TO. faster, more freedom to travel. convenient to my busy 
lifestyle. too busy with other things to do everyday, (sports, clubs, shopping). convenient, 
and faster. save time, faster. most convenient. easier. its fast and convenient. 
convenience. quickest. no convenient public transit available. most convenient. easy 
saves me time. drop off kids at school. I work crazy hours, public transit is too slow and 
irregular. convenience. go buses, TTC, markham transit not frequent enough. Office is 
too far for public transit, I have kids in daycare, I need to get nome quickly. more 
convenient. convenient, quick, allows for me to do other things after work. convenience. 
to save time. most effective, takes me to the door, public transit is difficult here. quickest 
way to work, no direct transit to place of work. it is convenient. distance. convenience. 
best way to get there. convenience. convenience. convenient, have to distribute 3 kids as 
part of my clock. quickest, in case of emergency I can get home. time. its my job. 
convenience. more convenience. most convenient. the most convenient. its the only way I 
can do my job. time, convenience. my shifts, I might finish working at 2 am. more 
convenient. no practical alternative due to location and distance. TTC is inefficient, 
would double my travel time. odd place to work, easier to drive. my work is too far so I 
drive. easy and convenient. convenience. saves time. convenience. not convenient for the 
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other options, only person who lives in vaugnan. easiest, fastest. convenience, public 
transit no accessible. distance, cuts down on time between appointments. I work 1 hr 
away, its easier. drop off kids to baby sitter. convenient, faster. its easier. convenience, 
time saver. distance to work, saves time.  

work close to home  3.3% (4/121) 
my work place closeby. work at home, self employed. work close to home, exercise, 
healthier choice. work close to home, always have errands to run.  

 Total: 113.2% (137/121) 
 
128. If a landscape advisory service with senior horticultural students was available free of 
charge from your municipality, would you use it? 
  8.3% (10/121) 
 
Yes 91.7% (111/121) 
 
 Total: 100.0% (121/121) 
 
 
129. Why or why not? 
  0.8% (1/121) provide support to community.  
no answer  4.1% (5/121) 
 
 
free, save money 22.3% (27/121) 

no cost, save money. free. its free. the cost of it alone is worth the price of admission,. I 
can get some experts help and admire with out any cost. to get free advice on the 
landscape of my home. free quality advice I'm always open to suggestions/ideas, not 
motivated by money so I would trust. it no cost. its free. free service that enhances my 
environment. I would not pay for help, but would like some. save cost. free advice from 
educated people. because they are free and they have up to dade info since they are in 
school. its free. because the service is free and available. use the free advice is great. 
wonderful service, no cost. good expertise and why not? free. free consultation, no 
obligation. it would be a great way to be informed and educated to help change things 
around your house in a proper way without the added cost, Good environmentally 
friendly advive for free. free knowledge base. why not? if its free. it will help me make 
energy smart changes and save on cost of consultants. free and expert services available 
for the taking. it free plus to give them experience. its free advice!.  

improve property, environment  9.1% (11/121) 
enhance th look of my property. environmentally neater, friendly. could give expert 
advice to help us do the best for our environment. willing to have a change in landscape. 
to change the look of my house. no harm in using it. free service that enhances my 
environment. they would have good advice as what is good for the environment I live in. 
they may be able to give suggestions to save water and the environment. it helps the 
students and makes improvements to my home. to help make my landscaping easier to 
care for with less problems to environment. young people with passion for environment.  
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knowledge, expertise, enthusiasm 64.5% (78/121) 
extremely creative, more knowledgeable in keeping a friendly environment. I would love 
the help and enthusiasm,. to gain more knowledge about what is important to me. may 
have information I could use but I probably wouldn't rely on them solely. they should 
have sufficient grounding in the study and applications of landscape gardening. I would 
always like to get professional advice. I can get some experts help and admire with out 
any cost. because of the expertise in landscaping. he/she knows more than me. why not, I 
would get good advice from people who know my area. knowledgeable, could assist with 
any problems or help to choose proper trees and plants. free quality advice I'm always 
open to suggestions/ideas, not motivated by money so I would trust. I would use facility 
as the student expected to know about the landscape. they would probably know much 
more than I do for planning. I would like some advice. I would see what ideas this person 
has, more ideas are better. they know a lot more than I do. young, enthusiatic, energetic, 
newest ideas. to get good advice. they would do a great job. like to learn always. yes 
because they can advise me. I like to get hints and tips. they would provide me with 
information and advice. get extra help. to get ideas and knowledge. helpful hints with my 
property. let the pro do it. always like to get advice from someone who know their job. 
good to have fresh ideas. it would be a help. advice. I could use all the help I can get. they 
would know more than me and can offer some advice. I would like to get their opinions. 
they would be supervised, but also be up to dat and have new ideas. more sound advice 
than my decisions. because both parties benefit. if it can help me make my garden better. 
free advice from educated people. because they are free and they have up to dade info 
since they are in school. like the idea of natural gardens. to get good advice. seems like a 
good idea, you can take their ideas or use someone else's. if they were knowledgeable and 
had a professional overseeing them. because they can educate me on the best way to do 
my lawn. enhance and naturally benefit my house. previously mention, govt is a trusted 
source. to seek assistance. because they work and study for it, they know what to do. 
would appreciate the help. wonderful service, no cost. professional advice. may have 
insight on `new tech' or `new info' to help me. University, well informed. educated and 
opinions I would like to hear. help me make better decisions. good expertise and why 
not? free. another opinion would be helpful. it would be a great way to be informed and 
educated to help change things around your house in a proper way without the added 
cost, Good environmentally friendly advive for free. I could use his/her advice. would 
like free help or advice. they would know the latest thing and need experience. 
independant and sound advice and help. it will help me make energy smart changes and 
save on cost of consultants. the opportunity to get professional advice. free and expert 
services available for the taking. I am fascinated in gardening and landscaping. advice. 
redesign my landscape, ask question on plants. good for input and opinion. I would think 
that they would've studied the area and know what grows well. may give me good advice 
on things that I should be doing. they have knowledge, new techniques possibly. advice is 
always good. they might know more efficient means or new techniques. good ideas. 
because I lack the knowledge. get good advice.  

not interested  4.1% (5/121) 
it will not be free. not interested. my lot size is too small. I don't see how it'd help. time is 
a problem.  

students gain experience  9.9% (12/121) 
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give them work. they could get some experience. help the students to get their 
experiences. must have give them a change. give student experience. no experience. 
because both parties benefit. students need experience to enter work force. it helps the 
students and makes improvements to my home. they would know the latest thing and 
need experience. cause they need experience in the future. it free plus to give them 
experience.  

voluntary, DIY  1.7% (2/121) 
I don't have to do it. like to do it myself.  

 Total: 116.5% (141/121) 

Evaluation 
 
130. On a scale from 1 to 10, rate your level of satisfaction with this session. 
10 30.6% (37/121) 

10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 
10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10. 10.  

5  1.7% (2/121) 
5. 5.  

6  5.0% (6/121) 
6. 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.  

7  9.9% (12/121) 
7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7. 7.  

8 32.2% (39/121) 
8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 8. 
8. 8. 8.  

9 20.7% (25/121) 
9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9. 9.  

 Total: 100.0% (121/121), Mean:   8.6 (1037/121), Mode: 8 
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Stakeholders Servicing the Chinese Community in Markham 
 
Community organisations 
 
Federation of Chinese Canadians in Markham (FCCM) 
4350 Steeles Ave. East 
Box 150, Unit 207  
Market Village Shopping Centre  
Markham, ON   L3R 9V4 
Tel: 905/947-1137 
Fax: 905/946-9618 
Email: info@fccm.ca 
Web site: www.fccm.ca 
 

have a cultural centre where they hold workshops and events 
offer workshops in art, dance, language, music, etc. 
have a business arm which helps local Chinese business owners/managers within the 

Markham-Unionville area 
working jointly with Scouts Canada to service children of Chinese parents (8th 

Markham Scout Group) 
have a web site listing events, membership information, workshops, business news, 

and staff (including contact information) 
work closely with the Town of Markham and Mayor Don Cousins 
cultural centre and office is located in the Market Village Shopping Centre (a Chinese-

based shopping facility) 
FCCM is a chapter (the principal organisation) of the Federation of Chinese Canadian 

in York Region (FCCYR) 
affiliated with Culture Canada, a multi-ethnic outreach and support organisation 

(www.culture-canada.ca) 
affiliated with the Federation of Chinese Canadians in Richmond Hill  
Markham MPP, Tony Wong has close ties with the Chinese Community through the 

Federation 
 
Chinese Cultural Centre of Greater Toronto (CCCGT) 
5183 Sheppard Ave. East 
Scarborough, ON   M1B 5Z5 
Tel. 416/292-9293 
Fax. 416/292-9215 
Email. info@cccgt.org 
Web site: www.cccgt.org 
 
• the CCCGT is the largest and most utilised Chinese cultural organisation 
• does a great deal of educational outreach to the Chinese population and other 

cultural groups (to promote understanding of Chinese culture) 
• through their “Cultural and Educational Service” provide an advisory service to help 

non-Chinese organisations (e.g., Canadian Opera Company, Boards of Education, 
etc.) develop programs to reach the Chinese community 

• host special events and offer classes in arts, language, music dance, etc. 
 

mailto:info@fccm.ca
http://www.fccm.ca/
http://www.culture-canada.ca/
mailto:info@cccgt.org
http://www.cccgt.org/
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Retail stakeholders 
 
Home Depot  
Highway 7 (between Woodbine Ave. and Warden Ave.) 
Unionville, ON 
Tel: 905/940-5900 
Contact: Willie Cheng 
 
• between 40% and 50% of their customer base is Chinese 
• majority of customers are Cantonese speaking although the Mandarin speaking 

population is increasing due to new immigration from China and Taiwan 
• about 20% to 25% of the store staff speak Cantonese, Mandarin or both 
• undertake in-store promotions targeting Asian customers and provide contractual 

services to Asian customers in their language 
• a new Markham East Home Depot (located at Hwy 14 and Markham Rd. has 

recently opened and attracts more Asian customers (which previously used the 
Highway 7 store location) due to its proximity to the larger Chinese residential 
areas of Markham-Unionville 

 
Sheridan Nurseries 
Hwy 7 (East of Warden) 
Unionville, ON 
Tel. 905/477-2253 
Contact: Michelle Stonkus 
 
• approximately 50% of their customer base is Chinese 
• one-third of Sheridan’s staff at this location speak Cantonese, Mandarin or both 

languages 
• provide both in-store services to Chinese customers and landscaping design and 

installation services 
• able to cater to Chinese landscape aesthetic and address specific landscaping 

design requirements/expectations of the Chinese community 
• in-store promotions targeting Chinese customers (e.g., New Years, Dragon 

Festival, etc.) 
 
Other large retailers utilised by the Chinese community in Markham-Unionville are 
Canadian Tire, Rona & Loblaws Super Centre (garden centre – seasonal) 
 
Smaller, Chinese home improvement and landscaping businesses servicing the Chinese 
population in Markham-Unionville are as follows: 
 
Ho Ching Kee Lee Shing Kee Co. (Hardware/building supplies) 
63 Silver Star Blvd 
Unit A7 Scarbourough 
M1V 5E5 
Tel:  416-293-3388 
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Retail stakeholders (cont’d) 
 
Wintact Building Supplies 
443 Coxwell Avenue 
Toronto  Ontario 
M4L 3B9 
Tel: 416-406-3888 
 
Hon-Mark Company Ltd. (Hardware/building supplies) 
3630 Midland Avenue 
Scarborough  Ontario 
M1P 3C2 
Tel:  416-299-3198 
 
Jeff and Son Design Group Limited 
Small landscape contractor in Scarborough provides services almost exclusively to 
Chinese customers 
Tel: 416/277-9368 
 
Media - Electronic 
 
Omni 2 / Cantonese Programming 
545 Lake Shore Blvd. West 
Toronto, ON   M5V 1A3 
Tel: 416/260-0060 
Fax: 416/260-3621 
Email: infor@omni2.ca 
Web site: www.cfmt.com/ontario/tv/en_prog_cant.shtml 
 
• offers OMNI News – Cantonese Edition  
• “Face to Face” with Stanley So – an interview/informational show whose guests 

are members of the Chinese community 
• “3 Views” is a weekly series that brings together parents and teenagers in the 

Chinese community to explore different issues, trends or events of interest to 
Chinese families. 

• “Word for Word”, hosted by Kenneth Li, is a current affairs program that deals with 
political, social and health related issues and any other topics of interest to the 
Chinese Community 
 

Fairchild Television 
35 East Beaver Creek Rd. Unit 8 
Richmond Hill, ON   L4B 1B3 
Tel: 905/889-8090 
Fax: 905/882-7140 
Email: prgtor@fairchildtv.com (programming information) 
 salestor@fairchildtv.com (advertising) 
Web site: www.fairchildtv.com 
 
• largest population of Cantonese-speaking viewers 
• “Leisure Talk” is a daily talk should with guest speakers and topics of interest to the 

Chinese community 

mailto:infor@omni2.ca
http://www.cfmt.com/ontario/tv/en_prog_cant.shtml
mailto:prgtor@fairchildtv.com
mailto:salestor@fairchildtv.com
http://www.fairchildtv.com/
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• weekly programming guide with advertising space 
Fairchild Radio (AM 1430 / FM 88.9) 
Tel: 905/763-3350 
Fax: 905/889-9828 
Email: news@fairchildradio.com (news and assignment desk) 
 sales@fairchildradio.com (advertising) 
 
• offers primarily Cantonese programming but also delivers some programs in 

English and Mandarin 
 
Media – Print 
 
Ming Pao Daily News 
1355 Huntingwood Drive 
Scarborough,  ON   M1S 3J1 
Tel:  416-321-0088 
Fax:  416-321-9663  
Advertising Hotline:  416-673-8212 
Website:  www.mingpaotor.com 
Administration personnel:   Erica 
 
• Ming Pao is the major daily newspaper read by Cantonese speaking Asians.   
• a weekly magazine insert with community information and advertising is included in 

the weekend edition of the paper. 
 
World Journal 
415 Eastern Avenue 
Toronto  ON    M4M 1B7 
Tel:  416-778-0888 
Fax:  416-778-1037 
Editorial Dept: 
Tel:  416-778-0889 
Fax:  416-778-4899 
Website:   www.worldjournal.com 
 
• A daily paper serving the Mandarin speaking Asian community (principally new 

immigrants). 
• Its statistics say it reaches 32% of Mandarin speaking Asians in the GTA  
• focuses on events around the world and China but have Canadian Living, Forum, 

New Immigrants, Gardening and Focus on Business sections that focus on GTA 
news, events and information. 

 
Sing Tao 
417 Dundas St. West 
Toronto  Ontario 
M5T 1G6 
Tel:  416-596-8140 
Fax:  416-599-6688 
Email: editor@singtao.ca (Assignment desk/Editor) 
    jyuen@singtao.ca (Advertising) 
Website: www.singtao.ca* 
 

mailto:news@fairchildradio.com
mailto:sales@fairchildradio.com
www.mingpaotor.com
www.worldjournal.com
mailto:editor@singtao.ca
mailto:jyuen@singtao.ca
www.singtao.ca
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*also refer to www.singtao.ca/ENVIRONIC_T.pdf for a copy of an Environics survey of 
Chinese Canadians and a profile of the Chinese readership of print media 
Toronto Life Guide 
3410 Midland Avenue, Suite 16 
Scarborough, ON   M1V 4V4 
Tel: 416/292-9188 
Fax: 416/292-8009 
Email: info@lifeguidemedia.com 
Web site: www.looktoronto.com 
     www.lifeguidemedia.com (English) 
 
• Events and information magazine catering to the Asian (primarily Chinese) 

population in GTA 
 
Chinese News Group 
50 Weybright Court, Unit 11 
Scarborough, ON  M1S 5A8 
Tel: 416/504-0761 
Fax: 416/504-4928 
Email: cng@chinesenewsgroup.com 
Web site: www.chinesenewsgroup.com 
 
• Caters to Mandarin speaking Asians 

 
 

www.singtao.ca/ENVIRONIC_T.pdf
mailto:info@lifeguidemedia.com
http://www.looktoronto.com/
http://www.lifeguidemedia.com/
mailto:cng@chinesenewsgroup.com
http://www.chinesenewsgroup.com/
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http://www.awwa.org/
http://www.cagbc.org/
http://www.city.toronto.ca/environment
http://www.cwp.org/
http://www.cwwa.ca/
http://www.green-space.us/forum
http://www.gvrd.bc.ca/sustainability
http://www.portlandonline.com/bes
http://www.usgbc.org/
http://www.worldgbc.org/
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